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1 · an exploded and exploding body · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · here · inscribed with another’s desire · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · where speech is
impossible · both in and out of the darkness · in the margins
of its demand · that it will always appear · between the two
it punctures · an exploded and exploding body · the illusion
of an event · inscribed with another’s desire · the body
and its unspeakable walls · here · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · woven · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · one to another · a tetanic will · here · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · both in and out
of the darkness · that it will always appear · between the two
it punctures · an exploded and exploding body · in the margins
of its demand · balanced on the tip of the tongue · where speech is
impossible · that it will always appear · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · one to another · the illusion
of an event · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · the body
and its unspeakable walls · moving irresistably toward you ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · woven by the hands
of another · coming into the darkness · here · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · the illusion
of an event · inscribed with another’s desire · both in and out
of the darkness · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
here · where speech is impossible · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · woven by the hands of another · in the margins
of its demand · the illusion of an event · where speech is
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impossible · that it will always appear · woven by the hands
of another · the illusion of an event · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · both in and out of the body · where speech is
impossible · the illusion of an event · displacing · one
to another · here · that it will always appear · inscribed
with another’s desire · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
spilling · in the margins of its demand · between the two
it punctures · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · here · resolvent ·
spilling · in the margins of its demand · the illusion
of an event · inscribed with another’s desire · where speech is
impossible · a tetanic will · that it will always appear ·
woven · one to another · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · an exploded and exploding body · inscribed
with another’s desire · an ear · where speech is impossible ·
receiving · a strained compulsive plosion · a braided breath ·
woven · one to another · spilling · here · the illusion
of an event · resolvent · like flame · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · inscribed with another’s desire · in
the margins of its demand · displacing · both in and out
of the body · that it will always appear · one to another ·
a tetanic will · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
resolvent · one to another · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · an exploded and exploding body ·
the illusion of an event · inscribed with another’s desire ·
where speech is impossible · an ear · receiving · here ·
a strained compulsive plosion · a braided breath · woven ·
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one to another · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
that it will always appear · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · the illusion of an event · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · inscribed
with another’s desire · resolvent · here · where speech is
impossible · woven · one to another · in the margins
of its demand · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
resolvent · here · a tetanic will · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · the illusion
of an event · here · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
a strained compulsive plosion · woven · one to another ·
a tetanic will · woven by the hands of another · inscribed
with another’s desire · spilling · here · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · woven · in the margins of its demand ·
an exploded and exploding body · resolvent · where speech is
impossible · that it will always appear · one to another ·
at the edge of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams ·
here · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
a braided breath · inscribed with another’s desire · gesturing
to another · making · the illusion of an event · in the margins
of its demand · febrile fingers · raking · here · before
the voice · an exploded and exploding body · where speech is
impossible · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
that it will always appear · like flame · here · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · gesturing
to another · an exploded and exploding body · a braided breath ·
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woven · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed
with another’s desire · one to another · before the voice ·
like thick black hair · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · the illusion of an event · weaving itself · as it passes · here · a tetanic will · gesturing
to another · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · here · the illusion
of an event · resolvent · like flame · in the margins
of its demand · one to another · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · making · here ·
a braided breath · gesturing to another · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · raking ·
febrile fingers · woven · here · one to another · before
the voice · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · twisting ·
like figures · here · at the edge of the soiled sheets of all
of these dreams · the illusion of an event · gesturing
to another · as it passes · one to another · in the margins
of its demand · here · a tetanic will · between the two
it punctures · an exploded and exploding body · resolvent ·
where speech is impossible · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · here · before
the voice · a braided breath · spilling · the illusion
of an event · resolvent · like flame · woven · as it passes ·
from out of the illusion of its unresolved control · one
to another · between the two it punctures · in the margins
of its demand · where speech is impossible · here · gesturing
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to another · an exploded and exploding body · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · the illusion
of an event · weaving itself · where speech is impossible ·
an unconscious twist of hair · here · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · here · gesturing
to another · between the two it punctures · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · weaving itself · resolvent · one to another · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · here · a tetanic will · raking · before
the voice · making · febrile fingers · as it passes · one
to another · the illusion of an event · like flame · gesturing
to another · here · where speech is impossible · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · between the two
it punctures · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · before
the voice · the illusion of an event · like flame · inscribed
with another’s desire · gesturing to another · in the margins
of its demand · as it passes · here · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · weaving itself like flame · between
the two it punctures · twisting · febrile fingers · raking · one
to another · here · like figures · in the margins of its demand ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · making ·
a tetanic will · one to another · as it passes · both in and out
of the darkness · gesturing to another · here · where speech is
impossible · bursting · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · resolvent · the illusion of an event · inscribed
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with another’s desire · here · like figures · twisting · one
to another · an exploded and exploding body · both in and out
of the darkness · where speech is impossible · in the margins
of its demand · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
raking · as it passes · here · making · an unconscious twist
of hair · woven · a tetanic will · the illusion of an event ·
resolvent · spilling · febrile fingers · one to another ·
here · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · gesturing
to another · as it passes · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · like figures · displacing · one
to another · resolvent · here · in the margins of its demand ·
like hot white breath · coming into the darkness · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · where speech is impossible · outside
conscious selfhood · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
the illusion of an event · inscribed with another’s desire ·
weaving itself like flame · here · before the voice ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · passing ·
like hot white breath · coming into the darkness · before
the voice · an exploded and exploding body · where speech is
impossible · woven · here · like figures · gesturing
to another · as it passes · one to another · both in and out
of the darkness · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
here · in the margins of its demand · where speech is
impossible · that it will always appear · woven by the hands
of another · moving wordlessly amongst these pages · here ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · both in and out
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of the darkness · inscribed with another’s desire · the illusion
of an event · gesturing to another · as it passes · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · here · weaving itself like flame · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
moving wordlessly amongst these pages · in the margins
of its demand · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · resolvent · here · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · gesturing
to another · as it passes · moving wordlessly amongst these pages ·
like hot white breath · coming into the darkness · here ·
the illusion of an event · passing · before the voice ·
an exploded and exploding body · raking · where speech is
impossible · moving wordlessly amongst these pages · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · weaving itself like flame · as it passes · febrile fingers · one to another ·
moving wordlessly amongst these pages · here · in the margins
of its demand · making · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · outside
conscious selfhood · like hot white breath · here · an exploded and exploding body · the illusion of an event ·
passing · before the voice · weaving itself · as it passes ·
here · resolvent · one to another · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · the illusion of an event · inscribed
with another’s desire · here · where speech is impossible ·
moving wordlessly amongst these pages · in the margins
of its demand · that it will always appear · here · at the edge
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of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · coming
into the darkness · like hot white breath · before the voice ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · weaving itself ·
as it passes · here · where speech is impossible · outside
conscious selfhood · moving breathlessly amongst these pages ·
an exploded and exploding body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · one to another · resolvent · in the margins
of its demand · spilling · the illusion of an event ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · a tetanic will ·
inscribed with another’s desire · here · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · gesturing to another · as it passes ·
like hot white breath · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · where speech is impossible · the illusion of an event ·
an exploded and exploding body · coming into the darkness ·
before the voice · pulsing · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · spilling · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · moving breathlessly amongst these pages ·
the illusion of an event · gesturing to another · here ·
before the voice · resolvent · one to another · in the margins
of its demand · making · febrile fingers · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · raking · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · coming into the darkness · spilling · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · here · inscribed
with another’s desire · one to another · the illusion
of an event · an exploded and exploding body · resolvent ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · in the margins
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of its demand · a tetanic will · as it passes · here · coming
into the darkness · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
resolvent · like hot white breath · pulsing · here · inscribed with another’s desire · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · woven · one to another · before
the voice · a tetanic will · resolvent · in the margins
of its demand · the illusion of an event · with bated breath ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · gesturing to another ·
as it passes · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed
with another’s desire · like hot white breath · one to another ·
the body and its unspeakable walls · unrestrained and ardent ·
moving irresistably toward you · here · in the margins
of its demand · the illusion of an event · resolvent · one
to another · coming into the darkness · here · from out
of the surrounding night · making · febrile fingers · moving
breathlessly amongst these pages · raking · as it passes ·
weaving itself like flame · in the margins of its demand ·
resolvent · here · inscribed with another’s desire · the body
and its unspeakable walls · coming into the darkness · one
to another · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · from out
of the surrounding night · the illusion of an event · here ·
the body and its unspeakable walls · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a strained compulsive plosion ·
moving irresistably toward you · unrestrained and ardent ·
like hot white breath · passing · here · an ear · inscribed with another’s desire · resolvent · as it passes ·
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here · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · here · a strained compulsive plosion ·
unrestrained and ardent · pulsing · as it passes · gesturing
to another · spilling · like hot white breath · in the margins
of its demand · the body and its unspeakable walls · coming
into the darkness · inscribed with another’s desire · from out
of the surrounding night · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · spilling · resolvent · where speech is impossible ·
an ear · moving irresistably toward you · weaving itself ·
as it passes · the illusion of an event · woven · gesturing
to another · resolvent · here · passing · in the margins
of its demand · like hot white breath · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a tetanic will · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · woven · one to another · here · outside
conscious selfhood · an exploded and exploding body · coming
into the darkness · inscribed with another’s desire · from out
of the surrounding night · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · moving irresistably toward you · resolvent · here ·
weaving itself like flame · before the voice · the body
and its unspeakable walls · resolvent · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · moving wordlessly amongst these pages ·
pulsing · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
a tetanic will · here · where speech is impossible · woven ·
one to another · outside conscious selfhood · in the margins
of its demand · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
before the voice · the body and its unspeakable walls · coming
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into the darkness · an exploded and exploding body · from out
of the surrounding night · woven · one to another · inscribed
with another’s desire · here · resolvent · in the margins
of its demand · a tetanic will · gesturing to another · outside
conscious selfhood · spilling · here · the illusion
of an event · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
woven · one to another · before the voice · the body
and its unspeakable walls · coming into the darkness · here ·
from out of the surrounding night · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · where speech is impossible · in the margins
of its demand · making · febrile fingers · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · raking · as it passes · moving
wordlessly amongst these pages · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · spilling · the illusion
of an event · weaving itself · outside conscious selfhood ·
a tetanic will · woven · one to another · before the voice ·
an exploded and exploding body · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · here · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control · the illusion of an event · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · resolvent · where speech is
impossible · like figures · twisting · here · one to another ·
as the eye moves · at the edge of the soiled sheets of all
of these dreams · resolvent · as it passes · in the margins
of its demand · a presence · woven · an unconscious twist
of hair · making · febrile fingers · raking · one to another ·
moving wordlessly amongst these pages · woven by the hands
of another · coming into the darkness · here · from out
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of the surrounding night · moving irresistably toward you · the body
and its unspeakable walls · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · both in and out
of the darkness · a tetanic will · where speech is impossible ·
an exploded and exploding body · resolvent · the illusion
of an event · gesturing to another · as it passes · outside
conscious selfhood · here · like hot white breath · moving
wordlessly amongst these pages · a presence · weaving itself like flame · here · where speech is impossible ·
a tetanic will · woven · one to another · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · an exploded and exploding body · before
the voice · a strained compulsive plosion · in the margins
of its demand · moving wordlessly amongst these pages ·
making · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed
with another’s desire · febrile fingers · raking · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · here · outside
conscious selfhood · an exploded and exploding body · one
to another · that it will always appear · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · moving irresistably toward you · the body
and its unspeakable walls · coming into the darkness · here ·
from out of the surrounding night · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · resolvent · here · like hot white breath · spilling ·
the illusion of an event · gesturing to another · woven · one
to another · a tetanic will · before the voice · both in and out
of the darkness · here · balanced on the tip of the tongue ·
a presence · resolvent · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · outside conscious selfhood ·
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the moon to the left · weaving itself like flame · an orb
of light · here · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
spilling · the illusion of an event · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · displacing · as it passes · the body
and its unspeakable walls · as the eye moves · here · one
to another · that it will always appear · where speech is
impossible · an exploded and exploding body · gesturing
to another · a tetanic will · resolvent · like figures · outside
conscious selfhood · a presence · passing · in the margins
of its demand · febrile fingers · raking · here · inscribed
with another’s desire · moving irresistably toward you ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · where speech is
impossible · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · unrestrained and ardent · weaving itself like flame · that it will always appear · woven · one
to another · here · a presence · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
inscribed with another’s desire · as it passes · gesturing
to another · here · an ear · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a strained compulsive plosion ·
spilling · the illusion of an event · resolvent · in the margins
of its demand · making · febrile fingers · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · woven by the hands of another · here ·
raking · coming into the darkness · bursting · from out
of the surrounding night · moving irresistably toward you ·
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the body and its unspeakable walls · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · that it will always appear · here · in
the margins of its demand · the moon to the left · weaving itself like flame · an orb of light · glowing · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · one to another · as the eye moves ·
lost in the circling gaze · here · outside conscious selfhood ·
resolvent · as it passes · gesturing to another · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · an ear · receiving ·
a strained compulsive plosion · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · spilling · an exploded and exploding body ·
the illusion of an event · inscribed with another’s desire ·
a tetanic will · unrestrained and ardent · in the margins
of its demand · moving wordlessly amongst these pages ·
a presence · balanced on the tip of the tongue · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · weaving itself like flame · resolvent · one to another · outside
conscious selfhood · here · as eyes are fixed · a gaze lost
in its own transfixing · as it passes · gesturing to another ·
unrestrained and ardent · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · an exploded and exploding body · woven · one
to another · here · a strained compulsive plosion · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · febrile fingers ·
raking · moving irresistably toward you · making · an unconscious twist of hair · resolvent · woven by the hands
of another · coming into the darkness · as it passes · from out
of the surrounding night · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · a presence · balanced on the tip of the tongue ·
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the moon to the left · weaving itself like flame · an orb
of light · moving breathlessly amongst these pages · the body
and its unspeakable walls · woven by the hands of another ·
coming into the darkness · from out of the surrounding night ·
here · moving irresistably toward you · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · the illusion of an event · inscribed with another’s desire · as it passes · in the margins
of its demand · unrestrained and ardent · here · gesturing
to another · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · outside
conscious selfhood · a presence · one to another · making ·
febrile fingers · raking · an exploded and exploding body ·
woven by the hands of another · resolvent · both in and out
of the darkness · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
moving irresistably toward you · as it passes · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · unrestrained and ardent · here · gesturing
to another · resolvent · one to another · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · weaving itself like flame · a tetanic will · spilling · the illusion
of an event · here · a presence · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · unrestrained and ardent · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · a strained compulsive plosion · gesturing
to another · spilling · a tetanic will · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an exploded and exploding body ·
inscribed with another’s desire · woven · one to another ·
moving wordlessly amongst these pages · here · outside
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conscious selfhood · an exploded and exploding body · spilling ·
a presence · unrestrained and ardent · the moon to the left ·
resolvent · an orb of light · weaving itself like flame ·
the body and its unspeakable walls · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · coming into the darkness · from out
of the surrounding night · moving irresistably toward you ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · the illusion
of an event · making · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
febrile fingers · raking · here · a presence · inscribed
with another’s desire · moving irresistably toward you · one
to another · both in and out of the darkness · in the margins
of its demand · gesturing to another · outside conscious selfhood ·
here · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · an exploded and exploding body · woven
by the hands of another · moving irresistably toward you ·
gesturing to another · unrestrained and ardent · here ·
resolvent · as eyes are fixed · lost in its circling gaze · moving
breathlessly amongst these pages · as it passes · the moon
to the left · a gaze lost in its own transfixing · here ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · making · febrile fingers · the body
and its unspeakable walls · woven · here · raking · one
to another · an exploded and exploding body · both in and out
of the darkness · moving irresistably toward you · gesturing
to another · a strained compulsive plosion · where speech is
impossible · inscribed with another’s desire · the illusion
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of an event · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
here · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
as it passes · moving breathlessly amongst these pages ·
the voice itself beginning to well · unrestrained and ardent ·
an exploded and exploding body · outside conscious selfhood ·
gesturing to another · as though without form · the body
and its unspeakable walls · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · woven · both in and out of the darkness · here · one
to another · a presence · coming into the darkness · from out
of the surrounding night · the moon to the left · an orb
of light · a gaze lost in its own transfixing · outside
conscious selfhood · the voice itself beginning to well ·
resolvent · as it passes · as though without form · weaving itself like flame · spilling · a tetanic will · the illusion
of an event · here · an exploded and exploding body · one
to another · a presence · woven by the hands of another ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · both in and out
of the darkness · inscribed with another’s desire · balanced
on the tip of the tongue · making · febrile fingers · raking ·
the body and its unspeakable walls · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · the voice itself beginning to well ·
the illusion of an event · as though without form · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · a presence ·
a strained compulsive plosion · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · here · the voice itself beginning to well ·
tearing you from the left · spilling · within the resounding walls
of this experience · the body and its unspeakable walls ·
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a tetanic will · in the margins of its demand · the illusion
of an event · here · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
resolvent · as it passes · as exploded and exploding body ·
outside conscious selfhood · within the resounding walls
of this experience · one to another · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · the illusion of an event ·
here · a strained compulsive plosion · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · unrestrained and ardent · bursting · gesturing
to another · here · coming into the darkness · from out
of the surrounding night · the body and its unspeakable walls ·
the moon to the left · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
woven · one to another · an orb of light · glowing · outside
conscious selfhood · a gaze lost in its own transfixing · here ·
an exploded and exploding body · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a presence · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · inscribed with another’s desire ·
a strained compulsive plosion · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · gesturing to another · here · in the margins
of its demand · a tetanic will · the illusion of an event ·
spilling · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
a presence · moving wordlessly amongst these pages · the body
and its unspeakable walls · one to another · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · woven · both in and out
of the darkness · an exploded and exploding body · outside
conscious selfhood · the illusion of an event · in the margins
of its demand · a strained compulsive plosion · balanced
on the tip of the tongue · as though without form · gesturing
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to another · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · the illusion
of an event · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · a gaze lost
in its own transfixing · spilling · here · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · as though without form · tearing you
from the left · resolvent · one to another · the voice itself beginning to well · a tetanic will · spilling · the body
and its unspeakable walls · outside conscious selfhood ·
an exploded and exploding body · here · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · moving irresistably toward you · coming
into the darkness · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
within the resounding walls of this experience · from out
of the surrounding night · as it passes · here · outside
conscious selfhood · a gaze lost in its own transfixing ·
as eyes are fixed · lost in a circling gaze · the illusion
of an event · an exploded and exploding body · inscribed
with another’s desire · making · febrile fingers · moving
wordlessly amongst these pages · here · raking · the body
and its unspeakable walls · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
a presence · resolvent · woven by the hands of another · one
to another · here · tearing you from the left · the voice itself beginning to well · woven · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as though without form · outside
conscious selfhood · a strained compulsive plosion · weaving itself like flame · the illusion of an event · here · from out
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of the illusion of its unresolved control · a presence · unrestrained and ardent · moving irresistably toward you ·
the body and its unspeakable walls · here · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · one to another · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · as it passes · outside conscious selfhood ·
resolvent · here · inscribed with another’s desire · the body
and its unspeakable walls · a gaze lost in its own transfixing · as eyes are fixed · lost in a circling gaze · one
to another · both in and out of the darkness · twisting ·
in the margins of its demand · like figures · gesturing
to another · a strained compulsive plosion · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · a presence · unrestrained and ardent · one
to another · as the eye moves · within the resounding walls
of this experience · resolvent · here · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · an exploded and exploding body ·
unrestrained and ardent · here · as though without form ·
from out of the illusion of its unresolved control · one
to another · the illusion of an event · resolvent · outside
conscious selfhood · a tetanic will · weaving itself · here ·
like flame · raking · making · febrile fingers · inscribed
with another’s desire · resolvent · here · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · in the margins of its demand · the body
and its unspeakable walls · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · outside
conscious selfhood · spilling · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · a presence · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · unrestrained and ardent · as it passes · one
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to another · a strained compulsive plosion · resolvent ·
a tetanic will · spilling · the illusion of an event · here ·
an exploded and exploding body · within the resounding walls
of this experience · one to another · as though without form ·
a presence · tearing you from the left · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · balanced on the tip
of the tongue · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · the body
and its unspeakable walls · unrestrained and ardent · moving
wordlessly amongst these pages · making · febrile fingers ·
outside conscious selfhood · raking · here · in the margins
of its demand · the illusion of an event · both in and out
of the darkness · inscribed with another’s desire · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · here · woven
by the hands of another · resolvent · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as though without form · the voice itself beginning to well · an exploded and exploding body ·
spilling · one to another · a tetanic will · the illusion
of an event · here · resolvent · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · weaving itself · in the margins
of its demand · woven · here · one to another · tearing you
from the left · as it passes · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · here · with bated breath · the voice itself beginning to well · resolvent · spilling · for the time
of its duration · the body and its unspeakable walls · coming
into the darkness · here · the illusion of an event · resolvent ·
as it passes · from out of the surrounding night · the moon
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to the left · a presence · inscribed with another’s desire ·
an exploded and exploding body · unrestrained and ardent ·
here · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
the voice itself beginning to well · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · the illusion of an event ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · woven by the hands
of another · an exploded and exploding body · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · as though without form · the body
and its unspeakable walls · moving irresistably toward you ·
with bated breath · a tetanic will · spilling · the illusion
of an event · outside conscious selfhood · a circumference
of light · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · inscribed with another’s desire · here · resolvent · weaving itself like flame · raking · in the margins of its demand ·
making · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
febrile fingers · as though without form · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · here · an exploded and exploding body ·
woven by the hands of another · within the resounding walls
of this experience · unrestrained and ardent · for the time
of its duration · here · with bated breath · the voice itself beginning to well · a presence · as though without form ·
unrestrained and ardent · tearing you from the left · the body
and its unspeakable walls · moving irresistably toward you ·
a strained compulsive plosion · spilling · the illusion
of an event · making · a tetanic will · here · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · febrile fingers ·
raking · outside conscious selfhood · moving wordlessly
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amongst these pages · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
drunk in · like hot white breath · here · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · an ear ·
coming into the darkness · a strained compulsive plosion ·
unrestrained and ardent · from out of the surrounding night ·
here · a circumference of light · before the voice · the body
and its unspeakable walls · resolvent · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a tetanic will · for the time of its duration ·
an exploded and exploding body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · weaving itself like flame · unrestrained and ardent · with bated breath · in the margins
of its demand · as though without form · woven by the hands
of another · making · febrile fingers · raking · outside
conscious selfhood · here · one to another · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · resolvent · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · spilling · a tetanic will · here · the illusion
of an event · moving irresistably toward you · the voice itself beginning to well · a strained compulsive plosion ·
the body and its unspeakable walls · a presence · tearing you
from the left · as the eye moves · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a presence · with bated breath · moving
wordlessly amongst these pages · an exploded and exploding body ·
here · for the time of its duration · a gaze lost
in its own transfixing · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · the illusion of an event · gesturing
to another · a tetanic will · inscribed with another’s desire ·
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resolvent · here · one to another · woven · in the margins
of its demand · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
outside conscious selfhood · a circumference of light · coming
into the darkness · an exploded and exploding body · from out
of the surrounding night · as though without form · the body
and its unspeakable walls · moving irresistably toward you ·
unrestrained and ardent · before the voice · a presence · lost
in a circling gaze · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · resolvent · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · the illusion of an event · one
to another · resolvent · within the resounding walls
of this experience · with bated breath · for the time
of its duration · moving irresistably toward you · outside
conscious selfhood · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · unrestrained and ardent · in the margins
of its demand · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · a circumference of light · lost
in a circling gaze · as eyes are fixed · here · the moon
to the left · an exploded and exploding body · one to another ·
a strained compulsive plosion · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · making · febrile fingers · raking ·
here · a presence · the body and its unspeakable walls ·
moving wordlessly amongst these pages · woven by the hands
of another · a presence · coming into the darkness · from out
of the surrounding night · spilling · here · the illusion
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of an event · the voice itself beginning to well · tearing you
from the left · as it passes · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · with bated breath · for the time
of its duration · resolvent · as though without form · the body
and its unspeakable walls · moving irresistably toward you ·
unrestrained and ardent · the illusion of an event · outside
conscious selfhood · here · resolvent · one to another ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · for the time
of its duration · an exploded and exploding body · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a circumference of light · outside
conscious selfhood · weaving itself like flame · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · both in and out
of the darkness · spilling · a tetanic will · in the margins
of its demand · gesturing to another · coming into the darkness ·
from out of the surrounding night · here · one to another ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · the body
and its unspeakable walls · woven · with bated breath · one
to another · unrestrained and ardent · resolvent · outside
conscious selfhood · the voice itself beginning to well ·
a strained compulsive plosion · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · as though without form · lost in a circling gaze ·
moving irresistably toward you · as it passes · a gaze lost
in its own transfixing · as the eye moves · here · the moon
to the left · a presence · an exploded and exploding body ·
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coming into the darkness · from out of the surrounding night ·
making · febrile fingers · raking · unrestrained and ardent ·
moving breathlessly amongst these pages · within the resounding walls of this experience · here · woven by the hands
of another · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
the body and its unspeakable walls · outside conscious selfhood ·
moving irresistably toward you · with bated breath · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · tearing you
from the left · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
inscribed with another’s desire · spilling · resolvent · one
to another · outside conscious selfhood · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · as though without form · the voice itself beginning to well · with bated breath · tearing you
from the left · a strained compulsive plosion · a presence ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · a circumference
of light · an exploded and exploding body · spilling · here ·
the illusion of an event · from out of the surrounding night ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · a tetanic will ·
unrestrained and ardent · woven by the hands of another ·
an exploded and exploding body · within the resounding walls
of this experience · outside conscious selfhood · for the time
of its duration · at the edge of the soiled sheets of all
of these dreams · like figures · twisting · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · like hot white breath · inscribed
with another’s desire · coming into the darkness · from out
of the surrounding night · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · resolvent · in the margins
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of its demand · as though without form · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · moving irresistably toward you ·
from out of the illusion of its unresolved control · the body
and its unspeakable walls · the voice itself beginning to well ·
one to another · here · with bated breath · tearing you
from the left · the illusion of an event · resolvent · outside
conscious selfhood · a strained compulsive plosion · within
the resounding walls of this experience · both in and out
of the darkness · a tetanic will · the illusion of an event ·
an exploded and exploding body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · coming into the darkness · from out
of the surrounding night · moving irresistably toward you ·
unrestraind and ardent · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · moving breathlessly amongst these pages · gesturing
to another · as it passes · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · a circumference of light · spilling ·
here · as though without form · within the resounding walls
of this experience · with bated breath · for the time
of its duration · the illusion of an event · both in and out
of the darkness · moving irresistably toward you · from out
of the surrounding night · unrestrained and ardent · the body
and its unspeakable walls · like figures · woven by the hands
of another · outside conscious selfhood · in the margins
of its demand · here · the voice itself beginning to well ·
resolvent · one to another · inscribed with another’s desire ·
coming into the darkness · here · a presence · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · a tetanic will ·
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a strained compulsive plosion · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · an exploded and exploding body · gesturing
to another · from out of the surrounding night · tearing you
from the left · with bated breath · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · as though without form · the body
and its unspeakable walls · resolvent · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · unrestrained and ardent · the voice itself beginning to well · resolvent · one to another · outside
conscious selfhood · here · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · as it passes · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · a strained compulsive plosion · the illusion
of an event · as the eye moves · here · a presence · coming
into the darkness · moving irresistably toward you · from out
of the surrounding night · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · resolvent · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as though without form · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · an exploded and exploding body · here ·
at the edge of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · the body
and its unspeakable walls · as though without form · here ·
resolvent · for the time of its duration · the illusion
of an event · both in and out of the darkness · in the margins
of its demand · inscribed with another’s desire · here · within
the resounding walls of this experience · the voice itself beginning to well · gesturing to another · outside
conscious selfhood · one to another · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · resolvent · a voluminous rapidity
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of figurative thought · woven · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · spilling · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · for the time of its duration · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · the illusion
of an event · a strained compulsive plosion · a presence ·
unrestrained and ardent · an exploded and exploding body ·
spilling · where speech is impossible · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · the body and its unspeakable walls ·
moving irresistably toward you · with bated breath · from out
of the surrounding night · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · here · as though without form ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · outside
conscious selfhood · like figures · twisting · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · the illusion of an event · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · for the time
of its duration · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
a tetanic will · tearing you from the left · the illusion
of an event · spilling · the body and its unspeakable walls ·
a tetanic will · outside conscious selfhood · the voice itself beginning to well · here · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · resolvent · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · with bated breath · tearing you
from the left · an exploded and exploding body · the illusion
of an event · at the edge of the soiled sheets of all
of these dreams · here · a presence · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · unrestrained and ardent · the body
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and its unspeakable walls · as though without form · outside
conscious selfhood · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a strained compulsive plosion · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · one to another ·
unrestrained and ardent · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · making · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · febrile fingers · raking · woven by the hands
of another · moving irresistably toward you · tearing you
from the left · for the time of its duration · the voice itself beginning to well · resolvent · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · one to another · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · inscribed
with another’s desire · weaving itself like flame · the body
and its unspeakable walls · here · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · an exploded and exploding body · from out
of the surrounding night · the moon to the left · unrestrained
and ardent · a circumference of light · as eyes are fixed ·
moving irresistably toward you · as though without form ·
here · as the eye moves · a presence · in the margins
of its demand · the voice itself beginning to well · outside
conscious seflhood · here · tearing you from the left · one
to another · the illusion of an event · within the resounding walls of this experience · a strained compulsive plosion ·
as though without form · a tetanic will · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · here · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a tucked and tumbling weave
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of voices · the body and its unspeakable walls · tearing you
from the left · here · with bated breath · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · resolvent · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as though without form · here · one
to another · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
a presence · at the edge of the soiled sheets of all
of these dreams · a tetanic will · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · tearing you from the left · here · inscribed
with another’s desire · unrestrained and ardent · coming
into the darkness · from out of the surrounding night · one
to another · here · a strained compulsive plosion · gesturing
to another · making · raking · febrile fingers · in the margins
of its demand · woven by the hands of another · the body
and its unspeakable walls · an exploded and exploding body ·
spilling · as though without form · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · moving irresistably toward you · unrestraind and ardent · outside conscious selfhood · here ·
the voice itself beginning to well · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · as the eye moves · tearing you
from the left · a strained compulsive plosion · here ·
the body and its unspeakable walls · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · resolvent · as though without form ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · both in and out
of the darkness · a circumference of light · a gaze lost
in its own transfixing · as it passes · here · within the resounding walls of this experience · from out of the illusion
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of its unresolved control · gesturing to another · the body
and its unspeakable walls · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · moving irresistably toward you · making · one
to another · febrile fingers · raking · woven by the hands
of another · coming into the darkness · here · from out
of the surrounding night · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · unrestrained and ardent · outside
conscious selfhood · as though without form · the illusion
of an event · an exploded and exploding body · gesturing
to another · in the margins of its demand · moving wordlessly
amongst these pages · here · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · spilling · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a strained compulsive plosion · one
to another · outside conscious selfhood · tearing you
from the left · here · the voice itself beginning to well ·
unrestrained and ardent · in the margins of its demand ·
the illusion of an event · at the edge of the soiled sheets
of all of these dreams · with bated breath · the body
and its unspeakable walls · moving irresistably toward you ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · for the time
of its duration · a presence · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · resolvent · the body and its unspeakable walls ·
from out of the illusion of its unresolved control · outside
conscious selfhood · a tetanic will · woven · one to another ·
weaving itself · as though without form · both in and out
of the darkness · resolvent · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a presence · tearing you from the left ·
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the illusion of an event · as the eye moves · in the margins
of its demand · a strained compulsive plosion · the body
and its unspeakable walls · moving irresistably toward you ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · inscribed
with another’s desire · unrestrained and ardent · spilling ·
a presence · from out of the surrounding night · the illusion
of an event · here · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
resolvent · one to another · as though without form ·
both in and out of the darkness · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · for the time of its duration ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · at the edge
of the soiled sheets of all of these dreams · weaving itself like flame · a strained compulsive plosion · the voice itself beginning to well · an exploded and exploding body · one
to another · the moon to the left · moving breathlessly
amongst these pages · as it passes · here · the illusion
of an event · unrestrained and ardent · gesturing to another ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · in the margins
of its demand · as it passes · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · within the resounding walls
of this experience · with bated breath · both in and out
of the darkness · here · an exploded and exploding body ·
a tetanic will · one to another · with bated breath · making ·
febrile fingers · raking · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · outside conscious selfhood · resolvent · here ·
moving irresistably toward you · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a presence · tearing you from the left ·
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2 · an exploded and exploding body · infused with another’s light ·
proceeding · here · one from another · a presence · passing
from transparency · a body infused with light · both in and out
of the mirror · appropriated · here · in likeness to another ·
the self separate from itself · gathered · by the projection
of a surface · that it will always appear · binding the body
to itself · a dynamic ringing · held buoyant on the breath ·
an aspirated body of light · passing from transparency ·
a permeating spectral outline · infused with another’s light ·
proceeding · here · apparent in the mirror · the self separate
from itself · appropriated · by the projection of a surface ·
a body infused with light · transfigured · here · passing
from transparency · like hot white breath · both in and out
of the mirror · binding the body to itself · inhering · one
from another · an aspirated body of light · the illusion
of an event · here · a permeating spectral outline · passing
from transparency · a presence · infused with another’s light ·
that it will always appear · here · in the margins of its demand ·
an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · the self separate
from itself · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
binding the body to itself · transfigured · here · an exploded and exploding body · infused with another’s light ·
appropriated · like hot white breath · the illusion of an event ·
an aspirated field of light · binding the body to itself ·
the body of the resurrection · one from another · passing
from transparency · a permeating spectral outline · infused
with another’s light · a presence · here · the self separate
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from itself · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · passing from transparency · here · like an internal margin · the illusion of an event · held buoyant
on the breath · an exploded and exploding body · infused
with another’s light · passing · like hot white breath · appropriated · an aspirated field of light · gathered · here ·
transfigured · by the projection of a surface · apparent
in the mirror · a presence · proceeding · both in and out
of the mirror · immediately · binding the body to itself · one
from another · the self separate from itself · appropriated ·
a permeating spectral outline · in likeness to another ·
like hot white breath · apparent in the mirror · passing
from transparency · an aspirated body of light · binding
the body to itself · a presence · held buoyant on the breath ·
both in and out of the mirror · in likeness to another · the body
of the resurrection · proceeding · one from another · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · the self separate
from itself · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · held buoyant
on the breath · an aspirated body · proceeding · in the margins
of its demand · a presence · passing from transparency · here ·
a body infused with light · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · like an internal margin · the self separate
from itself · here · a permeating spectral outline · one
from another · an exploded and exploding body · between the two
it punctures · passing from transparency · both in and out
of the mirror · binding the body to itself · in likeness
to another · a presence · the self separate from itself ·
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here · a body infused with light · like an internal margin ·
appropriated · one from another · the self separate
from itself · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding ·
both in and out of the mirror · gathered · by the projection
of a surface · transfigured · here · the illusion of an event ·
an aspirated body of light · passing · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · here · in the margins of its demand · the body
of the resurrection · like an internal margin · between the two
it punctures · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding ·
here · a permeating spectral outline · an aspirated body
of light · binding the body to itself · a body infused
with light · the self separate from itself · gathered ·
by the projection of a surface · in likeness to another ·
transfigured · here · held buoyant on the breath · passing
from transparency · an aspirated body of light · in the margins
of its demand · here · a dynamic ringing · one from another ·
a presence · apparent in the mirror · the illusion
of an event · proceeding · one from another · binding the body
to itself · both in and out of the mirror · between the two
it punctures · like an internal margin · in the margins
of its demand · here · an aspirated body · binding the body
to itself · a permeating spectral outline · immediately · apparent
in the mirror · a presence · passing from transparency ·
an exploded and exploding body · gathered · here · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · the body
of the resurrection · one from another · the self separate
from itself · proceeding · in likeness to another · held buoyant
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on the breath · a dynamic ringing · here · binding the body
to itself · inhering · like an internal margin · an exploded and exploding body · where speech is impossible ·
a presence · infused with another’s light · here · passing
from transparency · like hot white breath · both in and out
of the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · gathered · in
the margins of its demand · the body of the resurrection ·
an aspirated body of light · in likeness to another · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · the illusion
of an event · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding ·
in likeness to another · a body infused with light · one
from another · a sum · apparent in the mirror · passing
from transparency · gathered · like an internal binding ·
an aspirated body · infused with another’s light · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · a light behind
a style · proceeding · between the two it punctures · an exploded and exploding body · passing · like hot white breath ·
in the margins of its demand · a presence · where speech is
impossible · a permeating spectral outline · between the two
it punctures · the illusion of an event · an aspirated field
of light · gathered · here · by the projection of a surface ·
a body infused with light · transfigured · the self separate
from itself · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · both in and out
of the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · passing
from transparency · a presence · appropriated · between the two
it punctures · proceeding · as though without form · gathered ·
here · the self separate from itself · passing · in likeness
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to another · transfigured · both in and out of the mirror ·
gathered · here · a sum · passing from transparency · an exploded and exploding body · in the margins of its demand ·
an aspirated body of light · as though without form · here ·
a body infused with light · the body of the resurrection ·
like hot white breath · infused with another’s light · binding
the body to itself · in the margins of its demand · appropriated · in likeness to another · proceeding · apparent
in the mirror · a sum · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
binding the body to itself · transfigured · both in and out
of the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · the body
of the resurrection · an aspirated body · proceeding · passing
from transparency · like an internal margin · a presence ·
passing · in likeness to another · the self separate from itself ·
appropriated · one from another · here · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · passing
from transparency · here · like hot white breath · apparent
in the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · binding
the body to itself · between the two it punctures · infused with another’s light · as though without form · one
from another · held buoyant on the breath · where speech is
impossible · here · a presence · inhering · both in and out
of the mirror · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · binding the body to itself · in likeness
to another · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · passing
from transparency · here · an aspirated body · like an in-
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ternal margin · as though without form · an aspirated body
of light · both in and out of the mirror · the self separate
from itself · here · passing from transparency · in likeness
to another · a presence · apparent in the mirror · an exploded and exploding body · gathered · by the projection
of a surface · an aspirated field of light · proceeding ·
binding the body to itself · transfigured · in the margins
of its demand · like an internal margin · between the two
it punctures · proceeding · both in and out of the mirror ·
here · the self separate from itself · gathered · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · appropriated ·
like hot white breath · proceeding · here · both in and out
of the mirror · passing from transparency · a body infused
with light · binding the body to itself · between the two
it punctures · here · where speech is impossible · the body
of the resurrection · a permeating spectral outline · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · an aspirated body
of light · here · like an internal margin · binding the body
to itself · gathered · as though without form · transfigured · here · by the projection of a surface · passing
from transparency · in likeness to another · the self separate
from itself · here · one from another · where speech is
impossible · like an internal margin · an aspirated body
of light · a permeating spectral outline · the illusion
of an event · passing · here · gathered · by the projection
of a surface · infused with another’s light · a presence ·
passing · transfigured · in likeness to another · an ex-
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ploded and exploding body · held buoyant on the breath · apparent in the mirror · like hot white breath · in the margins
of its demand · a permeating spectral outline · appropriated ·
here · between the two it punctures · where speech is
impossible · both in and out of the mirror · the illusion
of an event · a presence · proceeding · an aspirated body
of light · gathered · here · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · inhering · a light behind a style · the body
of the resurrection · binding the body to itself · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · here · passing
from transparency · the self separate from itself · the body
of the resurrection · a sum · apparent in the mirror · one
from another · between the two it punctures · where speech is
impossible · a tetanic will · proceeding · in the margins
of its demand · gathered · here · a light behind a style ·
transfigured · by the projection of a surface · like an internal margin · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · both in and out
of the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · here ·
a presence · the self separate from itself · a body infused
with light · apparent in the mirror · like hot white breath ·
appropriated · between the two it punctures · inhering ·
like an internal margin · both in and out of the mirror ·
a permeating spectral outline · proceeding · in the margins
of its demand · a presence · gathered · in likeness to another ·
apparent in the mirror · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · binding the body to itself · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · here · an exploded and exploding body · passing ·
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as though without form · the self separate from itself · proceeding · a presence · infused with another’s light · one
from another · the body of the resurrection · an aspirated body
of light · passing from transparency · gathered · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · held buoyant
on the breath · a permeating spectral outline · like an internal margin · a dynamic ringing · proceeding · an exploded and exploding body · passing · a presence · infused
with another’s light · appropriated · both in and out
of the mirror · like hot white breath · in the margins
of its demand · between the two it punctures · like an internal margin · here · the self separate from itself · an exploded and exploding body · a dynamic ringing · where speech is
impossible · here · a light behind a style · binding the body
to itself · gathered · by the projection of a surface · transfigured · here · in likeness to another · held buoyant
on the breath · a presence · appropriated · proceeding ·
one from another · passing · in the margins of its demand ·
an exploded and exploding body · a tetanic will · in the lines
of a face · the body of the resurrection · both in and out
of the mirror · where speech is impossible · a body infused with light · like hot white breath · passing from transparency · here · a permeating spectral outline · in likeness
to another · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · the self separate from itself · the illusion
of an event · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
transfigured · where speech is impossible · in the margins
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of its demand · here · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · passing
from transparency · between the two it punctures · in the lines
of a face · an aspirated body of light · both in and out
of the mirror · the self separate from itself · in likeness
to another · gathered · here · an aspirated body · binding
the body to itself · a presence · appropriated · the illusion
of an event · proceeding · between the two it punctures ·
here · a body infused with light · apparent in the mirror ·
held buoyant on the breath · where speech is impossible ·
an exploded and exploding body · in the margins of its demand ·
an aspirated body of light · inhering · both in and out
of the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · the body
of the resurrection · bursting · spilling · in the lines
of a face · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · passing from transparency · in likeness
to another · the self separate from itself · the illusion
of an event · proceeding · here · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · binding the body to itself · where speech is
impossible · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
transfigured · one from another · both in and out of the mirror ·
like an internal margin · inhering · in the margins
of its demand · here · a presence · proceeding · passing
from transparency · a body infused with light · between the two
it punctures · the self separate from itself · a light behind
a style · a tetanic will · binding the body to itself · here ·
the hollowing recluse of a gaze · appropriated · held buoyant
on the breath · bursting · here · between the two it punctures ·
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a presence · gathered · by the projection of a surface · an exploded and exploding body · transfigured · in likeness
to another · where speech is impossible · the self separate
from itself · infused with another’s desire · in the margins
of its demand · here · a tetanic will · binding the body
to itself · the body of the resurrection · held buoyant
on the breath · a body infused with light · passing from transparency · bursting · here · like cracks · in the lines of a face ·
an exploded and exploding body · spilling · both in and out
of the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · held buoyant
on the breath · here · a dynamic ringing · where speech is
impossible · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
transfigured · as the eye moves · the self separate from itself · proceeding · one from another · as though without form ·
a presence · binding the body to itself · here · the body
of the resurrection · a permeating spectral outline · passing
from transparency · proceeding · like an internal margin ·
passing · here · in the margins of its demand · bursting ·
spilling · like cracks · proceeding · in the lines of a face ·
the hollowing recluse of a gaze · inhering · both in and out
of the mirror · as the eye moves · here · between the two
it punctures · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
an aspirated field of light · transfigured · binding the body
to itself · bursting · spilling · like an internal margin ·
an exploded and exploding body · like cracks · in the lines
of a face · here · the self separate from itself · passing
from transparency · a permeating spectral outline · proceeding ·
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a presence · binding · gathered · one from another · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · the illusion
of an event · between the two it punctures · in the margins
of its demand · here · as though without form · an aspirated body
of light · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · woven by the hands of another · proceeding ·
both in and out of the mirror · passing · where speech is
impossible · the self separate from itself · in likeness
to another · as though without form · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · an exploded and exploding body · held buoyant
on the breath · the body of the resurrection · infused
with another’s light · gathered · like hot white breath ·
a permeating spectral outline · here · a presence · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · passing from transparency · a light behind a style · binding the body to itself · both in and out of the mirror · the illusion of an event ·
appropriated · the body of the resurrection · inhering ·
here · binding the body to itself · apparent in the mirror ·
the self separate from itself · bursting · spilling · in the lines
of a face · like cracks · in likeness to another · here · an exploded and exploding body · passing from transparency ·
as the eye moves · one from another · where speech is
impossible · a presence · woven by the hands of another ·
a permeating spectral outline · like an internal binding ·
the hollowing recluse of a gaze · in the margins of its demand ·
inhering · as though without form · here · between the two
it punctures · bursting · spilling · like cracks · in the lines
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of a face · gathered · by the projection of a surface · transfigured · here · in likeness to another · in the margins
of its demand · where speech is impossible · the whiteness
of a page · a permeating spectral outline · both in and out
of the mirror · passing from transparency · the self separate
from itself · between the two it punctures · binding the body
to itself · an exploded and exploding body · appropriated ·
as though without form · here · a tetanic will · a presence ·
proceeding · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · in the margins
of its demand · held buoyant on the breath · here · apparent
in the mirror · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · gathered · as though without form · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · inhering · the body
of the resurrection · one from another · here · in likeness
to another · a presence · held buoyant on the breath · an exploded and exploding body · where speech is impossible ·
a permeating spectral outline · appropriated · a light behind
a style · passing from transparency · here · in the margins
of its demand · a tetanic will · the self separate from itself · like an internal margin · binding the body to itself · an aspirated body of light · here · between the two
it punctures · the body of the resurrection · like an internal margin · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · proceeding · one
from another · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · a permeating spectral outline · between the two
it punctures · the whiteness of a page · in the margins
of its demand · woven by the hands of another · where speech is
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impossible · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · proceeding · in likeness to another · passing
from transparency · the self separate from itself · apparent
in the mirror · here · a presence · binding the body to itself · gathered · by the projection of a surface · inhering ·
like an internal margin · transfigured · an aspirated field
of light · woven by the hands of another · in the margins
of its demand · bursting · like cracks · spilling · here ·
a presence · proceeding · between the two it punctures · both
in and out of the mirror · in likeness to another · in the lines
of a face · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · where speech is
impossible · like an internal margin · appropriated · immediately · passing from transparency · the self separate
from itself · a permeating spectral outline · binding the body
to itself · as though without form · here · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · held buoyant
on the breath · between the two it punctures · gathered · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · here · the body
of the resurrection · inhering · like hot white breath · infused
with another’s light · a permeating spectral outline · appropriated · as though without form · passing from transparency · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · between the two
it punctures · an exploded and exploding body · infused
with another’s light · proceeding · as though without form · immediately · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · gathered · an aspirated body · transfigured ·
by the projection of a surface · appropriated · here · one
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from another · as though without form · woven by the hands
of another · passing from transparency · as the eye moves ·
the self separate from itself · appropriated · in the margins
of its demand · held buoyant on the breath · binding the body
to itself · here · a dynamic ringing · passing from transparency · an aspirated body · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · a permeating spectral outline · a light behind
a style · here · like an internal binding · both in and out
of the mirror · proceeding · as though without form · one
from another · appropriated · as the eye moves · in likeness
to another · infused with another’s light · an aspirated body
of light · transfigured · by the projection of a surface ·
bursting · spilling · like cracks · proceeding · in the lines
of a face · a permeating spectral outline · in the margins
of its demand · a light behind a style · binding the body
to itself · passing from transparency · the self separate
from itself · woven by the hands of another · where speech is
impossible · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · between the two
it punctures · the body of the resurrection · proceeding · immediately · appropriated · a permeating spectral outline ·
like an internal binding · as though without form · passing
from transparency · a presence · apparent in the mirror ·
bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines of a face ·
gathered · one from another · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · inscribed with another’s light · appropriated ·
in likeness to another · proceeding · here · in the margins
of its demand · between the two it punctures · a body infused
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with light · a permeating spectral outline · passing
from transparency · proceeding · here · binding the body
to itself · as though without form · woven by the hands
of another · a permeating spectral outline · an aspirated body
of light · appropriated · a presence · the self separate
from itself · as the eye moves · one from another · the body
of the resurrection · passing from transparency · held buoyant
on the breath · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · here · immediately · bursting · spilling · in the lines of a face ·
gathered · like cracks · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · an aspirated field · appropriated · binding
the body to itself · a presence · as though without form ·
here · woven by the hands of another · both in and out
of the mirror · in the margins of its demand · a light behind
a style · spilling · as though without form · between the two
it punctures · bursting · here · like cracks · in the lines
of a face · gathered · like an internal object · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · appropriated ·
here · passing from transparency · as the eye moves ·
proceeding · one from another · spilling · between the two
it punctures · as though without form · in the margins
of its demand · passing from transparency · appropriated ·
here · like an internal object · apparent in the mirror ·
a presence · bursting · spilling · in the lines of a face ·
gathered · like cracks · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · both in and out of the mirror · a light behind
a style · here · woven by the hands of another · in likeness
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to another · a permeating spectral outline · binding the body
to itself · the body of the resurrection · the self separate
from itself · as though without form · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · passing from transparency · where speech is
impossible · gathered · here · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · proceeding · a presence · appropriated · one
from another · held buoyant on the breath · in likeness
to another · bursting · spilling · like cracks · in the lines
of a face · passing from transparency · as the eye moves ·
proceeding · in the margins of its demand · both in and out
of the mirror · infused with another’s light · a body infused
with light · like an internal binding · woven by the hands
of another · as though without form · the self separate
from itself · a permeating spectral outline · apparent
in the mirror · a light behind a style · inhering · appropriated ·
one from another · passing from transparency · here ·
like an internal binding · an exploded and exploding body · infused with another’s light · gathered · here · proceeding · immediately · appropriated · one from another · in the lines
of a face · transfigured · by the projection of a surface ·
proceeding · here · an aspirated body of light · held buoyant
on the breath · a presence · passing · where speech is
impossible · bursting · like hot white breath · in the lines
of a face · spilling · as though without form · a sum · immediately · the body of the resurrection · both in and out
of the mirror · woven by the hands of another · in the margins
of its demand · the illusion of an event · between the two
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it punctures · here · appropriated · as the eye moves · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · a light behind
a style · one from another · an aspirated body · held buoyant
on the breath · a presence · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a permeating spectral outline · the body
of the resurrection · between the two it punctures · immediately · passing from transparency · where speech is
impossible · woven by the hands of another · in the margins
of its demand · proceeding · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as though without form · here · an exploded and exploding body · appearing · like cracks · apparent
in the mirror · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · bursting · in likeness to another · spilling ·
in the lines of a face · the self separate from itself ·
a light behind a style · as though without form · appropriated ·
here · one from another · the hollowing recluse of a gaze ·
a presence · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
held buoyant on the breath · passing · where speech is
impossible · between the two it punctures · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · appropriated ·
as though without form · proceeding · here · one from another ·
passing from transparency · in likeness to another · the body
of the resurrection · a permeating spectral outline · apparent
in the mirror · a presence · infused with another’s light ·
appropriated · as the eye moves · within the resounding walls
of this experience · proceeding · as though without form ·
bursting · here · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
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of a face · appropriated · one from another · gathered · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · both in and out
of the mirror · infused with another’s light · here · passing
from transparency · where speech is impossible · the body
of the resurrection · a sum · within the resounding walls
of this experience · like an internal margin · held buoyant
on the breath · as though without form · binding the body
to itself · here · the whiteness of a page · an aspirated field
of light · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · passing · like an internal margin · the self separate
from itself · here · a body infused with light · in likeness
to another · as though without form · woven by the hands
of another · an exploded and exploding body · infused
with another’s light · inhering · a presence · appropriated ·
as though without form · the hollowing recluse of a gaze ·
proceeding · one from another · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · a light behind a style · binding
the body to itself · a permeating spectral outline · apparent
in the mirror · like an internal margin · the self separate
from itself · passing from transparency · in the margins
of its demand · here · as the eye moves · an aspirated body
of light · passing · as though without form · between the two
it punctures · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
here · bursting · both in and out of the mirror · spilling ·
like cracks · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · appropriated · in the lines of a face · one
from another · a presence · infused with another’s light ·
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like an internal margin · here · as though without form · immediately · like hot white breath · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an exploded and exploding body · bursting ·
a sum · the body of the resurrection · woven by the hands
of another · here · as though without form · a light behind
a style · passing from transparency · inhering · in the margins
of its demand · spilling · like cracks · here · in the lines
of a face · appropriated · within the resounding walls
of this experience · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · one from another · as though without form ·
a presence · appearing · immediately · between the two
it punctures · infused with another’s light · where speech is
impossible · a body infused with light · as the eye moves · apparent in the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · passing
from transparency · here · a presence · appropriated · one
from another · an aspirated body of light · in likeness
to another · a tetanic will · within the resounding walls
of this experience · proceeding · here · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · an aspirated body · one from another · held buoyant
on the breath · the body of the resurrection · between the two
it punctures · here · as though without form · infused
with another’s light · like an internal margin · a body infused with light · proceeding · here · passing · from out
of the invisible · appropriated · where speech is impossible ·
a permeating spectral outline · within the resounding walls
of this experience · appropriated · as though without form ·
an exploded and exploding body · bursting · one from another ·
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spilling · as though without form · like cracks · in the lines
of a face · gathered · here · by the projection of a surface ·
transfigured · as the eye moves · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as though without form · the illusion
of an event · an aspirated body of light · between the two
it punctures · passing from transparency · where speech is
impossible · a light behind a style · appropriated · from out
of the invisible · a presence · as though without form · immediately · the self separate from itself · in the margins
of its demand · binding the body to itself · appropriated · one
from another · as though without form · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · here · between the two it punctures · in likeness
to another · proceeding · within the resounding walls
of this experience · appropriated · like an internal margin ·
here · as though without form · the illusion of an event · an exploded and exploding body · like cracks · spilling · immediately · like hot white breath · bursting · in the lines
of a face · gathered · by the projection of a surface · here ·
passing from transparency · as the eye moves · from out
of the invisible · transfigured · within the resounding walls
of this experience · like an internal object · held buoyant
on the breath · binding the body to itself · one from another ·
here · the self separate from itself · a recurring dream
of violence · as though without form · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · here · an exploded and exploding body · passing
from transparency · proceeding · immediately · from out
of the invisible · as though without form · an aspirated body
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of light · a permeating spectral outline · binding the body
to itself · passing · as though without form · where speech is
impossible · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · both in and out of the mirror · a light behind
a style · proceeding · a body infused with light · the body
of the resurrection · woven by the hands of another · passing
from transparency · here · apparent in the mirror · an exploded and exploding body · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a presence · from out of the invisible · infused with another’s light · gathered · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · passing from transparency · here · binding the body to itself · in the margins
of its demand · the self separate from itself · between the two
it punctures · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
as the eye moves · a permeating spectral outline · from out
of the invisible · as though without form · appropriated · here ·
held buoyant on the breath · passing · where speech is
impossible · bursting · as though without form · spilling ·
immediately · one from another · like cracks · in the lines
of a face · apparent in the mirror · in likeness to another ·
here · a permeating spectral outline · as the eye moves · one
from another · a presence · appropriated · proceeding ·
as though without form · like hot white breath · a light behind
a style · a tetanic will · woven by the hands of another · here ·
a recurring dream of violence · within the resounding walls
of this experience · appropriated · like an internal margin ·
proceeding · between the two it punctures · in the margins
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of its demand · bursting · as though without form · like cracks ·
spilling · here · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
transfigured · in the lines of a face · a presence · from out
of the invisible · here · where speech is impossible · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · both in and out
of the mirror · a permeating spectral outline · passing
from transparency · an aspirated body · as though without form ·
binding the body to itself · within the resounding walls
of this experience · proceeding · here · the self separate
from itself · appropriated · one from another · apparent
in the mirror · a presence · gathered · immediately · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · both in and out
of the mirror · a body infused with light · a light behind
a style · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · proceeding · one from another · appropriated ·
here · as though without form · the hollowing recluse of a gaze ·
from out of the invisible · between the two it punctures · immediately · passing from transparency · where speech is
impossible · a tetanic will · appropriated · a recurring dream
of violence · one from another · within the resounding walls
of this experience · the body of the resurrection · passing
from transparency · here · a presence · binding the body
to itself · a permeating spectral outline · woven by the hands
of another · like an internal object · the self separate
from itself · a body infused with light · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · passing
from transparency · a light behind a style · held buoyant
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on the breath · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
the body of the resurrection · as though without form · apparent in the mirror · a presence · appropriated · infused
with another’s light · here · like hot white breath · an exploded and exploding body · as though without form · immediately · gathered · a permeating spectral outline · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · between the two
it punctures · in likeness to another · in the margins
of its demand · appropriated · as though without form · from out
of the invisible · woven by the hands of another · passing
from transparency · like hot white breath · a light behind
a style · a dynamic ringing · proceeding · here · held buoyant
on the breath · a presence · one from another · the body
of the resurrection · bursting · within the resounding walls
of this experience · spilling · like cracks · in the lines
of a face · gathered · by the projection of a surface · transfigured · here · infused with another’s light · proceeding ·
like an internal object · appropriated · both in and out
of the mirror · from out of the invisible · the illusion
of an event · an aspirated body · a permeating spectral outline ·
here · an exploded and exploding body · bursting · within
the resounding walls of this experience · a recurring dream
of violence · one from another · as the eye moves · passing
from transparency · here · a presence · the self separate
from itself · a permeating spectral outline · proceeding ·
between the two it punctures · a tetanic will · held buoyant
on the breath · inhering · in the margins of its demand ·
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as though without form · appropriated · here · where speech is
impossible · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · woven by the hands
of another · like an internal margin · binding the body to itself · passing from transparency · infused with another’s light ·
here · within the resounding walls of this experience · immediately · appropriated · a tetanic will · both in and out
of the mirror · like an internal margin · one from another ·
a recurring dream of violence · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as though without form · held buoyant
on the breath · the body of the resurrection · passing
from transparency · here · a presence · the self separate
from itself · an exploded and exploding body · bursting ·
spilling · like cracks · the illusion of an event · in the lines
of a face · gathered · by the projection of a surface · transfigured · here · as aspirated field of light · where speech is
impossible · appropriated · as though without form · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · one from another · immediately · passing from transparency · here · in the margins
of its demand · a presence · like an internal margin · the body
of the resurrection · woven by the hands of another · here ·
proceeding · from out of the invisible · a sum · infused
with another’s desire · a permeating spectral outline · a body infused with light · like hot white breath · binding the body
to itself · in likeness to another · passing from transparency · between the two it punctures · the self separate
from itself · appropriated · like an internal margin · one
from another · proceeding · as though without form · im-
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mediately · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · here · an aspirated field of light · infused
with another’s desire · proceeding · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · as the eye moves · a light behind
a style · a permeating spectral outline · woven by the hands
of another · passing from transparency · in the margins
of its demand · appropriated · as though without form · one
from another · here · a presence · proceeding · from out
of the invisible · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · where speech is impossible · a recurring dream
of violence · an exploded and exploding body · held buoyant
on the breath · a body infused with light · both in and out
of the mirror · gathered · like an internal object · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · binding the body
to itself · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
a body infused with light · as though without form · the body
of the resurrection · here · a presence · woven by the hands
of another · the self separate from itself · a recurring dream
of violence · proceeding · from out of the invisible · here ·
a tetanic will · woven by the hands of another · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · here · where speech is
impossible · a body infused with light · as though without form ·
passing from transparency · one from another · within the resounding walls of this experience · bursting · here · from out
of the invisible · a permeating spectral outline · passing
from transparency · like an internal margin · spilling · immediately · like cracks · here · a presence · in the lines
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of a face · gathered · an exploded and exploding body · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · both in and out
of the mirror · the body of the resurrection · a light behind
a style · here · an aspirated body of light · where speech is
impossible · the self separate from itself · in the margins
of its demand · as though without form · binding the body
to itself · here · a recurring dream of violence · from out
of the invisible · a presence · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a permeating spectral outline · passing
from transparency · proceeding · one from another · an exploded and exploding body · as though without form · immediately · an aspirated body · here · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · appropriated · as though without form · passing
from transparency · like an internal margin · where speech is
impossible · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
of a face · appropriated · here · an aspirated body · apparent
in the mirror · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
immediately · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
transfigured · here · like an internal margin · held buoyant
on the breath · a presence · binding the body to itself · one
from another · a body infused with light · here · infused
with another’s light · the self separate from itself · passing
from transparency · a permeating spectral outline · gathered ·
by the projection of a surface · transfigured · in likeness
to another · here · like an internal margin · within the resounding walls of this experience · proceeding · one
from another · as though without form · between the two
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it punctures · the whiteness of a page · in the margins
of its demand · woven by the hands of another · a light behind
a style · like an internal margin · proceeding · where speech is
impossible · here · a presence · passing · gathered · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · a recurring dream
of violence · as though without form · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · an exploded and exploding body ·
the illusion of an event · proceeding · from out of the invisible ·
an aspirated body of light · here · as the eye moves · one
from another · a permeating spectral outline · like an internal margin · appropriated · the self separate from itself · bursting · like cracks · spilling · here · in the lines
of a face · gathered · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · passing from transparency · binding the body
to itself · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding ·
here · a sum · woven by the hands of another · held buoyant
on the breath · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · in the margins
of its demand · a presence · immediately · between the two
it punctures · from out of the invisible · a body infused
with light · a recurring dream of violence · where speech is
impossible · appropriated · as though without form · one
from another · a tetanic will · within the resounding walls
of this experience · gathered · here · a sum · appropriated ·
an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · immediately ·
an aspirated body · passing from transparency · gathered ·
like an internal object · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · a presence · as though without form · a body in-
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fused with light · here · both in and out of the mirror · infused with another’s light · a permeating spectral outline ·
the self separate from itself · here · woven by the hands
of another · like an internal margin · binding the body
to itself · the body of the resurrection · here · from out
of the invisible · appropriated · as though without form · immediately · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
an aspirated body · passing from transparency · in likeness
to another · a recurring dream of violence · proceeding · one
from another · an exploded and exploding body · a body infused with light · the illusion of an event · an aspirated body
of light · between the two it punctures · as the eye moves ·
a presence · infused with another’s light · gathered · in
the margins of its demand · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · one from another · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an aspirated body · woven by the hands
of another · like an internal margin · binding the body to itself ·
the body of the resurrection · passing from transparency ·
from out of the invisible · the self separate from itself ·
appropriated · here · as though without form · in likeness
to another · bursting · like cracks · in the lines of a face ·
an exploded and exploding body · spilling · a recurring dream
of violence · proceeding · as though without form · passing
from transparency · a permeating spectral outline · a presence ·
like an internal object · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · gathered · one from another · transfigured · by the projection of a surface · both in and out
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of the mirror · infused with another’s light · binding the body
to itself · a tetanic will · here · the self separate from itself · gathered · like an internal object · where speech is
impossible · a presence · as though without form · passing
from transparency · a light behind a style · appearing ·
like cracks · bursting · spilling · in the lines of a face ·
passing · as the eye moves · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a sum · appropriated · the illusion
of an event · here · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
transfigured · between the two it punctures · proceeding · immediately · an exploded and exploding body · in the margins
of its demand · the hollowing recluse of a gaze · like an internal object · appropriated · as though without form · one
from another · from out of the invisible · an aspirated body
of light · proceeding · a permeating spectral outline · apparent
in the mirror · appropriated · as the eye moves · here · immediately · passing from transparency · where speech is
impossible · a body infused with light · the self separate
from itself · a presence · proceeding · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · bursting · in the lines of a face · spilling ·
like cracks · a recurring dream of violence · from out of the invisible · gathered · here · by the projection of a surface ·
transfigured · as the eye moves · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a presence · like an internal object · one
from another · an aspirated body · proceeding · held buoyant
on the breath · an exploded and exploding body · the body
of the resurrection · appropriated · a presence · passing
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from transparency · proceeding · as though without form · immediately · a permeating spectral outline · in the margins
of its demand · a light behind a style · the self separate
from itself · inhering · like an internal object · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · here · a body infused with light · like hot white breath · from out of the invisible · infused with another’s light · here · where speech is
impossible · the illusion of an event · a recurring dream
of violence · proceeding · here · the self separate from itself · appropriated · in likeness to another · gathered ·
by the projection of a surface · transfigured · both in and out
of the mirror · here · like an internal object · passing
from transparency · the body of the resurrection · appropriated ·
proceeding · from out of the invisible · an aspirated body
of light · a permeating spectral outline · appearing · immediately · as though without form · binding the body to itself · appropriated · one from another · proceeding · in likeness
to another · here · a presence · the self separate from itself ·
gathered · like an internal object · apparent in the mirror ·
infused with another’s light · as though without form · an exploded and exploding body · here · passing from transparency ·
an aspirated body of light · proceeding · a light behind
a style · woven by the hands of another · inhering · the body
of the resurrection · a body infused with light · binding
the body to itself · here · as though without form · like an internal object · from out of the invisible · the self separate
from itself · bursting · like cracks · spilling · in the lines
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of a face · appropriated · one from another · held buoyant
on the breath · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
an exploded and exploding body · here · a recurring dream
of violence · internalized · a tetanic will · proceeding · immediately · here · a presence · the self separate from itself · a permeating spectral outline · binding the body to itself · like an internal object · here · woven by the hands
of another · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
spilling · as though without form · transfigured · passing
from transparency · here · like cracks · bursting · in the lines
of a face · the self separate from itself · from out
of the invisible · a presence · proceeding · in the margins
of its demand · like an internal margin · a recurring dream
of violence · between the two it punctures · where speech is
impossible · passing from transparency · an aspirated body
of light · as though without form · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding ·
both in and out of the mirror · the body of the resurrection ·
an aspirated body of light · here · binding the body
to itself · a permeating spectral outline · a light behind
a style · the body of the resurrection · where speech is
impossible · gathered · here · transfigured · by the projection
of a surface · as though without form · an aspirated body
of light · woven by the hands of another · binding the body
to itself · like an internal margin · the self separate
from itself · appropriated · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a body infused with light · here · one
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from another · an aspirated body · proceeding · in likeness
to another · from out of the invisible · a presence ·
in the margins of its demand · the hollowing recluse
of a gaze · passing from transparency · as though without form ·
immediately · binding the body to itself · between the two
it punctures · an exploded and exploding body · here · woven
by the hands of another · proceeding · a recurring dream
of violence · one from another · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · a tetanic will · where speech is
impossible · the illusion of an event · like an internal margin ·
appropriated · a sum · passing from transparency · a presence ·
proceeding · a permeating spectral outline · woven by the hands
of another · here · the self separate from itself · an exploded and exploding body · the illusion of an event · apparent
in the mirror · a light behind a style · here · in likeness
to another · like an internal object · as though without form · immediately · bursting · like cracks · spilling · here · infused with another’s light · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a tetanic will · binding the body to itself · a presence · gathered · one from another · transfigured ·
by the projection of a surface · proceeding · in the lines
of a face · passing from transparency · a recurring dream
of violence · from out of the invisible · here · held buoyant
on the breath · the body of the resurrection · a body infused
with light · an aspirated body · proceeding · here · one
from another · as though without form · immediately · an exploded and exploding body · a tetanic will · gathered · trans-
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figured · a permeating spectral outline · binding the body
to itself · a presence · from out of the invisible · one
from another · like an internal object · as though without form ·
inhering · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
proceeding · here · in the margins of its demand · infused
with another’s light · like hot white breath · passing from transparency · bursting · like cracks · spilling · here · an exploded and exploding body · inhering · in the lines of a face ·
a sum · apparent in the mirror · gathered · by the projection
of a surface · as though without form · transfigured · here ·
between the two it punctures · appropriated · in the margins
of its demand · a recurring dream of violence · held buoyant
on the breath · the body of the resurrection · inhering ·
an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · the self separate
from itself · like hot white breath · the illusion of an event · immediately · binding the body to itself · an aspirated body
of light · a presence · proceeding · within the resounding walls
of this experience · passing from transparency · immediately ·
appropriated · one from another · here · where speech is
impossible · an exploded and exploding body · both in and out
of the mirror · gathered · by the projection of a surface ·
like an internal margin · infused with another’s light · transfigured · here · bursting · from out of the invisible · spilling ·
like cracks · the illusion of an event · in the margins
of its demand · appropriated · here · a tetanic will · one
from another · passing from transparency · the self separate
from itself · a permeating spectral outline · proceeding ·
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3 · an exploded and exploding body · a rhythmic pulsive plosion ·
resolvent · here · as it reveals itself · proceeding · from one
to another · like an external margin · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · a movement proper to itself · spilling · outside
of itself · for the time of its duration · where speech is
impossible · here · from one to another · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · an effusion · proceeding · here · the many voices
unbound · a tetanic will · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · inscribed
with names · the desirous rhythm of a language · the illusion
of an event · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
externalized · here · the many voices unbound · pulsing ·
shifting · as though without form · a movement proper to itself · bursting · from one to another · like white hot seed ·
spilling · from out of the invisible · here · within the resounding walls of this experience · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · inscribed with another’s desire ·
a rhythmic pulsive plosion · externalized · a recurring dream
of violence · a tetanic will · proceeding · from one
to another · a violent explosion · as though without form ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · immediately · an effusion · here · a rhythmic pulsive plosion ·
an exploded and exploding body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · pulsing · spilling · the illusion
of an event · an effusion · as it reveals itself · from out
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of the invisible · here · with figures · the many voices
unbound · for the time of its duration · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · shifting · as though without form · immediately · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · the illusion of an event ·
externalized · from one to another · an effusion · inscribed
with another’s desire · proceeding · within the resounding walls
of this experience · resolvent · here · pulsing · in the margins
of its demand · an epileptic ideation · the desirous rhythm
of a language · a movement proper to itself · from one
to another · a tetanic will · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · resolvent · here · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · inscribed with names · an exploded and exploding body · bursting
outside of itself · spilling · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as it reveals itself · shifting · from one
to another · an epileptic ideation · resolvent · where speech is
impossible · here · an associative ideative epilepsy · an exploded and exploding body · externalized · in the margins
of its demand · bursting · here · like white hot seed · proceeding · from one to another · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · spilling · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · a tetanic will · in the margins
of its demand · a recurring dream of violence · outside
conscious selfhood · inscribed with another’s desire · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · inscribed
with names · wound around one another · a violent explosion ·
pulsing · here · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · within the resounding walls of this experience · shifting · a recurring dream
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of violence · an exploded and exploding body · where speech is
impossible · as it reveals itself · from out of the invisible ·
here · inscribed with another’s desire · proceeding · outside
conscious selfhood · for the time of its duration · the illusion
of an event · the many voices unbound · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · an effusion · bursting · from one
to another · like white hot seed · an epileptic ideation · inscribed with another’s desire · a tetanic will · in the margins
of its demand · the desirous rhythm of a language · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · externalized · from one to another · as though without form · immediately · a movement proper to itself · resolvent · here · inscribed with another’s desire · shifting · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · the many voices unbound ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · bursting · where speech is
impossible · an exploded and exploding body · inscribed
with names · proceeding · from out of the invisible · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · here · a violent explosion · the desirous rhythm
of a language · a movement proper to itself · as it reveals itself · from one to another · here · a tetanic will · outside
conscious selfhood · the illusion of an event · in the margins
of its demand · here · an effusion · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · externalized · like white hot seed ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · where speech is
impossible · as though without form · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · within the resounding walls
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of this experience · an effusion · resolvent · the many voices
unbound · a tetanic will · bursting · spilling · from out
of the invisible · an epileptic ideation · in the margins
of its demand · a movement proper to itself · the illusion
of an event · inscribed with another’s desire · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · a tetanic will · an exploded and exploding body · as though without form · here · immediately · a violent explosion · an effusion · bursting ·
like white hot seed · from one to another · here · outside
conscious selfhood · as it reveals itself · the many voices
unbound · where speech is impossible · the desirous rhythm
of a language · proceeding · as though without form · outside
of itself · an effusion · externalized · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a recurring dream of violence ·
externalized · from one to another · a movement proper to itself · inscribed with another’s desire · where speech is
impossible · a violent explosion · bursting · here · an exploded and exploding body · resolvent · spilling · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · an effusion · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with names · shifting · here · from one
to another · an associative ideative epilepsy · the illusion
of an event · externalized · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · for the time
of its duration · an exploded and exploding body · outside
of itself · as though without form · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · proceeding · here · in the margins
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of its demand · the desirous rhythm of a language · infused
with another’s desire · a recurring dream of violence · from out
of the invisible · a violent explosion · externalized · from one
to another · bursting · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a movement proper to itself · spilling ·
the illusion of an event · displacing · an aspirated body · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · a recurring dream
of violence · resolvent · from one to another · inscribed
with another’s desire · in the margins of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · a tetanic will · inscribed with names · externalized · a violent explosion · resolvent · inscribed
with another’s desire · as though without form · from out
of the invisible · a movement proper to itself · inscribed
with another’s desire · proceeding · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · like white hot seed · bursting ·
as though without form · spilling · from one to another · immediately · an effusion · an exploded and exploding body ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · proceeding ·
here · an aspirated body · within the resounding walls
of this experience · the desirous rhythm of a language · inscribed with names · shifting · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · from one to another · as though without form · immediately · an associative ideative epilepsy · from out
of the invisible · externalized · here · the many voices
unbound · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · a movement proper to itself · an ex-
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ploded and exploding body · a tetanic will · spilling · immediately · an aspirated body · like an external margin · inscribed with another’s desire · an effusion · externalized ·
here · from one to another · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · an exploded and exploding body · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · for the time of its duration · spilling · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · the many voices
unbound · an epileptic ideation · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an associative ideative epilepsy · externalized · with figures · wound around one another · immediately · bursting · as though without form · inscribed
with another’s desire · pulsing · like white hot seed · an exploded and exploding body · spilling · outside of itself ·
here · an effusion · resolvent · as though without form · inscribed with names · in the margins of its demand · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · the many voices
unbound · from one to another · within the resounding walls
of this experience · resolvent · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · proceeding · outside
of itself · a movement proper to itself · in the margins
of its demand · bursting · here · spilling · as it reveals itself · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · externalized · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · spilling · an exploded and exploding body · like white hot seed · inscribed
with names · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
an aspirated body · like an external margin · where speech is
impossible · an associative ideative epilepsy · here · outside
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of itself · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed
with another’s desire · a violent explosion · bursting · here ·
like an external margin · as though without form · immediately · a movement proper to itself · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · externalized · here · resolvent ·
a rhythmic pulsive plosion · shifting · the many voices
unbound · wound around one another · here · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · an aspirated body ·
resolvent · here · from one to another · like white hot seed ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · where speech is
impossible · an associative ideative epilepsy · shifting ·
from out of the invisible · an epileptic ideation · bursting
to the left · the illusion of an event · like white hot seed ·
resolvent · a recurring dream of violence · shifting · from one
to another · externalized · as though without form · inscribed
with another’s desire · resolvent · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · proceeding ·
here · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · in the margins
of its demand · externalized · like white hot seed · bursting ·
spilling · from one to another · an effusion · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · passing from transparency · outside of itself · like an external object · resolvent · in the margins
of its demand · externalized · as it reveals itself · from one
to another · for the time of its duration · the many voices
unbound · a movement proper to itself · from out of the illusion
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of its unresolved control · a violent explosion · inscribed
with another’s desire · a tetanic will · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · inscribed with another’s desire · an exploded and exploding body · an epileptic ideation · passing
from transparency · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · the many voices
unbound · from one to another · resolvent · outside of itself · expropriated · like an external object · inscribed
with names · where speech is impossible · the desirous rhythm
of a language · an aspirated body · a movement proper to itself · for the time of its duration · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an effusion · here · in the margins
of its demand · a violent explosion · a recurring dream
of violence · as though without form · a tetanic will · externalized · from one to another · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · immediately · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · the many voices
unbound · pulsing · shifting · an effusion · like an external margin · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · inscribed
with another’s desire · resolvent · from one to another · an exploded and exploding body · bursting · here · outside of itself · an associative ideative epilepsy · the many voices
unbound · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · the desirous rhythm
of a language · proceeding · here · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a movement proper to itself ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed with names ·
wound around one another · here · the many voices unbound ·
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an effusion · resolvent · an aspirated body · a violent explosion · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · externalized · as it reveals itself · from one to another · inscribed with another’s desire · like white hot seed · proceeding · a tetanic will · bursting · spilling · like an external margin · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed with names · proceeding · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an aspirated body · resolvent ·
here · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · externalized · an exploded and exploding body · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · inscribed with another’s desire · passing
from transparency · a movement proper to itself · from out
of the invisible · spilling · from one to another · the illusion
of an event · the desirous rhythm of a language · outside
of itself · here · the many voices unbound · as it reveals itself · shifting · as thought without form · in the margins
of its demand · an epileptic ideation · a recurring dream
of violence · a tetanic will · within the resounding walls
of this experience · resolvent · for the time of its duration ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · resolvent · a movement proper to itself ·
proceeding · here · the desirous rhythm of a language · resolvent · passing from transparency · from out of the invisible · like an external margin · inscribed with names · here ·
an aspirated body · outside of itself · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · a tetanic will · as it reveals itself · where speech is impossible · a tucked and tumbling weave
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of voices · resolvent · the many voices unbound · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · the desirous rhythm
of a language · a tetanic will · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an effusion · proceeding · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · bursting · here · spilling · from one
to another · an aspirated body · like white hot seed · externalized · a violent explosion · resolvent · in the margins
of its demand · like an external margin · outside of itself · an associative ideative epilepsy · within the resounding walls of this experience · a tetanic will · inscribed
with another’s desire · a movement proper to itself · externalized · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · a recurring dream
of violence · an effusion · proceeding · as it reveals itself · here ·
from out of the illusion of its unresolved control · from one
to another · the many voices unbound · in the margins
of its demand · where speech is impossible · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · the illusion of an event · inscribed
with names · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · an exploded and exploding body · the desirous rhythm of a language ·
bursting · from out of the invisible · here · an effusion ·
like white hot seed · spilling · a movement proper to itself · as it reveals itself · from one to another · outside
of itself · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed
with another’s desire · a recurring dream of violence · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · here · bursting
to the left · for the time of its duration · like an external margin · a violent explosion · here · a rhythmic
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pulsive plosion · a tetanic will · as though without form ·
an aspirated body · proceeding · an epileptic ideation · externalized · a movement proper to itself · the many voices
unbound · immediately · bursting · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · spilling · an effusion · outside
of itself · proceeding · like white hot seed · inscribed
with another’s desire · as it reveals itself · from one
to another · an aspirated body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · like an external margin · inscribed with names · the illusion of an event · the desirous rhythm
of a language · resolvent · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · spilling · from one to another · the many voices
unbound · like figures · wound around one another · bursting
to the left · an associative ideative epilepsy · passing
from transparency · a tetanic will · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · an exploded and exploding body · in
the margin of its demand · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · where speech is impossible · a recurring dream
of violence · inscribed with another’s desire · the many voices
unbound · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · a movement proper to itself · expropriated · for the time of its duration · from one
to another · an effusion · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
like an external margin · as though without form · immediately · an aspirated body · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · resolvent · from one to another · externalized · an effusion · inscribed with another’s desire ·
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the many voices unbound · wound around one another · pulsing ·
shifting · as it reveals itself · spilling · here · within the resounding walls of this experience · bursting to the left ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · resolvent · a recurring dream
of violence · a violent explosion · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · bursting · like white hot seed ·
spilling · a movement proper to itself · shifting · from one
to another · an associative ideative epilepsy · from out
of the invisible · resolvent · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · pulsing · passing from transparency · inscribed
with another’s desire · proceeding · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · like white hot seed · in the margins
of its demand · an aspirated body · inscribed with names ·
the desirous rhythm of a language · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · bursting · where speech is impossible ·
an epileptic ideation · proceeding · here · from out of the invisible · an aspirated margin · like an external object ·
an exploded and exploding body · inscribed with names ·
a tetanic will · expropriated · resolvent · proceeding · immediately · here · from one to another · the desirous rhythm
of a language · expropriated · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · an aspirated field · pulsing · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · passing from transparency · here · outside
of itself · bursting · for the time of its duration · spilling ·
like white hot seed · as it reveals itself · here · from one
to another · an aspirated body · within the resounding walls
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of this experience · a movement proper to itself · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · where speech is
impossible · the many voices unbound · passing from transparency · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · resolvent · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding ·
a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · as it reveals itself · an associative ideative epilepsy · outside of itself · here · like an external object · the desirous rhythm
of a language · inscribed with another’s desire · from one
to another · an effusion · a tetanic will · in the margins
of its demand · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · for the time
of its duration · as it reveals itself · proceeding · outside
of itself · an aspirated body · within the resounding walls
of this experience · as though without form · the many voices
unbound · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · inscribed
with names · here · an effusion · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an epileptic ideation · passing
from transparency · a movement proper to itself · from out
of the invisible · shifting · like an external margin · an exploded and exploding body · as though without form · immediately · from one to another · a tetanic will · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · outside of itself · the desirous rhythm
of a language · externalized · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · immediately · an aspirated body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an epileptic ideation · from one
to another · here · a tetanic will · proceeding · a rhythmic
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pulsive plosion · resolvent · as it reveals itself · from out
of the invisible · like an external margin · here · from one
to another · an associative ideative epilepsy · passing
from transparency · inscribed with names · within the resounding walls of this experience · expropriated · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · the desirous rhythm
of a language · a movement proper to itself · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · proceeding · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · externalized · an effusion · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · an epileptic ideation · like an external margin · the many voices unbound · as it reveals itself · bursting · in the margins of its demand · spilling ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · like white hot seed · externalized · from one to another · a movement proper to itself · a recurring dream of violence · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · expropriated · here · where speech is
impossible · shifting · from out of the invisible · for the time
of its duration · proceeding · outside of itself · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · as it reveals itself · an aspirated field · passing from transparency · proceeding · like an external margin · expropriated · immediately · resolvent · bursting · within the resounding walls
of this experience · spilling · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · as though without form · an aspirated body · immediately · inscribed with another’s desire · in the margins
of its demand · bursting · from out of the invisible · here ·
the many voices unbound · spilling · like white hot seed ·
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the desirous rhythm of a language · proceeding · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · an associative ideative epilepsy · externalized · outside of itself · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · as though without form · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an aspirated body · like an external margin · an effusion · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a movement proper to itself · from out
of the invisible · shifting · as it reveals itself · passing
from transparency · an epileptic ideation · outside of itself · where speech is impossible · resolvent · from one
to another · a violent explosion · bursting · proceeding ·
immediately · an effusion · spilling · here · like an external margin · an exploded and exploding body · pulsing ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · externalized · bursting
to the left · as it reveals itself · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · an epileptic ideation · an effusion · inscribed
with names · from out of the invisible · the many voices
unbound · a tetanic will · bursting · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · spilling · a recurring dream
of violence · as though without form · shifting · within the resounding walls of this experience · externalized · from one
to another · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
proceeding · like an external margin · where speech is
impossible · pulsing · an exploded and exploding body · passing
from transparency · outside of itself · an effusion · inscribed
with another’s desire · as it reveals itself · here · im-
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mediately · resolvent · an aspirated body · the many voices
unbound · wound around one another · with figures · inscribed
with names · in the margins of its demand · for the time
of its duration · a tetanic ideation · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · passing from transparency · the illusion
of an event · proceeding · from one to another · outside
of itself · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · resolvent . like an external margin . from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control . bursting . spilling . a rhythmic
pulsive plosion . externalized · like white hot seed . immediately . a movement proper to itself . the desirous rhythm
of a language · an aspirated field · proceeding · from one
to another · an associative ideative epilepsy · resolvent ·
a violent explosion · from out of the invisible · like an external margin · passing from transparency · as it reveals itself · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · an exploded and exploding body · an epileptic ideation · shifting ·
from one to another · as though without form · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · bursting · here · like white hot seed · externalized · an aspirated body · spilling · in the margins
of its demand · an effusion · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · proceeding · here · an aspirated body · inscribed
with names · like an external margin · resolvent · outside
of itself · the desirous rhythm of a language · in the margins
of its demand · a movement proper to itself shifting · here ·
within the resounding walls of this experience · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · from one to another · a voluminous rapidity
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of figurative thought · where speech is impossible · an exploded and exploding body · as though without form · immediately · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control ·
an effusion · as it reveals itself · here · a recurring dream
of violence · externalized · from one to another · outside
of itself · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · immediately · expropriated · here · a tetanic will · from out
of the invisible · like an external margin · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed with names · an exploded and exploding body · passing
from transparency · an epileptic ideation · resolvent · outside
of itself · an aspirated body · bursting · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · spilling · here · for the time
of its duration · an effusion · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
pulsing · here · shifting · an associative ideative epilepsy · externalized · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · the desirous rhythm
of a language · proceeding · from out of the invisible · inscribed with another’s desire · as though without form · immediately · a movement proper to itself · where speech is
impossible · shifting · outside of itself · as it reveals itself · like an external object · expropriated · from one
to another · an effusion · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · bursting · spilling · within the resounding walls
of this experience · the many voices unbound · for the time
of its duration · an exploded and exploding body · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · the desirous rhythm of a language · ex-
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ternalized · displacing · from one to another · in the margins
of its demand · here · the many voices unbound · inscribed
with another’s desire · proceeding · from out of the invisible ·
shifting · like an external margin · a movement proper to itself · as though without form · expropriated · outside of itself · passing from transparency · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · displacing · here · as it reveals itself · resolvent · a tetanic ideation · externalized · from one
to another · an effusion · as though without form · immediately · expropriated · proceeding · here · for the time
of its duration · the desirous rhythm of a language · from out
of the invisible · shifting · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with names · spilling · outisde of itself · here · like an external object · displacing · inscribed
with another’s desire · a violent explosion · where speech is
impossible · a presence · passing from transparency · bursting ·
from one to another · spilling · like white hot seed · externalized · as it reveals itself · resolvent · in the margins
of its demand · a recurring dream of violence · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · outside of itself · an associative ideative epilepsy · within the resounding walls of this experience · here · the many voices
unbound · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · transgressing · bursting · spilling · like white hot seed · inscribed
with names · resolvent · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · an aspirated field · like an external margin · displacing · in the margins of its demand · a voluminous rapidity
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of figurative thought · shifting · here · pulsing · from one
to another · an epileptic ideation · a tetanic will · inscribed with another’s desire · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · expropriated · passing from transparency · inscribed with names · externalized · from out of the invisible · as it reveals itself · within the resounding walls
of this experience · bursting · spilling · outside of itself · like an external object · an aspirated body · resolvent · from one to another · as though without form · immediately · an associative ideative epilepsy · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · shifting · like an external margin · inscribed · with figures · wound around one another · immediately · the many voices unbound · an effusion · bursting
to the left · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · expropriated · in the margins
of its demand · an aspirated body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · like an external margin · passing
from transparency · an associative ideative epilepsy · externalized · as it reveals itself · within the resounding walls
of this experience · the desirous rhythm of a language · resolvent · like an external margin · a movement proper to itself · bursting · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
shifting · a recurring dream of violence · spilling · from one
to another · like white hot seed · here · the many voices
unbound · an exploded and exploding body · pulsing · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · a violent explosion · displacing · from out
of the invisible · an effusion · from out of the illusion
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of its unresolved control · a movement proper to itself · resolvent · from one to another · displacing · here · like an external margin · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
an aspirated body · as though without form · within the resounding walls of this experience · here · the many voices
unbound · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · outside
of itself · an epileptic ideation · shifting · as it reveals itself · an associative ideative epilepsy · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · the desirous rhythm of a language · externalized · from one to another · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · bursting · immediately · within the resounding walls
of this experience · spilling · a tetanic will · inscribed
with another’s desire · like an external margin · bursting
to the left · a violent explosion · externalized · from out
of the invisible · an exploded and exploding body · passing
from transparency · for the time of its duration · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · an aspirated body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · as though without form · immediately · proceeding · outside of itself · where speech is
impossible · the many voices unbound · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · the desirous rhythm of a language ·
displacing · like an external margin · shifting · from out
of the invisible · an effusion · pulsing · in the margins
of its demand · a violent explosion · like white hot seed ·
inscribed with another’s desire · a movement proper to itself · a tetanic will · proceeding · from one to another · ex-
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propriated · within the resounding walls of this experience ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · externalized ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · pulsing · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · proceeding · resolvent · as it reveals itself · the desirous rhythm of a language · in the margins
of its demand · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · inscribed with names · shifting · from one to another · transgressing · as it reveals itself · a movement proper to itself · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · here · externalized · for the time of its duration · outside of itself ·
a violent explosion · displacing · an aspirated body · immediately · like an external object · in the margins
of its demand · as though without form · the many voices
unbound · an exploded and exploding body · where speech is
impossible · as it reveals itself · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an epileptic ideation · inscribed
with another’s desire · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · passing from transparency · like an external margin · bursting · spilling · outside of itself · inscribed with names · a violent explosion · from out of the invisible · as it reveals itself · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · shifting · from one
to another · as though without form · here · the many voices
unbound · immediately · an effusion · an aspirated body · resolvent · like an external margin · the desirous rhythm
of a language · inscribed with another’s desire · bursting
to the left · an associative ideative epilepsy · passing
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from transparency · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
here · a movement proper to itself · a recurring dream
of violence · as it reveals itself · proceeding · from out
of the invisible · an exploded and exploding body · displacing · immediately · like an external margin · from one
to another · resolvent · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · wound around one another · with figures · inscribed
with names · bursting · spilling · here · as it reveals itself · the desirous rhythm of a language · outside of itself · an associative ideative epilepsy · the many voices
unbound · a violent explosion · within the resounding walls
of this experience · expropriated · as though without form ·
an exploded and exploding body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · passing from transparency · immediately · the self separate from itself · resolvent ·
outside of itself · inscribed with another’s desire · binding
the body to itself · an effusion · like an external margin ·
a tetanic ideation · inscribed with names · for the time
of its duration · pulsing · shifting · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an effusion · resolvent · in the margins
of its demand · a recurring dream of violence · from one
to another · a violent explosion · inscribed with names ·
bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · here · from out
of the invisible · an aspirated field · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an epileptic ideation · an exploded and exploding body · an effusion · where speech is
impossible · shifting · like an external margin · passing
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from transparency · a tetanic will · the desirous rhythm
of a language · from one to another · here · in the margins
of its demand · a violent explosion · a movement proper to itself · expropriated · an exploded and exploding body · inscribed with another’s desire · within the resounding walls
of this experience · displacing · here · the many voices
unbound · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · like an external margin · bursting · here · from out of the invisible ·
spilling · like white hot seed · inscribed with names · transgressing · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · resolvent · as though without form · here · where speech is
impossible · externalized · immediately · from one to another · proceeding · an associative ideative epilepsy · a violent explosion · an epileptic ideation · displacing · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · inscribed with another’s desire · like an external margin · a recurring dream of violence · bursting ·
an exploded and exploding body · spilling · here · from one
to another · the many voices unbound · from out of the invisible · an effusion · as it reveals itself · outside of itself · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · resolvent · here ·
like an external margin · from one to another · in the margins
of its demand · an aspirated body · bursting · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · the desirous rhythm of a language · an exploded and exploding body · a tetanic will · shifting · immediately · as though without form · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
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of voices · passing from transparency · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · inscribed with names · from out
of the invisible · an associative ideative epilepsy · an exploded and exploding body · displacing · a recurring dream
of violence · bursting · from one to another · here · transgressing · like white hot seed · spilling · within the resounding walls of this experience · a movement proper to itself · an epileptic ideation · expropriated · in the margins
of its demand · inscribed with another’s desire · like an external margin · inscribed with names · here · the many voices
unbound · a violent explosion · within the resounding walls
of this experience · with figures · wound around one another ·
bursting · like white hot seed · externalized · spilling ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · proceeding · outside of itself · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · from out
of the invisible · an epileptic ideation · here · for the time
of its duration · a tetanic will · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · from one to another · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · the desirous rhythm of a language · transgressing · an exploded and exploding body · resolvent · proceeding · as though without form · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · here · like an external margin · the self separate
from itself · for the time of its duration · where speech is
impossible · a violent explosion · expropriated · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · as it reveals itself · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · displacing ·
a tetanic will · here · spilling · within the resounding walls
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of this experience · externalized · the self separate from itself · here · an associative ideative epilepsy · inscribed
with names · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · resolvent · in the margins of its demand · the many voices
unbound · an aspirated body · within the resounding walls
of this experience · shifting · here · from one to another ·
the self separate from itself · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · from out of the invisible · like an external margin · the desirous rhythm
of a language · displacing · immediately · a recurring dream
of violence · an epileptic ideation · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · an effusion · a tetanic will · an exploded and exploding body · that it will always appear · passing
from transparency · a movement proper to itself · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · a violent explosion · externalized · here ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · the desirous rhythm of a language · in the margins
of its demand · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling ·
from one to another · an aspirated body · where speech is
impossible · proceeding · as it reveals itself · inscribed
with names · here · the illusion of an event · the many voices
unbound · a violent explosion · like white hot seed · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · in the margins
of its demand · an epileptic ideation · a movement proper to itself · passing from transparency · expropriated · from one
to another · the desirous rhythm of a language · for the time
of its duration · an aspirated body · from out of the illusion
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of its unresolved control · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · resolvent · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · a movement proper to itself · as it reveals itself · expropriated · like an external object · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · bursting · like white hot seed · an exploded and exploding body · inscribed with names · outside
of itself · an aspirated body · like an external margin · inscribed with another’s desire · as though without form · resolvent · in the margins of its demand · the many voices
unbound · wound around one another · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · immediately · the desirous rhythm
of a language · displacing · bursting · from out of the invisible · spilling · an associative ideative epilepsy · externalized · proceeding · like an external margin · from one
to another · an exploded and exploding body · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · an effusion · within the resounding walls
of this experience · shifting · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an epileptic ideation · proceeding · like white hot seed · spilling · the many voices
unbound · an associative ideative epilepsy · in the margins
of its demand · as it reveals itself · where speech is
impossible · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · inscribed with another’s desire · bursting · spilling · within
the resounding walls of this experience · a recurring dream
of violence · the desirous rhythm of a language · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · as it reveals itself · an effusion · from out of the invisible · for the time
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of its duration · resolvent · here · externalized · bursting
to the left · the many voices unbound · spilling · in the margins
of its demand · like white hot seed · bursting · from one
to another · a violent explosion · an epileptic ideation ·
displacing · an aspirated body · pulsing · here · inscribed
with names · shifting · the many voices unbound · in the margins
of its demand · an exploded and exploding body · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · a recurring dream
of violence · a tetanic will · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · where speech is impossible · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · an epileptic ideation · externalized ·
a violent explosion · pulsing · like white hot seed · immediately · spilling · with figures · shifting · wound around
one another · bursting · here · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an effusion · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · proceeding · the desirous rhythm
of a language · as though without form · displacing · immediately · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · resolvent · from one
to another · as it reveals itself · here · an effusion · externalized · a tetanic ideation · from one to another · inscribed with names · here · a violent explosion · proceeding · like white hot seed · bursting · within the resounding walls of this experience · resolvent · like an external object · binding the body to itself · here · outside
of itself · a recurring dream of violence · for the time
of its duration · an associative ideative epilepsy · passing
from transparency · an epileptic ideation · the many voices
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unbound · as though without form · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · passing from transparency · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · here · with figures · wound around
one another · bursting · like white hot seed · spilling · externalized · from one to another · shifting · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · displacing · immediately · within the resounding walls of this experience · resolvent · outside of itself · an effusion · inscribed with names · as it reveals itself · in the margins of its demand · the desirous rhythm
of a language · inscribed with another’s desire · for the time
of its duration · a movement proper to itself · from out
of the invisible · pulsing · from one to another · proceeding ·
here · inscribed with names · spilling · the many voices
unbound · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · transgressing · like white hot seed · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · bursting · from out of the illusion of its unresolved control · spilling · as though without form · resolvent · from one to another · a rhythmic pulsive plosion ·
passing from transparency · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an epileptic ideation · from out of the invisible · an exploded and exploding body · where speech is
impossible · proceeding · as it reveals itself · the self separate
from itself · here · a violent explosion · in the margins
of its demand · like an external margin · inscribed with names ·
the desirous rhythm of a language · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · an associative ideative epilepsy ·
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a movement proper to itself · displacing · here · bursting ·
like an external margin · spilling · the many voices
unbound · resolvent · for the time of its duration · here ·
a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · from out of the invisible · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · within the resounding walls of this experience · here · an effusion · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · inscribed with names · the desirous rhythm
of a language · where speech is impossible · the many voices
unbound · with figures · wound around one another · passing
from transparency · here · a violent explosion · bursting ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · shifting · in the margins
of its demand · pulsing · like white hot seed · spilling ·
an exploded and exploding body · externalized · from one
to another · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · proceeding · immediately · a violent explosion · displacing · for the time
of its duration · as it reveals itself · outside of itself ·
an effusion · externalized · like an external margin · inscribed with names · an aspirated body · from out of the invisible · pulsing · a tucked and tumbling weave of voices ·
shifting · from one to another · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · bursting · the many voices unbound ·
like white hot seed · spilling · here · resolvent · from out
of the invisible · like an external object · as it reveals itself · an associative ideative epilepsy · a recurring dream
of violence · an exploded and exploding body · passing
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from transparency · displacing · immediately · inscribed
with names · expropriated · here · like an external margin · proceeding · outside of itself · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · inscribed with another’s desire · as it reveals itself · a tetanic will · inscribed with names · in the margins
of its demand · a movement proper to itself · proceeding ·
an aspirated body · like an external margin · outside
conscious selfhood · an epileptic ideation · from out of the invisible · an associative ideative epilepsy · the many voices
unbound · the desirous rhythm of a language · in the margins
of its demand · here · a violent explosion · a recurring dream
of violence · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
bursting · from one to another · spilling · within the resounding walls of this experience · a movement proper to itself · here · an epileptic ideation · proceeding · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · bursting · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · as though without form · an exploded and exploding body · passing from transparency · immediately · the desirous rhythm of a language · the self separate
from itself · inscribed with another’s desire · for the time
of its duration · proceeding · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · where speech is impossible · the many voices
unbound · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought · externalized · a violent explosion · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · bursting · the desirous rhythm
of a language · spilling · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · an exploded and exploding body · outside of itself · here · im-
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mediately · an effusion · proceeding · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · a movement proper to itself · expropriated · like an external object · inscribed
with names · passing from transparency · displacing · immediately · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · the desirous rhythm
of a language · an aspirated body · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · bursting · spilling · for the time
of its duration · like white hot seed · proceeding · from one
to another · a violent explosion · within the resounding walls
of this experience · here · the many voices unbound · outside
of itself · expropriated · like an external margin · from out
of the illusion of its unresolved control · as it reveals itself · resolvent · here · outside of itself · for the time
of its duration · passing from transparency · in the margins
of its demand · an epileptic ideation · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · inscribed with names · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · bursting · spilling · immediately · resolvent · a violent explosion · like white hot seed · externalized · pulsing · spilling · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · here · an effusion · inscribed
with another’s desire · a movement proper to itself · proceeding · an epileptic ideation · externalized · from one
to another · for the time of its duration · in the margins
of its demand · an associative ideative epilepsy · passing
from transparency · outside conscious selfhood · the many voices
unbound · bursting · like an external margin · pulsing ·
here · from one to another · an associative ideative epilepsy ·
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within the resounding walls of this experience · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · a violent explosion · where speech is
impossible · an aspirated body · with figures · wound around
one another · passing from transparency · as it reveals itself · proceeding · outside of itself · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · bursting · for the time of its duration ·
an associative ideative epilepsy · spilling · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · an epileptic ideation · resolvent · an exploded and exploding body · passing from transparency · here ·
from one to another · an effusion · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · bursting · spilling · within the resounding walls
of this experience · a violent explosion · the many voices
unbound · an aspirated body · from out of the invisible · immediately · a movement proper to itself · here · like an external margin · the self separate from itself · in the margins
of its demand · here · an exploded and exploding body ·
the illusion of an event · like an external margin · inscribed
with names · shifting · from one to another · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · bursting · a violent explosion · spilling ·
here · passing from transparency · within the resounding walls
of this experience · an associative ideative epilepsy · resolvent · in the margins of its demand · a recurring dream
of violence · the desirous rhythm of a language · an exploded and exploding body · proceeding · immediately · displacing · a tetanic will · as it reveals itself · from one
to another · like an external margin · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · outside of itself · in the margins
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of its demand · an associative ideative epilepsy · an exploded and exploding body · externalized · the illusion
of an event · bursting · here · like white hot seed · inscribed
with another’s desire · spilling · a recurring dream
of violence · inscribed with names · a voluminous rapidity
of figurative thought · an epileptic ideation · displacing ·
as it reveals itself · resolvent · outside of itself · passing
from transparency · proceeding · here · from one to another ·
expropriated · like an external margin · the many voices
unbound · a rhythmic pulsive plosion · the desirous rhythm
of a language · an aspirated body · from out of the illusion
of its unresolved control · a tetanic will · like an external margin · binding the body to itself · displacing ·
an effusion · an exploded and exploding body · in the margins
of its demand · passing from transparency · a recurring dream
of violence · the self separate from itself · a rhythmic
pulsive plosion · an associative ideative epilepsy · from one
to another · bursting · spilling · here · the many voices
unbound · like white hot seed · inscribed with names · an exploded an exploding body · externalized · in the margins
of its demand · a violent explosion · proceeding · from out
of the invisible · an effusion · within the resounding walls
of this experience · expropriated · here · for the time
of its duration · a voluminous rapidity of figurative thought ·
pulsing · shifting · a movement proper to itself · passing
from transparency · bursting · here · a tucked and tumbling weave
of voices · the illusion of an event · like an external margin ·
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THOMAS I. 111-114.
111 Jesus said, |The heavens and the earth will be
rolled up in your presence. And the one who lives a
from the Living One b will not see death.| Does
not Jesus say, «Whoever finds himself is
superior to the world?»
112 Jesus said, ||Woe to the flesh that depends on the
soul; woe to the soul that depends on the flesh.||c
113 His disciplies said unto Him, «When will He
come wrapped in Light?» d
a Or : “gets life.”
b That is, “the one who gives

Life.”

c Or (WH) : “woe is the spirit

that calls upon the flesh; woe

is the flesh that calls upon the
spirit.”

d This seems more correct

BETTY I. 1-11
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<Jesus said,> |It will not come by waiting for it.
It will not be a matter of saying ‘Here it is’ or
‘There it is.’ Rather, the Light of the Father is set
out upon the earth, and men do not see it.|
114 Simon Peter said to them, <Let Mary leave us,
for women are not worthy of Light.>
Jesus said, |I myself shall lead her in order to
make her male, so that she too may become a
living spirit resembling <you> males. For every
woman who will make herself male a will enter
the Kingdom of Light.|

leading up to a climax : the
Kingdom of Light.

a Or : “as the Father.”

THE APOCRYPHON OF

BETTY
§ 1. The Prologue.

1 ||Originally was a story a|| collected first by one
2
3

4
5

6

Simon and «told to him» insofar as she was [the]
first made a witness. b
And it is given to you «the many and the
multitudes» c by John a scribe.
«Even in her dreams» Strangers would come «to
her» <it which hath come into existence> d
before her face with eyes shining like holes in the
dark.
And the «darkness» thereof <would hold> for
theirs was the dark sky and they were not to be
seen. e
And dreams came over her <just as the Strangers> f
and she was afraid.
«Being thus troubled» g she went unto one named
Simon and he did listen and then opened his mind
to see.
What she said to him «had never been spoken
before» as she spoke of the ||Thing in the sky|| h
and the Strangers.
«And the time she could not tell» i from her

a Or : “was first told.”
b Or (WH) : “was made to be

aware.”

c That is, given to you who are

many.

d “That which was not but

which has come to be.” The
arrangement in the text = “It”
(namely, the event that takes
place) has come into existence”; indicates that “It” was
always in the world but never
perceived.

e Or : “did not want to be

seen.”
f “The strangers came upon her
as well.”
g Or : “Being troubled by what
has occurred to her.”
h cf. Ez. 1:15-1:25.
i Or : “the time she could not
determine what it was that it
was,” meaning, the time that
was lost to her understanding,
that she could not remember,
comprehend.

7

8

9

10

11

travelling.
|And after he had listened| «and her husband
who was with her» he said to them «you will
speak of such things in tongues as strange as
these dreams». a
And what is blocking your way «you will
reach your end and see to your beginning». b
And she said, travelling there was a Light therein
the sky «travelling».
Here is where their |recollections| failed
them. It is here that they discovered an
emptiness, <a hole in their time>. c
|And Simon told them they could remember|.
The story they told was in the « sheer terror»
of their voices.
And they told of being driven against their will d
«to a door e |that| did open» and they were led
through it. For the Strangers had come from
there f beyond time and space to be here with
them.
Now they asked her about many things, both the
Strangers and Simon as well. g

a Or : “You will speak of things

as strange to you as your
dreams.”
b Or (WH) : “You will see what
your destination was, at last
complete your journey and
understand what happened.”
c This indicates that there
seems to be a gap in their
understanding of their past.
d This attempts to express the
involuntary nature of the
experience undergone by the

principals involved.

e Or : “passageway in.”
f That is, they had come

through the doorway. This
seems to imply that the
Strangers had travelled a great
distance over a long period of
time.
g That is, both the Strangers
and Simon asked her many
things.

The Apocryphon of Betty

…it was so frightening…I don’t think I’ve ever been so scared before
and I never want to be that scared again…I was completely frozen, I
couldn’t move, I couldn’t scream, I couldn’t, I tried closing my eyes

but I kept seeing them, those

eyes just kept looking
at me, I couldn’t get away from them, I couldn’t get away from them…
And that voice, I kept hearing that voice
in my head, and those eyes just kept looking at me, I couldn’t get

away from them. And the voice, I kept hearing that voice in my head telling me that

they wouldn’t hurt me but what do they want to do to me what
do they want to do to me? I don’t have anything, I don’t
have anything, I’m not anyone special. When they touched me

And they
kept
touching
me
they took off all of my clothes,

it made me so afraid that my skin just crawled. Their skin
felt so different from ours, it was so rough and dry, kind of scaly…

examining me,

they had me lay

veterinarian’s office. And they took this long needle
down on this table, it was kind of like an examination table, in a doctor’s office or even a

those eyes

in my head, and
just kept looking at me, I couldn’t
and they said they were just going to give me a test and I asked what

And
they started pushing
this needle into my stomach right in my belly button…
kind of test and they told me a pregnancy

test.

“She told me that an operation would be performed.”

Just
a
bang
back
behind
my
head, that’s all. Not loud. Just bang. She’s sitting right in front
“Aww, what is it? What do you mean, an operation? What do you mean,

an operation? What do you mean, an operation?

of me the whole time, just looking at me. They’re moving around back
there.” I was looking at her but I could sense them. The she drew something up from below. “Jesus, is that your penis?” I thought
it was a woman. [Makes a deep grunting sound.] That goes right
in me. [Another grunt.] Punching it in me, punching it in me.
I’m going to throw up on them. “They begin trying to open my

mouth with their hands.” They keep trying to put some-

They’re real!

thing in my mouth. “Why do they keep wanting to do that to my

They keep trying to put something

mouth for?”
They’re real!
Put her cheek right up to
me, and they’re real! I’ve still got this thing in me and it’d be nice if I

“She told me that an operation would be performed.”

Something startled me and I woke suddenly to see, to my horror, that there was a diffuse blue light being thrown on the bed-

room ceiling. I couldn’t move. I felt small hands grasp me by the arms
and legs, and I felt myself being lifted— no, more like floated out

2
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C O U PLE C LAI M T H EY W E R E
ABDUCTED BY ALIENS
by Rob Henderson
Staff Writer
A New Hampshire couple, Betty
and Barney Hill, claimed today that for
two “lost hours” they were abducted by
Alien beings and given examinations
aboard a spacecraft. The alleged incident took place in September of 1961 as
the two of them were returning home
from Montreal late in the evening.
The alleged abduction was revealed to the couple during hypnosis
sessions supervised by Dr. Benjamin
Simon of Boston. Dr. Simon is known
for his work with veterans of World War
II and the Korean conflict. His hypnotic
therapy has been beneficial in the recovery of many soldiers who had suffered from battle fatigue, or ‘shellshock’.
The abduction allegedly took place
last year when the Hill’s were returning
from a holiday visit in Canada. They
claim to have first spotted a strange
glowing object in the sky and then to
have been lured off the road by this
bright flying disc whose occupants then,
after paralyzing them by unknown

means, lead them aboard the ‘disc.’
Once aboard the flying machine the
Hills claim they were subjected to a
variety of medical tests and examinations, all of which were recounted under
hypnosis after they had complained of
numerous unexplained physical problems, as well as the problem of the two
hours which were missing from their
recollections of their trip home.
Both Betty and Barney revealed under
hypnosis that they had been stopped at
some point during their trip home and
had been taken from their car and been
forced by their abductors to undergo
what they described as an interrogation
and examination, the reasons for which
were never revealed to them. Their
abductors were humanoid in appearance and moved in a bipedal manner.
They were able to overpower the interracial couple with some sort of hypnosis
and powerful mental telepathy. Why
they were chosen remains a mystery
unless the mere fact of their being

Abduction to A14

SCIENTISTS SAY
ALIEN ABDUCTIONS
JUST SLEEP PARALYSIS
Reuters News Service
It was reported today that 2.5 percent of the American population claims to have been, at one time or another, abducted by
Aliens and taken aboard a UFO. Furthermore, a majority of
these individuals claim that these abductions began first in
childhood and have continued ever since at intervals throughout their lives.
Advocates for these people claim that there are many more
people in the general population who have been abducted by
Aliens, but, they claim, the memories of these abductions have
been repressed, either because of the traumatic nature of the
abductions, or, most likely, because the Aliens wished it that
way.
However, a growing number of scholars beleive that these

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 29,

“THE TWOFOLD
ASPECT OF THE
COSMIC TERROR,
THE SPATIAL
AND THE
TEMPORAL...”
by the Editor
Experts are quick to point out that subjects can lie under hypnosis, that they can
be inadverently coached and as such any
memories revealed under hypnosis must
not be considered to be any more true than
any other memory. These experts are just
as quick to point out that as far as we know,
all memories are nothing more nor less
than reconstructions, pieced together to
sustain a sense of subjective unity.
“We definitely have to consider
remembering itself to be a form of narrative reconstruction,” so claim many experts
on memory. All of which is fundamental
to the manner in which we perceive and
process temporal and spatial phenomena.
“So much of what we believe is dependent
upon how we create or piece together reality from the meager bits of perceptions,
memories, dreams, and imaginings that we

Terror to A22

alleged cases of abduction by aliens can perhaps be explained
by the phenomenon of sleep paralysis, which may as well
explain the ancient reports of attacks by witches.
“I think it’s definitely the most pertinent theory we’ve got
today,” said Jacob Blesserhomes, a psychologist at New York
University and a leading expert on sleep paralysis. Research on
this little known subject has just recently been given a jumpstart
by the sheer number of reports of alien abductions.
“No one understands or is even aware of the existence of
sleep paralysis,” Professor Blesserhomes said. “So if they have
an experience they’re baffled because they immediately assume
that the experience really took place.” He went on to describe
how the Alien theory of UFOs had its beginnings at a Pentagon
Press briefing held by popular writer Donald Keyhole and two
ex-heads of the CIA Psychological Warfare division and was
meant to defer any possibility that the government of the U.S.

Scientists to A6

(Another lengthy pause. Then she sharply draws a breath, as though

in her mind there had been a clear resolution to continue. She speaks very quickly,
clipping her words breathlessly, as if she doesn’t want to say what
she’s saying.) We’re driving along…I can’t tell where we are…

I don’t know how long…

I don’t even know how we got here…Barney and I, he’s driving, I don’t know how

long…
I just don’t know…(She stops, as though waiting for the events to pass before her mind’s eye.)

What’s that, a car?are

But I can almost remember…(She pauses again, searching.) They
were standing in the road…

There’s really so much in the universe…So much we don’t know about…When
we going to get out of here?..Is it possible that you really did fall asleep?..

No…No…I seem to remember that I fell asleep when the men came
up to the car…You didn’t fall asleep on the road? No, they did something to make me
sleep…I don’t know how long…What are they doing there?..
What do they want, Barney?..I could see them coming towards the car…They

came along both sides of our car…There were six of them…

Three on each side…Is this part of your dream?..I was walking
in the woods and I was asleep…Those men were guiding us…

There was a light

I felt as if my consciousness were slipping away…I had been
asleep…(Again the literal answer.)…
and it was bouncing around…(She pauses for a long time, as if thinking something over.)

I can’t tell where we are…I

can’t even tell how we got here…

If you could remember your dream, even the part you can’t remember, would it make a difference?..

So many parts are different, they wouldn’t match…(Again a pause
to recollect.) I

don’t know how I got here…We were driving…

It shouldn’t have taken us that long!..Something was wrong…Missing…
(Now Betty starts to cry. She sobs in quick, sharp gasps, as though she were trying to hold something back.)

(Another lengthy pause.) We’re driving along…The road is pretty
straight…It’s so dark…I feel something is going to happen…At the

time I didn’t feel afraid…Except

right now I’m afraid…
(She lets out an anguished cry.) I saw the men in the road…
I wasn’t…Now I am…I wasn’t afraid until…I wasn’t afraid then until…

(She starts to say something but is sobbing too violently to speak.) We went on this narrow road…I thought maybe we were lost…I didn’t know why we turned
onto that road…Barney wasn’t saying anything to me and I wasn’t speaking either…

But what does it matter, we’ll come out somewhere…It’s so dark…

I’ve never been so afraid in my life before!..
(She is trembling so much she’s having trouble speaking.) I

th-thought that maybe

we were lost…I wasn’t afraid…until the men …until the men

came up to the side of the car…They opened the door!..
And the men, the men just came right up to the car…On each side…
They opened the door!..I was going to get out and hide but before I could open
the door…They opened it for me…Is this from your dream too?..
Barney couldn’t get the car to start…He kept trying, but he couldn’t get it to start…
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massive amount of energy they put into insuring that the real returned to the same place.
Hence the structures like Stonehenge, Mayan architecture, all the calendric structures.
Now the sole purpose of these was to mark and measure the movements of celestial bodies. This is how the real of their universe was sustained.
Annette Descombes: And of course, for the ancients, the passage of the stars enacted
events from the beginning of time, over and over again with each cycle, in the relations of
the constellations, for example.
Jean-Pierre Goric: Making of these movements a kind of storytelling, and attempts to capture them an archaic form of writing.
Annette Descombes: And what, since the ancients evidently used this archaic form of writing to inscribe the real, is the relation between writing and the real for us? Afterall, we
should at least understand that realism is an arbitrary concept.
Peter Kirov: This to me begs the question, what is the real for us? It seems to me that we
live in a very different universe. But in a sense it’s still founded on the return of the same,
at least as far as empiricism is concerned.
Reid Matko: But is what we give truth value to necessarily the real? This is where we have
to wonder about the assurances that we derive from popular culture. This may very well be
the legacy bequeathed us, a lot of what we experience as everyday, popular culture is subtended or has been precipitated by this belief in the real as that which always returns to
the same place—horoscopes, holidays, calendars.
Peter Kirov: And we can clearly see a relation between Stonehenge and our calendar, its
function. Why do we measure time? Does space in order to be space need a frame? And
could this frame be time?
Annette Descombes: Horoscopes can be thought of as being a paradigm of popular culture, capsulizing the telltale characteristically vague, general emotional content that anyone can identify with or relate to themselves. And if we want to talk about the return of
the same we should really talk about conventional fiction, what I would call capitalist realism, because there is such a thing. Those are the types of assurances that need to be radically questioned. Does narrative guarantee what passes for our real? Perhaps we measure
time and space with our narratives. And this then guarantees our reality for us.
Jean-Pierre Goric: Since Freud we know that reality and the real are very different things.
Because of the Freudian insight we know that the real is known to us as disturbances, slips
of the tongue, jokes, forgetting—all disturbances of the symbolic. The real is that which is
unsymbolizable, that which escapes the grasp, so to speak, of the symbolic and becomes
known to us as causes of disturbances in the symbolic. Like a black hole. It’s invisible, you
only know it through its effects. In fact you could use black holes as a metaphor for the
real. Of course with these disturbances there’s always a time lag, an echo that needs to be
encountered within some present deadlock or another which allows the overdetermination to find expression, which allows for, say, the intervention of a traumatic memory in
the form of disturbances of what we live as the automatic functioning of the signifying chain.
The real is a cause which does not preceed its effects, but is only apparent after the fact.
Reid Matko: The time question is very interesting, especially when you bear in mind that
in the typical Alien abduction case there’s always this question of missing time, or of a gap
in memory. There’s always this need to uncover the original trauma.
Annette Descombes: Some will still claim that only the one true God is the real.
Reid Matko: Let’s just say that God is only interesting insofar as God is constitutional, an
effect of language. God is just a position, a pole necessary to our constitution as such.
Jean-Pierre Goric: And maybe now the Alien, now that the heavens have been emptied of
God, represents what God used to represent.
Annette Descombes: The Other. Culturally the Alien usurps the position of God.
Peter Kirov: And so space is the rather vague feeling that someone is watching you!

Did you have your eyes closed? They

were outside the door I could
tell they were there I don’t know how but I could
Theyusuallycomeatnightheyusuallycomeatnightheyusuallycomeatnight

He was just there in my mind like something stroking across
it I couldn’t really think it was like something stroking across

Tell me about the men in the road

No, he’s gone, he was there right over there near the door whatever he

was. I’ve never seen men like that before their eyes
I remember seeing them standing in the road and I was
thinking are we going to be robbed? When I first saw
them I was terrified. I still am when I think about them.

the men in the road…

Tell me about
…so dark, so quiet, soft, slow, floating…light there beams there coming
straight in gleaming…warm white light…so warm enveloping wha…
gasp…there’s someone…there…I can feel their presence…coming in…
I’m not alone in here
I’m not alone in

I’m not alone in here

there…in the shadow…I can see…there…someone
small…in the shadow…I’m not alone in here…

soft warm glow

pressing against me I feel like I’m suffocating I can’t breath can’t move

there’s more than one coming out of the shadows I can see
them oh god wake up wake up I can’t this can’t be real what
wait I can I know what these thoughts were telling me not
don’t be afraid ohh I’m so everything so fuzzy my head so light
feel like I’m floating can’t move like I’m paralyzed what

being carried like in a fog lifting being carried along

where are you taking me what’s that pounding is that my I’m so scared

Then other times I just remember seeing this purple glow like it
was a fog or something that glowed inside a fog like bits of
dreams snatches more like bits of dream than memories like

being carried like in a fog lifting being carried along
I hear something. No, wait. Is there something there, I can feel it looking at me
I feel like part of me is missing or something and I can’t
find it. Until I find that part of me I’ll always be incomplete or something, I constantly have this feeling of
incompleteness, of dissatisfaction, but I can’t remember
what it is or what happened to it it’s just not
You always get that chill running up and down your spine

Did you see them before you closed your eyes?
You know right there on your shoulder blade say it’s from their presence you can feel them

They seem so small. They’re only four feet tall. It’s funny, I was so afraid
of them and they’re only four feet tall. I saw them walking towards us.
They were walking down the road. Then I heard a voice in my head
telling me not to be afraid. I could see them and then my eyes just started to close. I just felt like I was floating above the ground.

Tell
me about the men in the road…
They usually come at night although they have appeared during the day,
but that was when I was younger. Now they just appear, usually after
I’ve been sleeping for awhile. I’m always afraid of them, they
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THE NAG HAMMADI LIBRARY IN ENGLISH

THE TESTIMONY OF KNOWLEDGE (XIV, 1)
Introduced and Translated by

Frederick G. Staples and Hans Heinreich Herber
What follows is a reconstructed version of perhaps one of the most fragmented of all
the tractates discovered. Its modern title was given to it because of the content itself, a rare
type of tractate. It was discovered at Nag Hammadi, and there are fourteen extant fragments
ranging in size from the largest of 62 to the smallest of only 2 words. This is an anonymous
testimony regarding the (spiritual?) impregnation of a woman who was seduced or taken
from her home into the “circle of light.” It is strikingly devoid of the usual mythological
narrative depicting a fall or an elevation, but rather seeks to present in almost literal fashion
the story of this ‘abduction’ into ‘the light.’ What further sets this text apart, making it
unique among the Gnostic record, is the unusual reclaiming of the ‘infant,’ the product of
their ‘union,’ by what are referred to as the “Others,” “who have no city…in this world.”

THE TESTIMONY OF KNOWLEDGE
XIV, 1, 1-3
[…] as first upon taking me to them into the light, I was made to bear a child
that was not mine alone but of them as well […] a child of the Light, put into
me, which I was not to see […] For there were many such children [there] of
the Light, many who were out of the womb and walking amongst the Others
[…] they who have no city, no home in this world […] 2 […] they came upon
me in the house of my Father when I was but a child. Many times they [have]
visited me until even now, when I am older. They [have] carried me to […]
now they [have] taken the child from within me and [have] left me here again
[…] with but knowledge to console me [that] no one believes […] silent lips
[…] eyes that burn like blackness burning […] the (implements) that they used
to touch me were like the soothing voices behind my ears […] to whom can I
testify if no one will hear me? To whom can I bring this [shattering] news that
will rend the veil of […] longing for […] 3 in the ranks of the Others there
were three or four [differences?] […] frail and imperfect in body, their
Knowledge was their strength […] and shall be again as they come forth […]
never was the night so crowded as when I was in their midst; a blackness came
over me, surrounded me and they moved in and out of it […] their eyes, black
as all the night surrounding which (as well) gazed upon me unblinking […] I
had within me a child which they promised was mine but which was taken

I could see him over there just around the corner of the
dresser…and I was thinking, what’s he doing over there and I wasn’t too afraid
yet because I could only barely make out this figure…but then it moved

toward me and all of a sudden I got really scared,

but I couldn’t move, I couldn’t move at all, it was as though I were paralyzed…I was so scared my heart was pounding through my chest I couldn’t think of anything else but getting up and running but I couldn’t move, my legs
wouldn’t work! goddamn! goddamn! goddamn! my heart’s going to
burst through my chest! I can’t breathe! I can’t!..Who’s there?!.

What do you want with me?!.Who the fuck are you?!.

I was dozing off I was in that state you
know half-asleep half-awake when I could
swear I felt some presence looking at me…

The other one
I was laying in bed in the middle of the room

It was as though I were dreaming the whole thing…

I remember the first time I saw them in my room. I didn’t see them at
first but I knew they were there though, I could just feel myself being
looked at. It was the leader, the evil one. And then I saw the others.
Making that shuffling sort of sound as they moved around the room,
doing what I don’t know. I was so scared but for some reason I couldn’t

move, I felt paralyzed. I kept thinking, get up, get up, get up

get out of the room…There were two of them standing
alongside me and one of them looked right into my eyes

with those big eyes of his and I could hear his voice telling me
not to be afraid, that they weren’t going to hurt me. And then

Who’s
there?

their hands touched me and I almost jumped right out of my skin,

I was dozing off in that half asleep half awake state
they were so cold and clammy, antiseptic like, and I felt myself being lifted…

I felt paralyzed, I was in that state…

What
do
you
want
from
me?
I could feel myself being watched…I couldn’t believe it
at first, I couldn’t believe that there were these little creatures there
but then when I felt them looking at me I got so scared my mind
just started screaming and screaming but no sound came out of me

I could see him over there around the corner
with those big eyes of his just looking at me, looking at me with that unblinking stare of his

And then I saw the others, one by the drapes, another behind the door,

I could hear this voice speak
they were just these little tiny things, four feet tall

shuffling around like that. I was in that state of being half awake

in my head, it was telling me not to be afraid, that they weren’t going to hurt me.

I could feel myself being watched. I was laying in bed in the middle
of the room, and I felt some presence looking at me. Who’s there?!
Then there were two of them standing alongside the bed, and one of them
reached over and touched me. I almost turned around inside my skin

I was so scared, so scared but for some reason I couldn’t move

in
my head, it was telling me
not to be afraid, that they weren’t going to harm me, they just wanted

it was like I was floating, just drifting then when they touched me and I felt myself
being lifted off the bed by their hands grabbing at me and touching me I told them

No, please don’t do this, please, don’t do this to me…
to examine me and then they’d let us go. I thought this is crazy,
you can’t just go around taking people from their cars like that…
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Other than their ships there’s nothing at all for us to compare their skin to. Invariably they’re
described as seamless. Think about the descriptions of the Aliens allegedly recovered at Roswell,

they didn’t have discernible internal organs, no digestive system, no rectum—no
‘edges,’ so to speak—and yet they had mouths, or at least slits which passed for
mouths. Are we to think that they’re all outside, even on the inside? Or vice versa?
Of course we have to be mindful here of all the reports of implantations under the
skin of abductees. And along with implantations under the skin, there is the theme
of the implanted ovum which are later removed. All of which deal with the invasion,
that is, the establishment of bodily boundaries—represented by edges. Are we to
think that the ‘Aliens’ don’t have bodily boundaries?
At this point in our history an ‘Other’ has to
appear—it’s logical, there is historical logic to it. Only
by such an appearance can the earth be bound,
become a ‘bounded system,’ be seen as such. It’s a
great shift in human perception and conception, as
great as any such shift in the history of the species.
Indeed, it seems to mirror individual psychology,
there needing to be an Other in order to constitute
yourself as one, as unary, as an object—object
precisely as the antipode to the pure void of
subjectivity. UFOs and “Aliens’ don’t have to be
visions, they’re the unconscious giving meaning in a
new form, they’re a victory of the unconscious. In
fact, they represent a lack, a need. It’s just the new
arriving in its raiment. It’s an adaptation to space,
hence the ‘war of the worlds,’ the total war against
the Alien presence which invades our space…
“The crucial point is the changed symbolic status of
the event: when it erupts for the first time it is
experienced as a contingent trauma, as an intrusion
of a certain non-symbolized Real; only through
repetition is the event recognized in its symbolic
necessity.”
Space, as it exists in the real, is an irreducible gap.
The modern image collapses both space and
difference, and acts as a defense against the
recognition of this gap. Another trompe l’oeil, not unlike perspective. But to my
mind, the most interesting thing is the way that the Alien abduction discourse
seems to parallel the Freudian trajectory—
WHAT HAPPENS TO Now you have to remember that Freud’s “You’re not an
initial strategy was to use hypnoid states to
THEM IS ANOTHER ‘uncover’ forgotten traumas. And that this abductee until
was prior to his discovery of infantile
VERSION OF THE sexuality and fantasy. The entire discourse after you interpret
can be seen as a refusal of infantile sexualSEDUCTION THEORY. ity and fantasy—just another version of the an initial trauma.”
seduction theory! As though we need an-

The ‘modern image,’
which is an elision
collapsing both
space and difference,
is a defense against
the recognition
of both space
and difference
as irreducible gaps.

Alien interrogation conducted by M. A. Altera.
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Stayed there, and just kept looking…Just kept looking…And the
eyes are talking to me…I know…I know…Maybe this will prove the
existence of God…You felt he said it?..Not the leader’s…I said the

the one looking over his shoulder…I
was looking at them with binoculars…
Oh-the eyes don’t have a body…They’re just eyes…Are we being robbed?..

What was it?..Where is it?..It’s pounding in my head
…I know this creature is trying to tell me something
…Stay asleep a little longer…We’ll get through this now…Sleep…

They’re just there…They’re just up close, pressing against
my eyes…I’m not in the car any longer…His eyes…His eyes…

They’re just eyes
I’ve never seen eyes like that before…

No, his lips are not moving…I was looking at them

with binoculars…Only the eyes are talking to me…
They’re just up close to me!..You felt he said it?..Not the leader’s…I’m

They’re just eyes…
getting a hold on myself…I’m saying to myself…I could feel it around us…

You’re back in the car now?..Are you back in the car now?..

Please can’t I wake up?..Is that an accident down the road?..
What’s the bright red?..I don’t see the leader…I’m just floating
about…It’s there…No…It’s not gone…I know…I know…
It will not trouble you, it will not worry you…You will not be concerned…
You will remain comfortable and relaxed and have no pain, no aches, no
anxiety…Where is my cig—was I about to reach for a cigarette?..

I was looking at them with binoculars…They walked up beside
me…They were—I’ve never seen men like this before…They’re
all around me…
And he’s looking
at me…Oh-the eyes don’t have a body…(Now his voice
breaks in extreme terror.)…They were all around me…They were—
I’ve never seen men like that before…(The repetition is

The repetition is intentional,
to reinforce the command…
intentional, to reinforce the command.)…And

he’s looking at me…Oh-the eyes don’t have a body…

I gotta get away!..I gotta get away from
here!..Cause if I don’t…I’ll just stand there…(As if
he’s quoting what he’s being told.)…Stay there—and keep looking…
Just keep looking…(More terror in his voice.)…Yes…Just stay there,
he said…It’s pounding in my head!..In my head!..
Funny I thought of that—right out there in the field…The eyes
are telling me,
“Don’t be afraid…”That’s the leader’s eyes?..I don’t even see the
leader…

The
eyes
The other eyes…

All right…We’ll stop there…You will be calm and relaxed…You will forget
everything that we have had in this period together, until I ask you to recall it
again…They won’t talk to me…Go on, he’s telling you something…

They’re just up close to me, pressing against my eyes…
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VII.
“We are all abductees.”
A presentation by Dr. Eugene Lowe
From The 1992 Abduction Study Conference at M.I.T.
I’m here today to upset you. I’m here today to upset your ideas of reality.
I’m here today to tell you that people only ever get abducted by Aliens in their
memories. Or rather, to be more precise, in their recovered memories. Or, to
be more precise still, in their reconstructed memories. But, you tell me, what
memories are not recovered? And what memories are not reconstructions?
That there is an incredible ignorance on the part of alleged abductees and their
spokespeople regarding memory is not in question. That these memories can
be ‘recovered’ precisely because they’re repetitions of earlier, traumatic encounters with the desire of an ‘Other,’ with the Other of desire, with the Other of
language, is not in question either. So of course these encounters are traumatic! Of course they’re Alien! They’re part of the unconscious! They’re part of the
Real! That is, they’re from another part of you that insists.
So let’s begin by looking at an alleged Alien abduction—What exactly is such
an encounter? Well, you can say that an Alien abduction is a traumatic
encounter with something. Because that’s what these occurrences are, are they
not, traumatic encounters. And that implies an encounter with something.
Now what is this something that’s encountered, and why is it so traumatic?
Well, it should be clear by now that what is encountered is nothing other than
desire. The desire of an Other. Something traumatic that first shatters your
world and later causes it to become a bound entity. Something traumatic that
causes this. Or rather something that causes this traumatic thing to occur.
Something you have to decipher. “What are they doing here?” “What’s their
purpose?” “What do they want with me?” All of these are ways of asking,
“What does their desire consist of?” These are all forms of this fundamental
questioning.
So let’s take a look at these Aliens. They’re humanoid, that is, they resemble
us (and this in itself should tell us that we’re in the realm of the imaginary). In
fact, they appear to be childlike except for the great power they possess in
their eyes. They don’t talk, they communicate telepathically—and this just as
the therapist leads the abductee from the mute speech of the body, of affect, of
demand, to words—they are what words are, their thoughts are what words
are.
They are language and they resemble you. Just what might be the benefit of
such a spectacle, the corollary of which is semblance? You get to see, that is,

All right. We’ll stop now. You’ll be relieved, relaxed and at ease.

When I wake you up, you will not remember anything that has transpired here today.

The pain goes away, but I’m still sore from where they
put that needle.“It’s hurting, it’s hurting, take it out.”
I don’t know why they did that to me. Because I told
them they shouldn’t do that. That it wasn’t right to just
take people out of their cars and do those things…
Why did they…Why did they…put that thing in me?

They’re touching me, those hands, cold, clammy, can’t stand the feeling
of those hands on me, grabbing at me, grabbing at me pulling at my
clothes. They’re so close, I can’t breathe, I can’t,…

Why are they doing that? Pressing around me
they’re pulling at me, at my clothes, trying to take
them off me but I’m fighting them, I’m fighting
them, I won’t let them have my clothes, they

Get
awayfrom
fromme!
me!
Get away

Getaway
get away!

they shouldn’t be trying to take them like that I’d think they’d have better manners than that but anyway they shouldn’t be taking things

Grabbing at me, pulling at me with those hands, those
little hands all cold and clammy with that skin like some
kind of a mesh or like a net, I couldn’t stand it…
Did they look like regular, ordinary men? Was there anything different about them?
What were they wearing? Did they touch you in any way? Did they communicate
with you or to you? Do you have any idea why you were crying?

just after the instrument had been removed from her navel for the “pregnancy test”

They’re so close…get away from me…get away…smothering me…

And I got the book, and Barney is coming up—and his eyes…

I keep thinking that I heard them in English, but I don’t…

I knew what they were saying. I understood without
words. It was like they made the thoughts appear in my
head, they didn’t speak with their mouths and lips
Then they started coming closer, at least four or five of
them. As soon as they were surrounding me they started grabbing
hold of me. They lifted me up and carried me straight through the

window. I can remember the feel of their hands on my skin, and I can remember my own heart
pounding, I was so scared I couldn’t even scream, but I can’t remember if they had a pulse or not

But in a dream, this could all happen. Things don’t have to be logical in a dream, they can just happen. I’ve had a couple of nightmares

I keep having the same dream over and over, these
“men,” they really just look like men, they come up to
the car and surround me. Then they lift me up with their
hands and I hate the way their skin feels, it’s kind of
clammy and feels like some kind of scaly and cold

It’s
hurting me, take it out
Why did they…Why did they…put that thing in me?

They’re touching me with those hands, cold and clammy, grabbing me, pulling me
as though they wanted to peel back my skin, take a look around inside but can’t

It’s hurting, please take it out, please, take it out, please
I don’t want this to happen, I don’t want this to happen
12
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civilization is undergoing profound changes. These things, the UFO
sightings, the Alien abductions, these “biblical visions,” as Marks puts it,
happen when profound cultural changes occur. Isn’t the Bible the record
of profound changes in civilizations? So it’s not that UFOs visited during
biblical times, such visions—as we are to understand UFO sightings and
Alien abductions—occur when civilizations undergo profound changes,
most particularly during periods of crises of the symbolic (precisely as
that which guarantees our meaning for us). In an era when the symbolic
structures are collapsing or are being questioned, these things “appear”
and people become more connected to the planet, etc. The great classical
modes of imagining the human and its relations to the universe are being
abandoned. It’s ridiculous to think that Alien races have abducted so
many Americans. Marks says rather that since 1947 we have entered a
new era in the history of humankind, an era which is slowly revealing
itself, revealing itself precisely from the unconscious. A new adaptation to
space has been brought about by war (just what is the “war of the
worlds”?) for the human species—the space of the atom, and of the
universe. A massive de-centering has taken place and every ‘abduction’ is
witness to this. It’s aggressive and hallucinatory because everyone is so
blind; these occurrences are, according to Marks, a form of gnosis.

JOHN C. LYLE

The Undefiled World:
Why Aliens Are Sexless
(1978, Lippincott, New York)

ONE of the most interesting, if novel, interpretations of the abduction
phenomena is this book from John C. Lyle. It begins by clearly stating its
thesis. “Sexed Aliens are not acceptable in a world dedicated to the
worship of an untouched, undefiled mother.” Lyle asks us to wonder why
Aliens do not display any sexual characteristics—they have no sexual
traits. To him, the Aliens come not from “motherships,” but from
“maternal spheres,” a much more resonant phrase. Lyle then goes on to
define the “maternal sphere” as that which contains fear, abjection,
invasion of bodily boundaries, and “infantile” sexual theories.
For Lyle the Alien phenomenon is a sexual phenomenon. He takes
pains to point out how the entire Alien phenomenon is framed—an Alien
species, or species, visits this planet. Now, by the very fact of their
Alienness they force all humans into the same category, rendering
secondary all sexual differences. It’s a way of inscribing this difference in
a projective manner. That is, in such a way that it doesn’t have to speak
directly. Lyle asks us to note however how the threatening aspects of
sexual difference are inscribed in this scenario: the paranoid experience of
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Debunkers and Sceptics…

No! No! No! Ahhhhh!!! Get away from me! Don’t touch
me! They’re coming towards me! They’re coming towards me!

Get back! Don’t come near me! It’s alright now, there’s no one here. You feel relaxed now,
you feel calm and relaxed. When I tell you to, you’re going to open your eyes and be fully awake,
fully awake and you’re going to remember nothing of what hapened here this afternoon. You’ll
remember nothing at all until I tell you to. I want you to relax. Okay now, open your eyes.

No! No! Don’t! Don’t! (He becomes wildly agitated, his voice at a screaming
pitch. His arms flail violently at his sides as though he were attempting to fend off attackers.)
Those hands coming towards me, touching me, touching
me! They’re coming for me, grabbing at me,pulling
at me with those hands, those little hands. No, don’t touch me, stop,

please stop!..It’s getting harder to see. How long did you say this would take, doctor?
I don’t feel tired. (Struggling with the creatures inhabiting his mind he‘s twisting in his
seat, wiping hands off his body in a frantic manner. His arms swing wildly at those creatures
as he tucks his head into his chest whimpering like a child. He gets up suddenly, a look of
sheer terror over his contorted face. He stares blankly in stark terror as he tries to back away
from his mental attackers.) I feel so small, so small…
I’m so scared…I can’t move, I can’t move…Maybe if I don’t
move, maybe if I hide they won’t see me. But they’re waiting out there,

I know they are. They come a lot at night when I’m alone.
They’re coming, I know they’re coming. You can’t stop them.

You can’t. You can try but they’re too strong.
NO! NO! NO! GET AWAY FROM ME! GET AWAY!
They’re
just too strong, you can’t get away. You
Alright. Now I want you to relax and remember. Remember the first time they
can’t.

took you and Betty. Do you remember that time? We

were driving back from
up near Montreal. We saw the light in the sky. I said, “Betty look, it’s following us.” And she said, “Stop it Barney, stop trying to scare me.”

DON’T YOU SEE THEM? DON’T YOU SEE THEM?

They’re looking at us. They’re going to capture us! Betty, they’re going
to capture us…I just knew they were going to capture us. I told Betty they would.

(He appears less calm now, more resigned to what is going to follow. He is breathing rapidly and shallowly.)

Tonight, late at night when you’re lying in bed, then you feel them watching you.
Sense them around you, right outside the door or around the corner. They’re there.

Maybe out of the corner of your eye you’ll glimpse something darting

across the room, or around the corner, out of sight again.

They’re right out there! It’s alright, you can calm down now, there’s no
one here but us. They’re out there! It’s alright Barney, I want you to relax.
I’m going to count backwards fromThey see us! I know they see us!
They’ve been watching us! Following us! It’s alright Barney,
they’re not here now, they’re gone. You can relax. I want you to listen to my voice,
listen now. That’s right, listen to my voice. That one, the evil one, he’s
looking at us! And they’re talking to me. How can I hear them,

they’re so far away? They’re telling me not to be afraid, they won’t hurt
us. (He’s much calmer now. He is sitting quietly with his head slumped forward.) I can
see them there in the object. They’re looking at me. I CAN SEE
THEM LOOKING AT ME They want to capture us. They’re
going to capture us. How do you know they want to capture you? I don’t know

.

how I know, I just know from the look in their eyes I guess. It’s as though the look
itself somehow transfixed me and that was it, I just couldn’t think anymore. NO!

NO! AHH! AHH! GET AWAY! GET AWAY! They’re touching
me and I don’t want them to touch me. I’m so scared, I’m so scared.

I can’t get out. I want to but I can’t. I want to get away from
here. I have to get away from here right now. I HAVE TO HIDE,

I have to hide. I can’t let them find me. If they find me they’ll hurt me, I know
they will, I know they will. But where can I hide? (He’s gotten up from his chair and moved around

behind it, attempting to hide behind it. Crouching behind the chair he seems like a small child hiding from the
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the fact is that people hardly ever state’, which is nothing more than er dimension, truly! They come
engage the real. It really is like that state of pure subjectivity. It’s from another dimension, a human
those stories of the mythic race of not that hard to understand.
dimension, but another dimension
people whose culture and civilizanonetheless…
tion deteriorated because they Omni: So what you’re saying is…
Omni: But people believe they’ve
spent all their time eating the fruit Wells: Why should we be surprised seen actual UFOs.
of the lotus plant, usually the black to learn that people have what can Wells: They may actually see somelotus, which puts it’s user into a only be called visions, when people thing in the sky. To make the leap
deep dream state.
don’t even encounter the real. that that something, that flash of
Well, it’s true. We’re the lotus What I mean by that is that we, as light comes from another world
eaters, It’s really very simple. If humans, live in an enclosure. Now millions of light-years away, well
we’re faced with a need we tend to this enclosure–the enclosure that is …All I can say is that most
hallucinate a satisfaction to it.
the symbolic (even as the support Americans believe in God too. We
It strikes me that this entire Alien of the imaginary)–this enclosure should ask not where these visitors
phenomenon is situated, postulat- puts us at times in proximity to the come from, but rather how is our
ed on the crux of truth/fiction. It’s real, but we are perpetually living a world so structured that such
significant in that it ‘wants’ to show reality that is for all intents and pur- things as ‘Alien invaders’, ‘Alien
us our limits–if we see these Aliens, poses, hallucinated. We are only observers’, ‘Alien keepers’, are poswe don’t really see the universe, we ever in proximity to the real, we sible. They haven’t always been.
only ever see a human reality, we never really directly encounter it.
Peoples have conceived of similar
miss the real. So in a sense, it’s a
So why be surprised, UFOs are things, but never in the same
defense against the real,
terms, the same technoagainst seeing the uniERHAPS WE SHOULD INVERT THE garb that the Aliens come
verse as it is…Hence the
dressed in. And another
AN ANAIKEN THESIS THAT
paranoia of these people.
thing, people seem to
HUMANS HAVE BEEN VISITED BY
So, what if it were a parathink that they’re so much
THESE EXTRATERRESTRIALS SINCE
noid construction, a
more evolved, so much
BIBLICAL OR ANCIENT TIMES AND
defensive construct erectmore advanced than peoCONSIDER THAT THOSE WHO CLAIM ple who came before them
ed against…the void of
TO SEE UFOS AND BELIEVE THEM TO and believed in such
being. Something that
BE EXTRATERRESTRIAL ARE REALLY
the great void of space
things that we now seem
HAVING A BIBLICAL VISION
represents. (The stars
to think are rather silly.
might not be signifiers,
We’re not more advanced
but the nothingness of space is.)
real–that is, they’re structured, or evolved, we’re still the same
It’s situated between these two their reality is structured the same people, just more pretentious,
antipodes of the symbolic sub- as our reality–as fantasy.
that’s all.
stance of our being and the void of Omni: So what would a vision be,
I propose that we think of UFOs
pure subjectivity, the nothingness in your opinion?
and Alien abductions in their relaof being. It’s situated between the Wells: Any number of things–it tionship to narrative, and I mean
symbolic mandate which gives us could indeed be a vision, a way of narrative precisely as an effect of
our identities and the void which thinking in images; it could be an your desire, as the covering over of
marks us as living subjects. It’s a eruption onto our reality of the a gap, a break–i.e. the missing
way of becoming object, of avoid- real–but the real as already en- hours. Think of an abduction narraing the pure void of subjectivity–a coded, secondary, represented. tive, and they are narratives, think
rite of passage from void to object, Visions are representations, are of of it as an experience of an irrefrom empty universe to one the order of representation, they ducible gap, the irreducible splitgrounded in your object state.
are not direct knowledge or any ting which marks the world that we
‘They’ take you from your house, such thing. They always exist in the inhabit. And in this regard it’s helpfrom your family, from everything form of representations: words and ful to think of the split which marks
which is a part of the ‘symbolic images.
the signifier and the signified.
mandate’ which lends you defi- Omni: So UFOs, alien abductions Meeting Aliens is an experience of
nition, and reduces you to what’s are not materially real, not empiri- radical differentiation, and it’s here
been described by some of those cally real?
that Betty and Barney Hill are so
allegedly abducted as an ‘animal Wells: No, it’s a question of anoth- important to our understanding of
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OMNI

I…There
thought
it was the moon…It was moving across the sky
was a car in the road…Is that when you saw the men?..Barney

got his binoculars from the trunk of the car…This light
was so bright in the sky…How long was he away from you when he was on the road?..
I can see the men coming towards our car…I’m so afraid
…They’re

coming up to the sides of the car…

How many are there?..If I can get away…If I can get out of the car
and hide in the woods I’ll be alright…They won’t find me…
My heart is pounding, my heart is pounding so…I can’t move…
I wasn’t afraid at first but then I saw their eyes…I saw their eyes…
I get chills…I get chills even now…
Could someone have flagged you down?..There are funny things that happened
to us before we came to hypnosis…I dreamed that I was aboard this UFO…

They’re not like us…

They told me they came from somewhere outside
…I couldn’t move…I

woke up inside of the object…I was
lying on a table…My head felt…I could think but my head
felt peculiar…I was…It was like I was full of this presence

…These men were all around me…Was this the same dream that Betty told you
about?..I’m telling you what really happened…It’s just that I didn’t know,
I wasn’t aware that it happened…I prayed I could get away…
I wanted to run back to the car and get out of there but I couldn’t,
they
wouldn’t let me…I knew I’d seen a UFO,
I knew I’d seen one…I just couldn’t believe it…Betty kept trying
to convince me, but I knew I’d seen one…She never told me
about lying on the table…She told you about her dream though,
didn’t she?..She didn’t tell me about the missing period
of time either…It’s funny, I was so afraid at first but when it was over I felt
so giddy…We got back in the car and we were both so happy
we just found ourselves driving…I would have remembered
someone flagging us down…We saw that bright light in the sky

so I told Betty that we should forget

and we thought it was the moon…When we got home I had that feeling

of dread

about having that sighting because no good could come from it…

From the time we returned to the car we didn’t talk
about it…She asked me, “What did you see?” I just said it’s going to capture us,

other than that I didn’t talk at all…I didn’t want to even think about it
…The next thing I knew I said “Oh God no, not again…”

Betty kept telling me “It’s the moon…”We thought it was funny
that the moon was going away…We weren’t moving…I thought

I was in her dream too…

it was funny…What was it that had stopped you?..That light was so bright…

I would have remembered someone flagging us down…
Betty had a dream that they took us aboard…She told me

But I can barely remember it…We got back in the car and started driving…
There were no other cars on the road, it was so dark and the moon,

the moon, it was moving away from us…It seemed to take something

of us away with it…The night was so quiet…Betty said to me, “Well,
do you believe in flying saucers?” I said, “Betty don’t be ridiculous…”

I had forgotten the entire incident…But I can nearly remember it…
Yesterday we were talking about it, and I get the chills, I get the chills even now…
You mean the men, the examination, the whole thing?..Yah,

I keep getting that feeling of dread, like something’s going to happen…
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THE GIFT FROM THE STARS

and gave me a book. The leader looked pleased with me, at least he seemed to be smiling when he handed me the book. It was black, kind of shiny and had a smooth spine
that seemed to have a row of knots underneath. The gift of the book felt like a blessing
bestowed upon me—bestowed upon me with their messages from beyond our world.
While this was going on, the other beings were huddled together. There seemed to be
a great commotion among them as they gestured back and forth. The Leader, suddenly
aware of what was happening, turned away from me. I was completely engrossed in the
book by this time. I had opened it at random and was startled to see the pages covered
with undecipherable symbols that looked somehow like Egyptian hieroglyphics, but
somehow completely alien. They stretched across the page in a kind of gentle sweep,
flowing with a definite rhythm to it although I couldn’t begin to grasp it.
Then suddenly the evil one was glaring at me with those angry eyes of his. Something
was wrong, dangerously wrong. I felt afraid, very afraid. It seemed that the book was
the subject of all the commotion. The beings were split on whether on not I should get
to keep it. The Leader stepped toward me and began ‘explaining’ to me why some of
them didn’t want me to have the book. Some didn’t want their presence to be known.
Without the book, without some kind of physical proof, no one would ever believe me.
Holding the book tightly I backed away from the group. I wanted to keep it. I felt I
deserved it, I deserved this proof that this all was real.
Again it was the Leader who approached me. He calmly, slowly took the book from
my grasp and set it back on the table where it had been when he first showed it to me.
I told him I didn’t think it was fair. The book was mine, he had given it to me. It wan’t
fair for him to take it away from me. He told me he was sorry but there was nothing he
could do about it, the others didn’t want me to have it.
Everything had happened in that eerie silence that clung all around them. More than
ever I wanted to leave. Thoughts seemed to flow slowly, merging in my mind, like I was
drugged. Images seemed to graze me and then spin off into the opening darkness as I
tried to grasp them.
Standing around me, it was as though I could sense in the postures of the creatures, in
the stiff, shuffling way they moved, I could sense their debate. Not one single word was
spoken by any of them, but I knew what they were thinking. Their thoughts just entered
my mind somehow.
The room I was being held in was round. I could never get a picture of the entire room
at any one time. A part of the room was always masked by darkness, just as a part was
always brightly lit.
“Why did you show me the book if you weren’t going to give it to me?” I asked
angrily. It doesn’t matter, you won’t remember any of this, I felt the Leader say.
Two or three of them shuffled off out of view with the book I had earlier been given.
It felt as though a part of me had been taken from me. I felt so alone. I’m sure the Leader
looked at me with a very apparent compassion. It made me feel like a pet at the veterinarian’s.
I woke up in my car. It was stopped on a small road lined with trees. There was no
other light than the moon, and no sound whatsoever. I could still remember the feeling
of their hands on my skin, cold, clammy, kind of mushy-like. It gave me the shivers, and
still does, just to think of it.With those eyes staring at me the whole time. Never blinking.
I could see the stars above me shining in their blinking kind of way and I thought that
I must’ve pulled off the road, fallen asleep and had a fantastic dream. There was a bright
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unghh, forcing that thing into me. It came out of the wall
like a hose. I could tell right away what they were going to do with it,
I could just tell.“Why do you want to stick that thing in me?”

“We just have to examine you. We need to know.”

And then they started pushing it into me. It hurt so much, but it was like
I was divorced from the pain. It was like I could feel it but it was a movie or
something, I was so far away from myself when it was happening.
“Why do you have to do this to me?”Then they put it in me,
they just did it as though they were oblivious to how it would feel to me.

It looked so big, like it was a pop bottle or something…

They
kept shoving
thing
you
know,
my backside.
Whythis
did
theyinto
domy,
that?
I didn’t want them to.

Then
they put that thing in me. They put
that thing in me. After they did that to me I could never trust them again.

watching

I told them, don’t do this to me. I thought you weren’t going to hurt me.
I believed them when they said they’d never hurt me. But they did and they knew they did.
When they laid you down on the table were you facing up or down?

Were
you on your back or on your stomach?
They laid me down on my stomach. I remember one of them had each of my arms and I looked
back, you know, over my shoulder to see what was going on. It was then that I saw

what they were doing to me. When that thing went up into me

it was like I was frozen with shivers of light shooting through me. It was connected by some kind
of hose to a panel in the wall. You could see where it connected. When they pulled it out

it
went right back into the wall through the panel.
They told me to sit up. They were so small, but I had the feeling that there were others there,

Stop It!

watching. Different maybe. They laid me down on my back on the table.
I don’t think any of them were holding me down, but I couldn’t move. Then I saw one of them
take a long hose from a plate on the wall and pull it toward me. I don’t remember having my
clothes taken off but I was naked. Then the hose was pushed between my legs
I felt it start to go inside of me. It hurt so much, so I yelled for them to
You have no right to do this, I told them. Who do you think you are? I mean you can’t just pull
people off the road and give them rectal examinations now can you? Don’t…Don’t…
Take it out please, please take it out…Why did they do that to me?
It’s going in me too far, take it out, take it out!..Why did you have to come
across the solar system to do this to me? Couldn’t you just have stayed wherever
you were and left me alone. Why did you have to come here? Why?

They pulled that thing from inside of me and turned away from me.

I couldn’t tell what they were doing but they were busy doing something, shuffling
around like they do. Then one of the ones nearest my head turned toward me.
I remember her eyes. I think it was a female, she seemed softer, the eyes
I mean, softer somehow. I won’t say that she smiled at me but I think her eyes did.

Were you on your back or your stomach? I think I was on my back.

I remember sitting with my feet over the end of the table,

and then I was lying down. Was it then that they performed the
tests on you? I remember the long tube that came out from the wall,
they had no right to do what they did. It wasn’t right.

No, don’t…Take your hands away, you have to stop touching me there…

I felt pretty far away from my body while it was happening…

Don’t,
don’t...Stop, you have to take it out now…
You have to take it out, I can’t take any more of this. Why are you doing this to me?
Why are you doing this?

That’s when they put that thing in me,
18
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continued from page 26
THE FIRST AND LAST ALIEN RACE
by Sidney Amissone. Oddly enough,
according to the author of this book, the
earth is being visited, but by the human
race projecting itself onto itself. How this
is accomplished would take an entire
book to relate. Which is exactly what
Amissone does. Suffice to say he
explains himself pretty darn well.
EXCELSIUS PUBLISHING, PO Box
4567, Miami, FL 33367. $16.95 + $2.00
S/H Credit Card Orders toll free 1-800256-6775 $16.95 + $3.95 S/H
EXTRATERRESTRIAL TRACES AND
ALIEN ARCHAEOLOGY by Helen S.
Hutter. This rather amazing book
purports to be the first compendium of
all the major UFO landing sites from
ancient times, presently the strangest case
yet for the visitation of this planet by
Alien races. Containing over 140
photographs, along with reproductions of
conceptual structures and mysterious
symbols. To order your copy send check
or money order for $21.95 plus
postage/handling ($4.50 US or $7.50
overseas) to: Trellis Publishing, 1956
North Chantrelle #117, Las Vegas, NV
89115. For Visa or MasterCard ordering call 1-800-746-9876 (Access Code 01) or
visit www.traces.com
2099 - THE LAST DAYS OF PLANET
EARTH by Howard B. Copeland.
Corresponding with ancient prophesies,
all events culminating in destructions can
be foretold. Copeland leads us through
this maze of information and gleans for
us the essential scenario of the end. Who
will survive and how extraterrestrials will
arrive. 224 pgs. $14.95 + $2.00 S&H.
ANGEL HEAD PRESS, INC., P.O. Box
55879, Madison, WI 53705.

CLASSIFIED

ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGY
Antigravity, Time-travel, pulse
energy, Alternative futures…
$3.00 catalog: Future Perfect
Dept. UV, P.O. Box 134
Marquette, VA 29855
http://www.Futureperfect.net/energy/
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continued from page 5
the answers you gave were not in the
least satisfactory. In the future please
refrain from hyberbole. We just want
the facts! We can get all the coverups
we need from the general press and
their confederates.
Jess Brighton
Chicago, Illinois

GOING, GOING, GONE…
Editor:
Best wishes to you. Could you
please send me any information you
have on the disappearance of the two
Russian cosmonauts which occurred
in 1973? I’d appreciate any help you
could give me.
It seems to me that any reference
to this mysterious tragedy has all but
disappeared from modern consciousness.
Bernard Hopsfordt
Munich, Germany

I’LL BE BACK…
Editor:
What’s with you guys anyway? I
thought you were a cutting edge
publication, but I think you botched
the story of the UFOs recently seen
over Phoenix. I’m going to give you
just one more chance.
Franklin Stanley
Phoenix, Arizona
UFO Magazine welcomes Letters to the
Editor. Please send them to Editor, UFO
Magazine, P.O. Box 66970, L.A., CA
90066. Include your full name, city and
state of residence. Letters are subject to
editing and condensation.

continued from page 43
Morse contends that the now archetypal figure of the Alien—large head
with large almond shaped eyes, slit
mouth, protruding browridge, almost
no nose at all—has been constructed
in a most curious cultural manner.
And he’s capable of demonstrating a
number of those curious manners.
He’s quick to cite for you the time,
day and date an episode of The
Outer Limits entitled ‘The Bellero
Shield’ aired in 1961. It featured an
Alien with a large almond shaped
eyes that wrap around its large head.
Morse points out that it aired just
weeks before Betty and Barney Hill

claimed to have been abducted by
similar looking Aliens somewhere in
New Hampshire.
He’ll also point out a most curious
and eerie similarity between the head
of the Alien turned upside down and
any one of a number of “Venuses”*
(an example is the Venus of
Willendorf) from the prehistoric
Upper Paleolithic period. I must
admit this one seemed pretty
farfetched to me until he pointed out
how much the enlarged, “hydrocephalic,” heads of the Aliens
resemble the enlarged bellies of pregnant women, and how the large eyes
and browridges appear to resemble
breasts with enlarged nipples.
So, according to Morse, the Alien is
shaped by a confluence of factors,
all opportunistic. On the one hand,
the appearance of the fictional Alien
on television has been appropriated
in order to give shape to a vague
memory or dream of a memory. On
the other hand, that shape itself
appears to be what can loosely be
called a victory of the unconscious,
as repressed memories of a voracious, frightening maternal figure
seems to be able to find representation in the figure of the Alien.
Morse garnishes this last resemblance with what he call the
“homuncular characteristics”—large
eyes which represent the importance
of the gaze, large heads which represent something contained within, and
the small mouth and ears which
represent that we are indeed delving
into a pre-linguistic territory.
I personally don’t know how much
of what Morse preaches I believe, but
I do know that he does have to say is
fascinating and seems to me to be a
glimpse beneath the raiments of a
cultural phenomenon. Because we
either believe that there are these
creatures we refer to as Aliens
visiting us or else they are something
that we, as a culture, have concocted
and perpetuate. You see, it’s simple:
either they’re real or they’re
something that represent something
for us, something we can’t express
any other way. To me this doesn’t
seem so farfetched at all. ∞
*These “Venuses” show up in the historical
record so frequently that it’s hard to single
any one out. Suffice it to say that they are
representations of a very powerful figure in
the life of the species.

I’m not afraid now… If you’re not afraid then why are you crying?
They won’t let me take it with me…They

don’t want people to know

You can’t make me forget!..

that they were here…
You
can’t make me forget!..No matter what you do I’m going to remember…

Did they do anything to make you forget?..They don’t want people to know…

They don’t want people to know that they were here…
They don’t want anyone to know…I told them I’m going to remember

no matter what you do to me…Why don’t you want me to remember?..
They wouldn’t be able to do their work here if people knew…

I remember the way they looked at me, they seemed so distant…(Again
the attention to minute detail.) How can I prove this happened?..
It’s not fair!..After the leader gave me the book some of the others
seemed to get mad…They all stepped away and they had a discussion
…Most of them didn’t want me to keep it…And then the leader came
and took it back…(Her voice becomes very agitated at this point, her

No, it’s mine!..

You
said I could have it!..
So the book was going to be to help you to remember…Yes…
anger is apparent.)

What was in the book?..There was writing in it…Sort of like word
pictures…I’d seen Japanese writing before and it was nothing like that…
It was different, it had straight lines and curved lines and dots…The leader
laughed at me and wanted to know if I could read it…It had lines
that were sharp: some were thin and some medium and some were thick
…I told him I wasn’t taking it to read, this was going to be my proof…
The figures weren’t all the same size…He said I could have it, I could
take it if I wanted it…Did it read up and down or side to side?..
I told him I’d never seen anything like it before…I was so happy that he
gave it to me…I thought maybe I could learn how to read it someday…

Ibecause
asked
him where he was from,
I knew he wasn’t from earth…
He wanted to know

if I knew anything about the universe…I

know there are nine planets, and
the sun is the center of the solar system. I saw a photograph

taken by a scientist once, there were millions of stars…

And then he walked across the room we were in and opened something in the wall

and took out a large map…There were all these points and lines

on it and he told me it was a star map…He told me he wished I knew more

about the universe…He pointed at the map and asked me if I knew where earth was…

He told me that if I didn’t know where the earth was
the points
What’s
a year?
I told him that people generally live about 65 to 70 years…
that it wouldn’t do any good to show me where he was from…All

were stars and the lines were travel routes…

Then suddenly there was a commotion

He wanted to know what a year was…I told him it had to do with days and hours,

things like that…
and they brought Barney from the other room, and they lead us towards the door

they brought us in by…It was then that the leader took the book from me,

and I got so angry because he’d given it to me and it was my proof…

You can’t make me forget! You can’t make me forget!
No matter what you do I’m going to remember, you can take the book
but I’ll never, never forget! Maybe

you will remember, but it’ll be better

if you forget…Why are you trying to threaten me? You can’t scare me…
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use of narrative devices to ensure the flow of the account, moving along in
a measured, suspenseful manner.
Popular literature of the type represented by Fuller’s book is dependent
on the identification of the reader with the main character or characters.
Believability is hardly an issue in a genre which is intent on permitting the
maximum amount of cathartic sublimation to take place.This allows for the
greatest possible range of affective states to be inscribed in works whose
main goal and focus is in precisely allowing for such sublimation to take
place. Such books act as lures designed to draw out and represent a reader’s
unexpressed affective states, which always involve the body, and their attendant emotional content. Fear, anxiety, and relations of power are all examples of possible expressions in such a strategy. The ability of a reader to
determine factual or non-factual descriptions is severely compromised
when the major goal is not truth but involvement in the form of fantasmatic displacement.
Such displacement not only renders language transparent to the reader,
but in effect displaces or alienates the reader as well. In effect, it attempts
to reinforce the ego at the expense of subjectivity. The remedy is to then,
in part, renounce form for likeness. Give up the blind, habitual form you
reach for and see yourself in, give up that which you take to be your
desire—and here the figure of the ‘Alien’ (from the Latin alius, meaning
other) becomes manifest, for it is the ‘Alien’ whose desire you take as your
own as you, the abductee, are forced to do its bidding.That you resist should
hardly be surprising.The ‘Alien’ is a metaphor for desire, precisely and manifestly, and the control the ‘Alien’ possesses over its abducted subjects is precisely a metaphor for desire and its effects on you. Desire which is always
Other. Always invasive and troubling, if not traumatic.
It is the figure of the hypnotist who represents a state of mastery and, it
should be noted, occupies the same position as the ‘Alien’. When accusations are made that hypnotists are leading their subjects on, this is merely
another representation of the Other as desire, as your desire as other than
your ego.They do this by occupying the position they do uncritically.
All of this extends as well to a grammatical level.As a mode of representation, it always subsumes or portends the same conception or vision of the
mind. In this way it is both unethical and inauthentic. Not only is realism
arbitrary as a concept and as a practice, but linear prose—prose that is nonfragmented, representing mastery—is a delirium. Conventional prose may
be what is considered realistic, but it doesn’t portend any ethics of the real

Others

I feel so funny, my hands and arms must be trembling, they feel so light,
it’s like they’re quivering inside…Are my hands shaking?..It feels like they are…

It feels like I’m really angry but I don’t know what I’m mad at…Such a

Who are you?..

jumble of feelings I don’t understand what I’m feeling
I don’t now why I’m feeling these things, it’s like something

happened…Sometime…
There’s someone out there, just far enough away
so they can be missed…They always stay just out of sight…Always
just out of sight…I feel so light-headed, I feel like I’m cracking up
…I know there’s something missing…I

know something happened

but I can’t remember what…I told Barney that we shouldn’t stop now…

But he had to pull over…It was so bright…And then there were

these men in the road…What do you want with us?..I told Barney
that we shouldn’t stop here…But he just had too…They came up
to the sides of the car…And then I kept having these dreams,

these dreams about seeing a UFO…I kept getting the feeling that something
was missing, I mean there was that period of time that neither Barney nor
myself could account for, it just seemed to have disappeared…
Barney kept going over and over our trip but he couldn’t seem to figure out

Why can’t we remember?..It’s so frustrating…

where those two hours went…

I don’t have to think about this, I don’t have to think about this…

Didn’t I just go over this?..I can’t remember if I told you about my dreams or
not…I can still hear their voices in my head…Because of them I don’t know
what I’m feeling…This crush of feelings and all those things I remember
from my dreams…
…Since it happened I feel so different…
All these streets seem so different to me…These sidewalks…These sidewalks…

I feel so alone

The road was so empty, even Barney said something about it…

There weren’t any other cars out that night…What kind of light is

that?..Barney was peering through the windshield to get a better look at it …Is

that the moon?..Can the moon make that much light?..
I don’t think we should stop, Barney…Barney, what is that?..
And then he got out of the car…He went to the trunk to get his binoculars…

I didn’t like being left alone and I told him, I said, Barney I don’t like
being alone here, we should leave…But he wasn’t listening to me…

Let’s get out of here…

He wasn’t listening to me…We were so scared but you know curious too
…Barney, that’s a flying saucer…
I can’t remember any more…Everything’s so jumbled up, so confused…
I know something else happened…I just know there’s more…

God, I’m so mad!..They didn’t have the right…They didn’t have the
right to stop us like that and take us…They made me so mad

…Why did they have to do that to us?..All my feelings
are so mixed up, I can’t tell where one ends and another begins…

Have I told you about my dreams?..I started having them a couple of days after

we got home…It was after I had the dreams that I started wondering
what happened to us?..That light was so bright, I remember thinking

it must be a plane or a satellite…How can it seem so close?..
It seemed to follow us though, when

Is that the moon?..

we got back onto the road it turned to follow us

…The sky was spinning or something…
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Many women want to have these “starchildren.” The imagery is there in so many of
the abduction accounts. From being abducted
from the sanctity of their bedrooms, to having
pregnancy tests performed on them, the
women in these accounts invariably encounter
reproductive strategies. That these are the
strategies of some Other and are being enacted ‘against their wills’ should be glaringly obvious. Of utmost concern to us are those
accounts which in detail describe direct encounters with human-alien hybrid children.
Invariably the “starchildren” are described as
being “not quite right,” as appearing listless
and as not reacting in the way that normal
human babies react.
One woman, undergoing hypnosis in preparation for her next book,
recalled seeing a hybrid
fetus suspended in liquid in
a chamber. She describes
how she was told by one of
her abductors that she
couldn’t keep the baby she
had been abducted to carry.
Just to mention the
weight of sex and race in
these stories, and remember that Betty and Barney
Hill were an interracial
couple, is to open the door
on more questions than
there presently are answers.
We need to ask more than
simply how sex and race are
inscribed in these abduction scenarios, we
need to ask as well how difference in general
is inscribed, how the nature of sex is inscribed,
and that means how sexual theories are represented. Much has been made of the alleged
pregnancy test given Betty Hill in 1961 by an
alien technician, and we do have to refer to
these creatures as technicians, as it was supposedly an exposure to a superior medical
technology and an alleged example of a technique which predated its usage among earth
doctors. But it has to be admitted, a needle in
the navel is as well an example of an infantile
sexual theory. It is also possible to understand
the numerous rectal probes reported by the
alleged abductees in the same way.
Sexual theory in the realm of the alien abduction scenario is just as straightforward.

From the many reports of alien attempts to
hybridize the two species, to reports of the
alien’s interest in our mode and method of reproduction (reportably the aliens have neither
genitals nor organs of elimination), to theories
regarding alleged alien involvement in our
evolutionary history, all are not only sexual
theories in themselves, but are as well representations of the desire of the Other. That is,
they are fantasmatic representations of that
desire.
Still the cold, business-like demeanors and
attitudes of the alien technicians hide, in a
strange way, ideals— even if seen in the light
of our supposed evolution, that is, even if
these creatures are meant to represent a possible future of ours, as future-perfect representatives of ourselves. We
should bear in mind that
in projecting ourselves
into that future-perfect
world is in and of itself a
reconfiguration of space
and a recapitulation of
what our apprehension
of the mirror image does
for us. It allows us to
create an overtly idealized future of projected
mastery of time, space,
and desire, and to bring
our human form to the
very center of the historical stage. Sex, race, and
reproduction indeed.
Other

What if UFO
abduction
narratives contain
contemporary
debates about race,
sex, and
reproductive
rights?
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It was moving straight across the sky

I mean, I can just see it moving…not like a plane or anything like that…it was
more like a satellite…it was moving straight across the sky at first but then, then it
changed direction…it started coming closer…it started coming closer

…Could you see any markings on the side of the object?..I didn’t know what it
was!..I could see a row of windows that wrapped around the
object…and…and…
There were people inside…They looked like people…I could see they
were looking at me…It was like their eyes were pressing
down on me…like some kind of weight was pressing down on
me…It was like their eyes were talking to me…talking to me…They were
telling me not to be afraid…don’t be afraid…we’re not going to hurt…we’re not
going to hurt you…I could see them looking at me, I could see that they were

There are people in there!

talking among themselves and I knew they were talking about me…
and the leader, they had on these dark coats like navy pea-coats, and the leader was
looking right at me…his eyes…they’re evil…he’s got an evil look…I don’t like him

…I don’t like him…he reminds me of an Irishman…they don’t like negroes

…he’s

going to…he

looks like a Nazi…What do they want?..

I could see them looking at me…They were talking among themselves…

I know they were talking about me…I could see them behind

the row of windows that wrapped around the craft…it was lit up inside…then
I got so scared I couldn’t think of anything but getting away, I had to get away

from there…so I ran back to the car and told Betty we had to get out
of there, They were going to get us…at first I didn’t think it was anything but an airplane or a satellite…it was Betty who kept trying to tell me
that it was something else…But I heard their voices in my head…
driving I kept looking up at that thing…it was following us!..I know it
was following us…did I pull over again?..or did I…I can’t remember, it’s like something
is keeping me from remembering…what is it I can’t remember?..
Why can’t I remember?..I have this feeling that something happened but I can’t remember it…that there was something more…
When did Betty first tell you about the dreams she was having?.. I was so
scared…Betty, stop trying to scare me…you’re just trying to

I’m so scared

make me believe this is a flying saucer…That’s what you

want me to believe isn’t it?..we were parked on this side road
…Did you pull over again to look at the thing?..I can’t remember…
There were these men down the road…I wonder what they’re doing?..

I was so scared, I kept hearing these voices crowding in my head…
These men came up to the side of the car…are we being robbed?..
They walked up to the car and opened the door…god I’m so scared…
god I’m so scared god I’m so scared…Leave

me alone, leave me alone…

I was so scared I couldn’t move…I was thinking of…What are
you going to do to me?..We just need to examine you…We need to
find out about you…They told me they needed to examine me

They’re outside watching us in the car!..

and that I shouldn’t be afraid…they were all around the car…some on my side and
some on Betty’s…I’m so scared…I can’t move…They’re opening the car door!..

There
of road,
them…Somehow
they
lift me
and takethem…
us
down are
thissix
dark
we’re walking
along
in between

I can still feel their hands on my skin…they’re so small, so little,
there was a canopy of trees and I remember thinking how black the sky was…

like children…they’re like little children…those eyes…I can see their eyes…They’re big
and kind of wrap around their heads…There…They’re over there

…Betty’s trying to make me believe this…This isn’t happening…This isn’t happening…
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ask dr.

Astro

The Relation Between Your Body, Space and Its Representations

Q: What is the relationship between space
and my body? We live in space I know, but
how are we related to it? Does space extend
inside my body or does it start right outside
of my skin? And if space extends inside of
me, can the images of faraway space help me
to conceive of that space inside of my skin?
—Jeanna Jenkins, Cincinnati, Ohio
A: At first glance your questions might
seem rather absurd Jeanna, but considering that in our era we conceive of space in
terms of the images of it, and, this is new
historically insofar as it’s never been the
case in the biography of our species before,
what you ask has, I believe, a particular resonance. Keep in mind that the body is
always a question of the image, and that it’s
the image which allows you to maintain a
sense of cohesion and wholeness. Indeed
it’s the image which gives the body its
boundness, it’s affective quality of being
bound. The body is essentially a surface, a
rather interesting surface, but merely a
surface nonetheless. In a strange way your
inner body is like an empty center around
which your skin, your sensations revolve;
it’s language which hollows the body out
allowing for signifying inscriptions. And in
this way space mirrors the bodily arrangement: it’s as though we’ve erected an entire
sphere of images to replace the sun and
planets which were once believed to
revolve around the earth. The conception,
the arrangement is essentially terracentric,
if I can use that construction, giving us
such concepts as the anthropocentric principle, for example. Now this bubble of
images surrounds us, granting us a consistency that we wouldn’t otherwise have, it
revolves around us, it’s what takes the place
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of the heavens for us moderns, and it
contains nothing irreducible about it since
it’s completely imaginary, since it’s wholly
of the image. It’s true that modern medical
science has given us accurate photographs
of our interior bodies, and what neurobiologists do when they claim to have
‘localized’ the area in the brain which is
responsible for some behavior is to inscribe
with signifiers that hollowed-out space
which is the interior of our bodies. And
being hollowed-out it can be a representation of space. But what I think you’re trying to ask is if images of space can in any
way represent for us the inner void that we
are ultimately. Strictly speaking this isn’t
our body, it’s the pure void of our subjectivity. And yes, I believe that the images of
space can represent this for us.
Furthermore, I believe that images of outer
space phenomena can represent emotional
and subjective states for us. But even more
so, what does the space of a room represent
for you Jeanna? Does an empty room represent something different for you than a
cluttered room? I think you know the
answer to that. It’s a very common
metaphor for a wide variety of emotional
and subjective states and phenomena.
Thanks so very much for some very interesting questions Jeanna.

CONTACT INFO

Send your questions via e-mail to:
askdrastro@astronomy.com; or write to :
Ask Dr. Astro, P.O. Box 1619, Waukesha, WI
53187. Please tell us your full name and your
complete address. Astronomy regrets that
due to the large volume of mail we receive,
we are not always able to publish answers
or respond to all questions.

this country, the low rolling hills, the openness,

all this space can just put the kabosh on someone. I mean, it can be kind of creepy
here at night, the sky seems to crowd in on you, pressing down on you like some
heavy thing, some great mass or something breathing on top of you there waiting…

I’ve seen a thing or two…I tell you they’re waiting, they’re

there, behind the sky, outside…I saw that one over there by the road…
Out over that way. I guess that’s the west, the way we were travelling
on our way home…Driving home…I was so scared I couldn’t…

Then the men, there were about six of them, then they came to the side of the car, and I could tell
they were going to open the door and get me. I tried to hide. If I could have they wouldn’t have gotten me. I didn’t want them there. I didn’t want them to take me. I didn’t want them to touch

I got really scared

me…I’ve seen a thing or two…But they, they came alongside
the car and opened the door and then the one who seemed to be the
leader, he said something, he said something but I heard the thoughts in

I’m so scared

my mind, I didn’t hear any words. I didn’t hear any words. These

men started
to come up to the car in two groups. And when they did that I got
real scared. And the car stalled. Then they started to come toward
me. Barney tried to start the car but it wouldn’t…it wouldn’t work

I can get away from them if I can get the car door open, I can run in the
woods and hide. I’m thinking of that and just as I put my hand on the
door handle the men come up and they open it for me.

Is that a car?
I got real scared. And

they open the car door…and this…this man…two
men…I didn’t hear that…I didn’t hear that…I didn’t hear that…
Two men at the car door…and there’s one…two…three men…and
there’s one…two more behind them…and one man puts his hand
out…(A long pause)…I-I don’t know what happens…I don’t…

The
eyes
The eyes

What are they doing in the road? What are they doing here? Barney’s

getting out to…I’m thinking I’m asleep…I’m asleep,
and I’ve got to wake up! I don’t want to be asleep. I
keep trying…I got to wake myself up…I try…and I go
back again…I keep trying…I keep trying to wake up… I

don’t want to be asleep…I shouldn’t be asleep now, wake up…

And you know, then I start to get mad, I mean,
who are these people to stop us like this in the
middle of the night. Who the heck are these characters and what do they think they’re doing?

Only one spoke, the one who was on my left. Then he was more or less

“…he had an accent. He had sort of a foreign accent…But he was, you know, very, very
businesslike. So then we kept wlking, and we came to a clearing. And there was—I wish it
were lighter so I could get a better picture of it—there was a ramp to the door. The object
was on the ground…I think it was the same one I was watching in the sky. And there were
trees and a path, and there was this clearing. And they’re taking me up to the object.
I don’t want to go on it. I don’t want to go…I don’t know what’s going to happen if I do. I
don’t want to go.…Barney’s no protection…he’s sound asleep…I don’t want to go on it…”

The men, standing there, in the road. They’re coming
toward the car. I don’t want…if they don’t see me I’ll
be alright. I could open the door and run into the dark
woods, they’d never find me there. They’re splitting up
into two groups…on either side of the car they’re walk26
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THE NAG HAMMADI LIBRARY IN ENGLISH

THE APOCRYPHON OF […] (XIV, 2, 4-7)
Introduced and Translated by

Donna Bassett
This tractate is among the most visceral and mysterious of all those discovered at Nag
Hammadi. It alone tells the story of one man’s (name unknown) attempt to escape the
“intruders” who seek to use him; for what purposes remains something of a mystery, as
nothing is explicitly detailed in the text. The fragmentary condition of the text may contribute to this state of affairs. What can be gleaned, however, is the following— hunted,
“like a hare”, by those who “enter this world in the light”, a man, […], seeks to escape his
captivity and use by these “intruders from outside”. One is reminded of David invoking the
Lord in any one of a number of Psalms. What this tractate lacks in poetic beauty it more
than makes up for in sheer viscerality. The fears expressed are so real we feel them. This
may be considered an apocalypse in the sense of a revelation discourse: he, […], is given a
special revelation by the “intruders” and he must overcome attempts by these very “intruders” to hide this knowledge from him. The revelation seems to be an image of the boundaries of this world, the presence of the ‘others’, and the force of the ‘others’ upon it. This
Apocryphon describes […]’s journey through the “world of light”.

THE APOCRYPHON OF […]
XIV, 2, 4-7
[…] from John, from Simon, who speaks of many things […] the words of
[…] were spoken […] Lord give me the strength, help me to escape from my
abductors and their unmixed power […] for they chase me and would use me
for their purposes […] 5 and the evil one watches me with his eyes, there
where his power resides [in his eyes] […] there [as the] shadows on my memories covered me, then shifted like shadows in the moonlight […] the
Intruders, those from the outside, whose words I could see in their faces, follow me, and the evil one gazes upon me with his intent […] and the [my?]
beast was taken and many hands touched me […] 6 for I could see an orange
glow and as I put one foot on the ground [from my carriage] two of those
[them] were standing beside me, helping me alight […] and although I was
calm I was very afraid […] for even though I was supported by two men I
could not feel them […] 7 I was told to close my eyes […] but nothing [no
word] was spoken […] when I looked I could not see the sky, only [something] a dark presence which frightened me […] in an orange glow I was led to
a bridge […] to a doorway and into a bright room […] there I was lain upon a
table and their hands touched me, their seamless skin […] a cup was

The men put you to sleep? Somehow How did he get to the car? I
opened the door, I was going to get out and run…Why? Because
I was afraid…Where did these men come from? They came
from the road…What did they do to put you to sleep? They didn’t
do anything…How did you know they put you to sleep? Because I
woke up…And you thought they put you to sleep? They did something to me…One of them put his hand out…I’ve got to get
out of the car and run…I’ve got to hide in the woods …I was
going to get out of the car but twhen his hand went up and …
How many men came up to the car? Three or four…Did you know they were going
to put you to sleep?No…Then you just had a feeling that you were asleep?Yes…
You’re sure you didn’t fall asleep in the car?No…So after you’re were asleep they
put you through the procedure? It all took place while I was out…

gotta get away

gotta get away

So you say you can remember being asleep? I guess…And that that memory is the one that eventually
is to be hidden? It doesn’t sound like it makes much sense does it? Were there other things that happened to you then? Did they show an interest in your skin then or was it later? That
was later…You said you wanted to please the leader…I felt I had to please him, yes…Why did you
want to please the leader so much? I don’t know…But you needed to please him…I felt that, yes…

Did that make it easier for you to go along with them during the examination portion of
your experience? Whenever they touched me and the leader knew I was uncomfortable or
scared he would touch my forehead with something…And that would calm you? Yes…

When they touched your body, how would they do it? Were they interested in your
skin? They’re doing something to me to make me close my eyes…This was in the round

gotta get away

room? Yes, on the object…You weren’t as afraid then as you were in the car? Not now,
no…When did you start having the dreams? Was it right away after the experience? No, it
wasn’t for five or six months after…At least I wasn’t aware of them until that long afterward…And you had the dreams first, before Barney did? I had them long before he did…
You seem calmer now, are you ready to continue? I think I can go on…Good. I want you to
tell me about the men in the road…Why did you pull off the road, Barney? Is there something there…What are they doing, is there a wreck?..We were driving down this smaller,
tarred road…There were trees all around us…Is that where the men approached the car? At
first there were only two of them, but more followed behind…There were five or six coming

gotta get away

…They walked up alongside of the car…I was going to get out…I thought, if I can
just open the door I can run and hide …Why didn’t you run? He opened the door, he
opened the door…I was going to but before I could he opened the door…I wanted
to hide, I was so scared all I could think of was to get away from there …But that’s when
the leader put you to sleep…Yah, I just felt calm, like it was a dream and I wasn’t afraid
anymore…And that’s when they took you from your car…They just reached in and
grabbed me…I couldn’t do anything…I couldn’t do anything…I couldn’t do

anything…They grabbed me, pulled me out of the car and made me
walk along with them…They were there, all around me…

gotta get away

When was it that you wanted to please the leader?

That wasn’t until when we got to the vehicle…Did they take you directly to the object after they took you
from the car? They took me and Barney from the car…Barney had one of them on each side of him holding him
up…He’s in a daze, his eyes are closed…One of them is telling me that we’ve got to hurry, we don’t have much
time…And then they touch me and when they do I become helpless and they lead me to the object…
Did the man who spoke to you speak good English? He sounded foreign…He had a foreign accent, you
know…But he was very businesslike…I’m scared though, and Barney’s no help, his eyes are shut…
They
took you aboard the object then?.. What did you notice about it first? They lead us up a ramp…and then
there was a room…They lead Barney through a door and left me alone in the room…I said, “What are you doing
to Barney, bring him in here with me.”And the man said, “We can only take care of one person in a
room at a time. Barney will be alright, it won’t take long. And then when we’re done examining you, you can go
back to your car. And then I watched them take Barney into another room and another man came in…

When was it that you wanted to please the leader?

gotta get away

When
was it that you wanted to please the leader?
And they came in the door…How many of them were there? At least four or five…
(As with Barney, under hypnosis she tends to mix past and present tenses.)

They’re so small, Barney’s so much taller than they are…What do they want?..
Do they take your clothes off? They bring a machine over…Now what do they want
with that. Then the doctor comes over and he has a long needle and I ask, “What are
you going to do with that?” And he tells me that they’re going to perform a
pregnancy test, and I got so scared all I could think of was I had to get away from
them, that I didn’t want them to put that needle in me. What happened then?

gotta get away
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situating the UFO phenomenon in the
Gnostic tradition has some rather interesting ramifications.
First of all, we place the relations to an
‘Alien’ entity in a discourse which has
long been obsessed with just such an
entity and the knowledge it is believed
that such an entity can reveal. Secondly,
we elucidate it as a human phenomenon with a long history. And thirdly, it
situates the UFO phenomenon in an
historical discourse and opposes that
discourse to the ahistorical chauvinism
of “moderns.”
But do these ‘Alien abductions’ signal
the beginnings of a fundamental shift
that the species is presently undergoing?
A change at least as great as any that has
taken place in history? A change biblical
in its scope, dimensionality and depth?
There are those who think that they
do. The suggestion is that whenever
these profound shifts in human culture
occur, phenomenon like ‘Alien abductions’ occur as well; they are symptoms
of the shift itself—as a crisis of the
symbolic—and are significant in their
make-up.
According to those whose belief it is
that ‘Alien abductions’ are symptoms of
this type of cultural shift, this shift is
directly attributable to the ‘audiovisual’
shift we’ve witnessed in western culture
in this century. Quite specifically this
means a shift in relation to the signifier.
Hence have arisen the many social
problems and crises with language and
representation we are undergoing—
pornography, obscenity, ‘hate speech,’
etc. Since identity is intimately interwoven with the dominant cultural
modes of relating to the signifier, with
these problems come new modes of
identity, and with them
social
eruptions: the youth problem, racial
and sexual liberation, etc. New
differences as it were, not the same old
differences anymore, but difference,
otherness, and dare we say, alienation.

A

s in The Apocryphon
of…, that ancient account (of which
there are numerous extant versions) of
a man and a woman being abducted by
strange small ‘man-like’ creatures,
human encounters with ‘Aliens’ or Alien
Gods are well documented in many
different cultures, indeed are a staple in
DISCOVER
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many cultural traditions. It’s the
contention of Frederick G. Staples,
Donna Bassett, and many others, that
these ‘encounters’ represent something
fundamental to the species, that these
‘encounters’ are symptomatic representations, indeed the naturalized
forms of invisible elements of their, and
our, lives.
Frederick Staples explains that even as
simple representations of ideal egos the
‘Aliens’ are transparent—they clearly
represent the ideal ego of science. They,
with their wholly hidden desire, are
nothing more than bureaucratic
technicians of their presumably Alien
science—agents of an Alien desire. This
is related to the world-wide ascension of
technology and with shifts in communication which have accompanied it.
Now what if such a shift were manifested in the shift to a predominantly
audiovisual mode of communication,
not only to the world-wide ascension of
technology? Clearly the shift to a
predominately audiovisual mode of
communication heralds cultural and
societal changes at least as great as that
faced by the ancient Sumerians when
writing and the city-state were invented.
This shift amounts to a new way of
organizing society and of conceiving of
selves. But we must be mindful of one
thing in this theory of society—any
such crisis is nothing but the permanent
crisis of the symbolic, it’s the crisis that’s
always with us. So what does that do to
our theory? Mostly it removes the paraoccultism and implies that something
in conjuncture with this permanent crisis goes towards forming those societal
symptoms. This is where the shift in
communicative usage is important: the
implication is that a changing relation
to language is at the root of these symptoms.
Here we encounter the ideas of the
writer Reid Matko, who contends that
“language is the Alien presence, [is]
indeed the very locus of otherness as
such.” According to Matko, these ‘Aliens’
are a manifestation of language,
“naturalized” in humanoid form, precisely in the form of something we recognize, something which resembles us
(your unity, as such, is only ever found
in a reflection or an other—both of
which imply a perspective taken on
you). And so accordingly the function
and actions of the Aliens—a word
which, etymologically at least, means
other—are none other than those of
language, mapping itself out onto the
world, structuring relations, demon-

strating how the world of words is overlayed onto the world of humans. The
‘Aliens’ symbolize this process of
heterogeneity. And as the actions of the
‘Aliens’ are none other than the actions
of language, what drives them, what
governs them, is nothing other than the
pure form, the imperative, of the desire
of the Other, something which always
escapes symbolization.
Now although the Other can be represented—for instance by the mother, by
the other sex—it is not a living entity,
but the set of signifiers: language or
speech. To encounter the desire of the
Other is always traumatic, it’s to
encounter desire as heterogeneous, to
encounter desire as Other; i.e. you will
encounter your sexuality as heterogeneous to your self, as differentiated
from
your ego, needing to be
‘integrated,’ etc. This is the primary trauma. And it’s the case that you are not an
abductee until after
you interpret an ini- What abductees
tial trauma. This is glimpse then,…
how language works,
with signifiers substi- are representations
tuted for other signi- of the desire of the
fiers. Language orders Other, a traumatic
desire, which is an encounter with a
effect of the signifying chain. What pure otherness,
‘abductees’ glimpse something with very
then, when they’re deep roots in child‘abducted,’ is the hood and hence in
desire of the Other,
that is, desire as psychic life.
Other, as an effect of
the signifying chain, that locus of otherness. A changing relation to language,
then, heralds great psychic changes
which are wrought and represented in
‘remembered’ experiences with ‘Aliens.’
It’s not that outlandish a theory as theories go. It has the benefit of a very simple and elegant human conception of
the phenomenon: an answer to the
question posed by the phenomenon, in
very human terms.
So it is that change, real change, far
reaching in its ramifications, takes place
through the auspices of a change in the
relation to language. It’s not so much
that images, etc. haven’t been around in
the past, it’s just the extent they’ve come
to dominate our lives: from the organization of our daily needs to the very
basis of our identities. All of these
things and more have come to be determined by present modes of representation—for the most part, it seems,
founded on resemblance. And this is
precisely how difference can be trauPORTRAIT BY RIDA ICAZARUS

Were they able to speak directly to you? Not really…
I knew they were asking me things…Then they spoke to you in english?

They told me things somehow…I kept hearing those voices in my head…

That voice…

What did they say to you? I remember they told me not to be afraid…

It’s as though I can feel
it more than hear it…
Was it just the leader you heard in your head?
There were voices other than his at first,

but his was the one that spoke to me, the others were like chatter
in the background…I can still hear them, everyone talking at once…

Did you feel like you had been captured by the voices?

Everything’s so strange, I can’t move my arms or legs and
there’s this presence in my head, like a fog filling my head…
I want to wake up, I want to wake up, why can’t I wake up…

It’s
that voice pressing in on me from outside
It’s like smoke that gets in under the door or through a crack

That voice…

or something like that, just sort of seeps in and starts to fill
everything up until you can’t get away from it anymore…

It’s always that same voice…

I’m thinking I’m asleep…You’re asleep in the car? I’m thinking I’m asleep
and I’ve got to wake up!..I don’t want to be asleep. I keep trying…

It’s alright, nothing will harm you now. When you wake up
you won’t remember anything we talked about here today…
I keep thinking that they can’t be doing this to me…
Don’t worry, there’s no one to harm you, you’re perfectly safe here…

How is it that something like this can happen?..I can’t believe this is happening…

And I heard that voice, it was in English but it had an accent,
you know a foreign accent…It was telling me not to be afraid,
that they just wanted to examine us…But I didn’t want them to,
I didn’t want them to take us like that, it didn’t matter…

…

That voice

Then they took you aboard the object?
They were walking and leading us, it was like I was floating along,
like I didn’t weigh anything at all. And I remember looking at Barney
and he had his eyes closed and these two men were on each side of him
holding him up like that…I wasn’t afraid when that voice spoke in me.

It was like I was just floating along, there was no fear in me then
So you weren’t afraid after you heard the Leader’s voice in your head?..

It was like he just reached right inside of me and touched me
with something that made all the fear just melt away, like he
touched me with a wand or something like that, and all the fear
just sank into me, like he took it and just put it away somewhere where it couldn’t affect or scare me anymore…
Did you feel that the Leader was in control of you as well as the others? He directed
the others, he told them what to do. He didn’t talk but they knew what he wanted.

He talked to them with something like mental telepathy…

Was it like they’d done this before? They seemed very efficient, very rehearsed.

So there was a rehearsed quality to what they did? They were just very business-like
something happened that would seem to surprise them, then

…Until

they would kind of scurry around like they were all excited or something…
Like when they came in wanting to look at my teeth…They wanted to see if my teeth
came out like Barney’s…I guess they didn’t know what dentures were…

You rather liked the Leader didn’t you? Well, I was afraid

of him at first…And afterwards? I started to feel they weren’t going to hurt us…
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suppose that somehow these groups, the Egyptians, the Sumerians, and the
Hebrews were each influenced, indeed altered socially—culturally and technologically—by small groups of Aliens designated for just such a purpose.
Now suppose that the purpose of these cadres of Aliens was to intervene at
particularly pregnant moments in the development of these peoples to the end
of effecting directed changes.
Hence the Egyptians build architectural marvels, the Sumerians come to
possess a technology vastly superior to those of their neighbors and to create
a different kind of writing, and the Hebrews create an entirely new religion
and society. Could it even be the case that the Hebrew ban on images of their
God has something to do with an impressed memory? To forget the face of
the Alien?
Take, for instance, the strange sudden appearance in the Sumerian historical record of the “beings from the vibrant channels of speech.” The Sumerian
historians described these ineffable and mystifying creatures as being
“stretched farther than time,” one of the most baffling descriptions in the
recorded history of any known people. How are we to think just such an intervention? As myth? As metaphor? Are we to consider these beings to be
homuncular resonances of speech? A resonance not unlike time ‘stretching’?
Are we to think that this explains an alleged inter-dimensional quality?
Of course that’s all so much ridiculous theorizing. What kind of existence
could such a thing have? A ‘resonating otherness,’ just how are we to imagine such a thing in our world? The entire world itself seems to possess a kind
of pulsing otherness to it already. The mass media, the walls-of-sound, the
bodies of images—the spectacle in short. Something not unlike time stretching, or time condensed. Could that be what the Sumerian historians meant by
“beings from the vibrant channels of speech”? Something like the pulse of
ideas, the pulse of the marketplace embodied? A first glimpse of that
autonomous body which is what we now call the ‘mass media’?
For centuries men have wondered how the Egyptians came to possess the
knowledge that they did. Knowledge of geometry and architecture, knowledge of embalming. The body to the Egyptians was a shell going on a journey. Not unlike a spaceship.
Who knows what small select group of ascetics met what Alien excursion
in the desert 6,000 years ago. Did Aliens impart secret knowledge to these
and other such groups thousands of years ago? It seems likely that such a
contention would be met with disbelief. But evidence would seem to indicate that just such an intervention was responsible for the first evolutionary
leaps made by our species.
Compare this with what is happening in our modern world. What is the
purpose of the Aliens now? Hybridization? Have they selected our species for
some galacto-genetic interbreeding program? The majority of abduction
accounts seem to point towards some as yet unknown program of genetic

having those hands on me was so comforting, so pleasurable, it was like their hands were floating over my skin,
touching me just so gently, so softly, not that it gave me the
shivers or anything like that, it just seemed to soothe all my
troubles, all my tiredness, and I felt so restlful, so restful lying
there, their touch seemed to take it all away like some pressure lifting
or something and I felt like they were caressing me, I felt safe there, just
safe, not like
that’s when
I didn’t like them touching me anymore, they’re really scaring me, I don’t like them touching me,
don’t, don’t touch me, please, please, (She’s pleading with them
now.), I was afraid when they came up to the car too but one of
them touched me and I felt perfectly calm, perfectly at ease,
all the fear was gone, and it was so soothing, so lulling having
them touch me the way that they did, it just made me sort of resonate,
it felt so good when they touched me, it felt so light on my
skin,
immediately,
I just felt filled with this soft warm glow, like I was glowing
warm and it was like that light, that glow was coming from their
touch onto me as I felt their hands exploring me then
one in my ear, then in my nose all the
while I could feel
you know, forcing something

when they took that thing from
the wall and put it in me,
they
started to hurt me,

it just calmed me

I feel that
hand in my mouth,
that other one trying to open
me up down there

into me,

stop that, stop that,

get your
hands off me now, I don’t want you to touch me, no, no, get
your hands off me now, I don’t want you touching me, no,

no, get your hands away from me (She’s grabbing at the imaginary
hands touching her.), I don’t like that! I don’t

like that!
they didn’t seem to care,

I tried to get them to stop but it didn’t matter
(Resigned.),
the same one as before came up
to me and touched my face and I heard a voice telling me not
to be afraid, and I felt myself with, with this warm fog, but on the inside
you know, just filling me with this peaceful feeling, it was
like my thoughts just quieted down and I was calm as they
went about their business examining me, first they looked in
my mouth and nose and then they looked in my ears, they

spent a lot of time examining my belly button, I

guess they

found it really interesting or something anyway they spent a lot
of time looking at it, poking things into it, I can’t stand it when
they do that but it’s still not as bad as when they put that thing in me,

I kept hearing that voice telling me that they weren’t
going to hurt me but it hurts when you do that! take it
out! take it out! I don’t want you to do that to me! You

can stop talking now, you won’t remember any of what happened here today…
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September 1961, was reported by
an interracial American couple
from New Hampshire, Betty and
Barney Hill.
SPACE EXPLORATION BEGINS
AND ABDUCTIONS COMMENCE
1961 was a momentous year in
the history of outer space exploration. It was the year that saw the
first human to orbit the earth, a
Soviet cosmonaut named Yuri
Gagarin, an act undoubtably inspired by the cold war between the
Soviet Union and the United States.
Less than a month later the U.S.
launched Alan Shepherd into a
suborbital flight in a Mercury space
capsule. It was also the year that
President John F. Kennedy decided
that the U.S. would put a man on
the moon before the end of the
decade. Such was the plan to ameliorate the blows to American pride
that the Soviet victory in space and
the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion
had constituted.
This then was the background for
the events which took place on a
dark and lonely road in New
Hampshire in September of 1961.
Returning from an overnight trip to
Canada, Betty and Barney Hill were
surprised to see a bright light in the
sky apparently following them.
Barney, stopping the car, viewed
the then hovering object through a
pair of binoculars and was surprised to see up to a dozen figures
inside observing him as well.
Hurrying back to the car in a panic,
convinced that he was about to be
captured, he began driving as the
pair anxiously kept an eye on the
object in the sky. They next reported hearing a series of beeping noises which seemed to be coming
from the trunk of the car in an
almost physical manner. The next
thing they knew they were 17
miles from Concord. Knowing
where they were they realized that
they must have been lost or disoriented beforehand.

‘SIXTIES’

A series of recurring dreams
prompted Betty to look into the
reality of the sighting, and she contacted a number of investigators
who, among other things, first
noted that the length of time it
took the couple to travel the distance they had didn’t match with
the amount of time that it should
have taken.
This is the beginning of the phenomenon of ‘missing time’ reported by so many subsequent abductees.
ENTER THE EXPERTS
The next step taken by Betty Hill
in response to the alleged abduction was to seek out professional
opinions and advice.
She first sought out an expert in
UFOs, one Donald Keyhoe, then a
major in the U.S. Air Force, after
the above mentioned series of
dreams which, she believed, depicted the abduction in great
detail.
Often presented as an example
of a dual abduction experience, it
was known almost from the beginning that Betty had recounted her
dreams to Barney as soon as she
had had them. It is also known
now that Betty had the idea to consult a pyschiatrist who practiced
hypnotic regression in order to
release suppressed memories only
a week after the alleged abduction.
The psychiatrist she did contact
was a very well known Boston
practitioner by the name of
Benjamin Simon. And clearly Dr.
Simon was of the opinion that the
rather bizarre abduction hypotheses could have been the result of
extraordinarily vivd nightmares
recounted to Barney by Betty. He
makes quite apparent that his
major concern in seeing the Hills
was to alleviate any suffering they
may have been experiencing.
These sessions did not begin until
two months into the year 1964,
nearly two and one-half years after

the alleged abduction took place.
JOURNALISM TAKES OVER
These hypnotic sessions are
reproduced, in part and in verbatim in John Fuller’s book of the incident entitled The Interrupted
Journey.
The book, published in 1966, was
introduced and followed by a
storm of publicity, much of it orchestrated by Fuller himself. It
ignited a small firestorm, the ramifications and controversy of which
are still being felt today.
First, and not by any means
insignificant, it brought pointed
public attention to the subject of
UFOs and the then novel prospect
of abduction by aliens. In 1966 the
American and European public was
just getting used to the idea of the
phenomenon of such abductions
taking place. UFO sightings had
been reported for nearly twenty
years, beginning with Kenneth
Arnold’s sighting in 1947 which
brought the phrase ‘flying saucer’
to public prominence, but the idea
of aliens actually taking everyday
people aboard their crafts and subjecting them to strange, seemingly medical testing was not only
new but quite novel.
So when Fuller’s book appeared
in 1966, replete with transcripts of
actual hypnotic seesions purporting to reveal suppressed memories
of just such an incident, it created
something of a mild stir in the
mind of the public. Fuller’s book
was the first of its kind, it acted to
cement in the mind of the public
the startling possibility of visitation
by beings from outer space, along
with the suggestion that these
beings possessed powers that
enabled them to manipulate the
memories of those they had abducted.
It has since come to the attention
of many investigators that Fuller
was more than manipulative in his
presentation of the material in the

Now, when you were supposedly on board,

and you say they put this needle in your navel…
I COULD SEE IT GOING ALL THE WAY IN…

They did put it into me, right into my navel, but it didn’t hurt, I couldn’t feel it…

Was there any blood?..I don’t think so…

I remember that I kept saying Barney’s name…Did you ask
them their names?..No,

No, we didn’t
told him

They didn’t ask me my name either…Did you

…But you told him about it afterwards?..I
and Barney talk about this experience afterwards?..

being on the ground
I said I remembered the moon

when I was having the nightmares, well the strange dreams anyway…

Was that the object that you saw?..It was like I could see the moon
on the ground through the trees…And

when I mentioned

that I didn’t know why it took us so long
I started to think of the dreams I’d been having…And I thought
that maybe there was some basis to them…Did you tell anyone
these dreams when Barney was there?..

I think I may have…

He must have heard me saying something to someone…

Didn’t all these things that happened, didn’t they all happen in your dreams?..

No, because they weren’t the same, there were differences

…There were discrepancies between my dreams and what I remembered…

In other words the dream you told me didn’t contain everything

There’s so much more…

that happened…
And that’s
when I thought that maybe there was something to the dreams I had
…I remember having the feeling that there was something in my ears…

And this was in the dreams or during the experience?..
(She pauses for a while, as if thinking this through.) I don’t know

But you can’t tell

if it was just hearing something or what…

if it was in the dream or during the experience?..I don’t know

I don’t know

it possible that you just don’t remember all of your dreams? You don’t
always remember everything that’s in a dream…
…If you were able to tell me all of your dreams, wouldn’t that fit it?..
…Is

No, because some things were different…What makes
it different?..There was just so much more
during the experience…Could you be afraid
to remember everything?..You told me you were afraid

I
don’t
know…
I was thinking that when I told my sister about my dreams
during the experience…

Now your dreams

she said that they must be real or else I wouldn’t be acting this way…

So I started thinking that something must have happened

to me…It was after she told it must have been realthat I believed

it happened…

…I said I remembered the moon being on the ground…
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UFO’s: More Than Meets The Eye…

“The Alien Presence So Inside It’s Outside…”
An Interview with Reid Matko
conducted by Annette Descombes
A.D.: Your recently published fiction, and I guess we have to use that term in this instance,
your recently published text entitled The Apocryphon Of Betty poses many problems for the literary as well as for the general cultural critic. In it you make a great many interesting points,
as well as speculations, and I would like to ask you first of all, primarily to see if I understand
you correctly, if it’s your contention that we’re all ‘abducted’ by something in the normal course
of growing up and becoming human subjectivities.
R.M.: Let me begin by reminding you of certain material facets of our existence. It should
be known by this time that at the age of two human infants begin to recognize themselves in
the mirror and begin to differentiate themselves from others. Now these are not just related
phenomenon, but are indeed contingent. To recognize yourself, and I assume you can all recognize yourselves, to recognize yourself you have to see from the perspective of the other. In fact,
the mirror teaches each infant that there can be a perspective taken on him or her. So in a fundamental sense we’re all abducted by this other whose viewpoint we assume when we recognize
ourselves in the mirror as distinct, bounded entities. Secondly, I want to state simply and clearly so there can be no mistake, that language is the Alien presence. It’s the Alien presence you
sense around you, and, combined with the sense of the other’s perspective on you, a very formidable presence, it’s the Alien presence in your head. It truly comes from another dimension of
the space/time continuum and has abducted us all as children and continues to visit us. Or
rather, we catch a glimpse of it once in awhile in forms we can recognize; and that means
humanoid. Language is an implant, a truly Alien implant, a way of keeping tabs on us (the
Alien is a ‘naturalized’ linguistic category). Language, this presence that language is, is an
Alien intelligence implanted in us, it’s the Alien hybridizing with us, it’s the implanted embryo.
It is the presence that passes through walls, that speaks in your head, passing through time.

A.D.: This is the concept I have the most trouble with, this concept of language as the Alien
presence.

R.M.: Think of the allegation that the Aliens are telepathic. What better way to represent
language than to be the stuff of language yourself! The implication is that somehow thoughts
are transferred ideally, with neither material nor physical support, and that thoughts are structured without the benefit of language, as though thoughts could just do that on their own!
Now, think about what words do, implanting thoughts and indeed implanting a presence in
your mind. This is what language does. You might as well end up talking to yourself! You’re not
born with thought, with a structured presence in your mind. Your very thoughts are from an
Alien mind. And the Alien’s desire, because the traumatic encounter with the Alien is such a
traumatic encounter with desire, is precisely the desire of an Other. This desire is expressed
in the relentless speculations as to what the Aliens are doing here. Why are they here? What do
they want? Of course, every child seeks to discover something similar of his or her parents or
whoever may fit the role of Other; What do you want? What do you want from me?

THEY ASKED ME IF I WANTED SOME KIND OF PROOF…

I WANTED…THERE WAS A BOOK
ON A CABINET—
PRETTY BIG BOOK—I ASKED HIM—COULD I
HAVE IT—HE TOLD ME TO LOOK…TO LOOK IN IT—THERE
WERE PAGES—WRITING ON THE PAGES THAT SEEMED TO GO
—IT DIDN’T
UP AND DOWN —
HAVE—THE LETTERS WERE LIKE—THEY WERE JUST SHAPES—
IT WAS FILLED WITH THESE FIGURES, MORE LIKE SHAPES
THAN LETTERS, BUT NOT LIKE HIEROGLYPHICS
OR JAPANESE WRITING—IT WAS DIFFERENT. I DON’T KNOW—
BECAUSE IT WAS—IT HAD SOME SHARP LINES—SOME WERE LIGHT,
—IT JUST
SOME MEDIUM,
LOOKED DIFFERENT…IT DIDN’T LOOK THE SAME—

A

WHAT KIND OF PROOF

IT LOOKED LIKE A

AND SOME HEAVY

THE SAME…

THE SAME AS OURS LOOKS…

I WAS JUST STANDING THERE…I’D NEVER SEEN A BOOK
LIKE THAT…NO BOOK EVER LOOKED LIKE THAT ONE
…IT WAS SO DIFFERENT—I HADN’T EVER SEEN ONE LIKE THAT…

IN TIME

AND MAYBE SOME DAY I COULD FIGURE OUT IN TIME HOW TO READ IT
…
I COULD FIGURE OUT HOW TO READ IT…

I SAID THAT MAYBE…I WAS SO HAPPY THAT HE GAVE IT

TO ME…AND

SO I ASKED HIM WHERE HE WAS FROM…
I WAS SO PLEASED THAT I’D GOTTEN IT FROM HIM
…I WANTED SOMETHING THAT WOULD PROVE I WAS THERE…

IT WAS SO DIFFERENT—I COULD TELL…

I COULD TELL IT WAS SO DIFFERENT RIGHT AWAY, IT LOOKED—

IT DIDN’T LOOK LIKE ANYTHING I’D EVER SEEN…

IT LOOKED LIKE A…I COULD SEE IT WAS DIFFERENT

WAS
SOMETHING DIFFERENT ABOUT IT
…IT

DIDN’T LOOK LIKE ANYTHING—THERE

IANDWAS
THERE
…
OPENED A DRAWER—

I WANTED SOMETHING—SOMETHING THAT WOULD PROVE

A BOOK
ON A CABINET…I ASKED IF I COULD SEE IT
…HE WANTED TO KNOW IF I COULD READ IT—I SAID

AND THEN HE WENT

THERE WAS

MAYBE SOME DAY I’LL BE ABLE TO READ IT—I’D

NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE IT

…IT WAS SO DIFFERENT THAN ANYTHING I’D EVER SEEN…
IT WAS FILLED WITH SHAPES—THEY WEREN’T REALLY
LIKE ANYTHING I’D EVER SEEN BEFORE—NOT LIKE JAPANESE
OR ANYTHING LIKE THAT
OR

HIEROGLYPHICS

…IT WAS FILLED WITH ALL THESE DIFFERENT SHAPES
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popular conception of the universe as cultural, that is, as
a teeming ocean of disparate cultures is indeed an occultation, is indeed as much a defense against seeing the universe as it really is, an unimaginably vast desert punctuated by incomprehensible violence, as is astrology. This is
where a concept such as the anthropic principle becomes
not only suspect but completely dubious: how are we to
conceive of the universe as being disposed in any way to
a cultural concept such as intelligence?
But such occultations are not limited to cosmological
science however. The biological sciences are as well
subject. One such example was contained in a recent article which appeared in a USA Today sunday supplement. In this article two neurobiologists were quoted as
explaining how they had localized the area of the brain
responsible for the prevalence among men to resist
asking for directions. Yet one has only to be cognizant of
the recent statistical surveys which indicate that whereas
sixty-two percent of women are likely to ask for directions when lost, eighty-two percent of men are likely
to do the same! Obviously the two neurobiologists had
simply localized the area of the brain they believed was
responsible for the stereotype that they took to be the
truth.
Such science as exhibited by the two neurobiologists is
not only an attempt, one which is rampant in the hard
sciences today, to vacate the mind of what can only be
called psychic space, but it also constitutes a new form of
conformism at any cost. An attempt to conceive not on
the basis of individualities, but an attempt to conceive of
everyone as fitting into very rigid categories which can
then be easily explained and managed. Such science is as
medieval as the attempt to find the seat of the passions.
The fact that it is given a wide public hearing should not
only concern us but frighten us as well. What shape will
science take if the vast majority of the population believes
that the purpose of science is to explain such things as
stereotypes and to subtly create manageable conformities?
That science does not take into account the desire of the
scientist is old news by this time. But old news is still not
necessarily accepted or understood news. This concept of
desire is revealed to a great degree in the so-called Alien
abduction discourse. That there has always been a type of
abduction discourse in the cultural and social history of
this nation is beyond dispute. In the 18th and 19th cen-

turies it was abduction by natives which occupied the
imaginations of the populace. Now in the technological
20th century which has been marked by the first tentative
steps of the human species off the planet, it is abduction
by Alien technicians (clearly mirroring our roles as the
servants of technology) which has captured the social
imagination. Most certainly the popular response to this
phenomenon has been its appropriation as a form of
entertainment— it has spawned countless books, movies,
documentaries, and the like. That the forces of capitalism
have been complicit in the dissemination and propagation of this phenomenon is equally clear: there is money
to be made from the traumatic imaginings of the populace. But what is of interest to us in the context of this
study is the response of the scientific community, from
mainstream to those on the “fringe”.
We have to concede that until recently the mainstream
response has been considerably muted in relation to the
response of those scientists on the fringes. However, we
cannot ignore such trends as SETI (Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence) as being both part and parcel of
the entire Alien phenomenon. It has been the mainstream
scientific community which has lobbied for such programs. Programs which are of considerable cost it must
be added. At this point I am tempted to ask, to what
extent does such an attempt as SETI differ from earlier
attempts to contact the dead or the spirit realm? There are
also such responses as the Abduction Study Conference
held at M.I.T. in 1992. Co-chaired by Harvard professor
of psychiatry John Mack M.D. and by M.I.T. physicist
David E. Prichard Ph.D., this conference brought such
studies firmly into the mainstream. John Mack is one of
the leading exponents of the reality of such abduction
accounts, although the reality he believes they represent
is on a par with visionary reality. And his interest is
indicative of the seeping nature of this delirium. For
Mack the abduction experience is primarily spiritual and
educational. The abductees, Mack contends, are all the
recipients of a kind of consciousness raising and undergo
changes in their value systems as a result of their encounters with these beings from other worlds. That this mirrors contemporary concerns on the eve of a millennium
goes without saying. Mack would seem to occult such
preoccupations, taking them for a greater than human
reality. In short, there isn’t much new under the sun, or
the stars for that matter.
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those hands like that, thick fingers, like ours but, but different, not the same
their skin is so different, it’s like, well it’s like it’s some kind of mesh or web
I never, they’re touching me, I don’t want them doing that, I
don’t, no, you can’t do that, leave me alone, don’t touch me, no, don’t

there
they are, they’re coming this way
their skin is so different, it’s like, well it’s like some kind of mesh or web
God no, God no, they’re touching me, those hands are

I can hide here, if I just stay still, completely still they won’t see me and then they’ll leave me alone

He’s looking right at me, there he is, he sees me
He’s looking right at me, there he is, he sees me

Don’t
no, you can’t, don’t touch me
They carried me, lifting right out of the bed, but you know, I floated
I was floated right through the window which had been open
I was asleep when I felt a presence, I felt someone looking at me

They’re touching me
There was someone there, I knew it, I felt a presence
then it was like this light smothered me, I couldn’t think, I couldn’t
move, I couldn’t think, I was just lying there and this thing kept coming closer to the bed,
just kept coming closer and closer and I was so scared, I was so scared, I couldn’t even move
this thing just stood there looking at me with those eyes, those big eyes, they weren’t round

They were there, I could feel them looking at me

Something startled me and I woke up, bang, just like that, to see
it was horrible, there was this diffuse blue light in my room
being thrown on the bedroom ceiling, and I couldn’t move, I tried
to move my legs, my arms, I tried to scream, I tried to struggle
All I could feel were these small hands grab me by the arms and legs
I felt myself being lifted, no, more like floated out of the room

I tried to scream but there were no words in my mind

only a voice that spoke to me in a clear calm tone, telling me not in words
but more like ideas that I shouldn’t be afraid, that they wouldn’t hurt me

A voice that spoke to me

They’re touching me
telling me not to be afraid, that I didn’t have to be afraid they
weren’t going to hurt me, they just wanted to examine me

I don’t want them to do that to me, why don’t they stop, just stop
and let me get back to the bedroom, if I can only get back there
I’ll be safe, they won’t have to do this to me, please don’t, no, no
They were there. They were right outside the door. I could sense them there. I don’t know how

but I knew they were there before I actually saw them. They’re not too big.

About the size of the lamp. About up to the top. I see

the one who looks mean. I don’t want them here…
I don’t want them to touch me with those hands, those little hands

They’re touching me
I saw the one across the lawn first. He was just standing there looking at me.
I think I must have dozed off then. The next thing I remember, the next thing
I remember there were four of them. They were all small. About four feet.

He’s got eyes. Big eyes. Looking into me. And his voice. I hear him.
But his lips aren’t moving. He’s talking but his lips aren’t moving.

How can that be? I can hear his voice in my head. Calm, clear.
But his lips don’t move. Oh no. There’s the evil one. He’s mean.
Those eyes look right through me. I know they can read my mind.
I saw the mean one first. He was just standing there, half behind the
tree out in the yard. I couldn’t understand what a child would be do-

No, no, I don’t want you to touch me
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the one who reminded me of a nursemaid came and took the baby away…Even
though it liked it, I could tell the baby liked it, I was really getting attached to it and I
asked them why they showed it to me if they were just going to take it away…
They take the baby away, then what happens?
It’s just that I felt such a loss. I’ve never wanted children, I’ve never even particularly
liked children, but I guess I got really attached to that baby in a short period of time.
And it’s funny, because I knew I could satisfy its needs, I knew I could take care of
that baby. I guess that’s why they chose me…
(Jill Bisognare, 32, 1980)

It really is amazing the extent to which reproduction and reproduction fantasies are a
part of the abduction scenario. Whether in speculation about an alien hybridization
program or DNA theft, or in tales of direct and overt ovum and sperm theft, embryo
implantation, or sexual relations with aliens. It’s as though such elements are themselves an integral part of the reason for being of the entire abduction phenomenon.
Betty Hill had what she believed was a pregnancy test performed on her. There are
countless reports of abductees being forced to have sex, to lend themselves to carrying
embryos they feel are not their own, and then having these same embryos removed during later abductions. Not to mention those who claim to have been subjected to, what I
refer to as, the ubiquitous rectal probe. Which one if any of the alleged reasons is the
true reason for alien visitations is impossible for us to determine. Why they are doing
what they are doing is completely open to speculation. Directing our evolution?
Biological field testing? Hybridization of our two species? Who can say?
It seems to me that there are aliens because the other possibility is too horrible to contemplate. In fact, it’s what the ‘alien abduction’ scenario inscribes, the fact that we are
speaking animals. Not apes, we know better than that now, but animals. Hominid to be
more precise. Now, you ask, how is this inscribed in the ‘abduction’ scenarios? Think
about it, how is it described? In terms of biologists tagging animals. In the telepathy of
the ‘aliens’, as well as the verbal paralysis of the ‘abductees.’ Not that verbal paralysis
doesn’t denote infancy. And it’s in terms of infancy that we can talk about the ‘spacecraft’ of the ‘aliens’, the ‘motherships’.
Can we speculate that these abduction scenarios, implicating reproduction, hybridity,
etc., are representations of sexual difference as well? If our DNA is mixed with that of
the ‘aliens’, if humans are forced or coerced into sex with these ‘aliens’, aren’t these representations of sexual difference, aren’t these ways of representing the differences between
the sexes? And not only of how artificial it is, but how absolute it is. There is no more
irreducible gap. It is easy to speculate that the purpose of the Aliens is to ensure

…I thought I was having a memory of something that had taken place
in a session…Tell me about it…I remember eyes …
And I thought they were telling me something…
What were they telling you?..I don’t remember, I just know I was very upset…

(Here was an indication that the repressed material would have to be
dealt with in a much more careful manner now that it was emerging.)

It’s alright, you won’t have to worry about your sanity.
…I was convinced I was having a remembrance
of something that happened in this office…Can you tell me about it?..

I can remember this voice speaking in my head…
What was it saying?..I can’t remember but it really upset me…

(This was becoming highly indicative of the fact that the material that
was formerly repressed would have to be dealt with carefully.)

It’s alright, you won’t have to worry about your sanity.

…I felt sure I was remembering something that happened here
…Do you think you can tell me about it?..All I can remember

is the slit of his mouth…Was it the mouth of the leader?..

I don’t know who it belonged to, I just keep seeing it…

(Such occurrences are signs that future instructions for amnesia would have to be

made more compelling in order that any repressed material not break through prematurely.)

It’s alright, you won’t have to worry about your sanity.

…I was thinking it must have been something

that I remembered here…What are you referring to?..It was that feeling,

that feeling of emptiness that I felt when I first found myself back
in the car…I looked to see if the light was still there in the sky…
(This, first of all, was a clue that any such repressed subject matter
could not be treated lightly. It would have to be extricated with great care.)

It’s alright, you won’t have to worry about your sanity.

…It occurred to me that I had remembered it here first
and that then I was able to remember it again later…What was it you
could remember?..It

was something that still really upsets me…

Was it something that they did to you?..It was the probe that they used…

(Such remembrances mark a sudden break through
of the repressed material. Care would have to be taken from this point on.)
It’s alright, you won’t have to worry about your sanity.

…It was something I think I remembered

here first…Can you tell me?..I’m just sure that one of them was

I remember that she had breasts…Breasts?..
a woman…Why do you think that?..I don’t know why but I’m sure

(This marked the emergence of the repressed material that each command
for amnesia was designed to prevent the premature and independent experience of.)

It’s alright, you won’t have to worry about your sanity.

I remember eyes…

…I thought I was having a memory of something that had taken place
in a session…Tell me about it…

And I thought they were telling me something…
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A REPORTER AT L ARGE

DIGGING UP SPACE
A lone, hermetic man says that we perceive
and experience space in a manner that is less real
than that of our ancient ancestors. What exactly does he mean?

BY MICHAEL AUGUSTIN
eated in a plush naugahyde
chair far from his office on the
campus of the University of
St. Louis, Hans Heinreich Herber
rubs his hands together with the glee
of a young boy. Here’s a man who
spends his days digging through library collections and scholarly essays—he calls himself an archaeologist of the mind. In fact it’s what
he’s been engaged in now for over
forty-odd years, trying to trace the
origins and geneses of ideas and
ways of perceiving. Running his agemarked hands through his gray hair,
Professor Herber is the consummate
teacher: seemingly always expounding, he’s never boring.
“Look, see how exact they were in
their celestial measurements,” Professor Herber says leaning over field
results of tests conducted at a recently uncovered ancient astronomical site. The results of these tests
had been eagerly anticipated by
Herber for the past three years and
had to await a working reconstruction of the site. “It proves to me without a doubt that for the ancients
nothing was more important than
recording the movements of the stars
and planets. It’s what gave them their
sense of continuity and consistency.
It was of immense importance to
them. Just look at the massive structures they erected with the sole purpose of observing the heavens.”
To fully comprehend Professor
Herber and his daily obsessions it’s
necessary to understand that he believes without any hesitation that the
ancients had a relationship with the
heavens that was founded on something more real than our relationship
with those same heavens. In fact, he

S

breaks our relationship with the
heavens down to three distinct historical eras—the first being the
ancient, marked by a relationship
with the heavens that was founded
on the consistency derived from their
always returning to the same place,
hence a relationship of the heavens
as real. The second era he characterizes as the religious era, an era that
we are only now leaving. This era has
been marked by the great symbolic
systems which have been erected to
account for the heavens. Think of the
great theological systems which seek
to account for all things celestial, the
Christian model of heaven, for
instance. The third era he notes, our
era, is marked by a peculiarly imaginary relationship with the heavens.
And this, Professor Herber maintains, means that we are missing, in a
most radical manner, the universe
itself. He would thus undoubtably
site the recent anthropic principle
(the belief that the universe exists, in
part, so that we may perceive it) as
an example of this thinking. But the
examples he uses are more pedestrian.
ext to a poster from the popular
television series Star Trek: New
Generation Professor Herber stands
up suddenly, exclaiming, “You see
what results when you conceive of
space in wholly imaginary terms.
What does the space represented in
the terms of these imaginary constructions have to do with space as it
really exists? I tell you it has
absolutely nothing to do with it.
Nothing at all. The aliens are only
simple representations of language.”
According to Herber, all these “con-

N

structs” are just massive defenses
erected to protect us from the real.
That same real which our ancient ancestors lived in closer proximity to
than we can even dream of in our
imaginary relations with space. It’s
as though we’ve been coopted by our
fictional constructions and because
of them we cannot see the universe
as it exists. What we do see is merely reflections of ourselves, our
dreams and hopes.
Professor Herber is quick to point
out that our entire conception of the
universe is based on images. Mathematical models aside—they are,
afterall, great symbolic constructs
which the vast majority of people
have absolutely no ability to reference—all we know of the universe is
based on images, and images precisely as measurements, of one sort
or another. And this is especially true
of popular conceptions.
Not that he necessarily wants us to
return to those ancient nights. Professor Herber wants more than anything that we learn to recognize our
inability to see the universe as it
exists, as it really exists. In an era
when space vessels are named after
their counterpoints on popular television series, when belief in Alien
visitors who seem to resemble us a
little too much is rampant, when the
common belief is that the universe is
a benevolent place, Professor Herber
wants nothing less than to debase all
of that currency. To him the universe
is an unimaginably immense desert
punctuated by cataclysms of unthinkable violence. We’re lucky
enough to live in the galactic version
of an oasis. But before accusing him
of being a poor man’s Velikovsky, we

What were you terrified of?..I thought they were going to capture us…I was sure of it…How did you know this was going to happen?..

I don’t know how, I JUST KNEW it was going to happen
when I looked at them…I guess it was the way the leader
looked at me that gave me the idea…Haven’t you ever had that
happen when you just know something’s going to happen
and then it does?..It’s kind of like something’s taking control…

Is that something that happens to you often?..
II can
don’t
know what they want from me…
see it in his eyes, I can see that they’re going to capture me…

THEY
MUST BE HUMAN…
BUT THEY CAN’T BE…What are they?..
I don’t know where they come from…I don’t know where they come from…

I’ve never told anyone this before…but when they took me
aboard their craft they put a cup, a kind of suction device
on my…on my groin and I could feel them taking a sample
…you know, a sperm sample from me…I don’t know why they
wanted it. I’ve never told anyone this before…

Why
do you think they did that?..
They seemed so interested in sex and sexual things…

like
it was new to them, they didn’t seem to understand it…
But how could that be, it doesn’t make sense to me. Why wouldn’t they understand

I know now that they’re not human…

What
do
you
think
they
were?
They’re so small…At first I thought they were children…
something so basic as sex…That doesn’t make sense…

I don’t want them to touch me like that!..
Tell them to leave me alone…It’s alright, it’s alright,
you’re safe here …No one can harm you now…
I don’t want them to touch me!..They’re bringing us

Their little hands, I remember their little hands touching me…
to the object, it’s in the middle of a small clearing surrounded by trees,

and I can see there are two, three of them on each side
of me and Betty’s being led by some of them too…
Is the leader among them at this time?..I don’t know where the leader is…

I can just see the tops of their heads as we move along

with those eyes, those big eyes of theirs
and they seem even darker and shinier than the night around us…
I’m so scared, I’m so scared I want to get away
but I can’t, my legs won’t work, I’m just being carried
along by these things who…I think they’re in my head,
that they’re not going to hurt us, that they only want to
kind of slowly like we’re moving through water or something like that
…and every once in awhile one of them turns around and looks at me

I keep hearing a voice telling me
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REVIEWS
but giving the impression that such information has been
withheldfrom the general public for insidious reasons, when
in fact it’s the case that there has never been any real interest
shown by the public for the information. The authors hardly prove evidence of any conspiracy whatsoever. What they
do demonstrate however is the results of intellectual dishonesty and slovenly research.
Stonehenge Viewpoints, 1997; pb $10 or £7, pp96, index,
illus., maps, charts. ISSN 0976-23X.

accounts of abduction by Aliens are so compelling that we
are forced to wonder if such tales of abduction are not a
psychosocial phenomenon. The questions raised by the
authors make this book not only well worth reading but recommended reading for anyone interested in the phenomenon of social delusion.
Charles Scribner, New York, 1998; hb $23. pp343, index,
bib.’, notes, appendix, ISBN 0-876-35676.
Monika Fronci
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MAKING MEMORIES
Recovered Memories, psychotherapy
and the everyday hysteria
by David Sheoff and Richard Matters
In Making Memories, social psychologist David Sheoff and
journalist Richard Matters critically examine the theories
and methodologies of the major exponents of the ‘recovered memory’ movement which has been very much in the
public eye for the past decade. In fact Sheof and Matters
demonstrate that the type of attention this movement has received has been responsible, in part, for its catapulting rise.
They convincingly demonstrate that this movement has
been fueled by a public hysteria rivaled only by the witchhunts of early Salem and the anticommunism of the
McCarthy era. Sheof and Matters claim that one day this
movement will be used in textbooks to illustrate mass public
delusion.The reasons for this hysteria are many: the authors
claim that political and social forces have been opportunistic
in their appropriation of this movement to maximize their
own agendas.
The authors also make much of the fact that our symbolically constituted ‘reality’ isvery much in flux in our socalled modern era. Advancements in science as well as
diminished faith in traditional religions have loosened, so to
speak, the sustainable hold the classical view of the universe once had on us.
But the butt of the authors’ argument and the lion’s share
of their criticism is saved for the methodology of the practitioners of this movement. They point out, among other
things, the reliance on pet theories and interpretations
resulting in coercive and leading questioning and expectations resulting from the desire to seek validation of their
theories in their patients. The blind reliance on hypnosis to
act as a ‘royal road’ to the memories of repressed traumas,
counter to volumes of evidence to the contrary, and the
establishment and maintenance of a social network and
support system amongst ‘survivors’ of such childhood traumas that encourages cross-contamination, are all evidence
that what passes for a science is in effect the near-criminal
propagation of illusion and mythology.
That these issues are relevant to the UFO abduction phenomena should be glaringly obvious. Parallels between
accounts of global Satanic cults and the accumulation of
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THE SORCERER’S DREAMBOOK
by Willimette Faye-Briscoe
This unique publication purports to be the first complete
edition of the “dreambook” of one of the most mysterious
figures of the Middle Ages, one Réginauld de Réart, legendary Gallic Celt sorcerer and sage, who in 729 A.D.
began using dreams to diagnose character maladies of the
peasant populace. Although only small fragments of this
book exist, this reproduction and commentary makes available to the everyday reader a fascinating example of an esoteric science which many consider to be a precursor to the
mental sciences of today. In her commentary the author
relates much of Réart’s “dreamworkings” (interpretations
of dreams and dream material) to contemporary ideas of
dreams and their relation to somatic wellbeing.
Premise Books, Loughton, Essex & Buffalo, NY, 1998; hb
£17.50, pp101, index, notes, plates. ISBN 0-87675-897-8.
Richard Bluehearst

COMPETITION CORNER
COMPETITION #13 What famous psychiatrist first appeared in the 1945 John Huston film about rehabilitating
shell-shocked victims of war, “Let There Be Light”? The
first three entries abducted will each receive one copy of
the new edition of John Simon’s classic “The Interrupted
Journey” courtesy of the publisher. Only one entry per
person please. All entries must be received by December
24, 1998.
Congratulations to Albert Fixe of Grand View, Missouri,
Angie Heitz of Minneapolis, Minnesota and Erica Bou of
Manchester, England—winners of Competition #12—
who correctly identified the temple city of Indira in the
Indus Valley as being the oldest known example of a city
built to channel sunlight on particular days of the year.
This ancient city was designed to capture sunlight on
both soltices and use it to illuminate underground caverns
or auditoriums in which were staged elaborate “theaters
of darkness”, celebrations during which the dead were
believed to enter the bodies of the participants and to
speak and prophesize from the world beyond. The city
and the tablets upon which these ceremonies are
described were discovered in 1874. Our winners will
each receive a copy of Ancient Astronomers by James
Wendell, courtesy of the Theorematic Press of Boston.

They’re right outside…

I have nightmares about seeing him, the leader, standing on the lawn by the big tree
at night. He’s just standing there and it’s that kind of shiny, deep night,
lawns like some flat earth in the midst of the night, this blackness…Is he the
same as the one you told me about earlier?..Yes, it’s the same one, the evil one

watching, waiting I’m even afraid they’re in my apartment, behind

something, around a corner, hiding, watching, waiting…

they were just standing there, by the side

of the road. The other ones were there behind him. It was so quiet,
I don’t remember hearing anything until I heard that voice in my head
telling me that they weren’t going to hurt me, that I shouldn’t be afraid…
All right, Betty. Continue now where you left off…we came by the tramway at
Cannon Mountain, and there’s a lighted area on the top…I think the lights
might have been from a restaurant. And as I was watching, the lights went out…

I kept wondering why they were following us

Ieverything
kept else
saying,
nothing flies like this,
was okay, only this thing was bouncing around and I thought
You speak of they

it was something I was doing to make this idea that it’s flying like this.
I had the feeling that someone might be there,
and that they were watching us. I’d never had that feeling before in the same
way. I mean the feeling was so strong it couldn’t have just been me imagining

And then all of a sudden this thing zooms around us to the front of the
car, I was watching it when it did this. I could see a double row
of windows when I looked at it through the binoculars. How far away would you say it

was? Oh, I couldn’t even guess. You couldn’t see it

very well without the binoculars. I could only see a strip of light

without them. And I kept saying to myself, “Okay, okay it’s just a plane, it’s just a
plane…” Did you see those lights anymore? But I can almost remember…

One…two men at the car door…and there’s one…two…three
men…and there’s one…two more behind them…and one man,
the leader puts his hand out…I’m lucky I heard Barney come running back.

They were going to capture us.
He…he…he…he…I don’t know if he was laughing or crying, but he was saying they were
going to capture us. We had to get the hell out of there. We had to get away from them,
But I kept looking and I couldn’t see them anymore. I couldn’t see any lights, I couldn’t see
even see the sky. I couldn’t see anything anymore. It’s all black, Barney. I don’t see them.

I was looking out the back window but I didn’t see anything but black.

All of a sudden there was this noise, there was this beep, beep,
beep
beep beep beep beep beep beep beep beep beep
And Barney kept asking, “What’s that? What’s that noise?”

I put my hand on the metal body of the car, I though maybe the noise was electrical. The whole car was vibrating, you know, little vibrations. I thought that was
kind of funny, the way the car was vibrating like that. (She continues
to
speak, as though searching for a lost memory.)
How long would you say that he was away from you when he was on the highway? It seemed so long, but I can’t say how long it was. Maybe four or five minutes…
We’re driving along…we’re on an asphalt road…And all of a sudden Barney
made a—he always—the brakes are squealing, he’s stopping so suddenly…
he’s making a left-hand turn off the highway…And we’re going along…
That was a sharp curve…there’s a lot of trees here on my side…I can’t see…

But there were these men standing in the highway…

I wasn’t afraid when I first saw them…they just stood there, I was thinking,
they aren’t so bad, they were, I don’t know…I couldn’t get a good look at them…
What are they doing here? Is there a wreck? Of course Barney had to stop…
And these men, they came up to the car…There were one…two men at the car
door…and there’s one…two…three men…and there’s one, two more behind him
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it’s clear from the beginning that time is a major element in these experiences, if only in
terms of the ‘missing time’ which is then ‘recovered.’ But beyond that we have to recognize the myriad other ways that time is inscribed.
We have to begin by asking to what extent awareness of time is a determined concept and to what we owe such determination. To what extent does time allow space to
unfold? Is dimensionality a characteristic of time, not of space, and as such does it allow
us to extend such dimensionality to space? We can wonder if such dimensionality is linguistic or if it’s a representation of the interaction of social experience and language. We
can also wonder if time as a social phenomenon and experience isn’t founded on the
very perception of presence and absence. For if time consciousness is dependent upon
something such as language then we have to ask to what extent language produces temporal effects, to what extent language allows you to remember the past and imagine the
future, adding a fourth dimensionality to the three dimensions of past, present, and
future, and to what extent language shapes our perception of time. In fact, we have to
admit that language implicates us in time everytime we use it, even to talk to ourselves,
or else we have to deny the very materiality of language. Thus in adding another dimensionality to time perhaps language allows time to become something more than a mere
succession of moments and in doing so unifies time itself. Accordingly, the Aliens come
to us, representing this dimensionality of time, across great spatio-temporal distances,
from a future (existing as they do in an advanced state in relation to us), and produce
temporal disruptions in the human subjects they encounter. These temporal disruptions
take the form of missing time, repressed memories (which haunt the human subjects,
creating anxiety and stress, etc. and which may represent the split between word and
meaning), visions of human futures (ecological and nuclear disasters), and the retroactive nature of meaning (the abduction experiences only have meaning after they are
“recovered”). Are the “abductions” representations of meaning as such being enacted?
Can the Aliens be considered representations of Being as such, Being as outside of
beings? Does this imply that Being as such is inhuman? As inhuman as language?
Interestingly, if indeed the Aliens are representations of language, if they are language
in terms that resemble us, then the abduction experiences and subsequent recoveries are
representations of the effects that language produces in us. And foremost amongst these
are temporal effects. The diachronic temporal displacement of any subject undergoing
hypnosis and revealing through speech an alleged past encounter should at least be clearly obvious.
The entire abduction scenario can thus be viewed as a play of positions enacting a
linguistic operation, of figures of speech interacting with figures of speech, reflecting the
categories of person, “I”/“you” and “he” or “it”.* As such the abduction scenario is a
representation of the subjective along with that non-subjective which is at the very center of subjectivity, the presence of the subjective and the absence-as-presence at the center of what we refer to as the subjective experience, that pure void of being.

•

•

•

* “The “third person” must not, therefore, be imagined as a person suited to depersonalization. There is no apheresis of the person, it is exactly the non-person, which possesses as its sign the absence of that which specifically
qualifies the “I” and the “you.”” —Emile Benveniste, Relationships of Person in the Verb

What were they wearing?..

They had on these metallic gray, you know like body suits…They looked

silvery, and they didn’t seem to have any zippers or buttons or anything like that…

You know, I can’t remember seeing any seams anywhere, not on their clothes
or on the walls of the room I was taken into…They took
off my clothes…I didn’t think they should do that, they didn’t have any right…

I could tell what they were thinking without them talking…

(She seems distracted, unlike other times she recalled being in the room.)

Now
you said they examined your skin…They
seemed to be really interested in it…They had something that looked like,
that looked like a…Was it a microscope ? Yes a microscope…Why were they interested

in your skin? I

think it’s because theirs is different…

Both the examiner and the leader are different…How are their skins
different from one another?..They’re more alike than the others…The leader and

the examiner are similar in appearance? They’re different than the others…They seem
taller…That’s all? They were a different color and they seemed taller
…Well, what was the difference in color?..Why can’t you tell me what color
they were?..Because I’m thinking that the crew members were Oriental…

They’re not as tall as the leader…You mean that the leader and the examiner are

They’re about as tall as I am…

taller than the others?..

Were you afraid of these people? At first I was afraid of

them. But later I wasn’t afraid of the leader…He seemed kind…

(Is she trying to please Dr. Simon by answering how she thinks he wants her too? This is

common in hypnosis.) Dr. Simon dictated in his notes:

Today’s interview went smoothly until the problem of Betty’s fear came
up. This fear occurs during the latter part of the sighting of the flying
object, when she clearly shows a marked disturbance. Tears appear freely,
her speech becomes agitated, and she begins to squirm in her chair. This
fear becomes most apparent when the subject of the examination aboard
the object comes up. During recall of the alleged medical examination
tears run down her cheeks and her nose is running. It was thought best to
end the session rather than to risk further agitation even though she was
still in the ‘operating room’ on board the object.
Dr. Simon woke Betty from her trance, and the session for that day ended. Out of
the session came the relevation that Betty’s hypnotic recall paralleled her dreams.

(Slowly
now Betty opens her eyes.) Am I awake
all the way?..You’re completely awake now. Can you tell me what happened?..

Waked up? My head feels funny?..Was I telling you about my dreams?..
I feel so drowsy…Was

I upset?..I feel like I was upset…

You’re in a deep relaxing sleep. Deep asleep and completely relaxed. You’re very comfortable
and you’re completely relaxed. Far, far asleep, in a deep, deep sleep.

Now we’re going to go back, back to your trip in September…

I want you to remember everything that happened, all of your experiences, and all
of the memories and feelings attached to them and tell me in detail.

We’re driving along, and we stop to get directions…

But the attendant there only spoke French so he couldn’t understand us
…So we kept driving and looking around. The moon was bright but not quite full,
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Barney
We haven’t seen another car for
awhile now. At this rate we should
make pretty good time.
Betty
Have you’ve noticed that light in the
sky? I swear it seems to be following
us.
Barney
You mean that light there? I thought it
was a satellite or maybe a plane. I
noticed that it wasn’t there before.
Betty
No Barney, I don’t think it’s a plane. it’s
been moving in the same direction as
us for a while now. I really think you’re
being ridiculous if you think that’s a star
or a satellite or something. We should
stop and take a look at it. We can let
Delsey out.
Barney
Are you sure that’s a good idea?
Maybe we should just keep going. It’s
probably just a plane of some sort. It’s
probably just some commercial plane
on the way to Canada.
Betty
Barney, I want to see what it is. It has
to be more than that. I tell you it’s
following us. Let’s look for a spot to
pull over.
CUT TO:

CUT TO:

don’t hear an engine, do you?
Barney
It might be a helicopter then, and the
wind could be carrying the sound the
other way.
Betty
There isn’t any wind tonight Barney,
you know that.
CLOSE ON— Barney pressing a pair of
binoculars to his eyes.
CUT TO:

Through the binoculars there can be
seen what looks like the fuselage of a
plane, although no wings are visible.
There is a blinking series of lights along
the length of the fuselage.
CUT TO:
Betty can be seen taking the binoculars
and putting them up to her eyes.

Barney is seen walking in to and across
a field in the direction of the object. He is
clearly filled with fear and seems to be
moving as though he were possessed.
Putting the binoculars to his eyes he visibly recoils at what he sees.
CUT TO:

The object now appears to be an enormous disc raked on its side toward him.
A double row of windows is clearly visible
around the perimeter of the pancake-like
object glowing with a bright white light.
CUT TO:

Barney is shaking, but still possessed of
an irrepressible urge to move closer to
the thing as it drops to treetop level.
CUT TO:

CUT TO:
The object, whatever it is, can be seen
passing in silhouette in front of the moon.
It seems to change speeds, slowing
down and then speeding up again, all the
time flashing red, amber, green, and blue
lights.

CLOSE ON— Betty inside the car.

Betty
She turns towards Barney, handing the
binoculars to him.

Barney is still in the field with the binoculars up to his eyes.

Betty
Barney you fool, come back here!
Barney! Can’t you hear me?
CUT TO:

CUT TO:
Here, Barney, take another look.

27. EXT. THE HILL CAR PULLING TO A
REST AREA ON THE SIDE OF THE
ROAD
As Betty and Barney exit the car and
move to a picnic area which commands a
view of the western sky, the light in the
sky is seen swinging from its path and
heading directly back towards them.
Betty
I don’t know what you’re going to call it
Barney, but whatever it is that’s not a
plane. It’s coming right toward us.
Barney
It’s got to be a plane, a commercial
airliner or something.
Betty
With a course as crazy as that? How
can that be an airliner?
Barney
Well, it’s a Piper Cub then, full of
hunters, and it’s lost.
Betty
You know it’s not hunting season. And I

Barney
Taking the binoculars and putting them
up to his eyes, Barney is growing more
and more irritated now and, for lack of a
natural explanation, he begins to take it
out on Betty.
It’s got to be a plane. Maybe some kind
of military plane or something. Maybe
they’re lost.
CUT TO:

The dachshund is whining and cowering
now so, as Barney watches, Betty picks
the dog up and goes to the car, getting in
and shutting the door.

Clearly visible now in the bottom row of
windows is a group of figures, all bracing
themselves against the window as the
craft tilts towards the ground. They are,
as a group, staring at Barney. They are
all wearing some sort of uniform.
Suddenly, as a group, they all step back
from the window except for one who
appears to be the leader. Behind him the
others seem to be engaged in the operation of control panels and the like.
CUT TO:

Barney, running across the field, back to
the car. Clearly he is terrified, looking
over his shoulder once or twice. As he
climbs into the car and reaches to start it
he stares up at the thing in the sky.

CUT TO:

Barney puts the binoculars back up to his
eyes.
CUT TO:

The object, appearing to come closer and
closer.

Barney
They’re going to capture us, I know
they are! They’re going to capture us!
We’ve got to get out of here! We’ve got
to get out of here!
CUT TO:

Something caused this to happen…I just can’t remember…
What was it that first caused you to wonder if something had happened to Betty
and yourself?..It didn’t make sense…What didn’t make sense?..
It took too long…What took too long?..It shouldn’t have taken
so long to get home…too long to get home…
We were driving, I remember we stopped…stopped to look
at that light…That was the light in the sky?..We saw it there…

it wasn’t the moon…Betty noticed it first

while we were driving…I thought we should stop and look…

Was it then that you were flagged down?..Yes…How many men were
there?..Three on my side, three on Betty’s side…

Did you see any kind of vehicle anywhere?..I was told to close my eyes
because I saw two eyes coming closer…It felt like the eyes pushed
They told me not to look…I just saw
those eyes…And I closed mine…I didn’t want to open them again
Did these men hold you?..I know there was one on each side of me…
Is that what you meant when you spoke of floating before?..

into my eyes…

The eyes
pushed
into
me…
I want to look…I want to peek…
They were helping me out of the car…You can go on, none of this

will trouble you now. You opened your eyes then. What did you see?..
I was in a hospital operating room…Was it like the hospital you were in
before?..I was in the hospital for thirteen, no fourteen days

(Again,the insistence on literal accuracy, even on minor details.)
Was this when you had your tonsils taken out?..I

used to walk down
the corridor and peek into the operating room…Was this

captured

No, this one was sky blue…

the same color room?..
They had me lie on a table and I thought they put something around
my groin…Can you speak a little louder. You said your groin felt cold?..
I didn’t want them to do that…I thought, how odd this is…
If I’m still and think about God it’ll all be over soon…Were you afraid
you’d be harmed?..It was a kind of power that caused me to want to come
closer to it in spite of the fear…You were fascinated by it?..But

I didn’t want to be
A captivation in spite of being so afraid?...It was being produced by
something outside of me, something that’s stronger than me

There’s
a danger in talking about it…
Do you mean that you musn’t speak of this?..By even trying to investigate

Were you told this by the men?..Yes…As though it were the conclusion
of the event…This was after they examined you on the table, right?..
It came from outside of me, I wasn’t creating it…And
what is the danger going to be?..I can’t be in any isolated area with Betty,
at night or in the daytime…Are you saying that there’s someone in a position
to observe all of this?..But I don’t know if that would be
the reason why I wanted to forget…So all of this is a feeling
in yourself?..It’s a feeling yes, but I know it’s not a dream…I remember
getting up from the examining table and feeling so relieved
it was over…This was when you were still on the craft?.. I was suddenly
walking and there was a grin on my face…They were holding us and
Betty and I were walking back to the car…The moon was hidden by
the trees but we were so happy…And we were in darkness…
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

(con’t.)

on several occasions the author of The Apocryphon of Betty has reiterated his belief that what he has been in
the process of writing is indeed a gospel, albeit a gnostic gospel; what he calls a legend or story of the Word.
A curious contention in the face of our modernity, but it is precisely our modernity that the author seeks to
call into question. On several occasions he is quick to point out the pretensions of that modernity, stating
that “Just because a person is well-educated, professional, non-profiteering, and well-meaning doesn’t automatically mean that they are immune to something like hysteria, which is characterized as being nothing
short of medieval and mundane” (that is, hysteria understood in the clinical sense as the feeling that the
symbolic mandate, that which defines us symbolically as men or women,
black or white, etc., is not adequate to truly represent us and the full “What do we gain by hypostatizing
range of our subjective existence). Freud spoke of hysterics as being spoken words as invisible flying
messengers? One essential if paraplagued by reminiscences, a diagnosis which still seems strangely apt doxical gain is that we are thereby
when considered in relation to the ‘Alien abduction’ phenomenon of permitted to visualize the opertoday. Indeed, it’s the author’s belief that future generations will look ation of language. This is paraupon this phenomenon as one of the most egregious examples of mass- doxical if the angels are merely
invisible, but it is less so if we know
hysteria in the history of the species. All of this in our ‘modern’ era.
The general argument of this book is founded on a curious contention that angels have on occasion assumed quasi-human form to make
which is best expressed by Jacques Lacan: “From the Freudian point of appearances to human beings.
view man is the subject captured and tortured by language.” In other Man, we might say, is incapable of
words, language is the Alien presence. It is and always has been language grasping or being grasped by the
which has been abducting and torturing these human subjects since functioning of language unless its
childhood, language and nothing else. In fact it is the author’s contention terms and relations appear in forms
that ‘Alien abductions’ are unique opportunities to glimpse language and that resemble him. This does not
necessarily mean that humans proits workings. Those who believe, like academicians David M. Jacobs and ject themselves onto the world of
John E. Mack, are totally blind to language and want to remain so. How language. Making invisible speech
this can possibly be the case is interesting and very worthy of thought.
into a visible angel may well accomJust as angels used to represent the word of God being delivered to earth plish just the opposite. It would
(see text insert), just as angels represented language and still to some then provide an account of how the
extent do in religious circles, Aliens have come to represent language and world of words, taken to be abstract, is mapped onto the world of
its mysterious workings in the popular culture of today. “Alien abduc- humans– how, in other words, the
tions’ are a way of seeing that which cannot be seen ‘unless it resembles structure of language interacts with
us’, that is language, and to go on and on about the reality of these phe- and determines the structure of
nomena is to cling to a total blindness. This is not a new phenomenon in human relations.”
other words, the author does find some corroboration—you can’t call it
—Stuart Schneiderman
confirmation—in the thinking of Stuart Schneiderman, if we are to
assume analogous experiences in what the two describe. It’s only the raiment which has changed to suit our
technological era. The major obsessions of the phenomenon—sex, sexual difference, and reproduction—are
portrayed in the abduction scenarios as being foreign and unnatural (as in Alien attempts at hybridizing, the
implantation and stealing of fetuses, etc.), just as these things are foreign and unnatural to humans, determined as we are by something other than natural, biological or instinctual forces. And that something other
is presented by the author as being language in all its invisible power and glory.
In short, this text is a detective story of a type that is worthy of Edgar Allan Poe. Just as Poe set out in The
Mystery of Marie Roget to solve a real life mystery with the aid of literature, so the author of this short ‘fiction’
sets out to solve, with the aid of literature, a mystery of the most astounding social type. I can really think
of no other precedents for this tale of ‘ratiocination’ (to borrow Poe’s term), one in which fiction is presented
side by side with theory, with both presented as the other’s equal. Such an investigation seeks to lay bare the
fundamental make-up of human subjectivity in our Judeo-Christian society and in the fundamental basis of
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You’re falling deeper and deeper asleep. Deeply asleep. There’s nothing
you won’t remember now, and you’ll tell me everything.

(Barney’s voice on the tape is incredibly flat and monotone compared to the usually animated
qualities of his normal speech. He answers Dr. Simon’s questions bluntly, without inflection,
in a measured monotone.) I was wondering if they’d accept us there, they might tell us
that they didn’t have a room. I wondered if that was going to happen.

(Once again the desire to fill in every detail no matter how
minute or inconsequential is apparent.) When we walked into

reliving
the
story
reliving, not retelling the story

everyone looked at us and I wondered if there was going to be trouble. I
saw what I can only refer to as a hoodlum, with a ducktail haircut.
So I’m immediately on guard against any hostile threat. Why was I all set
to defend myself? Just because of a haircut? Or was it the looks…
So I pulled the car over and Betty got the binoculars out, and I getting
out of the car…(In relation to the intensity of his feelings, Barney is
mixing past and present tenses here.) You can feel him reliving, not

I said, Betty, that’s a satellite…
(There is a slight trace of amazement coming into his voice.)

I want to wake up!
I think Betty is trying to make me think this is a flying saucer!

The
barren hostility of the woods…
Betty’s sister said she’d seen a long, cigar-shaped flying saucer…
No, this is not a flying saucer Betty! You want me to believe it’s one…

(He’s anxious to relate this object in the sky to reality.)

(His voice is trembling now.)

God, I’m so scared!
What is it! What is it! It’s right over me now!..
I don’t want Betty to know that I’m scared. God, I’m so scared!..

Why won’t it just go away! Why won’t it just go away!

Look at it! It’s just floating there and I can see windows that curve
around it! I can see a man there! I can see a man in there! Is he the leader?
He looks like he’s Irish. Because Irish people are usually hostile to Negroes. He looks like a Nazi…

Oh no! Oh no! I don’t understand what’s happening to me!..

The eyes, the eyes don’t have a body, they’re just eyes!..

(His
thoughts seem to be somewhere else.)
He didn’t say it! It’s just pounding in my head!
Oh
my God! I gotta get away from here!
He’s telling me to just stay there and keep looking…
Just keep looking up at him and I’m going to be alright.
And
you remember hearing him say that?
I just know. He didn’t say it. Just stay there, he said.
You can see a man through the row of windows? What is he wearing?

It was just the eyes that were talking to me, just the eyes talked, not the lips…
(As he relates this, Barney’s voice becomes dreamy and musing, slowly rolling.)

I’ve
never seen eyes like that…
(Now his tone of voice changes suddenly, as though a great period of
But I can see them. They’re men in dark jackets. I don’t
have any money, what do they want? I don’t have…
time had just elapsed, as though something very disturbing is being
passed over. This is a manifestation of their reported amnesia gap.)

The first probe into the unknown had begun

Now we’re back in 1961. You’re driving
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The Ark of the Covenant
A NARRATIVE, ETC.

The American ship appeared on the horizon with the first glimmers of dawn. In the summer of the
year of our Lord 1704 I went aboard the slave ship The Ark of the Covenant, a sixty ton brigantine with a crew of nine out of Newport, owned by private interests in Providence. So
many were the horrors that greeted me there that I fear I shall never find it possible to forget any of them. These in particular I cannot force from my mind. Never returning from the
most mundane of events following one after another it was then that they appeared. As the echoes of the
woodcutters faded into the forest I was a tree felled like so many others. Forced to wear my blood in my
hair it was then that the fires grew so far away yet so potent in my mind as I lie still in the forest of the
day that swallowed me. “I am called Joseph & I am a Slave belonging to Captain Eysek
Pottifer, Master of “The Passing Dream”. I have shipp’d aboard her for many crossings, with
many Parcels of Slaves & Goodes. In the year of 1766 ther was brought on board a large
nomber of some Suche newly acquir’d Men & Women, with some few children. So Muche
was the souffering for them & so Many of them Expir’d & ther nomber was so greatly
decrees’d that it result’d in a Loss of many of the Profittes for the Owners of the vessel.
But as they were all Baptiz’d as soon as they were brought on board, the Loss was only
Earthly say’d my Captain and Master.” Senegambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast, the Bight of
Benin, the Bight of Biafra, Kongo-Angola. We were abducted during a sudden raid and sold to
the traders. They broke into our home and took us into the forest, my sister, my brother,
my mother and myself. We were separated and I was brought to a place where an endless
sea swallows everything, where I was lost to the most complete of finalities, lost to all
exhumation and salvation. I became the increase, the greater portion, an exact extraction
of flesh signalling an increase in profit and in well-being: I became a unit of value; someone’s riches. I was taken from a field; I was taken from the forest; I was taken from my home; I was
taken while travelling; I was sold to repay a debt; I was captured with my brother; I was taken from
my parents by a jealous neighbor; I was taken along with many others and we were all yoked and tied
together. I can only report to the committee that I had heard of the outbreak of smallpox
upon the ship now anchor’d some distance off our shore but three weeks ago. When I was
at last allow’d access to the anchor’d vessel, I saw that the sickest of the sick had been lain
out upon the deck, and I heard the crew tell of being sicken’d by the sight of the streak’d
slough of flesh and blood left there like the marks of a passing flood. Some even exclaim’d
that in flushing it overboard they were afraid they would despoil the sea itself, so wretch’d
were the remains. The Dutch ship disappeared into the darkness from whence it had come. There
will be no moon tonight, only an endless sea without a moon, an endless sea like heavy
chains dragging across time. Torn and broken skin polishes wood stained bloody as lives
are thrust deep into the suffocating darkness that contains them. Hard metal is pressed
between teeth that clench against the hands forcing it. A throttled throat screams as lashes
tear and manacles scrape flesh from glistening white bone. Reeling and rolling, life and
death creak howling in these endless waves. I have discovered through my own witness that as
soon as pipes or fiddle are produced the seamen are apt to quote a verse by that great American songwriter who wrote, “I would rather see a sea of flame, than to see another sea again.” My voice is the
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sole record and all of the reward of the endless waves that I saw and felt and of life aboard
the great winged house and of the madness of the men there. ADVERTISEMENT. “The
flesh is stripped from the bone through the repeated wearing of the rough hewn slats upon which they
are chained. It is not uncommon for healthy men to be found dead in the morning. Suffocation is often
the culprit, but many find ingenious ways of taking their own lives for theirs is the most terrible of lots
and they often seem to lose all of the will to live.” There is an empty moon falling and crashing
upon and through the wooden beams which creak in the dark, twisting into the very sea.
There is an empty moon above a swelling sea, above a darkness full of horror and pain,
redolent with fear and anguish. The Spanish ship appeared on the horizon over which it then disappeared. The captives would be encourag’d, or rather forc’d by way of whip and cane to
exercise in a grotesque dance until the heavy iron shackles had rubb’d the skin from their
very ankle bones: blood wolde be the result, blood staining the smooth’d wood of the deck.
Shackl’d one to the other, left wrist to right wrist and left ankle to right ankle and so on in
twos it is impossible for any of thim to move independently of any of the others. Set into
the hold of the ship for as long as sixteen hours at a time, chain’d into such a space as
makes it impossible for thim to sit upright, they are in such close proximitie to their cousin
as to only be able to lie in spoon fashion one next to the other. At the ends and in the middle of the hold is a tub with a reverse cone over it on which the shackl’d captives are meant
to exercise their natural functions. Children fall in and will drown ther unless fish’d out. I
look into the night and I see features of faces: glimpses of wide nostrils, large lips, high cheekbones
appearing mask-like out of the dark, inky blackness and disappearing again; smooth black skin scarred
by the light of a glimmering sliver of moon, by a glimpse dissolving into the crisp tarry nothingness of
night. I dreamt that this will inform you about how I am as to my health Beginning I
have seen no one of my own since I was taken _____Now I am here in this big House on
the water____There were not many here with me at first but each day more and more are
brought to this place. I feare we are going to disappear. Children had been Sick, together
with my Self_____as to me, I have never laboured under so much pain as within thise days
within this place. In 1840 300 dollars in Brazil; in 1805 twenty pounds in Senegal; in 1720 15 bars on
the Gambia River; in 1550 17 manillas in Guinea; in 1795 500 dollars in Cuba; in 1730 35 pounds in
Virginia; in 1585 707 pesos in Lima; in 1567 11,000 reals in Brazil. Wave after wave, the dream of
the fires so far away, I became another’s. I was named Paul Christian by those who took
me into the world of the forgotten body. This is a record of the ensuing horrors. From
Yamyamacunda I passed out of the dream into death, out of the gossip and the drama of
the drums, so far away into the midst of this huge sea that consumes and consummates
time, that breathes the body of time taken from us here. “The claustrophobic confinement
caused the enslaved to gasp for breath and to live in dread of suffocation.” Torn flesh is sear’d and
burnt, a future is seal’d and lost, an aching scream reaches for a life which is gone. “That
evening the crew threw 54 slaves, hands bound, overboard.” A hand scratches a small mark into a
wooden beam, marking two the days that have pass’d culminating in this misery of fear and
pain. “At night he often heard the slaves making “a howling melancholy kind of noise, something
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expressive of extreme anguish.” He asked a woman who served as interpreter to discover its cause. She
reported that the visceral cry came when people awoke from dreams of being back at home with loved
ones, only to discover themselves below decks aboard the ghastly ship.” Red hot metal sears the flesh
as a brand is applied, and screams are never answered save with other screams. Pain is the
true Capital of life, its center and its currency, its profit and its loss. Pain is its own and
only reality, giving way to something more real than real, more dead than death, more
owing to eternity than to all the rest of life. It is only life touched by pain that finally
opens eternity. Only history escapes pain, just as it escapes eternity, which is partly its purpose and partly its demise. From over the horizon the British ship appeared with the sun and the
day. Taking the freshly cut slit of skin they poured gunpowder under it, and applying a
flame to it they ignited it, burning the flesh in a most horrible manner, charring it and
causing the greatest of stenches to be produced. Shortly thereafter I saw that they had
poured seawater into the open wound, causing even greater pain so that the poor wretch
cast himself across the deck and screamed most horribly and seemed to want to expire to
escape such a life. The smallest sliver of somnambulant moon rests solemnly in the blackness of its space. This is all the peace of the world, distant and alone, far, far away. Here
there is darkness of another kind, horror upon horror and endless agony. Here the rocking
motion of the ship in even the smallest of waves results in marks of blood left upon the
wooden galley in which they are housed for the long voyage. Many of us died during the long
nights inside the ship. In the day they would bring us onto the deck once or twice to walk and dance,
which they forced us to do. One would play the pipes or they would make one of us beat a drum and
then, striking us, force us to dance not knowing what a dance is or what it means, unknowing that
every spirit has its own song and its own dance to please and invite them. I dreamt of a small piece
of colored cloth that reaching down to pick up I felt slip from my grasp. The broken arm;
it was then that I saw the men and tried to turn to run back to the others. The gashed leg; I had
never seen white men before and became very afraid. The back covered with deep tears and lacerations; I woke up sweating and chained to many others in a dark damp place. The tongue pulled
out at the root; I could see the sun outside far away and I was taken by fear and sadness for I was
alone, far away from my husband and children. The lips seared closed with hot coals; far away
from my father and mother. The chained ankles; far away from those I loved. We sailed aboard
the “Somnes Fugiens” which carried the insignia of Portugal. “I am Paul, the slave of Jesus.”
When we first came into the light after so long in the darkness we were blind and could
not see. Slowly our eyes became accustomed to the sun and we were able to make out
shapes and see that there was no longer any land to behold. We had travelled across time
for what appeared to us was not the same as before. We do not want you to be uninformed,
brothers, about the hardships we suffered during our voyage. We were under pressure, far beyond our
ability to endure, so that we despaired even of life. Indeed, in our hearts we felt the sentence of death.
But this happened that we might not rely on ourselves but in God, who raises the dead. What struck
one upon entering into proximity with the ship was the smell emanating from it. Not
unlike a fetid fecal pus, the rank ringing smell of waste, infection and disease clung to you
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and made the hot, humid air putrid with itself. There, in the slave holds, pain is surely
shown to be the chronicle of flesh, the ancient accent and emphasis of life. The Spanish ship
sailed out of the rosy fingers of the sunrise, appearing on the horizon. They pull the bodies out each
morning. They descend below decks in order to rouse the captives for their daily exercise,
as well as to flush out the slave holds with vinegar tinctures since they stink to the highest
of heavens with waste, vomit, pus and pestilence. They also use this time to remove the
bodies of those who have died during the night. I have seen dead by the hundreds. The
Portuguese ship appeared out of the darkness from which it had disappeared. I thought I heard
something else but it was the sea that roar’d and the wind that howl’d. It was the skye that
slept, not me, and it was the aire that dream’d. It was an other’s eyes that burn’d and an
other’s mouth that cramp’d. It was an other’s throat that died and it was the wind and the
clouds that carry’d his words away. The moon glows more fiercely, a slice slightly larger than the
previous night’s that gave us bidding and then gave us farewell. The sky, inching forward from the
horizon, is blood red. Storms come from that far horizon where stands the mystery, the dreaded and
anticipated unknown. First the body is placed over a barrel and securely lashed, the arms and
legs solidly in place. The instrument of torture is a leather whip with a half dozen tails and
what look like leather balls attached to the end of each of those. The first blows leave
smooth red lines, each frozen in time and displaying themselves before they fill with deep
crimson blood which soon proceeds to seep out and flow copiously. The next blows tear
the skin into strips that hang from the flesh of the exposed back. I can see the whip arm of
the mate frozen as it reaches the zenith of its arc prior to its return to the slave’s body, and
then, the involuntary reactions to the lash, the spastic jerking and moaning. Chunks of
flesh and splashes of blood litter the deck at the feet of the poor, unfortunate wretch. It is
difficult to believe that anyone could survive such an extreme exfoliation. Then back to the
rough wooden plank that functions as bed. ADVERTISEMENT. In forced exodus flesh is
torn and twisted and the world spins dizzily around, all of the earth is swallowed by the
sea, all of the land is subsumed by water and wind. With wind and wings the ship flies over
the water, descends upon us, and takes us into its dark womb where we fly over the ocean.
Our flesh is torn, our bones are crushed. Long without light we are finally blinded by the
vastness of the day which stretches out before us a single slow sloping horizon away. The
warrantless flight of the sea, controlled by the fact that it is lost in its own vastness, ensures that we
will forever seek a life without end. The dream of that life is what has been stolen from us as memories
grow more distant and all our strengths and skills are no longer anything. Caught here in the midst of
death, the ship pitches with the lives it seizes, the vastness of the sea still shining in its circularity and
its perpetuity. We pass out of the dream while an even larger sliver of moon marks the distance. “Bodies were bruised and skins rubbed raw by the friction of chains and bare boards with the
rolling of the ship.” How much of the sea remains and how much of it is gone? Boston,
Savannah, Salem, Portsmouth, New London, Providence, New Orleans, Charleston. I struggle to
remember what had seemed so clear, so bright and shining. Nine hundred and seventy shipped,
two hundred and fourteen died; six hundred and twenty-one shipped, two hundred and fourteen died;
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six hundred and eighty-five shipped, three hundred died; five hundred and sixty shipped, three hundred
and forty died. The perpetual rocking motion of the vessel soon sickens nearly all the captives, unaccustomed to the sea as they are, and the acidic stench of vomit soon fouls the air
making breathing impossible without the impulse to gag. Disease soon spreads amongst
the captives; what is harsh becomes impossible as infection mixes with the wish of death
to produce a kind of catatonia. The Portuguese ship appeared from out of the darkness with the
first rosy fingers of dawn. To prevent the transmission of disease one to another every morning those found with any symptoms, a heaving cough, rashes, skin eruptions and the like
are separated from the rest and simply cast overboard when the other blacks are not able
to see. These living bodies are torn into pieces, literally rendered, by the beasts of the sea
which, having once tasted of the flesh cast over, follow the ship in large numbers, converging upon them and fighting one another for what quickly disappears. Flesh shredded by
teeth, flesh shredded by metal scraping and rubbing, by lash scrubbing and scouring, flesh
torn away from flesh, flesh lashed away from muscle: there is a strange metallic taste on the
tip of your tongue as the metal punctures your skin, pressing and denting the bone, your
nerves screaming like the fires now so far away, so far away and burning as you lie here
naked on this naked bed, falling off the world into chaos crashing like the sea all around,
adrift, afloat, huddling against the great fierce and fiery darkness pressing down. Four men,
three women, three children, Nos. 37-47. They made a series of incisions all up and around the
forearm so that the blood would flow freely and generously. They cut the skin from his legs
in strips, binding the wounds tightly so he could not bleed to death. This was a common
means of manipulating and maintaining order: fear and terror. In the year 1734 I sailed
aboard “The Wounds of Christ”, a double-spate atlas of human misery and horror. I saw the
slaves, the miserable captives in the darkness below, struggling to breathe; some would
croud under the gratings which opened to the elements, even perching upon the beams
which raised them on their banisters, souffering for breath. They would be pulled forcefully doun by those below them and quickly replaced by another and then another and thusly
throughout the night and the day as though it were a bubbling cauldron of desperate faces
struggling for life. The crew, in their lazy cruelty, could often be seen using the spectacle to
entertain themselves. During cold weather or sometimes during rain storms steam would
stream out of the hold like from a furnace. “He sentenced the rebellious slaves to die and then
selected their mode of punishment. The first group he jointed, that is, he cut off, with an axe, first their
feet, then their legs below the knee, then their thighs; in like manner their hands, then their arms below
the elbow, and then at their shoulders, till their bodies remained only like the trunk of a tree when all
the branches are lopped away; and lastly, their heads. And, as he proceeded in his operation, he threw
the reeking members and heads in the midst of the bulk of the trembling slaves, who were chained upon
the main deck.” Sweating, feverish lives huddle terrified, hurtling forward, pressed together in
creaking darkness weighing the great slice of moon washing clearly through the grating,
legs pressed into strange shapes by iron wrappings. Can it be that these bodies wear the
wounds that Christ and the prophets before him suffered? Pain, the capital of the body, is
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the Capital of the world. Pain and pain alone. “Without even wrapping the bodies in a simple
shroud they are cast overboard.” But the body is without a shroud, save the twin shrouds of
night and illusion. The sails of the Portuguese ship reappeared as the rising sun set everything in its
path ablaze. I am watching as the dead open their eyes. I see through their pupils to the
horrible details of their lives and deaths. The lilting sail is their only shroud; life descends
to a scream and no God swaggers joyfully across the earth. In 1650 10 cabess 2,000 pounds of
sugar 22,000 reals 200 pieces of eight. The gods have chosen us to be consumed by these their
servants who are made mad by their one true God. They bound us two by two and brought
us aboard this empty wooden place. “Children under six and the sick are simply killed.” We were
led in until it held no more emptiness; now I believe that emptiness itself holds no more
emptiness. “Despair weaves an immense web around our lives. It will wrap us like a shroud. Here we
are thrown into the depths of horror.” Here where I am this empty space can hold no more. My
mind abounds with every image of my past. All of the sounds that I heard then I hear now,
all of the sights I saw then I see now; I feel the wind on my skin, I smell the earth and the
trees. I hear the chords of water singing. I fly on clouds of this sound. Every image bounds
away from my mind and now my mind can hold no more emptiness. I do not want you to be
unaware, I want you to feel my pain and to feel my suffering, I want you to feel my agony and to feel
my fear. If I could I would kill you and destroy your image and fill it with my great plenitude and my
great emptiness because I can no longer hold so much of so little. There are so many images in my
head that the world must be empty of them and that emptiness has now come to inhabit
me as well. Even the sea, that great wall of greater green water, goes calm; there is no more
movement, no more everlasting, no more ever. Like the cold rasp of metal chains through
ringbolts my mind is an empty space that can hold no more emptiness. In 1736 a Dutch vessel
was badly damaged when it ran aground upon some rocks with 584 slaves aboard. The crew closed the
hatches and abandoned ship and all aboard to the sea. In 1706 a Danish vessel sank with 702
slaves aboard. In 1743 a Portuguese ship ran into foul weather and began taking water and listing
badly. Of the contingent of 327 slaves, over 100 were suffocated by the weight of their companions as
the ship rolled from side to side, and a hundred more broke legs and arms. In 1694 a French ship was
trapped in a calm at sea, remaining still for nearly two weeks. Everyone on board being terribly frightened and fearful of the water supply, the crew spoke of casting the slave cargo
overboard and were only dissuaded when numbers of them began to die from heat and
thirst. In 1836 a Portuguese ship left Benguela in Angola with a total of 524 slaves bound for Brazil.
One hundred of those died in a single night of an unknown disease. “In 1790 the slave cargo of an
English ship bound for America rebelled and killed the crew. As they could not sail the
ship was never heard from again.” The Dutch ship could be seen on the horizon but it disappeared
with the setting sun. When I first was taken aboard and saw them I wondered, Do they live
in this hollow place? Do they have a country? Are they lost on a ghost sea which they travel on forever? Will they eat us, are we their meat? A foot presses down on the neck while
others hold the arms and legs and splinters of wood jab into the chest and thighs as a searing hot brand is pressed into the shoulder blade. With the head twisted to the side the eyes
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strain to look up; the sky above dizzying, the masts above dizzying, the sails, the clouds,
the wind above dizzying. ADVERTISEMENT. With every turn of the screw the pressure
on the thumbs increased and the pain contorted his face even more. His screams were
more of the nature of stubborn, clench-mouthed howls, so plaintive and constant were
they. But over and over, with a look of ferocious cruelty, the mate continued the torture,
tightening the screws more and more until the bones were crushed and the ends of the
thumbs which protruded out of the thumbscrews themselves were grotesquely bloated and
discolored. Blood leaked out of the contraption, and the crew stared intently in frozen fascination at the spectacle. The other slaves stood by grimly, in the great green darkness of
this pathless sea of pain. “He saw the enslaved agonizing for hours and indeed days in
thumbscrews.” In 1550 90 ducats in Seville; in 1800 90 dollars in Cuba; in 1612 28,000 reals in
Brazil; in 1850 360 dollars in the United States; in 1851 3-5 dollars in Mozambique; in 1864 1,500 dollars in Cuba; in 1440 one horse for 30 slaves in Senegambia; in 1811 150 pounds in Chile. “When they
come through the hold it is always with the cat clearing the way.” The nearest would be the
first to be released from the central chain that held them to their appointed space on the
slats that acted as bunks. They would then be led on deck out of the horrible conditions of
below decks. The smell, from the lack of any sanitation at all, was horrendous and the hold
would have to be approached only with a boiling tincture of vinegar. All possible human
excretions, all possible foul odors, all possible rot and decay imaginable would contribute
to the loathsome stench which was unlike anything found or experienced anywhere in
nature. The Spanish ship reappeared from out of the darkness into which it then disappeared. When
they were on deck the endless water like rolling green smoke stretched out forever in all
directions. In the slave hold burning muscles strain against bindings, unbearable stifling air
fills the hold packed beyond any capacity with wretched flesh tortured by chain and lash
and disease. “I was the person that had care of the men Slaves, and when stowed, there was not room
to put down the point of a stick between one and another.” Whip bearing arms flail in all directions, forcing those on deck to crowd even closer together in a hopeless attempt to escape
the blows. But every swing of the whip finds a mark, and flesh is what bears the brunt.
Smooth strips of skin are torn right off the body and replaced with deep welts and gashes
which shine bright red both in brilliant sunlight and under an overcast sky. Veracruz,
Antigua, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Barbados, Cayenne, Surinam, Portobello. They came and they
grabbed me in the field while I labored; They came and took me in the forest while I hunted; They took me from my home as I rested; They caught me on the road while I travelled;
They came and captured many of us and took us together. They took what they had no right to
take, they took what can never be given back. Since that day I have been alive in death, and it is my
life which has died, as though it were something from long ago, a gift, passing as a dream. I am the
excluded, packed into the hollow moon and lost in a storm, flying over the water like fat, rolling smoke.
I reach for the sun and find darkness as the dream passes. There is a parched moon that holds fast
to the darkness, then the smallest details tumble away, crushed by a sweeping wave of
night. I first saw the miserable creatures, bound to be nothing more than beasts of burden, when they
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were originally brought on board. Chained together, they hobbled along the deck and were forced one
after another into the hold which was to serve as their dank cave for the duration of the voyage. At
times there was an angry glare amongst the despondent faces. Having been made privy to how the captives were to be array’d, it still came as a shock to me when I first beheld them lain out on the planks
which served as bunks for them, one above the other. 5 feet 6 Inches Length & 18 Inches breadth,
& the other half 5 feet Length & 13 Inches breadth, or 6 feet 10 Inches to each person on
board. The smell of all these natural bodies together was unbearable. It was impossible to imagine living within it. So cramped was the space that they were forced to lay spoon fashion one pressed against
the other. They were thus chained together with a long chain attaching each pair. Tossed into the
grated hold they were left there for the night. Storms would toss the miserable unfortunates violently from one side to the other, and many were those who were injured with
broken bones and many were those killed by suffocation. In the light of the near-gibbous
moon the cross of the mast and yard stands watch over a hideous truth that groans into
the night. Visible or not the moon is near half full. Going below I was promptly given a glimpse
into pure hell. I have seen, yeah lived in the greatest slums of this world but what I saw gave
me such pause that I have yet to reconcile the vision entirely. The first sight I was granted
was one of a particularly vicious mate crushing the hands of a poor wretch who had committed the sole crime of demonstrating the particular indignity of pride, and this was
repeated many times a day. The traders and sailors involved in these acts invariably justified
them by proclaiming that such things had been done since the dawn of time and that even
the Africans practice slavery amongst themselves, and that indeed, many are the trafficked
slaves who are obtained from the “big men” among the blacks. In addition, since the poor
unfortunates are not Christian but pagan and heathen, there is less of a tendency to grant
them any decency or respect. A half-moon stands watch over a near empty deck. I was forced to
witness the most horrifying displays of cruelty on a daily basis. One episode especially
retains a certain place in my memory, not unlike a quivering nerve, simply by the agonizing
horror of it. At one point during a voyage a certain number of the captives refused to take
food or water in a courageous but futile attempt to protest their lot and condition. This
was conduct which could not be allowed as it threatened the cargo on which any profit was
based. One in particular was singled out as the leader of the rebels. With arms secured
behind his back and two stout sailors holding him in place on his knees a metal funnel was
forced between his teeth and into his mouth. At this point, horror of horrors, the Mate
came forward with a smoking metal cup, and molten lead was poured directly into his
mouth. Meant to serve as a terrible example to any like-minded slaves, the struggling
became horrible, desperate and intense once the vesicating liquide metal flowed into the
throat of the condemned man. The most horrible convulsive retching accompanied the
spastic death struggles of the immobilized man until blackened boiling blood and seared
flesh gushed from him like grotesque jellied foam onto the wooden planks of the ship. The
Portuguese ship disappeared, alive with the fiery sunset. For a moment I thought I could see the
sea boiling; I do not know where I am, here in the wooden belly of this creature, but from
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where I am held I believe that I can almost hear it boiling. In my mind I see the river that
flows to the south of my homeland. I see the villages, spread out on the higher ground.
Here there is no river. Here there is no earth. Here there is no sky. But in my mind there is
no belly of wood. No wooden and iron voices speaking all day and all night of being taken
another length from home. Speaking of the rift being created. Speaking of the inapproachable distance of the waves, of the inapproachable vastness of the sea itself. Lit by the rising
sun, the American ship reappears from out of the darkness into which she had disappeared. The
clouds, forever distant as dreams, move apart and away from us. A belly of wood wraps us
in a creaking chorus, complaining of this vastness. In my mind I see so many things of my
life so far away. Long ago but not long ago. Far away but not far away. If I were a ghost
walking alone through the secret belly of this ship I would myself be haunted by visions of
what has occurred here. I never thought I would die so quickly and unexpectedly, and find myself
with so many others between life and death. Not dead but not alive, kept from life in such darkness and
filth. A stifling belly of death contains me, a life, a child to be born, a child unborn. Each of the
blacks, when first brought on board, are forced to drop whatever scrap of cloth is around
their waist and made to bend over a barrel with their buttocks exposed to all. Two of the
crew hold their arms and the chief mate then takes a bull pizzle and proceeds to administer
to each of the unfortunates twenty-five or so blows from the stiff leathery lash. Sometimes,
undoubtedly with purpose, the mate loses count and is forced to start over again. Nary a
victim does not lose control of his bladder and soon the barrel and deck are slick with the
collected piss of the howling unfortunate victims. In 1860 twelve hundred pounds two hundred
pieces of eight six hundred livres seven hundred dollars. A half moon slides across an empty sky.
The broken arm; for days we walked yoked through our homeland to the sea. The gashed leg;
we were left for days in a simple pen like animals. The back covered with deep tears and lacerations; I woke up sweating and chained to many others in a dark damp place. The tongue
pulled out at the root; the red hot brand was pressed into all of our flesh and we were marked.
Flesh infested, infected, lacerated, blistered, slashed, broken, burned, cut, worn away,
rubbed raw, ripped, torn, scraped. This now is our destiny. The Niger, Benue, and Cross rivers,
the River Volta. Far away from my father and mother my lips are forced open with hot coals.
Far away from those I love my ankles are chained. Eight hundred and ninety shipped, two hundred and sixty-two died; five hundred and six shipped, one hundred seventy-five died; four hundred
and sixty-six shipped, two hundred died; five hundred and seventy shipped, two hundred and twelve
died. The broken rib, the body suspended by a rope around the waist, the gashed leg, the
face covered with deep lacerations, the noose twisting the head to the side as it forces the
throat closed, the tongue bitten off at the root, the lungs burning for air, the ribs cracked
and throbbing, the back torn and bloodied, the smashed toe, the scarred ankles, the
crushed thumbs, the shoulder seared with a brand, the body suspended by the thumbs, the
skin rubbed away, the noose twisting the head to the side as it forces the face to contort,
the lungs burning for air, the ribs cracked and throbbing, the finger twisted off, the buttock seared with a brand, the skin rubbed away, the teeth forced open with metal, boiling
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water blistering the throat. In 1810 200 dollars in Brazil; in 1850 28 pounds in Senegal; in 1702 15
bars on the Gambia River; in 1500 12 manillas in Guinea; in 1859 700 dollars in Cuba; in 1750 40
pounds in Virginia; in 1595 727 pesos in Lima; in 1657 22,000 reals in Brazil. “The dramas played
out…on the decks of a slave ship by the captains, sailors, and African captives…were part
of a much larger drama, the rise and movement of capitalism around the world.” In my mind
I see that the meal is ready, that the house is clean. I wait at the door right outside to greet them. I am
so happy and so proud. Hearts beat with my own. Then I am taken from all of that, forced into a sudden agony of fate while so many remain alive within me. Like all of us inside this wooden beast, the
voices weigh me down like chains. I will fight for and claim all of my life. I will make sure that the
earth feels my weight again. I will bite the flesh of these thieves of lives. I will rip them open and tear
them apart. I will crush them and destroy them. I will cast them into the deep water. Even if I die I
will return to my homeland and then be among my ancestors. I ask the Ghosts to stay with me, to guide
and protect me. I ask Ogou to possess me with his terrible anger. The terrifying big waves, the
swaying deck, throws you, tips you. This house on the water is a prison. A tasteless paste of
beans and rice is all we are given to eat. I watched them measuring the sky with metal. I
watched as we flew upon the water, feeling the water beneath and around me. I wanted to
touch the sun, I wanted to touch the moon. I saw them race the moon and put it behind
us. No one sees the truth before they die, no one. No one’s eyes are ever opened by their
death. On the horizon the French ship appear’d under the midday sun. The men remain chained
and segregated from the women and children who are allowed to move about freely. As
such the women are often subject to the advances of the crew. One unfortunate woman
who had the temerity to refuse her situation over and over again had a pot of boiling vinegar poured over her female parts as punishment. This caused a great commotion amongst
their population. The result was as planned, the poor women captives soon allowed the
crew intimate access to them whenever they so desired. Twenty-five manillas twenty ducats
one hundred ducados five thousand three hundred réis eighty pesos twenty-eight thousand reals ten
cabess forty thousand cowries two hundred pieces of eight six hundred pesos de plata forty-four pounds
twenty-six bars five hundred livres seven hundred dollars forty-five pounds sterling. “Most merchants insulated themselves from the human consequences of their investments, thinking
of the slave ship in abstract and useful ways, reducing all to columns of numbers in ledger
books and statements of profit and loss.” For we do not wish you to be unaware, brothers, of the
affliction which befell us in our passage, how we were burdened beyond our powers so that we did not
know whether we could survive. For all we could do, we would have got the death sentence; so that our
trust had to be not in ourselves but in God, who raises the dead. A huge mass of slaves comes
crashing against the side of the hold, pressing against it, crushing the life out of the entangled and intertwined limbs and bodies. Darkness closes the eyes and a deafening pulse of
blood roars back, a masque-messy-mosaic of missing music crashing as the waves toss
everything. I see the up and down heaving of the ocean and I know that that heaving is really the
ocean breathing hard as it battles time for supremacy. It reminds me of the earth I saw heaving when
they buried alive hundreds of the sick, and the young, and the old. Eleven days here I am known by
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none, cast into the belly of a beast that slowly feeds on me. My children are gone, my belly
is empty, I have no recourse against the rocking, I have no recourse but to fall, and I am
falling, chained here, falling through time, an object, a beast outside of the time of men.
Maybe the sea also heaves with the breathing of all those who are buried beneath it. I am falling into
something worse than death, I am falling into death in life. The Spanish ship appears, cast over
the horizon with the sun. “Bodies were bruised and skins rubbed raw by the friction of chains
and bare boards with the rolling of the ship.” I am chained to death and together we live
inside this world. Tipping upward we precariously fall backwards then shifting downward are
thrown forwards crashing into one another then sliding backwards falling down amidst the moans and
screams of those clinging terrified to one another or to anything at all and then thrown forwards yet
again then pitching backwards so violently that even the thoughts in your head crash from side to side
and from front to back with a bright light rolling behind your eyelids around the circumference of your
head pitched first one way then another amidst the screams and moans of those who lie crumpled as
their torsos slide back and forth across the floor with the chains twisting their limbs as the ship pitches
rolling forward and backward and forward again and side to side and on and on your stomach gripping tight with each pitch and the nausea floods your throat and curse of curses strangles you as you are
pulled forward falling down a steep hill in a box of plain planks tearing at your bare skin rasped with
pain in the darkness amidst heavy breathing and wide-eyed fear and yelling and screaming and calling
out to all and any gods and ancestors. The wooden ship is a drum and voices in many languages
sing out late at night a calling of names villages towns tribes rivers has anyone seen I have
not seen them I lost them sixty plus eleven days ago when I was forced to the stone
fortress. The Spanish ship disappears, falling over the horizon into the unknown. The sea and the
sky are effortless slurs of tomorrows. The wind blowing, they are upon a lost sea, lost to all
and flowing: from the forest they were cast upon this plain, now tossing. The broken arm; I
thought I saw my sisters and brothers but I opened my eyes and found only myself here.
The gashed leg; I dreamt I saw my neighbor’s wedding again. The torn and lashed back; I felt a
weight I was carrying. The tongue swollen with thirst; I heard the children’s voices and wanted
to be with them. The eyes dull and listless with hunger; I smell my home and my husband. The
raw flesh beneath the manacles; I cannot see through the great green force of the water. The
eyes swollen closed with disease; I see their faces deep under the water where they are now. The
punctured eardrums; I hear their voices come to me as if from a great distance. The Spanish
ship disappears with the last fingers of the day. The dead weighed down with chains, the lungs
that burn screaming for air, the glazed over eyes that see nothing, the fly that feeds unperturbed on the soft flesh of an eyeball, the infant children taken from their mothers and
thrown overboard, the life that flutters and snaps like a sail, the living chained to the dead,
the dead without worth, the legs that will not straighten, the hunger that will not abate,
the strangeness that buzzes in your ears, the suffocating air, the bodies wedged so close
they cannot move, the harsh, harsh sun, the temptation of the sea, the back lashed bloody,
the arm broken from tugging on its chain, the foot bloody and twisted, the growing scabs,
the biting lice, the gagging stench of the air unfit for breathing, the cries of women, the
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groans of the dying, the curses of men, the stench of the piss and shit that is allowed to
accumulate, the physical horror like a casual blossom, the violence like a blossom tossed
casually away: we are the brides and grooms of death and this is our wedding procession. I
hear the sea howl behind these wooden walls. This will never be the wing’s perfect ease,
the wings of this house will always creak and groan, the wings of this house will always
complain and whisper. The left temple collapses under the blow as a sharp pain stabs and dull throbbing bright darkness falls hard onto the flat deck boards. The sea swallows a bird. “Visitors to
Zanzibar were always impressed by the “lovely white shells” covering the bottom of the bay and clearly
visible through the gin-clear water. The shells were the bones of slaves.” Six feet long, sixteen inches
wide for men, five feet ten inches long for women. Five feet by fourteen inches for boys,
four feet six inches by twelve inches for girls; all only two feet seven inches high.
Sometimes the height between the decks was only eighteen inches. It was said that slave
ships stank so of excrement that you could smell them five miles away. No. 137, a boy; No. 129,
a woman; No. 117, a man; No. 144, a girl; No. 158, a boy-man; No. 110, a man; No. 147, a woman.
There was an instance when one slave ship, The Deutschland, begin its journey from Africa
with over three hundred of the poor unfortunate slaves and within two weeks barely ten of
them were still alive. They were packed in so tightly that those on the lower decks who
had died couldn’t be taken out until those on the upper decks died and were taken out and
thrown overboard first. All kinds of crushed and mangled corpses were pulled from the
slave decks and thrown overboard. Bowels were crushed and spilling out of orifices, some
had their hands still around the throats of others, fingernails were left besides the marks
they had desperately made in the decking and the walls. “Most had simply been trampled
to death in the induced madness of their forced suffocation. The most horrible sights
ensued when they were finally brought on deck: contorted limbs stiffened by death and
smeared with filth and blood, some twitching as they were laid on the deck and then
thrown into the sea.” Nine hundred and seventy shipped, two hundred and fourteen died; six hundred and twenty-one shipped, two hundred and fourteen died; six hundred and eighty-five shipped,
three hundred died; five hundred and sixty shipped, three hundred and forty died. As the hold is
filled with blood, mucous and feces, it comes to characterize the alarming nature of darkness itself. Shock, fear, and anxiety fill the hold of the imagination and creatures crawl out
of a nightmare to greet you. The Portuguese ship appears on the thin horizon alone, its sails lit by
the sun which illuminates the path before it. The grey sea, the dark sky, the black captives squatting on the deck as the corpses are removed from below; no birds, no sun, just a grey diffuse light seemingly moved by the wind, a flutter of darkness covers my eyes and for a
moment I cannot see. I can hear the dead talking. But they employ no identifiable words,
it is more like a constant chattering. It is not unlike the sound of bones, or chains, or a
locked door rattling against its jamb. Slowly focus returns and the scene around me appears
unchanged as the weight of what I glimpse returns and presses upon my chest. The Dutch
ship appears on the horizon alone, its sails lit by the setting sun. ADVERTISEMENT. Boston,
Salem, Portsmouth, New London, Providence, Bristol, New Orleans, Charleston, Havana, Rio de
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Janeiro, Buenos Aires. “God has given both knowledge of himself and the right to enslave the
black race at the same time. In giving us this knowledge he has given us that right. God
causes different peoples to be enslaved at different times for different reasons. Did He not
have the Jews enslaved in Egypt? That was God’s doing, just as this is His will. We are simply the instruments of God.” In 1800 90 dollars in Cuba, in 1550 90 ducats in Seville, in 1612
28,000 reals in Brazil, in 1850 360 dollars in the United States, in 1851 3 to 5 dollars in Mozambique, in
1864 75 pounds in Cuba, in 1725 40 pounds in Virginia, in 1460 one horse for 25 slaves in Senegambia,
in 1811 150 pounds in Chile, in 1864 the Dutch charge 2000 pounds of sugar. “Smallpox broke out, and
the captain threw thirty infected slaves overboard.” The dead are weighed down with chains, the
glazed over eyes see nothing. There is a contempt that is so casual it is unremarkable, like
boiled rice, horse beans, and millet. “Flux, or dysentery, is an infectious disease spread chiefly by
food prepared in unsanitary conditions. The slaves, after being forced to wallow in filth, are also forced
to eat with their fingers.” I watched them measuring the sky with a piece of metal. I saw them
race the moon and put it behind us. I watched as we flew on the water. I felt the water
beneath and around me. I wanted to touch the moon. “Now the ghosts of all of those dead
haunt me. In my mind’s eye I see endless children, lead by a young girl reaching through a
mirror at me, pointing, flanked by others standing behind her in that glass that looks like
the clearest water. I am haunted by my past life at sea, by the cargoes that I carried from
one land to the next, from one life unto slavery and death. My contempt and cruelty were
matter-of-fact, grounded in business and economics, a weighing of costs and losses carried
out in convinced fashion with an eye only for profit. That was my life, without a thought
for them.” The Dutch ship reappears from out of the horizon of darkness which encircles it. “We
were all taken to a stone house. Some of the women were auctioned in the middle of the
house and taken away. The rest of us were kept there and ordered to start work. I was sold
to another. He kept me in a basement like an animal and forced me to dance in his house
at night, and to have sex with whoever he chose.” The American ship disappears into the darkness which reaches out to embrace it. It is the opinion of Master Thomas Jefferson that,
“Comparing them by their faculties of memory, reason and imagination, it appears to me that in memory they are equal to the whites; in reason much inferior, as I think one could scarcely be found capable
of tracing and comprehending the investigations of Euclid; and that in imagination they are dull, tasteless, and anomalous.” Had I not seen them before? I was not searching for them but I found
them. I was not hoping for them but I dreamt them. Everything bursts under a grated
indifference, everything falls to an earth that you do not recognize, everything comes back
in a twisted fallacy, everything you believed retired returns. My very heart bursts with sadness and longing. I am the most wretched of the wretched, the most lost of the lost, the
very last to be seen or ever found. I am alone and I am alive. “And one day they went down to
the sea and set out with purpose; crowded about were the followers, the curious, the hangers-on.
Discovering that there were fortunes to be made they inflamed the minds of men in all the countries
with their wild tales of easy riches tumbling from their mouths and falling into all ears.” Whether
Liverpool or New England the trade relied on the three commodities of rum, slaves and
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molasses. From these were wrung the maximum profit. We were told of a gruesome account of
how the hogs on board the ship tore at the flesh of slaves both dead and alive. ADVERTISEMENT.
From Senegambia on the Guinea coast an American ship named The Incomprehensible sailed
with over 800 slaves; another, named The Righteous Tiller, sailed with nearly 1200 slaves;
another American vessel named The Reverend Hill sailed with over 850 slaves in its hold. 970
shipped, 214 died; 621 shipped, 204 died; 684 shipped, 300 died; 560 shipped, 200 died. When smallpox broke out amongst the cargo, the captain promptly threw the two dozen infected
slaves overboard, “to protect the greater part of his property.” The dead are weighed down with
chains. The wind is blowing, the water tossing. I see a white spark sputtering out of reach,
disappearing underneath or into the fluttering air. It’s like the shuttering of eternity—the
savage loss of a still determinant amidst the great cauldron that is the sea; the dominance
of death running in kilter amidst the overabundance of power and effortless grace. We are
like lost ghosts trapped in gusts of wind, or like wayward spirits shackled deep beneath the
crests of waves. The chorus of the dead is weighed down with such chains. But a sudden
shudder of the sea spits them back up again and they appear on deck walking as they were.
I am afraid; I am in a nightmare of gnashing, gnarling teeth flashing and stabbing at me
from out of a sharp gleaming darkness. Snarling, biting teeth snap at me, tearing at my
limbs, ripping at my skin, sinking into my flesh. Pitch black darkness coated slick with distance clings to me and breathes a suffocating closeness. Something insane and savage
assaults me, some snarling and tearing animal force overwhelms me. My scream becomes a
singular point, a singular space in the thick soup of the universe. The dead, the savage dead
who have come back are attacking me, and they are everywhere; it is the horrible hidden
universe, glimmering in deep lacerations of lacquered night. For we do not want you to be
unaware, brothers, of our affliction which came to us on our passage from one life to the next, that we
were burdened excessively, beyond our strength, so that we despaired even of life; indeed, we had the
sentence of death within ourselves in order that we should not trust in ourselves, but in God who raises
the dead. Human life means nothing to capital; even God cannot raise this Death that
inhabits it and infects the world. The arm pulls back and suddenly begins its arc forward, toward
his head; his body is painted with open, pus-ridden sores caused by many beatings. The squall came
up at night, and came up with such a suddenness that the first blow it administered near
sent the ship tumbling over sideways. Such a violent rolling sent the entire complement of
slave cargo to one side of the hold—shoulders and shackled limbs were dislocated and broken from the violent tossing, and the additional weight from the shifted load only added to
the difficulty the ship had in righting itself. A crocodile will roll violently when it has its
prey in its jaws: we are trapped in the jaws of the ship, which is trapped in the jaws of the
sea, and both roll. The sea at night is a massive, terrifying presence, a presence which heralds your absence, your smallness as it rolls on and on, crushing you. This is a ship that is
riddled and roiling with death, with a contagion passed from the crew, to the cargo, to the
vessel itself. Newport, Salem, Cambridge, New London, Santo Domingo, Bristol, New York,
Charleston, Newburyport, Rio de Janeiro, Bahia. The bell rings aboard ship, marking the time
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and calling the crew on deck. Today an example is to be made of one of the more intransigent captives. Caught invoking the others to rebellion, he is to be killed as an lesson. The
tension that pervades the ship is palpable, the crew uneasy, fearful of any hint of an uprising, and the slave cargo is an unknown force barely kept in check and constantly testing all
its limits. “The utmost anxiety of the situation founded on the utmost of mistrusts, such is the petulant
wind that prevails aboard these ships.” From captive to keeper, death, hunger, and pain are the
only commonalities that can be recorded as commodities. In such a world how can you
even be? The event of your capture and captivity creates something stillborn in you. You
cannot escape from a death that will leave you living. I sat and through a Negro mate who
did translate for me I heard a slight but intense appearing captive speak at length of his
visions, which seemed to occur like dreams except that he was awake throughout. He said
that he was caught between two worlds—the sky above, the sea below—and in his wooden
coffin he lays in the dusk reciting the history of his dreamlife. The vision was full of almost
endless detail which seemingly coulde not be truncated or condensed as everything is especially laden with meaning. The ghost of his father appear’d in one of his visions speaking of
the sea, standing beneath a bright full moon gesturing to the distance. My man who did
speake their language explain’d that the moon represents the first man and that ghosts are
seen as protectors by these people, not Evil or Malevolent spirits, but are in fact forces of
Good to these people, they are as common and reel as any Holye or Hallow’d presence that
we feel in our lives. It was also explain’d to me that these people woulde, at each full moon,
make the necessary offerings to their Creator-God Eh-Sue and to all the emissaries of this
Creator-God on earth. Oh-Lo-Koon is their divinitie of the ocean. It seemed to me that this
kind of invocation was like a reaching out and an attempting to disturb the surface of an unpleasant
life; as though the ripples were meant to refocus and reconstitute the reality of that life. The members
of the crew entrusted with hanging the intransigent did so with extraordinary relish. They
hoisted him slowly and after a period of time would lower his feet to the deck. Soon even
the moments of respite could not help him and he hung limp from the rope as the full
moon rose behind him illuminating his passing. Tues. April 2. At morning meal spotted one slave
collapsed and unable to move. Could not determine cause. Some ones of the Africans said he died from
what they called the myth of the past; I believe he suffered from a refusal to live. Be that as it may, it is
always the smell that tells you immediately what condition they are in. This passage is endless. The
broken arm, the body suspended by the wrists, the gashed leg, the back covered with deep
tears and lacerations, the noose twisting the head to the side as it forces the face to contort, the tongue pulled out at the root, the lungs burning for air, the lips seared with hot
coals, the ribs cracked and throbbing, the scalp torn and bloodied, the toe twisted off, the
ankles chained, the thumbs crushed, the buttocks seared and branded, the body suspended
by the wrists, the skin rubbed away, the noose twisting the head to the side as it forces the
face to contort, the lungs burning for air, the ribs cracked and throbbing, the finger twisted
off, the skin rubbed away, the teeth forced open with metal, scalding water blistering the
throat. I was taken from the river; I was taken in the night; I was taken while away from home; I
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was taken while I mourned; I was taken all alone; I was taken with a group of others. The whip
swings freely, the lanyard crosses the back. The calves are lashed until they collapse, the
back is bleeding from blows. The jaws are forced apart, even though the air itself is suffocating. The English ship slipped over the horizon and appeared in the midst of an unknown day. The
minister baptizes the captives amidst the anxiousness of the crew, while the captain’s leer
masks a cruel contempt. Hung by his thumbs, he was left there for the entire night and the better
part of the next day. “Thus falling victim of their improvident avarice.” To aggravate his suffering heavy irons of upwards of seventy pounds were tied to his feet and added to the weight he was
forced to sustain. The curious gaze, the moving sea, the calculated pain, the shifting sky, the
rolling ship, the gagging stench. A body convulses, attempting to expel itself from the environs in which it is held, but I can see no farther than the grotesque lacerations crisscrossing its back, deeply scarred by the truth that capital and its agents do not respect you.
That is the true horror haunting these decks, the wood itself stained with the lives of so
many. Wood deeply darkened with saturated blood and scarred by coarse metal chains: this
is all of the past. It is your Master who calls from across the sea of Time with his voice of
wind and wood and iron; it is the words of men which come and bear you with them to the
new world. You will be forced to bear the weight of your race, you will be forced to bear
the sins of your masters. ADVERTISEMENT. No. 246, a boy; No. 288, a woman; No. 299, a
man; No. 224, a girl; No. 243, a young man; No. 211, a man; No. 255, a woman. Beaten, herded,
chained, branded, whipped, folded, crammed, starved, suffocated, prodded, kicked, raped,
examined, scraped, worn, bruised, gashed, gouged, separated, scalded, scrubbed, cast aside.
The Arabs, as the result of the Muslim theodicy conducting raids against those who practiced indigenous religions, were especially cruel. It was said that one crew had been seen slitting the throats of over
two hundred captives and casting them overboard in an attempt to outrun another vessel. The wet
knotted rope bruises, the whip tears, the club crushes, and still the gagging stench, the
cramped horror in the uncertainty of this sloshing world splashing like swimming thoughts
swirling in a dizzying cauldron of death. The American ship slips over the horizon, falling into the
setting sun. I am Ham, last of three sons of my father who is a great boat maker of his people, those who live on the river called Ubangi. I was kidnapped and sold by a jealous rival
of my father’s and soon became no one here, with only death beside me and the moon
above. I feel the horror of lives here stark and without amend starting to seep like mist
into my abandoned skin. It is my life that escapes from me now, all lives escape from us
here like spirits fleeing into the dark sky, like wisps of fog glimmering in a cloud marked
moon’s stammering glow. Boston, Savannah, Portsmouth, Baltimore, Providence, Philadelphia,
New Orleans, Kittery, Havanna, Lima, Buenos Aires. The flesh beneath the dark skin appears
white, red, blue-green, and rust colored. Fat, blood, veins, and tendons are visible along
with the glimmering white of bone. The manacles have progressively worn through all of
the flesh until it has hit bone. It has torn a groove into the flesh and bone from the repeated rubbing inflicted by the motion of the vessel. The hard planks upon which they have to
lie have a like effect, wearing away patches, until a kind of oozing red ‘moss’ grows
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where skin used to be. The entire lower deck was like a long dark bunk less than three feet
high. “The rocking motion of the ship results in marks of blood left upon the wooden galley in which
they are housed.” ADVERTISEMENT. In 1820 100 dollars in Cuba, in 1570 100 ducats in Seville, in
1622 30,000 reals in Brazil, in 1860 400 dollars in the United States, in 1861 4 to 6 dollars in
Mozambique, in 1854 75 pounds in Cuba, in 1755 50 pounds in Virginia, in 1470 one horse for 30 slaves
in Senegambia, in 1820 160 pounds in Chile, in 1864 the Dutch charge 2000 pounds of sugar.
Dysentery was rampant in the filthy conditions in which they were stored, the chief symptom of which is a diarrhea with passage of blood and mucous and which spared none, the
meager rations allotted them notwithstanding. Many of the deaths on board were thus due
to dehydration and filth. For we would not, brethren, have you ignorant of our troubles which came
to us on this passage, that we were pressed out of measure, above strength, insomuch that we despaired
even of life: But we had the sentence of death in ourselves, that we should not trust in ourselves but in
God which raiseth the dead. A ghost ship with great white wings arrives and captures me,
turning me into pain wrapped in iron. I am stripped of my name. It melts into the groaning
wooden walls and the roar of the sea, into the wind catching the cloth wing and the changing sky. I am surrounded by a swarming mist and I am becoming that mist. I am like a
cloud. I am like the skin that peels off of the earth and leaves it but bare flesh and nerve. I
drift away and I slowly die. I feel the warmth of a woman as she puts her infant aside and turns to
me. But as soon as she does I feel myself missing. I see the picture in my mind and then I feel what she is
missing: there is only distance and more distance for we are lost on an endless desert of water. A slave
ship is burning on the horizon and there is to be no attempt made to rescue any of the
cargo who can be heard screaming across the water, under the overcast night. For nearly
one half of an hour the screams continue, screams which echo off of the feverish closeness
of the clouds and the water and seem to reverberate in the strange thin slice of the world
between the two. Then there is only one scream in the air, and I dissolve into the sounds
of the night. The chorus of the wind is weighed down with such chains as I float away
from my body. My wrists and ankles pass effortlessly through the shackles and I see my
homeland, my wife and sisters, my mother and sons. I hear the sounds of the daily life of
those who used to surround me. I am mist, I am fog, I am smoke. I am only partly in existence. I am whole floating on the air and I see my home beneath me, where I used to
dwell. I am fog and I become mist and then I become dew settling on the world. I am
home again. Many days they travelled, each chained to another and all marked by a hot iron. “We
can create as much meaning as we want, it is only through death, that is through others,
that we are finally embraced by it.” In 1815 eight hundred pounds one hundred pieces of eight four
hundred livres six hundred dollars. “The shrieks of the women and the groans of the dying rendered the whole a scene of horror almost inconceivable.” The Spanish ship lingered in the setting sun’s glow, clinging as though for just one moment to the disappearing known. The knife cuts
easily into the soft, soft tissue. As the blade parts the dark flesh in a burgeoning pool of
red, I sense a slightly salty, metallic taste on my tongue. Anomabu, Cape Coast Castle, Tantum,
Sekandi, Bonny, Old Calabar, Fort James, Dixcove. A loathsome, vile smelling corpse is now all
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of the world; the blood and horror resounding in my ears and before my eyes will not let
me go: the screaming from the surgeon’s procedure, which truth be told is more like torture than treatment, and the face of the unfortunate slave deformed by his suffering will
not leave me. Please heed carefully my oratory of today, I am giving you the facts pertaining to the crime of slavery—of all things under the sun, it is a horror unlike any other, and
sharp in its many transgressions. The lashed back, the cracked skull, the wrists rubbed raw, the
thighs soiled with shit. Each lick of the lash peels skin away like ribbon, exposing the flesh
below. The judgement of flesh smiles at us from beneath the waves, the judgement of the
mind hides behind the clouds. “It was clear that the bodies were not lying here or there but in a
mass as they trampled one another in a frantic attempt to breathe. I noticed that the bodies of the weakest were at the bottom of the pile; at the top, the strongest. Their gestures were no more than the reflexes
of the instinct of self-preservation. Their bodies, which were covered with scratches and bruises from
the struggle which had set them against each other, were interlaced. Blood oozed from their noses and
mouths, and their faces were bloated and deformed. Straps were fixed to the wrists of the dead and they
were dragged onto the deck and laid in close ranks: the men, the women, the children. Blood from their
skin, abraded by the rubbing, mixed with the water running across the deck.” We are at sea. There
are many dead aboard the ship. The lower decks are filled with the dead and the dying.
There are bodies on deck and everyday the crew sends more over the side. We do not
know where all the dead come from. We remove them by day and by night the holds are
replenished with stinking, rotting corpses oozing fluids and disease. This is worse than a
ghost ship. This is a death ship. Day in and day out the crew does nothing but empty the
ship of the dead—and every night the dead are back. It is a human flood which has left its
mark upon this wood; blood, urine, feces, and flesh sloughing off entire bodies like mucous.
I can barely see the grain of the wood; it is grey and weathered not by nature, but rather,
by the passing dead. The French ship disappears into the darkening light. The space between the
decks was divided into two compartments, each three feet three inches high. One compartment was sixteen by eighteen feet and the other was forty by twenty-one feet. Two
hundred and twenty-six women and girls were forced into the two hundred eighty-eight
square feet of the first of these compartments and into the eight hundred square feet of
the second were forced three hundred and thirty-six men and boys. The average space
allotted a woman was thirteen inches, a man twenty-three. This way the owners and operators of these vessels could extract the maximum amount of capital from the square feet
allotted them per ship. Madagascar, the Gulf of Benin, Senegambia, the Gold Coast, Sierra Leone,
the Bight of Biafra. My hands tied above my head, my ribcage aches from being beaten with
wet ropes two inches thick for well over fifteen minutes before the mate gave the order to
stop. I am being enchained and enjoined by the shape of time, the only glance of Eternity we enjoy, or
suffer. “I thought I was dead and that when people die, their senses went later. I wondered
if I would feel the water in my face when they tossed me overboard or feel my flesh torn by
the beasts of the sea.” The British ship disappeared with the sun, its sails beautifully ablaze. Here
is the pain of the yoke, of the brand, of the whip, the chain, the manacle, the rough plank
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bed. Here is the nauseating rocking of the ship, the smell of four hundred men in a six
hundred square foot pen, the cramped body rebelling, fleeing a shuffling fearful fate. Here
the chain presses, weighing down, here the shackles slowly dislocate shoulders and hips as
the ship rocks, here the stifling airless environment is a gagging rancid smell enveloping
like an open, oozing wound, a throbbing inflamed ache informing of nothing but itself and
of the pain to come, the timelessness of total, constant pain. Pain does not bargain for
another future, pain does not bargain for another past, pain does not bargain: its empire is
everywhere, it fills all of space, empty or full, with its totality so there can be nothing else.
No. 237, a boy; No. 229, a woman; No. 217, a man; No. 244, a girl; No. 258, a boy-man; No. 210, a man;
No. 247, a woman. They come cutting through the throng with slashes of cane and rope and
whip, and the crowd parts and they find the dead party and unchain him from the others,
carrying him out of the hold onto the deck where unceremoniously he is cast over the side
like a brute to feed the sea and its beasts while the sky stays unblinking and unchanged.
Goods to be sold, money to be made from a commodity: a representation of social relations between buyer and seller, that is, between each and every one of us. The great thief
of lives takes you from your home and sells you, rib cage flatten’d, press’d hard against hard
rough planks rolling as everything sinks in a crushing blow. ADVERTISEMENT. The arm
rises and then pauses before completing its downward arc; his skin is already spotted with welts and
lacerations, clearly the results of severe punishment. In an empire of pain, there is a beast that
needs to be controlled, lacking imagination, brutish and dull, in need of intervention, of
being delivered unto Reason. Such is the will of the world, such is the will of men in service to their God. When you have been hit enough times, your legs stiffen up. I want to peel away
the sensations, I want to pretend that I cannot feel. How does a snake get out of its skin? I saw
a rainbow evaporate. This is how Damballa escapes into his silence. “He can carry away your
load, carry away your load.” I cannot, like him, pass insubstantially through all these bonds.
He is the arch of the heavens and death cannot kill him. I saw a rainbow evaporate; this is
how Damballa squeezes the earth and escapes into his silence. Twenty-five manillas twenty
ducats one hundred ducados five thousand three hundred réis eighty pesos twenty-eight thousand reals
ten cabess forty thousand cowries two hundred pieces of eight six hundred pesos de plata forty-four
pounds twenty-six bars five hundred livres seven hundred dollars forty-five pounds sterling. The
worst thing I saw were some blacks, tied by their feet, hung upside down, and then cut all
the way down with a knife. I also saw where some diseased wretch had been chained to a
plank and then burned. The witch must have cast a spell on me to send my soul to such a
place as this. The American ship moved slowly along the horizon until it slipped out of sight. In my
dream I saw a hen with five fingers on each foot and it spread sand wherever there was
water, and wherever it spread the sand dry land appeared. In this dream I followed after a
small lizard and I was able to walk upon this dry land. There is dry land and there is deep
water; those above me enjoy a different sky: when I find dry land I shall bury myself in it.
There is something unsettling, something unspeakable about the wood here; the world
itself has been turned upside down. The setting sun fill’d the sails of the French ship with a rosy
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beckoning as it disappear’d over the horizon. The ocean remains immortal because there is no
edge to the world; and because there is no edge to the world its name remains that of a
god. We are alive as beasts and we are roped together like animals. I have always been told
that the path to the spirit world lies across these waters, and that the souls of those who
have died as well as those about to be born must pass over them. Perhaps we shall pass,
going in the opposite direction on their way to our homeland, those who shall soon be
born, just as we, going this way, shall soon die. “What is known as “black gold” or “ebony wood”
is consumed in vast amounts by citizens of the United States.” You can generally determine which
country is involved in the trafficking of any particular slave by the region employed for
marking with the brand: cheek, arm, stomach, buttock, or shoulder blade. “Companies
often are known to bind themselves by contract to supply a specified number of tons of
Negroes, indeed, parcels of a specified number of “pieces” of both sexes and of all ages.”
“The Portuguese believed that it was necessary to capture the slaves in order to save the souls of the
Negroes.” Many of the punishments, which in truth were more like tortures, had a near
sauvage suasion, as was their intent. The slaves were made fast by their four limbs lying on
their stomachs on the deck, or else they were tied down in a mock crucifixion: the feet
were bound together and the arms were stretched out at the sides. Deep cuts would be
made in their buttocks and then they would be whipped. A mixture of gun powder, pickling brine, red pepper, and lemon juice would be rubbed into the bleeding wounds. Some
would be cuffed and chained and left to die as slowly as possible. Many nights were lit by
the flares of these torments. Castration was used as an inducing punishment, as was chopping of the toes with a hatchet. Any escape attempt was punished by the introduction of a
spur into the mouth of the transgressor. Some were collared and then whipped as they
were hung by their necks with heavy weights affixed to their legs. The rebellious were dealt
with swiftly and severely. One of the surest ways of dealing with rebellious Negroes was to
have cannon readied on deck and loaded with bullets. A veritable slaughter would then
ensue once the slaves were allowed to congregate on deck. Others were simply thrown
overboard in their chains. “It was always hoped that summary punishments and, when need be, executions would limit the need to extend punishment to a wider and more general population, thus preserving the integrity of valuable property.” ADVERTISEMENT. The sicknesses I most
encountered on board these horrifying vessels were three: scurvy, dysentery, and yaws or
piàn, an infectious, contagious skin disease of the tropics common to Negroes and characterized by ulcerating raspberry-like lesions. As for scurvy, I have seen the gums of some
Negroes and sailors alike grow like sponges over their loosened teeth as a cause of it; it is a
most incredibly painful experience. But by far the most horrendous of these diseases is the
scourge of dysentery, or flux. I have witnessed and have heard other first hand accounts of
how the floors of some slave compartments on these ships were covered with so much
fecal blood and mucous from those infected with dysentery as to resemble nothing less
than slaughterhouses. The wood of the deck would be slick with it and you would have to
be very careful of your footing and sure of your legs in that sea of death as the ship pitched
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steadily back and forth, for to slip and to fall meant being torn to pieces, literally rendered
by the unchained captives. “The mortality rate aboard these ships was so high as to inspire a large
number of suicides, amongst the women most particularly.” They hung the poor unfortunate from
a small cargo boom by his thumbs so that his feet were just off the deck. They next proceeded in slicing a large Z into his abdomen: stabbing the knife violently into the lower
right they then proceeded to drag the knife across the width of his abdomen and then
twisted the knife until the blade pointed toward the upper right and then pushed the knife
in that direction opening a terrible gash; they then twisted the knife to the left and sliced
the upper line of the Z open, the result being that the intestines and organs tumbled out of
the cavity of his abdomen down to the deck where they collected hanging like purplishgray ropes. He was left up there to slowly die and not taken down for three days. He was
then cast unceremoniously overboard. Veracruz, Boston, New York, Portobello, New Orleans, Rio
de Janeiro, Surinam, Buenos Aires, Newport. This was my life, without a thought for them:
marks, cat-o-nine-tails, thumbscrews, the speculum oris, cutlasses, pistols, swivel guns,
sharks, suffocation. In saying this, we should like you to know, dear friends, how serious was the
trouble that came upon us on our voyage. The burden of it was far too heavy for us to bear, so that we
even despaired of life. Indeed, we felt in our hearts that we had received a death-sentence. This was
meant to teach us not to place reliance on ourselves but in God who raises the dead. Chained flesh
hung up by hooks, torn flesh screaming and burning, muscles straining against bindings,
unbearable stifling air filling the hold packed beyond any capacity with wretched flesh tortured with chain and lash and disease. Flesh scraped, torn, ripped, rubbed raw, worn away,
cut, burned, broken, slashed, blistered, lacerated, infested, infected: these shall be for sale.
Sat. Dec. 29th. At 2 a.m. the yaul came on board, brought six slaves, one woman, two boys and three
girls, all small, Nos. 38 to 43. Chattel slavery, sold or bartered. Objects of business, objects of
commerce without names, only age and sex. If they die they shall be cast over. They were
tied to a weight and thrown in the water. “That night they used an engine block to sink them in
the river.” You should try to imagine what it must have been like for them, cast overboard, to sink
chained together; so much fear and dark and cold, so much crushing darkness so quickly, the chains
pulling you down ever deeper, a small figure disappearing from the light as silence is pulled taut around
you, that small figure receding into the depths of the great sea, lungs crushed as bursting fragments of
life slash open and then shut, the deepness like a clarion echo without edge or center that can never
unravel, enwrapping you perfectly rapturously, rapidly pulling you down deeper and deeper as pressure
crushes eyes and ears, pressing the air from your lungs as limbs tingle cold and deep crimson redness
spreads inside of your eyes. Is death a vision? A vision of a crushing emptiness? Or of a crushing fullness? Of a darker darkness? Or is life like a lost button that one day you finally
notice is missing? One you wonder if you ever even had? I am afraid as they sink, rapidly
descending, but I do not know what I am afraid of. I feel that I send my soul down there
with them and that I shall never get it back, and that I will feel that coldness forever, a
coldness and a forever that could crush even the moon. Seven hundred and ninety shipped, one
hundred and seventy-two died; six hundred and six shipped, two hundred died; five hundred and sixty-
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eight shipped, three hundred died; four hundred and seventy shipped, two hundred and twelve died.
“One captain was so vicious that he had a nine-month old infant flogged to death in front
of its mother.” Everyday brings another discovery on a ship bound for Cuba or for
Charleston. They came clamoring onto the deck, and in such numbers as makes you wonder where they are all kept. But they were packed in, chained in an 18 inch high space by
the neck and legs, some foaming at the mouth from the heat. Some children were found
below decks later, listless and unable to stand. “The heat in these slave holds is so intolerable and the odor from so many bodies occupying such a small space is so offensive as to
prohibit entry, even if it were possible: sometimes eighteen inches is all the space that
there is between decks in the slave holds.” Newport, Savannah, Cambridge, Baltimore, Santo
Domingo, Philadelphia, New York, Kittery, Newburyport, Lima, Bahia. “During the chase they
had noticed several barrels adrift, evidently cast overboard by the pursued vessel in an
attempt, it was assumed, to lighten their bulk and increase their speed. The mystery, as it
became one, was solved once the slaver was boarded when upon hearing cries coming from
one such cask still aboard ship. It was opened to reveal two teenaged girls.” The Portuguese
ship appeared with the sun before it, beckoning it with fire. “They simply dumped 132 slaves overboard in order to save the healthier slaves and on the understanding that such an action
would be covered by the ship’s insurance (not the case had the wretched slaves merely
died).” Slavery, ladies and gentlemen, is, with certainty, a fundamental expression of capitalism. Indeed, exploitation itself must be a constituent characteristic of capitalism in order
to wring the maximum profit from each and every opportunity. Cowrie shells, iron bars, horses,
rum, firearms, brass pans and manillas, copper wire, gold dust, silver dollars, squares of imported cloth:
any person can be reduced to monetary or commodity value. From £14 in Africa to $2500 in
America, from £12 in Gambia to $650 in the colonies, from £3 in Africa to $1200 in Cuba.
April Monday 17th. A stout slave leapt overboard and drowned himself. We all remember Sir John
Hawkins who, aboard the Jesus, opened the slave trade to the colonies. A slave, meant to supply much need’d labour for the colonies, is hang’d by a meat hook through his ribs. The Desire, out of
Massachusetts in 1638, was the first American slave ship. These shall be for sale. On these
cold, wet nights, when the dampness seems to enter into your very soul and to drag a shivering chill in with it, I can see in my mind, cloud’d as though through dark glass, those who
are still being dragg’d down deeper beneath the sea. I try my best to imagine them at rest
on the bottom but I am met with the clear stare of a skull’s empty glare and the sneering
grin of a fleshless mouth mocking me. Now I cannot get free from what drags me forever
deeper. The living and the dead, those who believe in eternity and those who have no conception of it, are chain’d together, and shall remain so for all of time, setting into perpetual
motion the by now familiar tales. How can I live in this beast? Swallow’d as I am? My life
becomes a darkness: I cannot see any farther in the dark, I cannot see any farther in this
fog. I am being dragg’d down by the weight of time, which is but a glance from eternity. £5
in Africa in 1674, £14 in 1790; $340 in America, $500 in Cuba. The unnamed God who created
the world, the Rada Iwa of the Fon and Ewe tribes of Dahomey, the Nago Spirits of Yorubaland and
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the supreme being of the Asante and the obayifo, or the witches, and the symbol of the rainbow, the serpent deity Danballa of the Voudun, the principle of Ori. I am struck by their principle of predestiny, by
the principles of their universe which govern the transformation of human beings into spiritual entities,
and how only through sacrifice can one achieve such resolution. I am struck by their detailed explanations for the human, non-human, and supernatural elements of their world. All the rivers and streams
are benevolent supernatural powers, Oya the god of the Niger River, the antagonism of okomfu and
obayifo, Sàngó produces thunder and lightning, Olókun rules the sea, Ikú is death and Àrùn is disease
and Èpè is a curse, and the name Ewon, or imprisonment which I hear repeated. There are trees that
are considered to be supernatural beings. The voyage is endless, never reaching its destination, as
each day passes, each night too, with the moon swimming through its phases. We are
always at the end of the world, into the void, and we are travelling beyond. Slavery was so
much a part of the world that it became a common punishment for crimes. It was often stated that
slavery rescued Africans from paganism. I lay here shackled to the others, some innocent, some
not; the murderers, or those who take their own to their beds, they may be deserving of
some punishment but those like me who merely questioned wisdom and threatened a seat
of power are most certainly not; but the Aro oracle consumes us all of us the same and
spits us all of us out the same, as slaves shackled together, marched to the sea, and taken
into this great belly. I lay here shackled to the same as myself, some innocent, some not.
Now I would like you to know about the distress which befell me on my voyage, brothers. I was
crushed, crushed far more than I could stand, so much so that I despaired even of life; in fact I told
myself it was the sentence of death. But that was to make me rely not on myself but on the God who
raises the dead. Whipped, slashed, beaten, branded, maimed, herded, flayed, rendered, rent,
scorched, crushed, suffocated, cast overboard. Whipped, chained, shackled, manacled,
numbered, examined, exercised. Whipped and beaten with cords, canes, rods, sticks,
chains, pizzles, hands and feet. Whipped feverish and vomiting, shitting bloody mucous.
Whipped listless malaise, shaking with unidentified fevers as flesh and minds scream. The
night and the sea are very still, and the remaining half-moon stands guard over the loss of
before and the dread of after, for the two are the same. There is a moment of rest now, a
moment of peace as another half-moon illuminates the slackened sails which fall in a timeless lack of fury. Whipped dark skin peopled by unfamiliar features is suddenly rendered
listless and drifting, as a memory of white purifying ash is smothered by the pleasure of the
white men laughing and leering, their whip arms cocked over and over again, cast back before the searing pain bites into you as you are whipped above the wooden floor, the sky and
gray clouds whipping, blowing waves stretching forever with whipped white tops; “because
they have darkened skin.” The more flayed a thought the more like flesh it becomes: whipped
savagely, rendered and rent like truth, the feet of which are chained at the ankles. I was captured in battle; I was stolen from my family; I was kidnapped in a raid; I was collateral for a loan; I
was convicted of a crime. I have seen a cargo of children nine and ten years old, I have seen
tons of hair, I have seen thousands of pairs of children’s shoes, I have seen eyes that are
listless, breathing that is forced, skin erupting in protruding red ulcers, a clear pus flowing
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in a dank hot wooden cave not two feet high and packed with black bodies forced to exercise their natural functions where they lay, packed one against the other, a hotel approaching Hell and listing to port. “Some of the children were found pressed against the hull, crushed and
knotted together in such a way that there was a great deal of difficulty pulling them apart, their listless, lifeless eyes filling you with a shameful dread.” Chained together the living and the dead are
crammed into shelves and racks in the fouled, pestilential holds. I see them going about
their daily lives back home, rising, eating, laughing, working and then I fall here and have
to escape the fetid scene before me; life is as hollow as the hull of this ship and as full as
the sea that calls you beneath it. ADVERTISEMENT. The Dutch ship disappeared over the
horizon from whence it had come. Now everything is shouted at your nerves, now everything is
torn from your grasp, even your life. Now God will take your soul, for like the shark, a lone
hunter, He will hunt you with your fate which is to live this death and no other. It is the
slavery of sin that takes away your freedom, not the master, who is God. You should try
not to change the master’s behavior, it is your own that you should concentrate on changing. Twenty-five manillas twenty ducats one hundred ducados five thousand three hundred réis eighty
pesos twenty-eight thousand reals ten cabess forty thousand cowries two hundred pieces of eight six
hundred pesos de plata forty-four pounds twenty-six bars five hundred livres seven hundred dollars
forty-five pounds sterling. What if this ship were to continue on alone, forever wandering,
decks stained slick with blood, disappearing into the darkness? No. 337, a boy; No. 329, a
woman; No. 317, a man; No. 344, a girl; No. 358, a boy-man; No. 310, a man; No. 347, a woman. They
will take him again on this endless passage and, holding his arms, they will drag him onto
the deck and to the main mast where he will be lashed. The wind will be gusting and the
waves will roll the ship forward and back as the gray air howls and screams. The collapse of
the air is the only thing that can possibly be responsible for such a succession of sounds.
The air collapses and the universe becomes like waves crashing against one another in endless chaos and violence. Such is the emptiness of our world, and of our minds. I watch it
disappear into the darkness. I feel apart from myself, as though I were standing right next
to myself, just a finger’s breadth, just a single breath, away from myself, looking at myself as
though I was looking at an image, as though I, like Danbala, was shedding a skin. The
memories of a home and family, of a society and world belong to the other. I belong to
wood and endless rocking as the sky races by overhead and the sea disappears underneath.
I belong to clouds and chains, waves and filth. I belong to cramped darkness and foul food.
I belong to sores rubbed to the bone. I belong to the brand. I belong to the moon that
sears me. I belong to the mound of these bodies that climbing upon one another reach desperately for the sky through a closed grating. I belong to suffocation. I belong to labour. I
belong to the whip. A small red pool grows and continues to grow, expanding from all sides as
though an endless powerful spring were the source pumping it out of the deck, until you realize that it is
not a gushing spring at all but rather splashing from a constant dripping coming from the slats above.
We are marked and chained together. Blood slick stained decks disappear into the darkness; I watch it all disappear into the darkness. I bleed when the moon rises, I am wounded when
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it sinks. I am separated from those who speak as I do. I am bound by my wordlessness, by
my worldlessness and by my finitude. A contingency of affairs, of feather and iron, of past
and present, threatens to usurp the future. I am being held by armed men. I am bound by
my lack of speech. I have no hands or feet. ADVERTISEMENT. The symptomes of skirvey ar fewe but insidyous; a general debilitie, a bleeding into the skin and into eall muccus
membranes, soreness into the limbs, gumms that become tender and sponge-like, loosened
teeth, eall accompanied by listlessness and weakness and characterized by eruptive scales of
skin that crust and flake. The bowels loosen, the irrepressible course and flow of the liquid excretion
pulls, tugging on the intestines, pushed through the distended anus, which feels as though it were being
scraped with a razor. The heat of the cramped hold veils the heat of the diarrhea. The arm pulls back
and suddenly begins its arc forward toward his head. His body is painted with pus-ridden
sores which were caused by whip, by manacle, and by rough plank amidst the constant
rocking in harsh seas. We are like forgotten dust, or like the shadow of shadows, and over our heads
the hollowness closes. The heavy chain is dragged in an attempt to move. The rat, unfrightened by the increasingly listless human occupants, confidently gnaws on the lips of the
dead, or dying, man. The gentle rocking motion of the ship lends a hallucinogenic quality
to the whole scene, a kind of claustrophobic vertigo closing in on the frame of your vision.
The foul, unholy stench, the trafficker of disease and pestilence, penetrates your very inner
sanctum and does not retreat. Effluvia was the source for many shipboard diseases. The
French ship reappeared from out of the darkness which had covered her. I have lived many lifetimes;
I have been enslaved, and before that I was a rich man. In both cases I have watched many
lives disappear into the darkness and although I have lived so many different lives, there is
little, if any, recourse to narrative distraction when faced with such overwhelming horror.
The rules we are forced now to live under come first from an abuse of power. They were
imposed upon us when we were torn from the lives that made us what we were. Now this
is our lot; raw, stark, and naked, stripped from any life, purchased and chained to a slab of
wood. The French ship disappeared into the darkness from whence she had come. The battle on
deck raged with a kind of viciousness that can only be bred of utter desperation. Makeshift
weapons, chains, shackles, pieces of wood, even nails filled the hands of the surging captives. Pools of blood collected under disemboweled bodies and spread out, making the
wooden deck slick and dangerous: to slip meant to die. Weapons torn from dying hands,
weapons which had struck out at those who killed in the attempt at freedom, were used
against the original wielders. Back and forth the fighting raged, the numbers on the side of
the slaves but the weapons on the side of the crew. Both sides fought with an equal desperation, full of the knowledge that to lose meant certain death: a lethal procession of chaotic
power, there could be no quarter given or expected. The sound of the fighting was like a
widespread thunder which rolled from one end of the ship to the other. The brutality of
the weapons was matched by the brutal nature of the wounds: skulls were cleaved, entrails
spilled onto the stained deck, limbs were hacked nearly off, and the hot acrid smell of
blood clung to your nostrils. “Thus arm’d, they fell in crouds and parcels upon our men,
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upon the deck unawares, and stabb’d one of the stoutest of us all, who receiv’d fourteen or
fifteen wounds of their knives, and so expir’d.” “More than a hundred blacks, young men and
women, stagger along the trail, stark naked and made fast by cruel yoke-like affairs of wood. These
yokes, rough and heavy, fit over their necks and link them together, two by two. The yokes are in turn
fettered together, making one long chain.” After a number of days the shackles have certain
effects upon the captives: there is intense chaffing, inflammation and considerable pain,
the flesh becoming swollen and hot to the touch. The bone beneath the raw skin begins by
bruising but soon becomes pitted and gouged by the repeated rubbing, which results in
lifelong scarring. Five hundred and seventy shipped, one hundred and four died; six hundred and
twenty shipped, two hundred and fourteen died; six hundred and seventy-five shipped, three hundred
died; five hundred and sixty shipped, one hundred and forty died. The ghosts of the dead are like
an opera of open wounds, spilling the shadows of shadows as though a door had opened
letting in the fetid wind that blows from inside those very shapes. The ghosts of the dead
are everywhere, and they are not my friends. They seek me out with hate and vengeance in
their eyes and with mottled, rotting skin covering their faces. Try as I might I cannot
escape them: they find me wherever I flee. I can find no peace at all. “The piteous cries of the
slaves, the shouts and curses of the drivers, and the cracking of the whips come plainly to my ears.” I
am lost here in the belly of their wooden deity that flies with wings across the blind insensate monster. Not even in sleep can I claim the body that I can barely share: I am a ghost
haunting myself; I wander through the memory world of the stranger that I was, watching
what transpires. We are like dust thrown across the sky, settling here in thick floes. We are
like dust that is swept away, drawn to the lightning on the horizon. We are like dust that is
written in, but the names are not our own. We are like dust that is lost to view, or so common as to disappear. We are like dust that can only fall, having been swept away by the
stars. The French ship appeared from the same horizon over which it had disappeared. The dust has
been wiped away now by wave after wave: the unthinking monster renders all the same.
“His body was covered with festering sores, inches across, the result of beatings.” The skin was slowly
worn away by the rubbing of the iron shackle. Flesh and then soon bone were clearly visible in but a few days. This quickly festered and the stench of hundreds and hundreds of
such wounds soon made the space unbearable; combined with the non-existent toilet facilities, what ensued was the most foul and hellish nightmare. In 1715 six hundred pounds seventy
pieces of eight two hundred fifty livres four hundred dollars. The one who gives the commands is
the big man, the kumu, and this is his dwelling that moves over the water: I am among the
dead. Locked, unlocked; opened, closed. They tied my hands together. For we do not want you to be
uninformed, brethren, about the affliction and oppressing distress which befell us on our voyage, how
we were so utterly and unbearably weighed down and crushed that we despaired even of life. Indeed,
we felt within ourselves that we had received the sentence of death; but that was to keep us from trusting and depending on ourselves instead of on God Who raises the dead. The arm arc’d and caught
the side of his skull flush and sharp. His body was color’d with festering sores, inches
across, the results of beatings and shackles and the rough wood they were force’d to lie
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upon in the constant rocking of the ship. “They assaulted our boatswain, and cut one of his
legs so round the bone, that he could not move, the nerves being cut through. Others cut
our cook’s throat to the pipe.” We are like forgotten dust, or like the shadows of shadows, and over
our heads the hollow sea closes up. There is summer lightning on the horizon, and the reek of
human blood smiles out at me. I can clearly see these thousands and thousands of dead,
row upon row chained one to the other in a sullen agony that bespeakes a quiet hopelessness oddly void of tension. Often-times the white guards would throw their own shit at
the shackled black captives. I see a ship across an open sea; there is to be no return. I no
longer expect a home. There are none here who know me. I recognize nothing except the
chains that tear at me constantly: you could not hide a hand behind or pass a leaf between
us. Everything has been stolen from me and even I am taken away. I thought I saw Legba out
in front carrying a human skull; but this was not so, I only dreamt it. I see a ship but it is far away
across an open sea. Now we have passed over the sea, the fallen sea, fallen just as we. Six
hundred-forty shipped, two hundred-twenty died; five hundred-twenty-seven shipped, one hundredninety-five died; three hundred-seventy shipped, one hundred-twenty died. I cannot carry the hen
home; I can no longer see a home in this darkness and I am afraid that I am lost. I hear
those who around me moan and cry. The names have been obliterated, the flesh underneath revealed by the knife is all red and meaty, the blood that flows from the smiling
wound the same. The dark swampy night creaks and croaks around the dull leaden thud of
the fists, the feet and the wood striking the figure sinking to the ground while futilely trying to cover his head with his arms. The ship is a mythical monstrous beast that devours. I have
come for you: the jaws press closed and grab you by the spine and ribs and you are swallowed. Half-starved and listless you sit in its belly. I clearly see these thousands and thousands of dead before me. With the unknown and the unknowable as witnesses I watch the
slavers mark with the whip and the brand, starve and beat, react with fear and revulsion
towards, and cast overboard those around me. We are taken like this and we are unborn
unto death. Rendered into parcels of flesh, the slash across the back creates an opening,
expanding the surface area of this particular universe. The British ship slips over the horizon as
its wake glows in the setting sun. The reek of human blood leers at me as row after row are
spooned one against the other. The crew will often throw their own waste onto them cursing them and their foulness. I have seen them spit upon them cursing them, I have seen
them rain their piss down upon them and curse their foulness. A ship named the Hildegarde
Lechardt with 504 aboard sailed over the horizon; rain could fall. I thought I heard a dog barking. The whip is loose and hissing as its wisps singe the air; the rope is thick and knotted
and whistles in a horse’s throat as it knocks the wind from you with its whinnying, burying
thump across your back. The pain itself groans in sullen response. I have seen the flesh dissolve right before my eyes and become a kind of gelatinous matter that you can move with
the pressure of your fingers. The stars taint my blood and even the ocean is mortal; the
crimes of men are equal to eternity. A display of the staunch yawning of time, the French ship disappeared from the horizon just as the setting sun set it ablaze. Voices whisper late at night, muffled
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voices calling out names and places, calling out for help from Mawu. How much more
before we die? With the hot, hot weather, a sudden shudder of the sea spits them back up
and they appear on deck walking as they were. The most terrible intimacy, there is a snake in my
intestines that wants to get out. The skin of his hands hangs like mittens as the dark is lit up by
the flares of torment, a foul rancid stench disappearing into the darkness. The darkness is
alone unto itself, we are all only witnesses to the Unknown. Just three-quarters of a moon
still shrouded by clouds as though a door had open'd letting in the wind. I do not see those
around me anymore, I am passing through the wood into the sea, I see a light in the distance under the water and I am walking home. I clearly see these thousands and thousands
of dead, the crabs and the fishes are pulling and tearing at their flesh. I see my own body,
first on the unplaned wooden slats and then sinking into the water. Something is pulling at
me, pulling at me; a girl drowns and I watch her disappear from view. ADVERTISEMENT.
The arm rose and then paused before completing its downward arc to its chosen target.
His body was a mass of fetid-looking sores which appeared to be caused by a variety of
means, not the least of which was the plank which served as a rough bed amidst the constant tossing of the ship. We are like forgotten dust, like the shadows of shadows, and over our
heads the beast closes up. The money exchanges hands; it and the slaves in their commodious
closeness represent social relations. This and all that I have given you sparkles at last without hope or keep; never forget that just as I have broken and brokered your flesh I have
signaled your increase as well as your demise; I am your master and your keeper and I
decide: know that when you turn away from the horizon it flutters and disappears altogether. Your fate is now to be packed into a freight car. “They were stowed in the narrow space
between decks and chained together....they were manacled together in twos and threes. The crew heard
a terrible din among them...and opening the hatches turned them up on deck. Their horror may well be
conceived when they found a number of them in different stages of suffocation. Many were foaming at
the mouth and in the last agonies—many were dead. When they were dragged up, ninety were irrecoverably dead. Many destroyed one another in the hopes of procuring room to breathe; men strangled those
next to them, and women drove nails into each other’s brains.” The money crosses your hands with
a curse sworn in blood; this curse represents social relations. They pressed hot metal into my
flesh. I have spent much of my now spent life meditating in one way or another on such
matters and have concluded that, of the two curses visited upon us by an unjust and unrelenting God, the better of the two, the curse of Judas, represents social relations, whereas
the worse of the two, the curse of Jesus, if I may call it that, represents relations with the
symbolic law, something, that is, which is the equal to any amount of blood money. They
tied my hands together. The strange thing about the locked chains is that they are the very
point at which the squall of slavery suddenly becomes structure: a lethal procession of systematic power, a lopsided rhythmic wave of distortion and destruction with the force of
iron. Locked, unlocked; opened, closed. How can a splinter grow a tree? A squelch, a squeak, a
squeal in your ear that never ceases, this is the way you remember the past; freezing you,
gluing you to the spot, and you feel it too, like a splinter of wood that has gotten into your
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foot and you begin to favor it, to take weight off of that foot so that it does not hurt so
much. Before you know it you no longer stand straight, but are twist’d like a tree. Six of the
crew have been forced to retire with fever, so rampant is the pestilence aboard. The storm, which
refuses nothing, buries all of you without your knowing it. An unrelenting force carries you
forward and forth into the darkness, and like a torn cloth you cannot go back. Over and
over again the hollow sea closes, over and over again you perish with it and are reborn in
the water. The arm arcs and catches the side of his skull flush and sharp; his body is covered with festering sores inches across, the result of beatings. Slaves are the same as horses under the law;
money crosses over the sea in the form of each. The American ship appeared from out of the
darkness into which it then disappeared. I slept a deep sleep and dreamt that two men came
toward me, one carrying a rope, the other carrying a whip. The first one said, “We are
going to leave this place,” and put the rope around my neck and lead me away while the
other lashed at me to make me hurry. The three of us followed a path which lead through a
forest, up a tall mountain and down, across a river into a village guarded by two huge dogs.
“There were guards here who controlled the dogs and would constantly challenge me but would never
use my name.” We soon left and continued walking. Then we were in a place where there was
nothing but land: no trees, no grass, no water, no sky, nothing but land. We went up another, even steeper mountain than the one before, and then another even steeper yet. We
came down this mountain and after we had travelled a total of three days there was an
enormous enclosure surrounded by banana trees. Someone came toward us holding a stack
of banana leaves, reading them as though they were the pages of a book. I knew that this
was the world of the dead, and I awoke. “I lured her away and sold her into slavery. I repeated
this one thousand times and from it I grew rich.” The crew mates tied him to the mast and with
a few deft strokes proceeded to slice away his most intimate appendages. The wounds were
quickly cauterized with a hot iron and the poor fellow was left there for all to see as the
slaves were allowed to exercise on deck. Thus did the setting sun set the sails of the English ship
ablaze as it slipped over the horizon. They caught me in the field; They caught me in the forest; They caught me in my village; They caught me on the road; They caught me when I
was sleeping; They caught me in the evening; They stole my arms and my legs. I cannot see
the stars; I can only hear moaning and weeping. I cannot see the sky; I can only hear voices
calling out to the lost. I cannot see the sun; I can only smell filth and disease. I cannot see
these things because I am buried here in this wooden box, flying across the water. I do not
know where I will be taken. I want to walk through a door without a blaze of hands grasping and grabbing at me, pulling and tearing at me. I know that my soul is a void and at the
same time that my soul is not a void, for my soul is filled with those who are around me. It
is just that I feel as though I have molted, that I have shed a skin. I have no past but am
torn from it, they are taking our souls away with our bodies: for us, time itself has vanished
inside this wooden shell. Now I am lost to time, dislocated, pulled into another world; they
have taken away my hands and feet and given me shackles and chains. Mami Wata, under
the water there must be peace. For these waters are a great òrìsà, these waters are a great
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graveyard. I have flown over a great cemetary: carried over the water, past my grave, my
earth has been torn away; the jagged roiling crowns of the waves are endlessly breaking
with their frothy eruptions of age. New Calabar, Andoni, Benguela, Luanda, Boma, Molembo,
Loango Bay. Iron shackles, broken bones. 400 pounds sterling in 1801; 700 dollars in 1797; 15 thousand réals in 1750; 40 platas in 1727; 2,000 pesos in 1804; 50 dollars in 2007. Lightning has struck
the water, there is to be no redemption. The shapes in the distance are becoming clearer.
They pulled three lead spheres from my side as I slept: I gave them all of my history. I am
an invisible indentation in space, scratch marks in a wooden beam, a weight bearing down
on nothingness. Buried a man slave, No. 84, of a flux. This morning bury’d a woman slave, No. 47,
know not what to say she died of, for she had not been properly alive since she first came on board.
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And I who am
a prisoner
in my father’s body

a description of grain, the empty seed
of both night and day. Appearances stranded
without recourse, lacking any trace other
than an erect and crested turning, a flowering
of accumulation, of the peerless qualities
that run flood-like: the coursing,
the pounding of surfaces lacking horizons
a brief, flat memory. And there an effort to be
without color, pursued by an effortless pattern
of air: like light, and that portion growing
once more in sight and in silence—
Insidiously washing, hammering
the succored flatness which is bred
into each, into every memory of day
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the same cast of numbers, the same ghostly change of light: a predicated turning,
though evoking no part, no single plenary
of aspects even as everything is drawn
inside of instance: being fellowed, molded
on the face of motion, the least turning
on any of those is day, that of light
or that which through each day finally
becomes light. And of trees for once,
for all this pointless desire a need:
that everything be sheltered, the lines
of a face bound, not broadened: all that
in which fortitude is only a host,
and thus in rising, a placenta of fingers
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that most compelled by the gravity
of will would tear at admissions, turn
the most vertiginous of awares into the simplest
of moments, cramped into the offices
of night like faces, tearing at admissions,
having made by the merest choosing
an unsounding effluence, a shudder
that remained a stained hummock of hands
stranded, like the stranded voices of hands.
And those compelled, brushing against
facing years that seemed to flicker, resolving,
grasping at even these pendent veins
having once bound intercession, all immediacy
like a violation of moments, there
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or even if only a breath is drawn,
the many ways in which a breath is drawn
are born again a fuller portion: a promise
then of hands, of days— To years
at first torn breathing from a day’s labor:
together that they may yearn, that much
nearer an appeal, however unspoken
heir to any carriage of chance, to desire
culled pounding from what arbor’s thrash
of arms: a succession of arms alone,
of branches from which there can fall
undesired a pulse of despite: the many
roots not even hours can glean, into whose
welcoming arms speech can finally cling
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washing another body of land, and that
lying flat, with night. Swollen,
an express crown of anguish is drawn
from its own proprieties and scattered into days:
succession, events compelling simplicity,
collapse: another climate, an array of hours
in a glint of rainwater, in an open wound
like ours, circumcised: wet violet flexed
the same or crossed— Springs, faced across
facing earth still slowly broken all around
by slowly simple arms: the same brilliant cleft
in an expanse of motion, of time,
confused with the initial shape of the land,
of shapes spent, like spit, flexed in a palm
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sharing the most powerful features
or sharing nothing: here there is no nature
which can withdraw from its own margins:
solid, sedimentary, some expressionless,
some shifting like faces: their familiarity
no more than a resolution, a prospect perfectly
enclosed, moving each and every margin
that a tremor in is assumed to be character
which being assuaged becomes as such
a single virtue for all who have as yet
a countryside to assume: a formal confluence
of motion, and it finally sheltered, even
a closing bearing a measure through an all
in which time passes, and it finally sheltered
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a breath tossed into a cooler air
a few gray shadows wide, a languid sky,
then night: the gloss of other, simpler
qualities, of even the few dismal terms
to which immersion is heir. And those, clinging
to their own severed charge of succession,
finally merging in unfolded arms
a much more general light, gleaning;
air, the merest quality of light precipitating
gaze upon gaze until even margins
found or unfound themselves: and those,
wrapped as they are in their own celerity
like so many arbors set into, combed
into any spumous exception of limbs
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began entering in like one another,
confusion in the flatness of what remained.
And in that, something of a different justice,
the endurance of another integrity,
of an exquisite linearity which could wash
on and on: irredeemably the flood
of something altogether different in its emerging
features captured so quickly they easily
evolve into means, fingers trembling
as they slowly go out before arms:
a rush of particulars incapable of bearing
a more distant pounding down of leaves,
a consummation falling endlessly in fragments,
the insipid thrust of all that remains
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knowing that any form itself or that tension
in any form can harbor a plainness yet
to be, that just as that plainness is fed
the simple excesses left a petulant strength,
through its own demise there comes
an elaborated patience, the clearer
if only to pursue a more peerless familiarity
and turning, a stone which marks
the place of the world, the willow
of a father’s thigh marked with esteem: the script
lightened, turned from clouds like another
banefulness, another flight of nature
and that a plethora, beaked: for the wanting
of it is to remain an ancient labor,
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an equivalency cum nubis, a periphery
of wounds in a moment’s belly, shifting
day after day. An expanse of sky opening
into rain, a belly, torn from its own,
woven inextricably into the fabric
of irretrievable decay: of motion, lit by a new,
an irretrievable progeny— Damp, suspended
these in turn being measured through character,
and these through a quality of effluence:
watching, picturing— A flood, undoing, undone,
periodically shifted towards an equator,
an excess transformed, shaped and riven
along an horizon until the remains are again
as singular as each one of those days
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many sunsets, shaped in the thousands
of miles which slope and fall away—
A movement out, into the world, a caution
made into the most continent mass:
the sealed, locuted issue of a land
holding a rigorous and handsome balance,
the sudden ineffable advance of the night
a coast, the same day an exhaustion
without display, a pace, opens and closes
the outlines with which a color might merge:
that being enough to build upon, to shimmer
in a sea, a unison of appearances uplifting
the modest faces, the years, translated
under the hands of a fertile turmoil
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wrestled apart, following the flushed breath
drawn in, held at length beneath
a pregnant sea of anticipation, the crown
of a tremulous public: mired, full, filling
the dark, the pleated landscapes
with outbursts shaped and swollen
in the salutations of a muscular environment
as yielding the tireless face of moisture
the quivering belly of a world is drawn,
procuring: its own features driven
and shaped, a channel, plaited, obscured,
expanding in order to accept that
which it would normally exclude as growing,
each day recovers a wet, an exposed surface
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surmounting the force of a storm, embellished
with the same ardor of necessity,
the same arduous legs, the same breach of flesh
to call upon: sive pater sive filius—
An endless house, forging the residue
of a conscription, a plainness lying still
precipit in hours, bowed bowers of ribs
on shore one can observe a body of water,
hear its incessant roar, seek out
its perpetual fragmentation, its preparation
for the duration it will eventually assume:
a single type of unfolding and falling,
still settling, scattered across the front
of a darkened landscape, above the land
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it is perhaps more difficult to see that
which in every promise exists as an avenue,
a heated morass of nerves and laws
towards which the uncertain states
of indiscretion and anticipation swell,
those which rearranging even the unnoticed
shifts in odors and colors, pass again
as the wedding advances, a toll extends
beyond a number of years until it too becomes
an engine, ceded, torn from the hands
of its charges as well as those
of succession as the tremulous material
of a horizon, that which is either
fellowed or shared, is slowly pulled away
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in each, in every numbered sea
one thousand others, the devices of an outline
which nothing can relieve. And one day carries
within such a great promise the portents
of a gender, every generation altering the seeds
of a personal passion, of a personal prowess,
the solid designs of Artemis unfraught among us
offering the sum of generalities. A witness
cast, floating upon the reservations of a race,
a pale member forced as insistence follows
insistence, forcing a life through that
or through any kind of seed. A host
of pale thoughts cast into every witnesses’ place
the merging of doors, an emptiness effacing
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at once an insurmountable publicness,
an office of useless, unyielding materials
however unvaried or unseen: substances cleft
and broken, linked by a catered force
of remissive healings, the indelible possibilities
portrayed in the excitations of another, nave-like,
marked and marking, signifying those days
branches, always the plateaux of a moment,
branches pursed and insular in the open air
like altered companies of time, like scores
of likenesses: the open climates bequeathed
within the breathing, the transparencies,
the portals: all newly prosthetic,
covering a wide, a quivering moisture
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an altered growth, measured, effortless,
a mensurating perusal of air. Another door,
castus, commodare, altera: a feat,
to expiate all the listings of space—
In alleys, a splash of walls, an insular air
of likenesses which through rousing years
becomes a single face which then asserts
chosen, casual faces scattering into days,
into interludes of motion, cruelness
spinning open like the years. And burning,
straining like flesh pressed against the fabric
of desire hour after hour as darkness
is poured boiling into sleep, a severity
without the promiscuousness of circumstance
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a casual array of clouds, of motion
cast into the flow of a turbulent scenery:
a sudden, active accumulation, a consummation
of appearances, raw, unnumbered. And those
like the slow, fatal acts, the many,
tracing an exquisite measure of years
narrowed suddenly to an embarrassing freedom
as though it were deposited on an even
darker surface, bleeding a young and useless
publicity. Or held beneath these forms,
broken, as though one in any number
could anticipate that these bodies, these
soiled shapes thrashing within the confines
of a bitter insistence, would echo
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long draped arms curling around themselves,
branches, opening a face of the earth, the sky:
lines receding, biding a rested paucity,
then nothing— Hands distinguishing themselves,
hands still ceding the midst of flesh
that a day might distinguish: another offspring,
flatulently, a marred, a swollen face
that a plainness could only elaborate
more of the same— Coupled, rustling
as though drawn by that which remains:
inclusion, a single notion meted
into the world, a rough, a deserted pillar
of land sealing the farthest shoulder of each day,
forging a vain, a delirious necessity
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a measure nearing the platitude of walls,
of rivers, just as that, another life in,
is gleaned— Surfacing images let go
by the rain let go a rough, a paling spin
as risen to their beaks those which offered
the more demure of sounds and there
unfolded, stay: unmoved, endowed, whiling
like branches whiling, turning, much nearer
perchance to even come this way— All’s true
once told: is a realm yes, a realm again
which hapless still is winnowed, shapeless
yet deserving even greater still as that
which beckoning parted and there remains,
lifted like branches, tossed, unfolding

Easter
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A FALSE FATHER
THE UNIVERSAL EFFICACY OF I
I am a doctor of women. They seek out my help. The ones who are searching can
see in me the quality that they desire the most, and that quality is authority. They see it
in me because it is they themselves who endow me with it. This alone should make it
clear that they are seeking something else through any relationship with me, something
else besides me. For this and other reasons I believe that women, even if they are not
aware of it, are the ones who make pragmatic decisions in so far as relationships are concerned; it is men who are the true romantics.
I am a doctor of women. They come to me, recognizing in me the occupation of
a position necessary to the undoing of any number of complaints, even the most nonspecific. I confront them with the sense of something that is missing from their lives and
I think that they can begin to glimpse that their intrigues of perpetual newness and novelty, their dramatic machinations of desire and demand are merely the strategies of continual evasion. I help them with their obsessions, with their distresses. Their delusions
break up, crashing around me, and they inevitably panic. I have long realized that anything that attempts or offers a new conception of yourself or of your mind only ends up
highlighting your alienation from the repetitive fictions that you live as your day-to-day
reality. Clearly that is something that is always revelatory, even if unacceptable.
I am a doctor of women. I help them overcome, or at least help them to manage
their pathologies and obsessions. I provide them with an awareness of how their symptoms, how their desperate needs to be accepted and to belong, how their needs for control, their fears of disappointing, their lacks of confidence, how these blockages can hinder their abilities to act and to accomplish as much as they can, as well as limit their abilities to live as fully as is possible.
I am a doctor of women. They come to me, bartering with their bodies, seeking
my intervention in their lives. They want me to help them to get over their crippling
modesties, their desires to please, to break up the habitual patterns that are crippling
them and that have become their lives, and to lay claim to their desires. Amazingly they
are aware of none of it. Give them credit, they do seek me out. But whatever their intentions, the result is that I point them to an ongoing trial. The figures of men and women,
as well as their admixtures, are the results of attempts to deal with the questions and
challenges of this trial. I know that language itself, simply by naming, necessarily cuts up
and questions. It is a symbolic structure and is first of all a way of organizing the figures
of just such a trial. In this way it represents generation as much as any kinship structure.
I am a doctor of women. I am an intervention in the lives of women unlike any
they can find in their empirical everyday realities. I am paternal in that I represent an
authority that is wholly symbolic, one that disrupts illusions of unity while impossibly
representing it. I represent the memory of an absence, of an intervention so ferocious
and singular, so primary that it affects private, inner life. And I, as the authority which
makes this possible, am nothing but imposture.
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A False Father

I am a doctor of women and I can’t help but be intrigued by how they will reenact childhood desires, how they will act out or ritualize traumas that they have suffered,
projecting them onto me, the stand-in for the figure to whom it is really addressed. It is
the case that both parents begin as one and the same in every child’s mind. The father,
or who or whatever occupies the position of father, introduces a cut in the world of the
child. The recognition of self and other, of the states of touching and of being touched,
even the figures of man and woman, stem from this cut. From that cut on then life is
like a process of cellular differentiation in the mind, of tissue separated from tissue,
hopefully culminating in the differentiation of every person from every other.
I am a doctor of women, I help them to achieve independence: from their crippling pasts mostly, but also from present-day manifestations, and these are invariably
remnants of their pasts. Through me they enact other, past, losses; this is why they eventually need to lose me. I help them to gain independence from the demanding dynamics that their lives can assume, those which may be embodied in many present-day
forms: narcissistic disorders, bodily symptoms, demands for attention, for acknowledgement or recognition, or the need for strangling control. I help them cut loose from
such traumatic chains around their ankles. Just by encountering me I loosen something
up in them. I am like a gravitational field which pulls hysteria towards it and lifts, with
the force of a tide, a blanket thrown over something desperately hidden but kept so
near. I come to teach them what I can about what it is that is hidden.
I am a doctor of women and I am haunted by my history with them. It is the case
that I, as a healer of women, exist as a remnant of my mother, or more explicitly, of her
guilt before her mother, who wanted her to be a doctor. As a result of this guilt I spent a
great deal of time with my grandmother. I was a gift, an offering by my mother to her
mother in the way of compensation for not having fulfilled her dreams. I was a gift, an
offering of a male child, a penis, from one woman to another. I know that through the
insistent influence of this are forged my anxieties and rampant frustrations resulting in
those two great representations of my desire, my position of authority and my interpretations. There were two women in my life initially, my mother and her mother. The withering gaze of the one and the angry tone of the other still weigh upon me in my mental
discourse, as well as in my relations with women. I have been berated by women all of
my life, and have always been steadfast in refusing any of their attempts to shape me. To
this day I resist women continually trying to make me what they would have me be. This,
of course, attracts them initially but repels them ultimately.
I am a doctor of women but I am also a destroyer of women. I frustrate them, I
disconcert them; in short, I hystericize them. It is in my character to do so.
I know that a resemblance of a resemblance will act as your father. I know that a
resemblance of a resemblance will act as the lack of your father.
I intervene with the voice, which is an effect that is outside of language yet is
something informing and infusing it.
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I am a doctor of women. I am their own little bit of paternity. I am their inheritance for having symbolically murdered their mothers simply by desiring to take her
place with their fathers. I know that it is language which then cuts up and dissolves the
bodies of those dead mothers in its acids of signification, just as it always dissolves every
body. I tell them that I am not their father, but merely a stand-in. I tell them that their
desires always refer to something beyond me. I tell them that I am the residue that
forces them to confront their desire. I tell them that I will always know them better than
they know themselves and that they will come to resent me for it.
I have known many women. They have come to me in varying levels of need and
desperation. I have lived through many of their most personal tragedies, I have heard
many of their most intimate stories. I have even asked them to reveal their most secret
fantasies and desires. I force them to become able to live, and to live fully. I tell them
that they will be able to say what they mean, that they will be able to do what they want,
that they need not feel that they are unworthy of acting on their desires. I am the one
who brings it out of them; there are many women who want to hide. In a sense I make
them claim themselves.
I can illustrate this with many examples. Allow me just a few, the details of which
will hopefully make clear the complex dynamics that I am attempting so poorly to explicate.
I will begin with my relations with A_____, a clothing designer, and her mother,
an artist, and the story of a painting I was asked to title. It was an abstract painting in
sepia and white which appeared to contain the figure of a man in an overcoat walking
away from the viewer into the painting. A title, ‘A False Father’, came immediately to
mind. I chose, however, not to voice it. Instead I turned and walked away. I felt that I
had come too close to a dynamic circuit of shared desire. It felt like and was a set-up. In
so refusing to be a part of their intersubjective dynamic I chose instead to reproduce the
very form that the desire which haunted them had taken. A_____ was a woman who
would set-up ‘fathers’ just to knock them down, to punch holes in them, to show them
to be wanting, to be lacking; she would then occupy the negative space of this lack as an
object of desire. If you wanted her you were lacking, and this would invariably foster her
contempt. It was her way of repeating her mother’s relations with men; from mother to
daughter she absorbed and embodied her mother’s desire. I walked away, feeling that I
was being forced away by the dynamic of those two women and their memories of a
father and husband who moved away and left them. A father who goes away is a father
who lacks. This is one form that the dynamic which allows for you to come into being
can take. Because you need to ask how such a thing is even possible at all.
I can next introduce an interesting familial drama. This is the story of two sisters,
their places in a familial logic, and the issue of desire which passed between them as
well as from them to me. Theirs was a large family, the father a mortician, the mother a
staunch Catholic who seemed to embody piety itself. The elder sister, B–––––, was the
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first of the sisters that I met, drawn to me as she was, by her own admission, by something deeply rooted in her being. She was obsessed with me, and for years lived an unrequited love. She never revealed the true extent of her erotic attraction, indeed her erotomania, but lived it like a religious vocation, the logic being that she would never get
what she wanted. She would watch us together in mirrors and in windows or other
reflective surfaces that we would pass. All she wanted was to be seen doing things, with
me as her eyes. In fact, seeing and being seen were important aspects of her life. An
important and telling event in her life occurred when, as an adolescent, she mistakenly
unplugged a storage freezer in the basement of her family home while her parents were
on vacation. The discovery weeks later shamed her, and the ensuing stench and the
sight of her father removing the rotting meat remained etched upon her memory and
was reflected in her intense feelings of having glimpsed something that her father did in
secret. She would often recall her father speaking of the internal organs of the dead he
prepared, marked by abuse: lungs damaged by smoking, livers ravaged by drinking,
hearts enlarged and covered in fatty tissue. Such declarations made her feel privy to a
secret knowledge. In the unspoken logic of the family she was the one meant to take her
mother’s place, the next in succession. But her beautiful younger sister C_____ usurped
her place. In a bit of irony the most beautiful of all turned out to be the youngest of the
daughters, D_____: everyone lost except the one who could not conceive that she could
win in the first place. It was a true Cinderella story. Rounding out her family were her
brothers, with whom B_____ had at one point maintained incestuous relations. She had
sexual relations as well with her sister C’s_____ boyfriend, just to prove she could take
him from her. As far as we were concerned she would act as if we were a couple, fueled
by the false beliefs of her friends which she encouraged. A common strategy she
employed was to lure me with other women. By refusing her I continually frustrated and
disconcerted her. Without fail she would constantly seek out the limits of my knowledge
as a kind of survival mechanism, as an attack upon the authority that she conferred on
me. In short, I hystericized her. She was haunted by the idea that I made her feel
ashamed but could never specify when or how this happened. She hated being disappointing and developed many ways of deferring the possibility: she would pretend that it
did not mean anything to her, she would not remember, she would address things only
indirectly. She did not want to talk about or admit things even when it was painfully
obvious; she wanted to pass things over in silence. The result being that she could no
longer retain ideas, not even her own lest she become obsessed with justifying them.
I know that the reason you attempt to forget is because it is convenient for you to
do so and that it allows you to select, to compose your past, as well as your self; this is
how you construct your intra-personal reality. Yet you must know that the past insists
with its own force and logic.
I can tell you that framed by the desire of her family and friends as well as her
own need to garner attention C_____, the younger sister who usurped B_____’s place in
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the family, suffered the absolute realization of her romantic dreams with a popular film
star and then their absolute loss with her rejection by him. This resulted in several symptoms, the chief among them being an inability to defecate. She contacted doctor after
doctor; drugs, enemas, cleansings, medical balloons inflated in her anus, nothing
helped. She even began to ritualistically scald herself in the hottest bath water she could
stand. C_____ was a painter whose work reflected bodies that were all surface: skin,
blood, guts, bone, brains, like creatures exploded in a microwave oven. It was at this
time in her life that B_____ began expressing an interest in anal sex. She also began
delivering objects and messages to me as though in some kind of strange trance. For
instance, one evening she appeared at my door somewhat dishevelled, with a far away
look of intense possession, delivering to me a perfectly reconstituted chewing gum wrapper of the kind that her sister C_____ enjoyed. She also once related a memory of her
sister’s to me. It was the memory of her father turning his back to her to prevent her
from seeing his penis, although she did manage to glimpse it. This was the source of
considerable anger for her sister as well as vicariously for her. B_____’s was, I suspect, an
act of extreme identification with her sister, in the character of a mater dolorosa, which
was very indicative of her mother. She identified with her sister the widow, who always
seemed a more maternal presence than her. For her her father always represented
absence; he was always tainted with the presence of death. B_____ related a dream to me
at one point. In this dream she was in a wide room facing a row of mirrors already fixed
on the wall. A man was standing with his back to her, watching a woman about to drive a
nail into the far right edge of the central mirror. The woman was dressed in a gray suit,
a step ladder standing next to her. She was poised as if attached to the mirror or crawling up it. As she struck the mirror there turned out to be no nail there and the mirror
shattered. Behind it was a vast area of black and white alternating, moving lines or
shapes. She was very frightened. All throughout our relations B_____ kept wanting to
know what it is that remains once the reflection is taken away.
I could write pages about the much too short history of D_____; of her depressive
character, her endless mourning, her need for familial stability, her cutting herself with
razors, and her eventual suicide. I would have to begin with her divorced parents and
her contempt for her step-father and, later, for her distant biological father. It would
have to include her idealized maternal grandparents, married seemingly for life until
the betrayal that was her grandfather’s death. Her mental state was encapsulated in her
dream of her returning, idealized maternal grandfather, the love of her life, who she
searches anxiously for without luck, and the baby boy that suddenly appears, abandoned. In this dream they had been lovers before he was taken away and is not really
married to her grandmother but to her. She does not know and seeks to discover what
he feels now about having been away and she is plagued by fantasies of breaking up with
him over and over again, in different scenarios, which are always the same: him pushing
her away, him leaving, him disappearing. In all innocence she would sit by the phone
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waiting for me to call and when I did she would proclaim that she knew all along it was
me. Following a failed romance she killed herself after numerous unsuccessful attempts
to do so. Her life was played out between two complementing tendencies: a fascination
with the yearning mysticism of St. Teresa d’Avila and with the gray gulag of Solzhenitsyn.
In fact an obsession with Russian history and culture in general was a mask revealing an
open mourning. I believe that she was in love with the idea of a secure family, one in
which maternal power and presence was offset by a strong paternal presence, and could
only establish a strong enough sense of self through such a familial arrangement.
I have accepted money, that is, direct payment, only once, although I have
received many gifts from the women I have been involved with. The one instance was
the case of E_____, who out of respect or out of her own fledgling self-confidence never
considered any other form of exchange. Money was what was significant in her case,
coming as she did from an extremely wealthy family. She seemed fixated on the issues of
her father, money, and guilt over her desire, desire not for his money but for him. She
displayed as well a grandiose contempt for her mother. For a short period of time I
would meet with her at least twice a week. Her own affected poverty was adhered to with
an almost religious devotion; she was poor only in a renunciatory way, demonstrating
her true devotion. She reveled in it, something that poor people cannot do. It became
apparent that she actually needed someone to disappoint. I discontinued meeting with
her when it became clear that she was seeing a psychiatrist. Through me she was paying
off her guilt, which is perhaps the strongest social link. In this sense it is true that money
and commodities represent social relations tinged with guilt. She gave gifts to both
reveal and to conceal the truth about herself. I gave her absence as a demand for truth.
I sell myself short in all regards save in my relation to truth: I know that there is
always something unfinished, and I know that the truth is no exception.
I remember F_____ and how she hid her eating disorder, her bulimia, her starving of herself so perfectly and completely that there was an almost pious character to
her disorder. It seemed to center her. She was always afraid of getting her mother’s wide
buttocks. But even more than that it was a fear of pregnancy, and that always means the
need to differentiate from the mother. F_____ was a performer who on many occasions
voiced the desire to just dance other people’s movement and do it better than anyone
else. She admitted that she fantasized about being a slave, and indeed stated that in reference to her desire she preferred the word slave to the word slut. But she was never
sure of her desire and was constantly changing her mind in regards to it; even her professed desires made her anxious and uneasy. She felt hemmed in by them. I would go so
far as to say that she did not really have any desire of her own save one: the desire to be
watched. So she performed. She regularly used masturbation as a means of differentiating and isolating herself. She lied to me in the end which is something not all that
uncommon and which is after all just another strategy of individuation. After proclaiming her freedom from all social bonds she eventually chose an enforced kind of normal-
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cy under a perceived pressure from her parents.
I am a doctor of women. I teach them that their identities are determined by
their anxieties, indeed that identity is a negative, not a positive, phenomena. I know that
your identity is a duplicate of a duplicate, a bulwark against threatening anxieties.
I cannot forget G_____, how she was afraid to go into her bedroom, afraid that
she would see the corpse of her father on the bed. At the time he had recently choked
to death at the family dinner table. As a result every time you would put your hand on
or near her she would have a coughing fit; sometimes when you were just close to her
she would uncontrollably do the same. She demonstrated an asexuality, or rather a sexuality of show; she wore what she thought were the right sexy clothes, said the right sexy
things, but there was never any real sexual contact. She just liked the alluring signs of
sex. Her idea of foreplay was to undress and get under the bedcovers and wait.
I have to mention H_____, an extremely precocious sixteen year old who no
longer lived with her parents but was allowed to live with an older sister. She wanted to
be chosen by the paternal figure that I was for her. In the moonlight I could swear that
she was timeless. The severity with which she achieved her femininity was amazing. Her
hair and make-up were extreme in their presentation. She affected a great maternal
presence but was yet only a child. To rebuff her advances was to court danger. She would
demand and solicit your attentive gaze while at the same time she would angrily exhort
you to stop looking at her, declaring that your looking at her reminded her of her mother. Her affections could turn to rage at a moment’s notice. She thought nothing of physically assaulting you. If anything it seemed as though she did not want to be with another person, she wanted to be with a reflection of herself. She felt insecure of and lacked
confidence in her femininity. In fact, the most glaring thing about her was her insecurity, of which she was completely unaware. It revealed itself in a number of ways. She
needed to know that you were jealous. This led her into ambivalence: enjoying flattering, flirtatious, desirous attention from sources she did not necessarily want it from. In
fact, despite her appearance, she so lacked confidence in her femininity that any
amorous, flirtatious or desirous attention from men essentially mesmerized her. This was
an indication and record of her tendency towards servility in the presence of certain
people. I would get mad at her, play the jealous father, demonstrate emotionally, and
what would happen? She would purr, she would coo. By yelling at her I made her feel
superior and allowed her to act out her independence by forcing her to relate to
authority. The chuckles I would hear from her would convince me that I had succeeded.
It was obvious that she felt tickled by my declarations and protestations of jealousy, by
my anger, by my demonstrative emotionality. I played the irrational fool in order that
she might feel superior and I could tell when I succeeded by the bemused air that she
adopted. By ultimately refusing her I believe that I frustrated her to the point of forcing
her to some kind of reconciliation with her desire.
I think you will find the example of I_____ interesting. She was a highly accom-
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plished athlete and has demonstrated a desperate need for control, as well as a ferocious
need for recognition. The first of these, her need for control, became apparent when
she was seriously injured and bedridden for weeks. She was frightened, panicked, and,
because of it, impossible to be around. Hysterical fits, screaming, crying, absurd
demands and recriminations became commonplace. As for the second, her need for
recognition, it came out in times of stress in the same way that her parents berated her,
demanding that she recognize them for the sacrifices they made on her behalf. In her
life she now voices desperate demands to be recognized. An insecurity is at the root of
her accession, or her taking on the characteristics of her history, as one of her means of
control. She has arrived at a mode of functioning, and is now indeed stuck in it, which
allows her to manage her guilt as well as seek out and derive the recognition she craves.
But she cannot admit mistakes, analyze herself, or even apologize. The only way she can
admit to things is in a passively aggressive manner. I_____ has become dependent upon
others for her sense of self and self-worth. These she derives from her immediate and
profession societies. Because of this, individuation becomes and remains an issue. I functioned for her as an antipode, a counterpoint to her family and friends; she held me up
against them. In order to achieve this she had to continually engage in mental sleights
of hand. For instance, she had to forget me with her friends, there could be no memories of me at parties with her and her friends: I was always remembered alone, apart
from her friends. Even when I was with her and her friends she accused me of standing
apart. After a short period of time she started erasing me from her life, from her memory. This was the solution she used to finally assume independence. She erased me, killed
me, and took what I represented for her, her independence. She wanted our relationship to be a memory so that she could control it. She told me that she needed to be
more independent of me; adamantly unaware that that was the very logic I was trying to
elucidate and elaborate.
I have to relate that I_____, like J_____, the next in our story, masturbated nearly
every night for sexual satisfaction and clung to that core of masturbatory pleasure as a
support for her individuation. In fact, seeing a lover was a break from each of their sexual lives. So the fantasy of the Other’s desire, the fantasy of what the Other wants, acted
out in masturbatory fantasy came to be believed to be the basis of individuality. The
same represents the truth for all of us. At any rate it is lived as though it were the basis.
J_____ did not initiate things but waited for things to happen to her. She clung to her
core of fantasy and did not ever reveal it, not even to those closest to her, becoming
uncommunicative whenever it was brought up. To an extent it represented an attempt
to have some kind of control over the desire that she compulsively acted out. She was
not secure enough to contribute; she liked to be told what to do. She was stuck in a psychological economy that allowed her to function but not to live as richly as she could:
every moment had to be blocked-in; she needed a temporal framework, and indeed her
day-minder had become a form of imposed control, a framework protecting her from
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the encroachment of some chaotic, threatening and demanding Thing. Anything less
than total occupation threatened her fragile psychological economy; she could not not
work all the time. She went so far as to use scheduling to avoid messy emotions, claiming
that she was always too busy, that it was never a good time to talk. If it was not one thing,
it was another thing she took on that kept her busy; it certainly manifested itself in a
pathological manner. She was always taking on something new and the result of this was
that she kept people at arm’s length. Her strategy was to never have enough time for
amorous relations. Bear in mind that another name for the sense of time is symbolic castration, something she would avoid at all costs. After a life of blind obedience to her parents she could not tell you of her life, even if you asked her to. You were delegated to a
five percent portion of her life and the rest you could not even ask her about. Was her
behavior the record of a disappointment, of a fundamental insecurity? She identified
almost exclusively with homosexual men: she was always looking for insight into what
men wanted and into the mystery of sexual difference. It was as if her parents had given
her no model for desire, only a model for demand. As a result she has sought out models for her desire; hence her fascination with gay men, who can be referred to as a confluence of figures and attitudes. This should be considered as part of her search for sexual knowledge; knowledge of sex, desire, and of sexual roles. She may also have unconsciously believed that she had a penis despite all the evidence to the contrary. Both
I_____ and J_____ seemed trapped in functioning psychological economies that allowed
for no freedom, because true freedom is always a source of anxiety. Freedom is not, as
the puritans would say, a productive expenditure. J_____ needed structure just as she
needed pain. It was the only thing that could quiet her mind.
I could express here some indications of the vastly different orgasmic responses
of the many women I have been involved with. There have been many full of complaint
and mortification, many full of enlivening joy. Many have not wanted to become orgasmic beings, but to escape from what they perceived as a loss of control. There was
K_____, who had not and could not come until she gave herself away; there was L_____,
who could come in all form and manner, who could even come when she fellated me:
you could feel the walls of her vagina pulsate with orgasm and I would often know
before she did that she was orgasming; there was M_____, who could come only with the
right words spoken brusquely into her ear and with a rough finger massaging her anus;
there was N_____, who could only come after being spanked; there was O_____, who
could not come at all without proximity to authority, that is, without taking a master.
Some were willing divulgers of their fantasies and desires, some were more than reticent.
The one thing they all had in common was that they all wanted and demanded emotional displays and authoritative positions, not reasoned, reflective eroticism.
I think it is wonderful that I know them better than they know themselves. I know
what makes them come, I know what causes them anxiety, hence I know why they are
the identity that they are because I know what it is that chooses for them.
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I am the one they seek out for help in becoming women. Young women dealing
with the image of their father, assuming their mother’s place with him: these are some
things that must be negotiated, like the straits that they are. Some of them want merely
to internalize the authority, like some ideal ego they subsume or something they possess.
Handsome, stylish young women all looking for recognition from someone they have
invested with authority, since they are posed as a yearning question addressed to
whomever occupies that position: Is this what you want?, their whole being seems to ask.
I am a doctor of woman, I am a false father. I am a surrogate, someone who is
sought out and stands in to complete the work of an absent or ineffective father. I can
always see how they establish me as someone who is assumed to possess special knowledge. Clearly the relationships with these women are transferential in character, and it is
the paternal position that they put me in: I become a representative of the Law, the
paternal Law. It is then, once they have accomplished this, that they proceed to question
my assumed knowledge, probing for gaps in it. Through this dynamic they enact and
assume their independence. I would dare say that they internalize something of the figure, the position of the father. Just coming into contact with me and going through a
relationship with me, transferential as they are, acts as a vehicle for the relaxation and
ultimate recognition of the symptoms which had, in some cases unbeknownst to them,
previously hindered them.
I am always perceived as a metaphor for something else, I am never the thing
itself. It is the idea of someone or something else that they see in me, that they project
upon the empty screen that I am for them.
I am the one they seek out to talk to, or rather to talk to someone through me,
cornering me at parties, in clubs, or under the pretext of romance. I have my ear appropriated and eventually everything will come out: all the complaints, the despair, the sadness, the desires, even the joy in just having an ear to themselves. They suspect, I
believe, that I am ultimately incapable of helping them, and it is they themselves that
they must turn to through me. Or at least this is the discovery they make.
I do not under any circumstances want to give you the impression that all of my
interventions have been successful. There have been times when I was blind to the
women who approached me as well as to the discourses they initiated. In short, I can be
compromised by my own desire. Take the case of P_____, who came to me with the
unconscious need to deliver a message which took the form of tales from her college
days. She, a modern day Scheherazade, tried to postpone the death of desire by telling
tales of her promiscuity. It was my own desire which compromised me and eventually
clouded my vision. I failed her because of that desire.
I am an archeologist of language; I sift through the speech of women for persistent truths. I know that every word they speak is in the past as soon as they speak it; it is
just that I know that the past lives too. I am here to interpret, and it is a fearful thing. I
glimpse both myself and others in this most singular act, and I cannot help but do so.
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A FALSE FATHER
WHAT CHRISTIANITY HAS MADE UNIVERSAL
I am a Saint. I know where G-d comes from. I know where the structure and
shape of G-d comes from, and I know that G-d is a part of the structure and shape of
what I am. I know that I am what I am only because of the presence of G-d. And I know
that G-d does not exist. I know that I am what I am only because of the presence of
something that does not exist. And I know what the square root of that Nothing is.
I am a joyous fool: I am I, yet I am always more than myself. I am an evocation of
the Voice just as Nothing itself is an evocation of the Voice. An evocation of the Voice
which is silent and which is itself a call in all of its purity, singularly subverting you and
provoking you to open yourself to something beyond your own self-presencing.
I commit myself to that void which is beyond me as well as within me and I
cleanse myself in the bloodied waters of this life. In its midst I know that I am only ever
an idea of myself, an idea of myself and an idea of an all pervading Nothingness. I know
that mine is not the only idea of myself. I know that mine is not the only idea of
Nothingness.
I believe in the Eternity of self-absencing: I know that there is only one I and that
it is this I that we each use as speakers in the midst of this universalizing and mortifying
process of differentiation that is called language. We transition across it, it stands for us,
but never adequately, as it represents us to others like us, each of them I’s as well.
I am a Saint. I am the one who consumes himself just as I am the one who expels
himself as otherness. I am a Saint. I know that each I is the true distinction of authority.
I believe that since there is only one I, which exists outside of each of us, then it
must be the gap between us produced by assuming that I which differentiates us one
from another. In fact what differentiates us is a mirror image of the gap which we assume as that I separates us from ourselves as, acceding to it, we take it for ourselves.
I know that each I is an energized absence creating gaps or disjunctures, all
inflected by our individual dynamics. These gaps or disjunctures are the spaces of
Nothingness, spaces that allow us to come into being. It is then only any grammar that
we share which make us comprehensible to one another. In this way it is nothing less
than a G-d that makes us comprehensible to ourselves as well as to one another.
I know that the dynamic event that is the individual is the representation of the
true genius of the Judeo-Christian tradition, and I know that that tradition, even if
unwittingly, seeks to and acts to ensure the individual.
I know that just as each act is the intervention of Eternity into our world, each I
when and as it is assumed by each of us is something more than a collection of memories told and retold, given shape like a fiction. It must include something like a different
relation to what that fictive mask covers: and what it covers is always Nothingness. The
shape that relation to Nothingness takes in each one of us determines the shape of what
we are and can ever be.
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I like to reflect on the function and position of I, since it is, after all, a structural
consideration. When you say I you assume a position in a dialectical structure, in that
without reference to an other which both reflects and limits you, any I is meaningless. It
is the sameness of occupying this position in a symbolic structure that, paradoxically and
universally, marks us as and makes us capable of being individual.
I tell you however that this is not the whole story by any means; we, as is most
apparent in the particular case of male and female, are not established only in relation
to one another, but more importantly in relation to a third position, one that is to be
classically understood as occupied by G-d. Think of the story in the garden; in the beginning there were three. G-d is a requirement of the story that a sexed, speaking animal
tells itself in order to be.
I know that it is the listener who guarantees each I, and that G-d is the greatest
listener of all. In this sense you must understand that first of all G-d is a creation of the
universe and not vice versa, and that consequently G-d is always more than an attempt to
posit meaning in an empty universe. G-d is for us a structural support and is inscribed in
each and every one of us. G-d is a differential structure of which you and I are parts. G-d
is the very idea and model of your subjective identity, of your very self.
As it is written: “So G-d created man in his own image, in the image of G-d created he
him.”
I know that something speaks through me; I am the one who comes to you as
your own voice.
I tell the story of the derangement of both Nothingness and Eternity. I speak the
words of the world that is inside of me even though I hear the Voice of the absent One:
I am the voice that is beyond yet which is within.
As it is written: “G-d is in all things. The more he is in things, the more he is outside them:
the more in, the more out and the more out, the more in.”
I refuse Eternity. I know that I am a liar. I am fluid, I am false. I have betrayed
even my own falsity. I know that I am the falseness of all my fathers and that because of
that I am true.
I know that they do not recognize themselves in their falsity.
I have gone through the valley of darkness. I have seen death, I have tasted the
greatest despair. And yet I am an infusion of the purest Light.
As it is written: “I, along with my Seed, am the uncontrollable, and my Seed, which is
mine, I shall put into the pure Light within the incomprehensible Silence.”
I know that just as we stand on the brink of light, we stand on the brink of darkness.
I know that each I is the derangement of both Nothingness and Eternity.
I know that in a world with a dying G-d, the written represents the paternal
corpse.
I have polluted myself in this world, tomb and desert of the ineffable. I have
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soiled myself in this world, tomb and desert of the unknown.
I am a story told over and over again, both Nothingness and Eternity speak
through me: I am the secret seat of the one, the empty chair of the other.
I know that this world is held together by its stories; I know that these stories
become stones in your mind that you use to guide and to mark your way.
I am this voice which is you.
I am a sexed speaking animal in the midst of a deaf, dumb, and blind universe. I
know that this universe is far too amazing for any G-d to ever have been responsible for,
just as the concept of G-d cannot adequately account for it. I know that humans have
never been able to properly imagine the size or majesty of the universe, existing as it
does in its own Eternity. We dream that Eternity, and I know that G-d is ultimately a
question emanating from a point vanishing into the Nothingness of that dream.
I hide myself from myself, I speak and I do not resemble myself.
I am this face which is you.
As it its written: “I am he who comes from the one who is always the same.”
I know that something speaks through me, insisting.
I know that G-d is a word speaking the human and I know that humans are never
self-identical: everything is ultimately subverted by words.
As it is written: “G-d is a word which speaks itself.”
I know that there are more words spent than there are stars in the sky and I know
that it is words that differentiate those stars one from another.
I feel that all of my sins, all of my failings are so present, pressing upon me until
they begin to echo in my thoughts.
I am the resemblance of a resemblance poised on Nothingness. I reveal myself in
all of my likenesses. I am greater in number than the stars.
As it is written: “I was dwelling in them in the form of each one.”
I am an emptiness that is unknown. I, such as I am, am the sanctity of omission.
I am your face which for me is the true face of derangement.
I know that all martyrs undergo a radical individuation. I know that this is the
effect and, indeed, the function of their martyrdom. I know it is something that they all
seek.
I know that in a world with a dead G-d, the written represents the paternal
corpse.
I know that the presence of G-d exists in the emptiness of time; I know that G-d is
never more present than when he disappears.
I am both death and the fullness of life, I am the formless shape that wanders just
as I am the shapeless form that dwells.
I bring you an Eternity of confused fates. I know that it is only ever possible to
grant authority and that all authority is only ever conferred.
I am the one who comes to you as your own face: I know that what you believe to
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be your true self is nothing more than a representation of authority. I am that true self.
I lead you from an Eternity of confused fates. I know that it is only ever possible
to assume authority and that it is only ever imposture to do so.
As it is written: “I exist in time: I dress myself in the likeness of each one.”
I am the old and I am the new.
I know that the authority of the real is always balanced on the singular point of
Nothingness.
I bring sight to the blind and yet I am blindness incarnate.
I am a healer of sickness, yet prophetize anxiety.
I am a hidden shape accompanied by loss.
As it is written: “I reveal myself in the likeness of their image.”
I am a Saint. I escape being seen by being born into Eternity and into Nothingness with every moment and with every measure of life.
I am afraid of only one thing, and that one thing is words; that is because it is
impossible to ever control them.
I am an idiot, I am a fool. I am G-d’s gift to G-d and there is no G-d.
I am born into Eternity, just as I am born into Nothingness, with each instant.
I know that G-d is how I introject Eternity into the story of myself.
I am immortal, I am resurrected every moment. I know that everything is loss,
even the loss of loss, which is what we call death. And as it stands that just as death for us
is the loss of loss, we only ever experience the pregnant absence of G-d, never the presence.
I believe in the principle of non-identity: I am not of this world.
I am a hidden emptiness; a non-existent G-d will not let me go: I am the cathedral of Nothingness.
I know that my self, as shape out of Nothingness, as form out of formlessness, is
founded on that of a non-existent deity. Every I is the true distinction and dimension of
Eternity.
I exist in the gap between the two worlds of life and death, neither living nor
dead: I am the secret stain of Eternity.
I posit the voice, and with it the finality of the call to something beyond me.
I tell you that this is how I escape Nothingness, by becoming one: through speech
I am resurrected.
I freely give my Seed, which is the Seed of Time, by speaking.
I am the voice that opens in the fitful silence of reason: I am the vital derangement of both Eternity and Nothingness.
As it is written: “I have cast fire upon the world, and see, I am guarding it until it
blazes.”
I call forth Eternity to witness this final testimony, this final recourse of resemblance.
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I have seen the foundation of the world, that is, I have glimpsed the encroaching
shadow of Nothingness.
I fall apart and I am resurrected: I exist before the Seed of Light.
I am the one who appears to those who seek him. I am the one who gives himself
to those who come to him. I am the one who dwells amongst the many and the few.
I am the one who has come to speak to you in your own voice, I am the one who
appears to you with your own face. I know that you are only a reflection, a reflection of
yourself.
I know that the authority of the revealed is balanced on the singular point of
Nothingness: I know how it is that G-d is a part of our lives.
As it is written: “I am the existing Voice and I speak forth in everyone and they recognize it
since a Seed exists in them.”
I fight, I argue with G-d all the time even though I do not believe in G-d. Still I
angrily tell G-d to punish me, to save his mercy for all the others and to grant it to them
alone. I envision the world embraced and beg G-d to embrace it, to punish me only and
to save everyone else. I ask G-d to sacrifice me for the salvation of others. It is in this way
that I use G-d to make myself individual.
I know that most people sacrifice the same things over and over again in a pantomime of individuality. I know that in order to be an individual you must first sacrifice
yourself; what you must do is to literally will your non-existence, you must will to not be
of this world.
I am afraid that I am not a complete atheist. I am afraid that I refuse to believe
only because my anger towards G-d is absolute. I know that G-d is an important aspect of
who, how, and what we are. It is a part of us that does not exist, except diegetically: the
One that exists non in loco, as formless position, as imperceptible boundary, as invisible
reference shaping and defining us.
As it is written: “I am in my Father, and you in me, and I in you.”
I am a Saint. I am the thought that dwells. I live without recognition or attention.
I exist only as a gap between all things.
I know that there are more words spent than there are grains of sand in all of the
deserts and that it is words which separate those grains of sand one from another.
I am the one who keeps himself from those who seek him.
I am the reproduction of a reproduction poised on Nothingness. I reveal myself
in all of my likenesses. I am greater in number than the sand.
I am a Saint. No one is aware of what I do for them.
I see the structure of G-d that belongs to us even as I see reality crumble like foil.
As it is written: “I hid myself in everyone and suddenly revealed myself.”
I am the one who consumes himself. I am the one who belongs to himself and to
Nothingness.
I speak to myself, just as I speak to a non-existent deity. I freely confess that I hate
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the voices in my head.
I am the one who is dispossessed of the world. That is how I can take sovereign
strides upon it.
I know that the clearest of clarities is the clarity of delusion. I freely confess that I
love the voices in my head.
I know that this world is one of Idolatry and Vanity, full of those who seek only
their own salvation.
I have come to derange Eternity, to make of this world the next.
I examine my thoughts relentlessly, trying not to deceive myself, trying to pull
myself out of delirium.
I am a Saint. I am the secret stain of Eternity.
I am the square root of Nothing.
I know that, no matter what you think, it is already false.
As it is written: “Only the hand that erases can write the true thing.”
I know that we are all playing a part in a story that has been told over and over
again throughout Eternity: all of this has happened before, all of this will happen again.
I call you forth to tell you that nothing you do is new; it is your relationship to
Nothing itself that must change if you are to ever experience newness.
I am an idiot, I am a fool. I and only I am the gift of G-d to G-d and there is no
G-d. I am the gift of Nothing to Nothingness.
As it is written: “Nothingness is that which can receive nothing from anything, while something is that which can receive something from something.”
I sense an ineffable binding. I sense an ineffable boundedness. I have no choice
but to live outside of, cut off from this world.
I know that both G-d and I, such as we are, exist within the sanctity of omission.
I know that G-d is the singular point of Nothingness in the entire expanse of
Nothing.
I am the beginning and I am the end. I am the emptiness and I am the fullness. I
am the voice that opens: I freely give my Seed, which is the Seed of Time, by speaking.
I am the one who comes to you in your own voice.
I say to you that you must keep watch from the beginning of the world.
I am the strong current and the final number of days.
As it is written: “A blessed one is he who came into being from the beginning, before he
came to be.”
I know that our being masks an infinite encroaching terror.
I am the Voice addressing the present absence, calling itself forth to revelation: I
know that there is a gulf everywhere, between Nothing and everything, between everything and each thing, just as the I is the only thing between you and It.
I am the one who kneels in silence before G-d the listener, knowing that G-d is
the impossible One, found amongst all the voices lifted in invocation.
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I hide from myself, I do not reveal myself. So it is that G-d, as the subversion of
the pretense and imposture of being self-identical, is a requirement of the story of
humankind. I know that G-d is how humans represent this dream of being identical to
themselves and how humans come to embody the story of themselves. G-d is the very
idea and model of your subjective identity, of your self.
I know that G-d is a word speaking humanity and that everything is subverted by
this Word. This Word is the word of creation, this Word is the Holy Spirit.
As it is written: “In that place, to which neither time nor the light of any image ever penetrated, in the highest and innermost part of the soul, G-d creates the whole of this world.”
I am the one who expels himself from, thus renewing, the story of humankind
that is told over and over again. I am the one who belongs to everyone and to Nothingness.
I am here to undo the world, and to undo you along with it: I am the untested
truth, I am this voice which becomes you.
I tell you that this is how I escape Nothingness, by becoming one: through speech
I am resurrected.
As it is written: “I am that which is in every voice, and the Voice which is hidden in
myself, in the incomprehensible limitless Thought within the limitless Silence.”
I am the Word which is not by virtue of speech.
I am the untested truth that once tested fails.
I know that the darkest of illusions is the illusion of comprehension and that it
seeks your acquiescence over and over again.
I am this face which you assume.
I pose an Eternity of confused fates. I know that the whole world is against me
but that I possess the fullness of this absence within, this inviolate space of being, which
I can only imagine from the outside.
I know that everything happens despite who and what I am. More often than not
I feel that I can only try to prevent my being possessed by forces over which I have no
control and which do not possess a will.
I am here to undo the laws of Eternity and of Nothingness.
I know that the story of the Messiah is my own story. I take it to be a representation of who, what, and how I am.
As it is written: “He stood to his feet and they appeared forth in his image.”
I am of the Book, I write in the tradition of the Book. I write in the Biblical tradition and I know that it writes through me. In fact I seek to continue the tradition of the
Book by subverting it. I want to reveal it to be an imposture, a structure upheld by the
purest sexual bliss. To this end I have betrayed even my own falsity.
I know that your belief is a delirious representation of authority, a dam against
the fluidity of signs as well as against the fluidity of life. My belief, which is lost, is that
belief itself is like a lost revelatory, a lost intercessory missive.
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I have seen the foundation of the world, I have glimpsed the encroaching shadow
of Nothingness and I know that Nothingness is the only idea capable of sustaining the
real: I tell you solemnly that we live in a world opened by the horrific blessing of
Nothingness.
I am that world, the world that dwells silently in an ineffable voice.
As it is written: “I am revealed in that which is immeasurable and ineffable.”
I am the world that dwells outside of itself; I am the world that dwells outside of
the All: I exist before the All, and I am the All, since I exist in everyone.
I am loss and I embrace it. I call you forth to witness my struggle with G-d, with
Eternity, and with Nothingness. This is the record of that struggle.
As it is written: “I came in the utterance of my Voice and I gave an image to those who
took the image until their end.”
I write in the Biblical tradition, I write in the tradition of the Book. I have given
away my faith yet I am still both the known and the unknown.
I believe that in this world I am the Messiah, just as I am all of the angels.
I am the Voice that opens as thought.
I say that through me you can greet the immanence of Eternity.
I am a precipitous Garden of Eden. I am the trouble in this world. I am the
Savior and his Prophet before him. I am the one who mispronounces himself. I am all
of these things: I am a figure, like the figure of G-d, upheld by the purest sexual bliss. I am
the one who you believe can tell you what you need to know, to show you what it is that
you want. I, as Saint, am the creation of such a figure.
I know that both myself and my I are of the Book. I place myself in the JudeoChristian tradition even though I cannot believe in its G-d.
I know that the world is the epic novel of the willed self-destruction of G-d and
that in such a world only things, which cannot will their own non-existence, do not possess authority. Such is the irresistible face of Nothingness.
I am proud to be of this Nothingness whose invisible face I know so well, and of
this Eternity to which I am finally subjected.
I believe it to be a general truth that the face of your G-d is the face of your delirium.
I am my own Seed, which is the Seed of Time.
I am the One and I am the All just as I am Nothingness.
I escape attention in this world because I am not a representation of an ego. I do
not seek salvation.
I have no choice but to write these words in this manner: history may not record
my thoughts, but it will definitely record the inscriptions of that which does not stop
writing.
I know that the stability of G-d stops the slip and flow of words and anchors
meaning in authority.
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I know that there is a book written in Light. I know that there is a book written in
Darkness.
I am the Word that dwells in Nothingness, I am the Word that dwells in incomprehensible silence.
I know what it means to exist to denature Eternity. I know what it means to exist
to denature Nothingness.
I am the one who kneels in silence before G-d the listener, knowing that G-d is
the impossible One, lost amongst all the voices lifted in invocation: G-d is the one who
drinks music.
I am the shape that dwells just as I am the formlessness that wanders.
I know that the absence of G-d exists in the fullness of time; I know that G-d is
never more absent then when appearing.
I am movement and I am repose, I exist in the fullness of time: I am the music
that is drunk.
I see you and then you see yourself.
As it is written: “I will come to be believed by way of Signs and Fabrications.”
I know that everything you are and everything around you is structured first of all
as a fiction is structured: I know that my self is first of all nothing more than a convenient fiction. Indeed, this is the only way we can approach the real. This is the same as
saying that scripture, the discourse of G-d, leads to G-d, that is, that it contains the seeds
of G-d. By analogy we can conclude that fiction leads eventually to both Nothingness
and to the real, that indeed it contains the seeds of both Nothingness and the real.
I am proud to be of this Nothingness whose face is unknown to me.
I have gone out to the desert of Eternity and there I have harvested life.
I know that G-d is a requirement of the story of humankind. G-d is the eternal
telling and retelling of the story of humanity, a story told and retold throughout the
ages, a story which changes in the telling and retelling and yet is always the same.
I see the measure of time played out in shadows and in light.
I know that the story of the Messiah is told and retold in the form of the year and
that you are the subject of this story.
I know that there is bottomless light just as there is bottomless darkness.
I am a joyous fool, I see myself dwelling in others.
As it is written: “The kingdom is inside of you, and it is outside of you. When you come to
know yourself, then you will become known.”
I know that identity is something that we assume, that we take ourselves to be.
I know that my own self is an imposture that I continually reclaim, and that G-d
will not let me go.
I can no longer sustain fantasy, it has become increasingly difficult for me with
the passage of time. I feel trapped by the same fantasies, that having been told and
retold, function to define me ahead of time.
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I am the circumcision of the mind.
I know that all realism is a wall erected to exclude the real. I know that the wall
protects us as well as hems us in. I know that the wall is on the other side.
I feel reality waver, distorting as though painted on a cloth moving and rippling
in the wind.
I, such as I am, exist within the sanctity of omission. Here is the spoken word I
have forfeited.
I slip into the waters of Nothingness knowing that it is Nothingness itself that
makes a space for me. We alone amongst all the creatures can say that the death of G-d
is the open space in which we take place and dwell.
I know that the body, since it has no place of its own, must make and take its
place in the world; hence the body enters speech. And it is speech which creates the
world of humans. This is analogous to that singular event which allows for everything,
the original event, the event of space entering time.
As it is written: “The sign of the father amongst you is movement and repose.”
I come to you in the midst of emptiness. I leave you in the midst of fullness.
I can see that our world is founded on the authority of a story told over and over
again, a story told in the form of the year. Against the background of this story is an
accumulation of loss, the inescapable consequence of our lives. It is thus that we are
founded on the measure and authority of Eternity and Nothingness.
I tell you most solemnly that I imagine a universe bounded by an Eternity of
Nothingness.
I am a duplicate of a duplicate poised on Nothingness. I reveal myself in all of my
likenesses. As a result I am greater in number than the stars.
I am the one who speaks to you in your own voice. I am the one who appears to
you with your own face. I call forth Eternity to witness the final recourse of resemblance.
I know that the final recourse of resemblance is loss, and that loss only ever
resembles itself.
I watch reality tremble and shake, splitting off from both me and from the world.
I exist before the absent One, and I am the impossible One, since I exist in everyone. Here is the emptiness of the presence that I have lost. There is the fullness of the
absence that I possess.
I exist within the letter, just as I do not exist outside of it.
I am the fulfillment of the Law just as I am the end of the Law, I am its truth and
I am its falsity: I encompass the faceless calm of Eternity, just as I embrace the gaspless
rage of Nothingness.
I am the untrue test on which a nonexistent G-d falters.
I am the pattern in the weeds, in the water, in the sand.
As it is written: “I prepared a pattern for the ineffable lights that are within me.”
I am the world that dwells outside of itself.
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A FALSE FATHER
A UNIVERSAL CASE HISTORY
I tell you I’m anathema, a real social poison. People scorn me, they turn up their
noses at me or they just plain scurry away. I make them uneasy. I make them feel ill at
ease. I fill them with loathing and abject horror. Being a mystery to them they can’t predict my behavior. In other words, they can’t count on or control me.
I’m an outsider, and I am one perpetually; I persist before each and every community. I refuse it because I know that all human community is founded on exclusion.
I’m distrusted because of my suspicion of it.
I’m a monster. Ultimately I disgust people in one way or another and eventually
people start to realize and resent the fact that I get to know them better than they know
themselves. It’s like I come to represent things that they don’t want to think about; I
become the face of things that they want to keep covered. Uncontrollably and unmistakenly I take them into the forbidden heart of all they want to hide.
I’m the unspoken horror, I’m the excess of all flesh: I’m uncouth, untoward,
always off-color. I enjoy tweaking other’s, and most especially women’s, senses of propriety. I believe that you have to be willing to disgust and displease people, to be willing to
have them look askance at you, to embarrass yourself even, in order to step on and to
ultimately undo social codes and the senses of propriety which sustain them. They’re
just ways of trying to control you anyway.
I’m an excess of desire, I undress all wisdom. I may be a wastrel, a drunk, a drug
addict, but I know that the state of grace is just a morally acceptable way of flushing your
ego with sexualized energy. It’s a kind of auto-eroticism, a narcissistic delirium over
which I choose my perversion. I know that every single quest for salvation is nothing
more than vanity and idolatry.
I know that we’re all delirious and that the task before us all is to pull ourselves
out of our deliriums. I know that I’m delusional; the difference between us is that you
embrace your delusion in the form of a God and I try to shake mine off.
I’ve read in the Bible how God has come down upon this world and enacted his
justice throughout the expanse of time. I interpret that part of the Bible differently: God
is a distant, thuggish dream of brutality. I accept that brutality and desire nothing more
than to be like God.
I’m not playing some kind of game: it’s not the law that has to be followed, it’s
something else and I can feel it pulling at me again. I’m like a lost angel who lives between two worlds; I can’t tell if I exist in the words or in the void just beyond the words.
I’m here to tell you the truth, I know that people are resolutely searching for
masters so they don’t have to bear the burden of thought. That’s how I can collect your
throwaways, your cast-offs, and make them mine; I give them something and someone to
believe in. I give them a new way to think, a new way to live outside of the madness of
your world. I give them a direction for their hatred of the world, of you, of everything.
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I’m not lying, there’s a cancer in my brain and I can feel it eating its way through
my face. It’s infecting the world. Everyday it grows and grows and grows and I can’t fight
it. It’s like being in the grip of a great beast with no hope of survival, with no possibility
of escape. It comes from my lips in starts and spurts; it comes out of me in sputters and
coughs. It’s as though I’ve become the mucousy one in the piss-stained clothes that
everyone avoids; the social outcast, the diseased one who, in being feared and despised,
cements your group together and lets you feel superior.
I know I’m constantly being judged by you, I don’t expect anything else: I know
what you think about what you call my philosophy. I’ve been judged by you and I’ve
been damned by you, I know that you’ve always wanted to send me to some kind of hell.
I’ve lived in purgatory my whole life anyway. I know that you’ve got to get rid of me
somehow because of what you see in me: you see yourself, you see the you you don’t
want to see or know because you can’t stand to look at yourself. You see that in me. So
even though the truth is that people need me, they’re always glad to see me go because
they’re threatened by me.
I don’t think my head works right, I can’t see things that are in my own hands but
I see things that aren’t there. I see the invisible break that sustains the world.
I know I’m set apart from the world, I feel so disconnected. I feel as though I’m
broken and already live outside of time.
I experience eternity as a vital form of derangement of all that there is, has been,
and ever can be.
I see things out of scale and I know that this is a representation of my paranoia. I
see the inhuman scale of movies and its accompanying elevation of the object and it fills
me with fear and dread, it’s so Egyptian in its nature. This is because I, on the other
hand, believe in the living word; I’m like a kind of Moses trying to lead you out of your
slavery.
I’m rude and ill-conceived. I’m like a stain on the surface of the world, I’m like a
stain on a mattress. But this stain that I am is the stain that protects the world. I’m the
stain on the surface that makes the real itself possible, and which in turn is the very support of nothingness.
I decided when I was young that instead of being afraid I would become the monster that terrified me. Now it’s true, I am that monster, now I can only be without being.
I’m alive in a world of death and in my nightmare there is a resemblance of a
resemblance that I’ve come to believe in.
I’m a diseased messiah, a petulant savior, a cancerous prophet rotting in the
midst of this world; death but not dead, life but not living, I have no place in this world
except for the pure space of nothingness that I am.
I’m an outlaw, an outsider, the one whose charismatic authority you’re willing to
trade all social authority for. The one you always fall in love with against your will. The
one you always give yourself up to.
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I believe that eternity nurtures both difference and revolution.
I’m here to show you that everything has to fit a certain pattern or else you can’t
understand it. I’m here to show you that this is the only way you can make sense of anything at all. I’m here to show you that you’re nothing more than a chosen pattern engineered by the desires of others. As a result I remind you that the outrage you feel when
you view so-called obscene material is psychologically significant; I remind you that
attacking social codes, even moral codes, is politically legitimate.
I know but don’t care what you reach for in the half-light of your desire. I come
in the folds, clothed only in dark light and raw heat, like silk or oil.
I’m a precipitous Garden of Eden. I’m the one who mispronounces himself. I’m
the trouble in this world. I’m the Savior and his Prophet before him. I’m Moses, David,
and Muhammad. I’m all of these things. I’m a figure, like the figure of God, upheld by
pure sexual bliss. I’m the One who can tell you what you need to know, show you what it is
that you want. I’m the figure that you look for and create in me.
I tell you that there will continue to be prophets from the tradition of the Book.
I feel so very alone. I feel I have to be. I don’t even have a face to show others.
I don’t think my head works right. I can’t think, I can’t sleep, I can’t stop the
voices that rack me. I’ve got something in my brain; my mind is racing and I don’t know
why. I lay here all alone, naked on a naked bed with thoughts swirling all around me.
There’s no one to shelter me, no one to help me. I’m alone.
I’m just a semblance of myself, there is no me. I have no true face. I’m just what
you see me as, I’m nothing more than what you see in me.
I see objects out of scale, too large or too small for their immediate surroundings.
It makes me feel disoriented and fills me with panic. I’m so afraid of people. I’m so
afraid of everything. But that’s how and when I feel the most alive. Fear is what makes
you alive. Fear is what puts you in the now.
I vomit indiscriminately in response to the world and have done so for a long
time. The horror of the world presses upon me and piles up around me.
I’m telling you that here in my speech is all that I’ve given up, all that I’ve forfeited, that is, all that I have.
I have no world. My life’s become one of complete alienation.
I’m afraid there’s something really wrong with me, my ears ring and I feel my
limbs buzzing and buzzing. My arms and legs feel so light and float so far away.
I know that since the universe is meaningless and that any attempt at comprehension is ultimately illusory, this means that it’s ultimately an attempt to project meaning
onto the universe, meaning that doesn’t exist in the universe. In fact, it’s only right to
say that the universe doesn’t exist for us, the universe only exists from the point of view
of God. We have to step out of ourselves to even notice it. We’re certainly not the reason
for it, we’re definitely not the fulfillment of it. We’re just tiny little insignificant parts of
it. Our meaning doesn’t matter at all in the universe, only to us: the glory and the
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grandeur of the universe doesn’t know your name. How can we be the reason for the
universe when our subjective personality is modeled on God? How can we be the reason
for the universe when we’re nothing more than copies of what we take ourselves to be?
I don’t think my head works right. I can’t stop the voices. I’m caught tight in the
grip of something that I can’t even see let alone ever escape from. I hate the voices in
my head but then again if they weren’t there I’d probably miss them. I know that there’s
something in me that continually seeks to disrupt everything and I’ve given up trying to
fight it.
I know that every man I encounter is a source of panic, of anxiety for me. I need
to wait to see how his desire will fit into my patterns of pleasure and desire. I know that
most people sacrifice the same thing over and over again in some pantomime of individuality that they think is unique.
I myself look for women who need something. I look for the ones with a father
complex. I seek out those women who had an absent or distant father, and who are willing to do anything to obtain and please a father figure. I have a method I always follow
when dealing with women. I’m stern with the ones who had a weak or absent father and
then I tell them that I love them.
I know that they’re looking for answers, even if they don’t know to what. All they
know is that they’re looking, that they’re unsatisfied. They’re looking for someone who
knows. That’s what they’re looking for. So I play them. They just think that I know something, that I somehow possess the knowledge that they’re looking for, you see. So I play
a fucking mind game with them. I psych them out. I pretend to know and they believe
me. It’s not hard to do. Just find the ones with daddy issues, the ones who need an
authority figure. They won’t admit it, but they want it. They end up seeing what they
want. Shit, they just use men anyway. They just use men to give them a stable sense of
identity and to assure themselves that they’re worthy of love.
I make them one with what it is they don’t have but because of that want the
most.
I, as this figure of authority, am nothing but imposture. They, as women, are
nothing but a masquerade, a covering over of a certain unsettling horror. I know that
these are our choices, masculine imposture or feminine masquerade, and I give them
away freely to everyone. Take your pick.
I feel so alive. I’m alive in this world of death and I can be faithful only to experience, even if it’s only the experiences of others.
I know that all authority is charismatic in its essence.
I know that what you’ve always wanted is a master.
I’m here to tell you the truth: it’s not the law that has to be followed, it’s something else and I can feel it pulling at me again. I’m like a lost angel who lives between
two worlds; I don’t know if God exists in the words or in the void just beyond the words.
I know that there are no women in this world. I know that in this world there are
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only fake men and fake men who masquerade as women. Everything else is just a belief
in true identity. This true identity functions as a representation of authority, and is
indeed a form of authoritarianism. A belief in identity, whether yours happens to be the
right one or the wrong one for you, is always a belief in authority. Any identity that’s
believed to be a true identity always functions as a representation of authority. I tell you,
there’s no difference between the manly man and the person who believes she’s a man
trapped in a woman’s body: for both of them their true identity functions as a representation of authority, as a concretization.
I can tell you, for instance, that this is what makes transsexualism so driven by
pathos, by human frailty, by the need to sustain and uphold the authority of identity, all
in the face of semblance. Through transsexualism you accomplish not freedom from
constrictive and limiting identity but its opposite; not fluidity but a belief in authoritative
identity which acts as a bulwark against an anxiety producing fluidity.
I’m not lying, I know that there is no true identity for you, which is not to say that
there isn’t a logic to your identity; it’s just to say that no identity is any more nor less
true for you than any other, you just happen to have the one you do because of the circumstances and events of your life, the so-called accidents of your birth. All identities
are as equally valid as they’re all equally fictive, it’s just a question of your identification,
literally your being imprinted or inscribed with an image or with a symbolic position;
this image is what you believe in and which some believe needs on occasion to be rectified. That is, on occasion the body needs to be made over to match an image.
I know that not everyone has access to whatever it is that we can call fluidity;
those who do are usually neither men nor women. Experiencing that something that
pulses as it writes itself in us is the closest thing to experiencing fluidity we may ever
hope to do.
I feel like I’m splayed across these pages, in these words, in these letters. My
whole being exists somewhere outside of me. I’m just a kind of emptiness that resonates.
I hear something tremendous howling, like wind, in my brain. I tell you it’s like
having a woman screaming outside your door all night long, trying to get in.
I know that all breath is a record but that it has no memory.
I remember but I can’t remember correctly. Memory is always incorrect, always
wrong, always incomplete. I can’t even pretend that I know anymore, all memories
always lie.
I’m the unspoken horror speaking itself.
I know that most people are looking for masters, for representations of authority
and meaning.
I may be an imprisoned prophet, one locked away from the world, but I’m not
locked away from life. Even in my prison I’m free, even in my prison I’m more alive
than those around me. I tell you, people who’ve stopped questioning, who’ve taken
someone else’s meaning for their own are zombies. It doesn’t matter who that someone
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is, whether God, government, or whatever. It’s someone else. That’s why people love
God and cling to religion, it provides meaning for them. They don’t have to bear the
burden of thought. Thought is the hardest cross to bear, the hardest cup to drink from.
I know you’re waiting like good children for your father to be set free.
I’m all rage, all unrestrained, unencumbered desire. I tear everything apart. I neither shelter nor embrace. I know that the world is a burning thing. I know that the
world is all molecular fire burning and burning and burning. And I burn with it. I feel
my skin crawling with heat as it begins to blister and boil. And I burn.
I’ve betrayed even my own falsity.
I’m telling you the truth, I’m alive in a world of death and I’m going to teach you
a thing or two about it. Here’s the first lesson: Don’t believe anyone, they’re all lying,
they all just want to control you, to take advantage of you. In other words, don’t let the
world use you for its own ends.
I know that reality is a fold that hides the real. I’m a bad fold, I sustain the real. I
have done this by collapsing the imaginary into nothingness. That’s what I am.
I don’t think my head works right, there’s someone in there and I can’t stop him;
I keep fighting against this person in my mind for something like dignity.
I’m not lying, I’m alive and surrounded by death and I’m going to teach you a
thing or two about this world. Here’s the second lesson: In order to fully experience life
you have to turn away from the world. In other words, the world deadens life.
I’m the falseness of every father, I sustain the real.
I’m the unknown and I’m not going to the place of an image: there is no picture
of me anywhere.
I’m not exaggerating when I say that to live is to be surrounded by death and I’m
going to teach you a thing or two about this world of death. Here’s the third lesson: You
can make your own society. In other words, you can break the chain of transmission that
extends from generation to generation.
I’m nothing; I’m nothing more than the nothingness that I occupy. To be alive is
to occupy the space of nothingness.
I’m a counterfeit I, I sustain the real.
I tell you I’m the sour taste of the world when you can’t tell what’s wrong. I’m the
proverbial fly in the soup, the cockroach that ruins your home. I’m poison and disruption, the soiler of all that is good and wholesome. I taint the pure and I laugh at the
sacred. To you I’m the whole of everything that’s cursed, to you I’m all pestilence and
disease. But to others I’m everything that is real and genuine, even though to you I’m
nothing but destruction. To others I’m all of love and life, to others I’m the way to
understanding and peace of mind even though I’m only the semblance of someone.
I tell you this is not my world.
I talk to myself, apart from myself, beside you and yourself. I’m as aware of the
gap between me and myself as I’m aware of the distance between you and I.
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I’m the unspoken horror speaking itself.
I’m totally outside of society and I’ve been constantly berated by family and
friends to become a part of it. But society is deaf, dumb, and blind. It’s like a dark tunnel all around me. I want to be outside of it. I feel like I’ve become a nightmare, a monster. I feel like I’m the evil seed, the warper of both the flux and the law. I’m finally all
of the faces, those who’ve come before me and those who’ll come after me. I look just
like you, in fact you can’t tell us apart; we’re both reflections of what we are.
I’m here to tell you the truth: it’s not the law that has to be followed, it’s something else and you can feel it pulling at you again. You’re like a lost angel who lives
between two worlds; you don’t know if you exist in the words or in the void just beyond
the words.
I finally embody the voice; now I’m the secret of all eternity.
I’m death but not dead, life but not living. I have no place in this world except
for the pure space of nothingness that I am.
I’m only the semblance of what I am: there is no me.
I know that the secret of all eternity is nothingness.
I know what you’re doing to your children, I know how you’re turning them into
zombies and monsters, turning them away from anything pure and true, anything
approaching the eternal about themselves. Well, fuck you and fuck your world. I’m here
to be a shelter for the children that you cast-off. I’m here to make sure that they have
some kind of culture, some kind of world. Through me they’ll find some life, through
me they’ll find something besides you and your world of death.
I’m not exaggerating when I say that I’m always a metaphor for something else,
I’m never the thing itself.
I’m the dirty little Jesus in your universe, the repository of guilt, the one you
always invariably sacrifice: I know there are people who sacrifice the same thing over
and over again in a pantomime of individuality that they take to be unique.
I’m like eternity, I’m the stain on your society that sustains both emptiness and
fullness.
I know that even the least part of my life is a lie, and that so is yours.
I’m the semblance of a father: I believe there’s a tear in the fabric of my mother
and that’s how I have access to her.
I know that eternity is the vital derangement of all that there is and that all that
there is is an expression of the derangement of eternity.
I know that the cultural icon of the handsome, glowing Jesus with a glowing halo
is actually a representation of the glory of my erect penis: that is, it represents the fullness of sexual bliss.
I’m my mother’s father as well as her son. I’ve had access to her flesh, I’ve seen
her naked. I used to want to be my mother, now I want to fuck her with her father’s
cock.
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I want you to think of me as your father. I want you to think of me as your husband. I tell you have to think of excess as being not only acceptable but necessary.
I’m like the other side of my mother. She’s a part of me that I’ll always miss, a
part of me that I’ll only ever encounter as its aftereffect.
I know that all skin is a record but that it has no memory.
I know that even though there are no real women in this world, and that there
never can be, everything is nothing more than a woman’s body.
I’m alive in a world that’s all death.
I feel that the world has nearly killed whatever it is that’s inside of me.
I know that language might as well be the dead among and all around me.
I don’t think my head works right. I’m alive in a world of death and I can only be
faithful to experience, even if it’s only the experiences of others.
I think there’s something untoward about me; people are attracted to me but distrustful of me. I can’t be controlled, I’m too independent. I’m something negative that’s
still the truth of this world, like the fascination you feel for unsettling horror.
I’m just like everyone else, I use words to misdirect, to distract, to detract attention from my desire. But now I’m lost among the voices; the screaming in my ears is
connected to the pain in my back just like it’s connected to the pain in my head and it
makes the images boil in my head until it feels like it’s going to explode and I can’t
stand it anymore.
I’m surrounded by death. I’m inhabited by death. The pain in my head is like an
electric charge that explodes with thoughts and images.
I’m afraid of sleep, it’s death as well, and I have too much will to surrender to it.
I want to squeeze all of my senses and drain the life-blood from them; I want to
derange myself on their blood.
I’m the unspoken horror. I’m what you hate to see. People are afraid of me,
they’re taken aback by me. I intimidate them. Sooner or later they’re happy to see me
go.
I know that every woman I encounter is a source of panic, of anxiety for me. I
need to wait to see how her desire will fit into my patterns of pleasure and desire.
I know that the couple, the figure of the lover, the family as social structure are
all pretty arbitrary. But arbitrary or not they’re needed. In order for there to be any kind
of taboo as a shared sense of evil, ultimately founded on cliche and defining the group
as such, there must be some sort of social contract. This is a way of making a socially stable identity.
I’m legion, I’m many and that’s why you think I’m demoniacal.
I have to be one with my women, we’re like a family. I know what you think about
what I call my family, but I offer myself to women who need something and someone.
I know that the figures of women are only ever the projections of those who call
themselves women.
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I’m used to appearing in certain ways, I’m used to being recognized by those who
need me.
I know that you’re created, you’re nothing more than a desired pattern engineered by someone else and that you need this pattern in order to understand anything.
I’m paranoid, I think I see invisible writing hidden on things, I think I see bugs
crawling towards my feet, I think I feel cancer growing in my brain.
I become physically repulsive to others; it is as though I eventually become too
intimate, my pleasure seems too close, too imposing to those around me. It is as though
I enjoy pleasures in front of everyone and it disgusts people. People can’t stand being
too close to another’s pleasure, intimate enjoyment is troubling. It’s like hearing someone shitting, it always begins as an embarrassment and becomes a source of disgust.
I know that we’ll be pulverized by pleasure.
I talk to a woman in my mind. Her voice overwhelms me and I have to yell at her
and tell her to shut up. I fight with her constantly. I wish she’d stop. If I could leave her
I would. But I know that the very distinction between the I and the you is reproduced in
these mental fights. Such a distinction is an ongoing struggle.
I hear a howling sound in my mind like a tremendous rushing wind, like a hurricane, like a great tornado twisting images and thoughts around and around and I can’t
get rid of it, I can’t make it stop or even slow down.
I’ve got someone in my brain, my mind’s racing and I don’t know why or what
about. Thoughts race and swirl, I can’t stop or control anything.
I’m a machine, a robot, a semblance of life, a mechanical man. I can’t help what
I am or what I do. My thoughts are from somewhere else and are dictated to me by
someone else.
I see flashing fragments of sounds and images from nightmares swirl and disappear. I cast my gaze upon these waters and try a strange kind of divination.
I’m the cathedral of nothingness. I’m a scratch on the surface of the world. I owe
you nothing and I promise you nothing, neither loyalty nor faithfulness. I guarantee nothing. I’m forced to drink my own blood and I want nothing more than to drink yours.
I’m uncomfortable in my skin. It’s taken me so much time and I still can’t navigate in this world. Now I see black bugs darting out of the corners of my eyes. I can feel
them, their sharp sticky feet poking and gripping me. They gnaw at me at night; they eat
my toenails, they eat my skin. The world has finally opened its arms and welcomed me.
I know that the best part of my life is a lie, and that so is yours.
I’m here to tell you the truth: it’s not the law that has to be followed, it’s something else and I can feel it pulling at us again. We’re like lost angels who live between
two worlds; we don’t know if we exist in the words or in the void just beyond the words.
I know that I issue from within as well as from without. I know that there is no
inside that is not also outside. I know that I issue from nowhere and from everywhere.
The world is what is inside of me; all that I am is what is outside of me. I am all that has
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been as well as all that’ll ever be. I know that I become the world just as the world
becomes me: we exist by entering into one another and leaving one another behind.
I wrestle violently with a woman in my mind. She scolds me, she screams at me,
she glares at me, she tells me that what I’m doing is not right, she says that she’s disappointed in me, she tells me that I know it’s all wrong. She mocks me, she teases me, she
slaps me, she makes it impossible for me to enjoy all the while demanding that I do so. I
believe this woman to be my dead mother and I want to fuck her quiet. The result of
this struggle is music.
I know that whatever song you hear will only ever be a heartbeat and a scream
inside of an echo: these are the plain facts of your imprisonment.
I miss the constant pain in my head. When it’s gone like this it’s like the ghostly
sound of an echo in a hall, like the ghostly shape of a disappearing glow: it’s a presence
that should be clearer and closer but that isn’t.
I see the dark shapes of insects darting across the floor out of the corners of my
eyes. I hear them running, running toward me.
I feel like I’m seen as just such a disgusting disease ridden pest, looked down
upon with contempt by others. I know what you think about what I call my philosophy.
I’m the unspoken horror speaking itself.
I’m a holy ghost living in the land of the dead.
I’m here to remind you that God didn’t make your enjoyment enjoyable.
I know that the least part of my life is a lie, and that so is yours.
I prefer sexual imagery, it implies ecstasy: hard beautiful cocks, glistening cunts
so alive and gorgeous, assholes dilating in expectation. I can make up the stories.
I might as well be a zombie in this world. It’s like I’m living some life that’s not
even mine. A life filled with all the things I do in order to try to discover who I am when
after all I’m only a copy of someone, a copy of myself, there is no real me. I watch myself
doing those things and try to feel something, anything at all. I try to find and feel something that’s me. I’m like a sleepwalker who’s trying hard to wake up.
I constantly hear people running toward me.
I’m neither all goodness, nor am I all evil. My mind is the constant pain I feel in
my head. It won’t let me go.
I let the sickness grip me again. I swear that this world must be destroyed so that
a purer one can finally come about.
I’m a social poison, I’m a monster. I’m a social disease.
I don’t think my head works right. I’m the unspoken horror speaking itself.
Everyone hates me, everyone calls me an imposter.
I think the cancer in my brain is going to explode and infect the world.
I want you to come to me. I want you to think of me as your father. I want you to
think of me as your husband.
I’m the thousand voices that become a man.
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I. Monday
My skin is a self-intersecting surface defined by its seven gaps or slits and containing all of my personal history.
A gap or slit is a discontinuity in any self-intersecting surface, something
allowing inside and outside to meet. A hole in other words.
Invaded by emptiness:You’re in a tunnel down in a basement, a tunnel
leading you you don’t know where.
The misery of the missing: My hand is in the picture, it’s just that I can’t
see it. In loco, across planes such as this, space is filled. I know this because my
hand is there, in the picture. It’s just that I can’t find it.
The tree in the middle of the road is an island the lanes still straddle:
In the scene which is carved on the base of the platform there are seven players in a line,
one behind the other. The seven members of the opposite team are in a line facing them.
The captain of one team has a flint knife in his right hand, and in his left, a human
head, with blood flowing out as symbolized in the corn leaves. Kneeling in front of him is
the other captain, minus his head, and out of his neck come seven streams of blood. Six of
the streams become serpents, and the seventh a vine covered with fruit and flowers. It is
thought that the sacrificed captain’s blood was a symbolic fertilizer. Between the two captains there is a skull encircled with a forked scroll which is symbolic of words.
In deus: This is not a house, this is a machine surrounded by darkness, a
machine for producing the void.
Desire insisting upon my body: In my fantasy M—— is given the part
of my beautiful young mother. She’s in a dark, featureless room at the mercy
of my maternal grandfather, my father, and, though still just a child, myself.
I’m excited at the prospect of having access to her sexually, reveling in the idea
of having her in succession after my grandfather and father, in the order of her
desire: father, husband, son. I want to be able to do to her what they do to her,
I want to possess what they possess. But as the fantasy goes, I’m egged on by
my grandfather and pressed in an initiatory scene to be first. Working my inadequate self up, I feel them behind me as I push my cock into her. It’s then, in a
f lash, that I realize that I want to be taken for and by my grandfather, to be
feminized by him from behind, and that the figure I see, a woman’s hips and
thighs with her ass and cunt fucked open and covered in cum, like a f lash in
the dark, is precisely what I want to be.
Language is the house in which we dwell: I can hear the wind outside
tearing at the leaves, rattling the window panes, pulling at the house. A soft
empty glow carries and sustains me here, a wall away from the rushing wind.
Your badge of involvement is your skin: We wrap ourselves in continuously broken surfaces.
Most descriptions of where something is are topological: An intersection is regarded as being of another kind: it’s the thing that happens without
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making, or needing, a hole. That is to say, in intersecting, neither plane interrupts
the continuity of the other. But if we think about the surface point by point, we
will find no points that are at two places at once, as they would seem to be at
the intersection.
5/14/02, 9:00 p.m. CDT: There was to be a spectacular view of five planets, Jupiter, Venus, Mars, Saturn, and Mercury, visible in the west-northwestern sky in a diagonal with the Moon. The planets were not to be this close
together in the sky again for another forty years. I walked to a spot near a clearing in order to be assured an unobstructed view of the sky. As the stars became
visible in the darkening vault I could clearly make out Jupiter and Venus above
and beside the crescent Moon, but was unable to locate the other three planets.
There were two points of light visible above the bright disc of Jupiter and I at
first took these to be planets. The planets, however, appeared below the Moon
nearer the horizon on the diagonal plane with the other two, so the points of
light turned out to be stars after all.
How the Templo Mayor was constructed in seven successive stages:
The smallest room in this house is hidden because in this house there is someone who always sees everything.
A gap or slit is a f law in a self-intersecting surface, something allowing inside and outside to meet: Space doesn’t come to us in toto, because
space always exceeds its own totality. Flowing in the infinite power of nothing,
soft curves sparkle and glisten like deep sand in moonlight; A brush of wispy
gauze whispering and brushing like that same moonlight announces the infinite power of space which is like a tremulous noise going through your body,
not from any surface, nor even from any sense of f lowing.
I imagine her psychical space: In her new apartment, the first one she’s
had on her own, she begins to say, I don’t understand these feelings, it’s like the walls
are coming alive and moving, I feel so alive inside, I feel like I’m opening up.
The mystery of memory: It was designed so that a clap of the hands
would echo precisely seven times.
Spoken in a dream of f lesh: Rock art represents the entire archives of human
history prior to language. It represents a mirror of the workings of the human mind over
the past 50,000 years. Its study is vital to our understanding of the development of any
sense of psychical space. Projection indicates descriptively that what is inside
appears outside. It merely indicates descriptively that what belongs to you no
longer belongs to you and in fact never did. This suggests that language doesn’t
exist in the mind, indeed, that it’s a fundamental fallacy to think that it does.
It’s important to see that language exists outside of the mind and that we are
born into language which exists first of all phenomenologically. If this is the
case how can language be innate? Isn’t it more correct to think of the mind as
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being nothing more than that which has adapted to accommodate language?
Per aquam in verbo: You really get to see how it feels in your body, and
that’s something that informs you.
The skin is a continuous, self-intersecting surface: The house is, after
all, a conception of the void. And that is, afterall, a dream of the infinite.
Paleoanthrotheology, or spoken in a dream of f lesh: La place vide de
Dieu démande en quelque sorte à être occupée de nouveau; the fact that it can exist as
empty is proof that its very conception is of integral importance to the construction of psychical being.
Matricide recasts the present: I’m so solid and substantial in your grasp,
your fingers are so solid, I feel as though I were made of some contained viscous liquid, of something gelatinous inside of me shifting, of that selfsame
strongest current pulling at me.
The dimensions of the unfathomable: The house, being, nothingness.
The unbearable excess: A brush of wisp.
A being ceaselessly uprooted by its confrontation with nonbeing:
The house is, afterall, a conception of the void.
Stairs, corridors, open spaces: I carve figures into my f lesh, I line all surfaces, liminally I decorate, the hollow shell of which I carry, my house.
The house is something that is never finished: Space is filled in the
blink of every perception and then it’s gone, relegated to darkness and invisible
effects. You grasp it and then it’s forgotten, and that’s what we happen to be,
forgetfulness incarnate.
My self-intersecting surface: My body is a surface intersecting itself
without disrupting itself.
This is not a house, this is a machine surrounded by darkness:
Nothing is more a dream of the infinite than totality exceeding itself.
In this house hiddenness is the smallest room: Sooner or later everyone sees that around every corner there is another version of you waiting.
In the tunnel of mutating f lesh I want this moment to last forever:
The fantasy of killing someone, that is the surface of the void.
Go to your room: Your body is your temple, a temple without an inside.
Inside this temple is the surface of the real.
A terrible purpose awaits us: Ref lect upon the origins of the Mayan
vault; the Canamayté of the rattlesnake provided the proportions for all of
Mayan architecture. The thatched-roof hut-house, the profile, proportions,
and plan of the Mayan pyramid, the Moon’s movements, all of these can be
discerned in the diamond covered by an X design of the rattlesnake’s skin.
May 15, 2002, 11:45 p.m. CDT: Finding my way to an empty field I was
unable to locate the Moon, let alone any planets. Searching the sky I finally
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recognized the two stars I had mistaken for planets the night before. By calculating from their positions in the sky the planets now had to be well below the
horizon. I had waited too long, the Earth had rotated too far.
In the smallest room: The wind howls and I’m afraid. Outside I can hear
the force of the wind tearing at the trees, branch after branch of groaning
growth in the air.
Being in many places at one time: When two planes are joined, the
sides facing one another are joined, as are the two sides facing away from one
another. These are the surface of the void. When does changing a pillow case
have sexual connotations?
Around the corner there is another you, speaking your name: Your
stomach aches as you twist, falling into the hole.
I want to be my beautiful young mother: The skin is a monstrous
intersection of seven gaps or discontinuities onto which a surface is projected.
Projection indicates descriptively that what is inside appears outside. I have
begun to accept that something speaks through me.
The surface twists, passing through itself: To live in a room you eventually have to encounter yourself: you put it up, you take it down, you decorate one way, you decorate another way.
I am a self-intersecting surface: I’m in the interior of a house I live in.
Rich, with dark warm wood and fabric, carpets and drapes in grays and greens,
warm walls with coverings in burgundy as well as soft creams and browns.
There are many rooms, many narrow corridors and doorways, and many mirrors. Over a period of time I keep catching glimpses, like a f lash in a mirror or
a shadow crossing on the f loor, of another person in the house, darting past a
doorway across a hallway, around a corner, living in a parallel existence, night
for day, eating, sleeping, coming and going at exactly opposite times. This
other person turns out to be a handsome young woman and I grow increasingly intrigued by her. Finally I decide to call her out and to my surprise she
appears, all warm and open, handsome and desirable. With her, and behind
her, is a young man. They’re standing in what I take to be a bedroom: there is
a large armoire with a large mirror in the center panel. There is dark wine carpeting, runner-like in the hallway, and there is dark, deep colored drapery or
even a dark bedspread out of my line of view absorbing light in the room.
During the course of the dream the level of light increases in the bedroom.
There is a very apparent warmth across the space between us.
My body is finally out of the picture: Gigantic tangles of twisted metal
I-beams and huge slabs of concrete hanging on rebar surround me as the nightmare landscape extends into the purest of darknesses. The thin beam of light
from my f lashlight illuminates nothing so much as my own smallness and
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insignificance as I carefully make my way through the avalanche of logical
catastrophe, the end product of the release of the enormous amounts of energy
that the buildings literally were before they were anything else. I don’t understand at first, but then I realize that I feel alone and small in a way that is curiously like feeling exalted: my kind built this, and it was my kind who ultimately destroyed it.
Outer space: The only beyond of a closed space is an empty beyond. This is the
surface of the real.
Without walls there is only the night: I’m standing in a bedroom or
dressing room looking across a bed with a yellow spread which is rumpled and
pulled back slightly. On the other side of the bed standing sideways to me, just
as she is to a full length mirror which is standing in the corner directly in front
of me, my beautiful young mother is in the act of very unselfconsciously
undressing. She removes her top and standing in her bra begins removing her
pants when it becomes apparent that her navel is very particular. In fact it’s
more like an appendage. It’s like a tail that’s attached at her navel and wraps
around her body clinging to her torso and down the outside of her right leg to
about mid-thigh. In places it’s free, in others there appears to be a growth of
skin over it attaching it lengthwise to her body. It contains and is made up of
some throbbing resinous type matter, like dried snot, the kind that umbilicals
have at the exposed end. It looks like it’s covered in scales. It’s like a cable or a
rat’s tail that’s become part of her due to skin growing over it, skin that looks
like the material of gums or skin that’s been burned. This umbilical is detached
from her body completely in places and in others connected by the growth of
skin over it, as though it were independent of the body, mutantly abhorrent
and alien, almost as though a lamprey eel had attached itself to her and become
part of her over time and symbiosis.
The mystery of the masses: At home away nevertheless much more than
before which at least lies nearer to much the same and less, adding and subtracting, swallowing and being swallowed all over again.
The undulating navel: During the course of my childhood I kept getting
glimpses of someone darting past doorways, appearing in mirrors, or disappearing around corners. There were always many doors, many mirrors, and many
corners. To this day I’m afraid of walking down steps without risers. It’s completely irrational, but I’m afraid someone will reach through and grab me.
I have two lips, both speaking in a dream of f lesh: With her, and
behind her, is memory, which is consciousness of what’s missing. It’s as though
another lives in a parallel self, in another room.
The unbearable excess: A blush of breadth.
The mind takes place outside of the mind: I’m there, in the picture, in
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the wall of representation, it’s just that I can’t find myself. This is the surface of
the void.
I scream into the gleaming darkness: My body is defined by its cavities.
Nothing is more a dream of the infinite than a totality exceeding
itself: The way I used to hide from adults by pulling my sheet up over my head, creating
the combined but vital space of a little house of my own. A cute little act in bed, under
the covers: nothing can ever be more of a dream of the infinite overf lowing
itself, breaking continuously around itself, intersecting itself here and there.
The little house is after all, the very surface of the void succumbs to it, spoken
in a dream of f lesh.
Fingers through the dewy rows reaching backwards for a rose: You
live in a house of childhood’s sexual mysteries and your identity is the final
solution to the mystery that sex has always posed for you. It’s anxiety which
chooses an identity for you, and desire which brings it crashing down. The
ruins are like what you carry between your lips and in your throat.
If it’s hard you appreciate the being there once you’ve gotten there
the more: From the collection of houses came a blast like an escaping breath
only cool and dry, swelling into the air, dilating like space itself must.
A head emerging from the mouth of a serpent: If you see mystery
then there is at least a potential for meaning.
Spring training, fall classic: Ball games have been played on the
American continents for thousands of years. They are and have always been
representations of how time is conceived. Time-limits indicate that it is conceived of as an economic unit, while other limits indicate that it is conceived of
as something else.
She has a place of her own: There is no word for what I am. This is the
surface of the void, which is the surface of the real.
Pronounciation: If the reader is taken up by the fantasmes of multiplication of
doubling—instead of seizing the flaw introduced in the subject by the anguish of death,
preventing belief in its unity—the reader will be lost.
When nothingness turns itself inside out: A doorless room, a vase, a
bowl, an open closet door; and all of these stark still.
Theatricized space, or the void as presence: That self which is other.
Exodus ex deus: Around the corner there is another you waiting and
remembering. The things it remembers you slowly take to be your own memories until you have occupied a life and a lifetime and filled it with objects
passed down to you.
Private rooms: It’s raining and water washes away all features the multiple
drops falling becoming a kaleidoscopic memory of the features that disappear. I
carve figures into my f lesh, I line all surfaces, liminally I decorate, the hollow
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weight of which I carry, my house.
There are seven edges to a body: You can plunge a knife into a belly and
pull across the muscles to open up the guts. That’s all it takes to make more of
an outside, to firmly dilate space.
The presence of the real: In the house I finally have her, lying amidst the
crumpled bed clothes which form a frame or a cradle for her, lush and beautiful
in her silky blue and black underwear, so lush and layered that it looks like
some kind of luminescent feather. Smoking, she is inscribing upon her body,
telling me that she’s born of a pleasure unto death. I know she’s wet and open
in her beautiful folds, and as I climb down to her, my knees shake with the
weight. Finding her wetness her sex grips me just like she kisses me, all soft
and pulsing, sliding, slick, and sticky. Her slightly darkened skin, product of
the sun and Mayan ancestors, exudes heat, and I can feel the warm dampness
of her f lesh even from a distance, as well as sense the soft downy hairs covering
it. So much desire for so long, something left unfinished between us has always
disappointed me. I fault myself, which makes it all the more painful. There was
always such promise between us, and she has always excited me whenever I
happened to think of her. But along with desire I also feel a hollowness in me
that frightens me, a hollowness like nothingness turning itself inside out, the
hollowness of my inadequacy, the hollowness of my past.
Ex nihilo nihil fit: The scalpel enters the skin smoothly gliding through
the f lesh followed by a thin straight line of full redness. The true relaxed and
gelatinous quality of f lesh is revealed in an exaggerated fashion by the invasion
which severs it until there is no longer any inside or outside.
My need to repeat: From zero to one, until the inside is revealed to be but
another face of the outside, and vice versa.
Totality always exceeds itself: The maps we had to use were inaccurate.
Trying to dig an escape tunnel, we had to rely on more than them if we were
going to get out.
Out of this earth: I am a surface intersecting itself by disrupting itself.
You want to fuck the outside of a body not the inside: This is the
logic of the house: you have to go outside in order to come back in.
On the uses of fantasy: I imagine a number of amorphous curving sacklike shapes, globular as they’re affected by gravity. They can take many shapes
while staying intrinsically connected to themselves.
Damp old stone, every house rests: From zero to one, until the inside is
revealed to be but another face of the outside, and vice versa.
Dread, void, presence: The true exodus derives from the phonetic alphabet of the Hebrews.
I have two lips, but they’re connected:
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II. Tuesday
What follows is an edited version of what is commonly referred to as
“Al-Khwarizmi’s Epistle on Time,” and is thought to be one of the finest
examples of the risala, perhaps the earliest prose form in the history of the
Arabic lan-guage. Risa’il take the form of letters on varied philosophical and
quotidian topics ranging in length from one page to the size of small booklets.
*

*

*

S

o it is that I, Abu-Abdullah Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi,
Astronomer and Mathematician of the House of Wisdom1, faithful
servant of my master al-Mamoun, the commander of the faithful
and Caliph of Baghdad, to whom Aristotle himself appeared in a
dream, write to my lord Caliph, and to the Ages, through the Seven2
as instructed; It is from such distant days and nights that I am offering you
these, a sample of my many, wandering thoughts. By the grace and will of
Almighty Allâh, the most merciful and compassionate, I will tell you of my
singular journey through the desert, and finally to that Presence without surface, the very night of Time itself.
How many times have I written to you in such a manner as this, and
how many times have I yet to write? I have followed countless trails of lost
reckonings like sighs in the mists and nights, trails lost in the vanishing
breaths of undulating sands; I have seen fiery bodies fall from such terrible,
trembling skies and, trembling with such terrible fear, have been anointed by
their black fires. These things and more have marked me since I went forth
on the business of my lord the Caliph, seeking to discover and explore the
world of Time, to understand the temporal calculations of the Others, and
instructed to seek out the Engine of Time, which is said to be Truth itself.
I cannot stop from reaching out to embrace you when so many
moments have passed forever between us; I cannot stop from reaching out to
kiss you when so much of Time has been lost to us. How far my mind has
traveled, how far my thoughts have wandered with it! I have contemplated
not only the wonders I have observed, but those that I could not see, and
could only be inferred. Still I have found only an emptiness, a penetrating
Absence, and a night full of stars.
What I have accomplished in the past I have done only following the
accomplishments of those before me. All I have been asked to do for my lord
the Caliph I have done. For the glory of my lord I have allowed for a true
and accurate calendar for all worshippers with my Zij3 al-Khwarizmi; I have
aided all merchants, lenders, tax collectors and determinators of inheritance,

1 The Bait al-Hikma was instituted in the 9th century (our calendar) to translate and circulate
Greek texts, and to then extend the knowledge found in them.
2 This refers to the seven advisers through whom all affairs reached the Caliphs.
3 Zij, or tables of planetary motion, used to provide accurate timings for daily prayer.
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by introducing the numerical system of the Hindus with my treatise
The Book of Addition and Subtraction According to the Hindu Calculation;
With my Book of Restoring and Balancing4 I have allowed the further use
of numerals to calculate all manner of things; With my book, The Image of
the Earth I have made a map of the Caliph’s world; I have as well aided in
the calculation of the true size of our sphere. Just as it is that we need and
have many uses for maps of land and sea, we as well need maps of Time; so
it is that I have set out to truly map Time at the bequest of my master and
patron. Calendars have served such a purpose, allowing us to map the
movement of the heavenly spheres. But Time is something far greater and
further reaching still; it is verily the True Remainder. My observations may
seem minor; but I am doing that which is, praise Allâh, in my power to do.
So I am asked by the Caliphate to explore and investigate this True
Remainder, that portion which both envelopes and escapes us, that is,
Time. But just what is Time? Is it simply the engine of the heavenly
Spheres whose machinery we are caught in? Is it an immense substance
like Space, but of a different kind? Is Time the flow of all things toward an
end? Is there no single flow but instead thousands of thousands of flows,
that is to say, thousands of thousands of moments concurrently? Do we
have to think of Time as flowing in all directions, and not just forward? We
are indeed transitory, but this, I believe, is not to be confused with Time.
Whether or not Time is transitory I cannot say, although I have many and
mixed suspicions. It may be part of Space, or it may be something Other in
nature, and behave quite differently. What are the effects of our language
and numerical reckonings on our perceptions of Time? Do they alter Time
itself? Must we consider Time to be always greater than our perceptions of
it? Or is it merely the equal to our perceptions, or even a result of our perceptions? My discoveries are more of the nature of incomplete deductions,
and I will do my best to explain them to you, in the manners in which they
were revealed to me. But I now believe, that just as with all the calendars
and astronomical tables, something of Time will always escape us; And that
which escapes will always be something completely ineluctable, but not
unlike the memory of those generations that have come before; the lost face,
the hidden light of all of our greatness.
* * *
Al-Khwarizmi’s descriptions make for some of the finest travel literature ever written in the history of the genre; 42 pages of such character have
been excluded, as they do not fall under the purview of this presentation.
*

*

*

4 The Arabic title is Hisab al-jabr w’al-muqabala, the literal meaning of which is “The calculation of
restoration and balancing.” Our word algebra derives from a latinization of the Arabic al-jabr,
which refers to the setting of a bone, hence restoration.
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So it is that we rode on, our minds full of awe, our hearts undaunted,
and it was during the very first night of our journey that I dreamt of the
House of Wisdom; I dreamt that I saw all around me and about me the
House of Wisdom in abject ruins. In my dream we had come upon it in the
only clearing in the midst of a series of steep, rocky valleys; It being close to
night we elected to set our tents amidst its rubble, in the midst of its most
certain ruins; Being thus broken the House of Wisdom was both familiar and
not familiar to me as the moon rose above us. The walls were demolished
and crumbled, the very ceiling utterly collapsed, and it appeared as though
many hundreds of years had passed since its destruction, such was its seeming antiquity. My drivers, servants, and myself, being truly tired from our
hard travel, were fast approaching sleep when from out of the darkness,
from between two shattered sections of the Western wall, came a singular
man who, dressed in robes that seemed made of the flowing darkness,
entered our camp, strode directly to me, spoke, and bade me follow him. The
words he spoke were, “Though rebuilt time after time, still the foundation
will continue to crumble and fall.” Behind and before him his cloak seemed
to sweep the desert clean of all the devastation of the House of Wisdom, leaving nothing save dune and sky. Without thought I rose from my slumber and
followed him into the darkness, and into oblivion.
Now, after much thought and many days and nights of reflection, I
have interpreted this to mean: Not only is no moment ever identical to any
other moment, but even moreso, no moment is ever identical to itself. That is,
it is most truthful to say that there is continuity from moment to moment
only because any one moment is always more identical to any other moment
than any moment is ever identical to itself. This makes for the fact that there
is always something ungraspable about each and every moment; past, present, and future, as well as the special character of the present, its illusion of
eternity, and its quality of openness. This special character is what makes for
the clearing that is the present, built on a decimated foundation that is
always crumbling, always being remade. Time is indeed the True Remainder,
and visions and voices from the past and of the future haunt the present
because it is never identical to itself. As the wise man said: “Do not look for
the moment which is most like other moments; look for the moment which is
most unlike itself, there you will find truth.”
Still we rode on through shifting sands, traveling through the groundlessness of all of our vain histories, our thoughts wandering like gathering
clouds, like friezes broken above us. It was hardly the next day that we
made a strange, savage, and heart-rending discovery. While stopping to rest
under the midday sun a small uncovered grave was revealed. In this
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grave were the bones of a child; an unwanted female it was first assumed, a
ma’udah5. The wind had uncovered this hasty grave and what was apparent
was a leg bone which was broken, and had never been set. This troubled me
on and on for many days. What was it we had found? Was this merely an
ancient custom revealed in our midst? A trace uncovered from another past?
Or a sign from another world? That this is how the past is known to us, only
as traces of the lived, completely and totally alien, is apparent. Just as
memories are those alien traces which enfold and entwine the living in a
body.
Now, after much thought, and many days and nights of reflection, I
have interpreted this to mean that we must see that there is Non-Being in the
midst of Being. Furthermore, I have come to believe that Non-being, which
is in Being, is ultimately the unique Engine of Time, which is the only truth
of Being. I will endeavor to explain this as best I can; but I can state it no
more clearly: It is Non-Being which is the truth of Being. The present is the
break between past and future in which Being appears; it is the gap in
meaning that tradition tries to cover over because it contains Being, and this
is ultimately unsustainable in a world ultimately defined, determined and
made possible by its relation to Non-Being. Like a broken limb, the present
is a break that is never set; this break renders both the past and the future
forever irretrievable. Time is this distance, this break, and the experience of
Time is both a blessing and a curse for us. Truly without Time all would be
One; this, just as for us outsiders, outside of Paradise, Time is pain and
anguish and decay; But it is as well the possibility of our Being. Time is the
magnaminity of a merciful God, casting us outside of Oneness; Time is
Oneness destroying itself, giving birth to the many and to the Infinite. And
that, that is Non-Being in the midst of Being; Non-Being, the Engine of
Time, giving birth to Time.
Still we rode on, some of us meditating on that irredeemable loss that
structures our existence, that impossible sweetness like a cascade impossibly
contained. Some nights later the savage sky burst forth fire upon celestial
fire, fire raining freely from the night sky. Vigorous splendor and calm
wonder were set on display, as though it were the heavens themselves casting
stones upon the Cairn that is our small sphere. I was reminded of the custom
of the throwing of the forty-nine stones onto the Cairns at al-‘Aqabah6, those
that symbolize the release from abstentions, before the pilgrim’s return to
5 Pre-Muslim Arab desert societies would practice infanticide in times of extreme famine or
drought. The ma’udah was an unwanted female child that was buried alive. The practice was forbidden by Islam.
6 When the pilgrims arrived at Minà they hurried to throw seven stones on the Cairn of ‘Aqabah,
then slaughtered in sacrifice, after which it became lawful for them to do everything save (to have
contact with) women and (to use) scent, from which they had to still abstain until they performed
the return to Mecca.
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Mecca. For us that night such a display was never witnessed before; the stars
themselves were nearly all thrown down to the earth, onto the desert floor
before us; It was as if the fires burning were heard to crackle as they crossed
the sky above us. After witnessing such beauty late into the night we retired,
exhilarated, to the darkness of our tents. It was there, in that lull and
darkness, in that black articulating mass, as I felt my body growing heavier
and heavier, a weighted presence pulling at me, that I discovered that there
was Time everywhere in the darkness about me, that is, Time without
surface; and that there is the Passage of Time without Surface, that is, Time
seemingly independent of the objects of Space, but certainly never of Space
itself.
Now, after much thought, and many days and nights of reflection I
have interpreted this to mean: Time is lighter than matter, and is itself the
mean element of Space. All of the smallness and all of greatness of Space
floats in Time; The dark of night is Time itself without surface; We move,
propelling ourselves and our objects in it, contained by it, shaped by it,
founded and unfounded by it. Even when everything is surface, Time will
ring. Even when there is no surface, Time will ring. This I believe to be the
character of Time.
Still we rode on, the great blackness holding nothing back from us,
although knowledge remained a sea beyond. And as we rode on through
sands without end, I could not but think of our traditional fashion of
reckoning with figures in the sand, of our dust numbers7, which we reckon
with and which are never truly erased but always justly transferred; Value
transferred to value, they do not disappear but become something else
somewhere else; Numerals rubbed out but repositioned in values greater or
lesser, they do not disappear but become a different value in a different
position. Such has been the gift of our tradition, such is the knowledge that is
to be gleaned from it.
Now, after much thought, and many days and nights of reflection, I
have come to believe that this is to be conceived as occurring from moment
to moment, as well as from generation to generation; that the passage from
moment to moment is not to be thought in the terms of a simple addition,
one plus one plus one, but in the terms of other equations; the same is true
with generations. It is not correct to think that there ever is a Now as a
distinct point, one in whose being is negated all of the rest of Time, but only
the passage from moment to moment as if it were the invisible transference
of some empty, open value. If infinity is merely a never ending counting, then
Time is merely a mathematical agent. No, the contrary is true, without Time
7 A common method of reckoning with integers used ‘dust numbers’, in which numerals were written in arrays in sand or dust and rubbed out when transferred to other positions.
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mathematics is meaningless; It is impossible to count an All at once. So,
mathematics is not the truth of Time, just as Infinity is never merely a never
ending counting. It is as if one were to say that there is Theology in
counting; for if Time is merely counting then Time is merely a way of
measuring the death of Oneness. We are the outsiders of Oneness, wandering
in the rhythms and cycles of Time, which, even though it thus exceeds all
possibility, will always end for each of us with a dot, a speck without
dimension, a nothing. The All will always be a vast desert of meaning and of
meaninglessness. And how do you represent the penetrating Absence of
meaning? And what is that penetrating Absence? I will have to leave this for
the others, the Theologians.
* * *
Here al-Khwarizmi writes of generation as a great house of Time;
listing the generations of his family he ends with the simple declaration, “I
yearn to visit the House.” This, of course, refers to the Sacred Mosque, the
Ancient House: ‘Verily the first House founded for mankind was that at
Bakkah [Mecca]’ [Koran III, 96.].
* * *
Still we rode on, addled nights passing us like that darkness at the
center which deforms each and every surface. It was then that such a
confusion of ideas were revealed to me, all at once, and then again later in
Time; values transferred, not unlike our dust numbers. It was then that I’d
found that I’d been chosen to be blessed with a true revelation in the fullness
of Grace, only to have that blessing taken from me. Such an idea I was
blessed with! Such a blessing was taken from me, lost to the oblivions! The
sorrow and anger I felt swallowed me, but I was soon to discover that I was
being lead from false revelation to true realization; All that was lost was to
be increased.
Now, after much thought, and many days and nights of reflection, I
have interpreted this to mean: A glorious idea, a richness in all that could be
desired, was lost to me but as a result I was led to understanding: There is a
density to Time; it is ever expanding or contracting, it is never standing still.
Time is more or less Porous, we seep through Time, Time seeps through us;
and this is the quality of our decay and renewal. Time is always lost, always
slips from our thinking; it is always the Lost Portion. This is how it is that
the truth of Time can never be revealed; it is not to be a revealed truth,
merely Truth itself pointing to the Real, more sweeping than can be made
manifest in the mind, and never graspable in its completude. This is also true
of Space; and this is why we can only render either in terms of the other, and
neither in terms of itself.
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Still we rode on, swelling with an emptiness that yearned to be filled.
We then came upon a small oasis with a delightful, fresh spring in the midst
of some small hills. Gurgling and bubbling it spoke to us all night long; it
told us that there is no flow, just an endless dizzying tumbling as Time folds
and unfolds over and over again.
Now, after much thought, and many days and nights of reflection,
from the simple fact of this spring, I have determined that there can be no
way to calculate, with either numbers or imagination, the absolute immensity of Time or its true dimensionality, although such things as numbers and
imagination allow us to glimpse it. Our experience of Time is essentially
timeless because we cannot grasp its true immensity. Time for us is destined
to be defined by our location, we merely live in a small oasis of what we
know as Time. We always exist alongside, apart from the fullness of the universe of Time, although we live in it and it in us, and pass through it and it
through us. Time is no more reducible to units of calculation than a life is;
Time is always something else. Furthermore, to attempt to calculate the age
of Time is to attempt to conquer it; this cannot be done.
And still we rode on, the moon traveling with us, and dust clinging to
our robes; And as we travelled through endless expanses of sand and dune, it
became clear to me that there can be no such thing as an Eternal Present,
that this is truly a false conception.
Now, after much thought, and many days and nights of reflection, I
have come to believe that the Eternal Present is a blasphemous concept put
forth by metaphysicians intent on usurping the position of God. Outside of
the One there is no such unity to the universe as the Eternal Present, which
as a concept is taken to be a mirror of experience. The universe, although
governed by laws, is tumbling, crashing, trying as hard to escape those laws
as some men try to escape ours. This is how Time exceeds all possibility.
There is no succession of Nows in nature, no possible gaps between Nows;
any Now, on the contrary, is constituted as a gap, and this is how the realness
of the universe enters our House with the fullness of Infinity, as a gap, an
opening we can neither control nor ever fully know. This does not mean that
there is no difference between past, present, and future, but it does mean
that Time does not exist in the form of possibilities. Time exceeds all possibility, for it is countless. It is more than the sum of all possible possibilities and
has always escaped those before us, will always escape us, as it will those
who come after us, remaining as inarticulable to us and as unisolable as any
history, or as any future will always ever be.
So it is with faith in the future that these are the shapes of the thoughts
and reflections of your faithful servant, al-Khwarizmi, who writes to you
describing the world in which we dwell.
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III. Wednesday
Space is thought in terms of volume, as presence. This has the effect of creating a gap
between you and your founding moment, and this gap is the measure of time becoming all
the plurality of space. Perspective, with its vanishing point, is different; founded as it is
on an artificial singularity, it is thus a conception of the beginning and of the end.
Since the very first instant the force of uncertainty has caused and been
caused by nothing. Measurement, which is the space of time increasing
together with the assumption that its expansion is continuous, is the very
stuff of the fundamentally fictive character of consciousness. This means that
time is continually related to consciousness, and as this is accomplished, a
darkness once again surrounds a huddling humanity, swaddling it in bursting,
resonating space. The image, even though it’s empty, is quite beautiful.

Point, line, and plane are so fundamental that they cannot be defined using simpler
terms; they can, however, be described.
There is no definite point or moment of creation. Time is the measurement
of changes in position and is a construct based on the material contents of the
universe and their configurations. There are countless changing phenomena
which can be used to define time. Time is something that’s equated: there is
no reason to even mention anything called time unless we want to do so. The
house, a cast-off equation of time, is a form of psychic meridiana. The habitually shaped traffic paths in a house function as psychic analemme. An analemma
is an obvious and useful embellishment of meridiane used for telling time:
throughout your life, space is the veritable equation of time.
Turning the corner, the trajectory of the bullets was apparent, all that had
to be done was to imagine a small dowel in the bullet holes and the angle that
the shots were fired from became immediately visible. Like frozen ropes they
traced back the motion of time and the chaos of death in an order so frozen
it made you gag. Or maybe it was the smell of the blood that was sickening. It
seemed to cover everything in pools, in trails, or in splatters. The sheer volume of it was overpowering. It was everywhere.
A point indicates position, it has no length, width, or depth. Thanks to the concept of
dimension, a point is nothing more nor less than a zero, the very navel of the universe
unfolding and vanishing: God is a point of light.
There are sharp angular spurs of steel grouped under the gleaming glass
skin which absorbs and expels the light floating about it in streaking refractions, as even the air is like matter repulsed from the shining crystallite surface that was once only the material of thought. Since the Renaissance, when
the course of the sun regulated most people’s lives, many architects have
exploited the time-telling powers of sunlight in various ways. For instance, in
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an unrealized design for an office building, one solar observer proposed much
light play, including lines of sight from the central windows toward the solstice sunrises, and a staircase whose steps indicate, by their shadows, the day
of the month and the time of the day.
They appeared to have led him up against the wall of the house and, once
he was there, shot him. Crumpled at the base of the wall, his body lay slackened as though the strings holding it had been suddenly cut away. The single
bullet hole in his chest looked like some absurd black point from which a
slow, steady stream of blood welled bubbling. The birds which could be heard
singing had undoubtably been momentarily frightened by the report of the
rifle. That image, though punctured by emptiness, is quite beautiful.
The soft shadows crawl leisurely along the window frame and up the glass.
Light and dark alternate along the far space of the room as it’s being surveyed
by a small group of children. Their actions make apparent that they consider
space to be nothing more nor less than that which is measured as depth by
the eye, as volume by the ear, and as surface by touch, and yet something in
their expressions and the tones of their voices reveal that they feel it is somehow infused with a gross, clinging emptiness. Broken shadows touch the steps
and climb the stairs, untoward, untold, stretching like time sliding by across
the floor and along the walls; beams of light drag and scrape across straight
lines that have lasted level for one thousand years, whispering an access to
space, whispering the equation of time, defiantly and distantly, whispering in
our ears.

A line is a set of continuous points that extend indefinitely in either direction, connecting two points, and including all the points in between. Lines are used to determine the
position of points in space. In two-dimensional space you only need two lines to determine the position of any point; two distinct straight lines can intersect at only one point.
Here the gaze can only fall along the staircase proper, whose angular dimensions, the long carved cylinders of the balusters and the golden brown wood
of the banister handrail, are set against the expansive white angles of the
room as they’re seen while descending. Ascending you almost always looked
within your mind at some internal theater of images as you navigated within
the bounds of that scenario, trying your best from time to time to take in the
reality of the space of the steps and risers in front of you, it being neither wall
nor floor, not really space at all, but a kind of filler suspended above space.
Going down you invariably look at the room spread out below you as you
descend. It’s a most unnatural view, a secretive view that you can’t resist. The
stairway itself has a single ninety degree right turn one third of the way down,
then goes straight to the landing, which is raised a single step above the living
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room floor. It’s there, facing you as you descend, that the box seat with the
secret panel is positioned against the wall.
As in the tales told by the poets, we too know the incumbent meanings of
our stories, and of our lives, after the fact. We create our destinies through
our actions, and it’s through them that we’re ultimately known. The result of
this is that our destinies and our meanings are often at odds, and this gap is
what is filled by our stories. Charting our stories daily across the expansive
skies, in the figures governing there, we construct our meanings reposited
over and over again through the stars, in time: in those stories are the organization of space itself, as well as time, and they are the very structures we dwell
in. From this we can learn that humans are the embodiments of stories
brought to life, and that the buildings we live in are also like humans, that is
to say, they are energy being stored as form, forced by fate to exert themselves
against physical forces. In fact, each life is like the relation of a house to energy: it’s relation is different when it’s standing up than when it’s falling down.
Only standing does it have its own course, its own story. This holds true for
humans as well: both walking and memory are nothing more than attempts at
a kind of controlled falling. The familiar sights, sounds, and smells crowd our
moments just as space slips away paradoxically into the sharpness of the features splayed out and housing them, that artificial arrangement of material
elements, products and prods of memory, suddenly coalescing around us.
Now through the jagged, irregular ruins of the wall the soft rolling fire of
the sunset roiling through the clouds illuminates with the savagery of its glow
the splintered steel and shattered glass scattered across the huge concrete
platform of the city. The buildings’ numerical designations have long since disappeared, and a seen but forgotten dust covers the remembered spaces lit
with straight beams of light through long empty windows: all that remain of
the city’s past immensity are an onion skin cover of dusk and delicate veins of
light which stand like wisps of emptiness and fullness guarding it from each
and for every future.
The six nuns were all found in the bedroom where the killer had apparently
taken them one at a time to rape and to kill them. Each had been bound and
strangled and the bodies had been laid out in the middle of the room with
their heads at the center of a small circle, creating a star-like effect, savage in
its stillness, horrible in its conception. The image, even as it contains nothingness, is quite beautiful.
It takes three lines to locate any point in three-dimensional space. Adding another line,
the fourth dimension of time, is comparable to the introduction of a course or a story:
they’re the same thing. As time becomes space there is no definite point or moment of ori-
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gin, and a story is a means to cover over any uncertainty or trauma of origin that persists in the form of a gap: the first instant is nothing more nor less than true chaotic trauma which, to every instant after, precisely as a meditation on origins, is something that is
always missing.
The ancient house is something organized around emptiness, and its modern counterpart is something which considers all the different possible relations to emptiness to be true: these are, the delineating frame, the governing
avoidance, the purposeful disbelief. What relates them is a history, a story:
look and you will see that a story is something organized around the emptiness that pure subjectivity happens to be. Open one emptiness to the real of
the other, and that other to the truth of the one, and the real event and the
true meaning will knot themselves in the world which has finally opened for
us, and stands opening itself, and us. Such is especially our fate above fates,
bequeathed us by a future, any future at all, as it opens and disappears like a
point, like the very navel and origin of the universe, unfolding and vanishing.
Tight veins of wood grain blend and flow sweeping slightly curving then
running to an exposed polished carved runner then running to a polished
exposed face curving. Twice the number of edges gape into the harmonious
emptiness of the house, twice the number of edges on the open sided staircase, more skeletal than fleshy, twice the number, and still more: the universe
is an irreducible gap in nothingness, the house is a hole in space.
The force of the blows slammed the victim’s head back into the wall leaving
large bloody craters in the sheetrock. You could trace their sequence by the
trail left along the face of the wall. Blood splatters ring the holes in the wall
and, where the body lays, face down along the mop board, a pool has collected
under the head, the arms wrapped around it in a protective gesture.
The force of uncertainty is caused by nothing, and it is uncertainty which
gives birth to all that comes from nothing. In the first instant the real was
opened, lasting, as transformation and chaotic trauma, lasting and always
missing.
A step backwards: a child plays a game of walking backwards through the
house whose worn features act as a record of living habits and processes, as a
record of residual traces, lives, passages, and lingering moments, all imprinted
in scratches, scrapes, and scuffs. A record of such soiled raspings exists everywhere around you, those moments scraped across materially organized space
like the friction of feet scuffing smooth a section of floor or stairs; each worn
appurtenance containing information about all of a collective history. The
building itself is energy stored as form, the very energy of time stored as information: yet as we move through it, because of the gap established between
us and our founding moment, the last step taken stops and dreams of origins.
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“Within any three-dimensional space we need six points to determine any exact location. But, more than that, we need the desire to leave.”
“So what you’re saying is that the journey itself is the introduction of another dimension, and is in fact the creation of a point of origin?”
When set up the surfaces tighten vice-like, like the sound of a cricket’s legs,
like the force of a storm approaching: such is the voice of the builder, whose
organization of space offers a conception of the universe.
The film appears to have been shot from an aircraft of some sort, most
probably a helicopter. Against an open, spacious sky the sweeping manner in
which the remarkable panorama of the city swells and swirls slowly around
and beneath the axes of the gigantic gleaming steel and glass towers is meant
to induce feelings of awe and majesty in the viewer. These surfaces record,
without fail, the light of every single day. This is to be considered understanding that “an ecosystem tends to develop its internal cycle following a vertical
axis defined by light and gravity, whereas horizontal transport, dependent on
external energy, can be considered both disturbance and continuous process in
which both construction materials and energetic substances decompose and
regenerate over time.” Time can thus be considered the implicit understanding that space is continuous, in itself as well as in its expansion, and the very
notion of time contains a certain teleological conception of history consistent
with linear narrative and a classical understanding of cause and effect.
During his stay in that great city, he found himself fascinated by the tomb
of his great-great-grandfather. He would stand in awe of history and time and
astronomy when the sun, reaching a point in each and every day, would shine
directly through a small hole set in the overhanging eave-like structure of the
house-shaped sepulcher and a beam of light would fall upon the book set as
the frontispiece facing the visitor, illuminating a letter of the alphabet which
was carved into the staring page. This was the tomb that housed the remains
of the man who had declared that reading is always so much more than merely an imaginary experience, and that to refuse to see beyond imaginary experience is to refuse the trauma and enigma that the real book you hold in your
hand is to you, to say nothing of the presence of the letter, which is always the
most literal stain and horror.
From the doorway all that can be seen of the body is the head slumped forward, the hair matted with what appear to be thick curds or clumps where
bright red and white patches stand out from its dark gel-like appearance.
Stepping into the room you can see the body, naked, on the floor leaning
against the wall parallel to the bed. It has an unnatural relaxed quality to it,
the head hangs too loose, the shoulders fall too lax, and the hands look twist-
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ed into mute grimaces clutching at nothing.
The release of energy powers time and space which like a cancerous growth
increases exponentially, creating itself as it does. The universe is such an irreducible gap that we must ask: can we conceive, without representation, of our
own exteriority?
Such a funny little flower, its four symmetrical leaves connecting at a central base, each sloping and curving gently, the minor differences in the leaves
only accentuated by their near-identicality. If in the midst of a field of such
flowers there lie the ruins of some great building, is this an example of nature
reclaiming the built? Or of a built nature? The ultimate and inevitable degeneration and decay of sensibility? Or a kind of nature that is finally sensible
and intelligible? This is where we dwell, amongst the ruins and regeneration,
amongst the broken corners, the softened, crumbling edges, the collapsed
beams, all of us existing in the very articulation of the narrator, which is itself
such a curious little flower, like a single thin spear, tall and pliant, projecting
itself gracefully upward through the ruins, bowing so slightly: no single cycle
of seasons marking life and death is ever inscribed in its singularity. The image
is quite beautiful, even if nothing comes of it.

“You need seven points to outline a course to a position…and umm, to find a destination within any three-dimensional space we need six points to determine the exact location…”
“You said we needed seven points.”
“…Yes, six for the destination, but to chart a course, you need a point of origin…”
“Then the point of origin is always, by definition, zero?”
The building itself was immense, and ponderously so. You could feel the
weight of it at its bottommost edges, the weight of which sank into and
seemed to throw up earth in the form of what looked like the oversized claw
feet of a bathtub, or the paws of an insanely large sleeping cat.
Everything everywhere, that is, anything that is anywhere, and each everything at every instant, is a potential point, that is, a zero, the very navel of the
universe unfolding and vanishing. But we can never know this and at the same
time know where and what we are. We are constantly being pulled between
everything and nothing, unfolding and vanishing, all at once, and can only ever
embrace one at a time.
“The force of the blast, which acted all at once as point, as zero, as navel of
the universe and as a hole in space, had leveled the wall, sending the torn
pieces of the occupant tumbling into the far corner. A short distance from the
torso, which seemed to be of a piece, was the left leg and part of the pelvis, to
which the penis was still attached. The leg itself hardly seemed injured, but
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the pelvic stump was beefy red and broken intestines were hanging out of it.”
The rooms had been neatly sealed: the windows had been covered with aluminum foil fitted in such a way as to allow in no light; the doorways were
draped with sheets of black plastic tacked and taped to the jambs. Plastic was
spread over the floors and taped halfway up the walls. The killer had wanted
to cut off the space of the house not only from the world, but from itself as
well, and to fill all of that gap with death. Even Amphitryon said the house
should be secure from intruders. The image is quite beautiful, even though
there is nothing to it.
Another day they went away, another day they sloughed away like skin,
another day they wore away the raiment, and another day they managed to be
away all the while: in any first instant time has as yet to be related to consciousness. The course, the story exists to cover over such gaps, and such is
the character of their dimensionality: the force of uncertainty is caused by
nothing, by nothing itself. Here is the algorithmic base of any story: probabilities are stored as collective memory and function as predictions of the future.
“Even though the Roman Catholic Church condemned Galileo for championing the heliocentric theory of the solar system, it was as well for a time the
greatest single source for the advancement of astronomy. In the 17th and 18th
centuries, pouring the foundation of space and time like a modern concrete
foundation is poured, the Church used its resources to build cathedrals that
were also solar observatories. While the Chinese built observatories to watch
the moon and to record the cycle of its movements, in Europe observatories
were built to observe the sun and to determine a single exact date. Hiring the
best astronomers of the day, the Church accomplished its goal of establishing
the date of Easter, as well as formalizing a detailed picture of the sun’s seasonal motion.”
The walls close in, and then the house seems empty; again the walls close
in, and then again the house seems empty: this is the house as it breathes.
Such is the business of the house, to be a conception of the cosmos, to be
emptiness populated, to be alone. There are in any house two types of space:
flat and curved, and both are conceived of as floods, in emulation of the
unseen. Just as there is perspective embodied in a singular point vanishing in
the navel of any image, there is for us the soft pouring flow of time, glimpsed
transparently in old windows that are thicker at the bottom due to the slow
shifting of the glass, or heard in the rain on a roof under the night. Under
roofs such as those, habitual conceptions stand like walls stained by their inability to sustain the presence of enigma or of horror. Laying alone in the
dark, a sound, like a fiercely pulling gravity, is heard through the walls, a sound
that becomes a whisper, and a whisper that becomes a scream: chaos is blind.
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IV. Thursday

The Most Unnatural Story
A Comedy
[Translated from MS. Loc. iv. 4, compared with ‘L’istoria la più susturata’,
Cors. ibid. iii. 5. Reprinted by Manutius the Younger.]

Masks, or Personae
Il Preto
Arlecchino
Pantalona
Il Binato/La Binata
Culada
Il Capitano
Scarabocchia

~
~
~
~
~
~
~

(Period, or Comprehensio)
(Comma, or Caesum)
(Colon, or Membrum)
(Semi-colon, or Simulare)
(Question mark, or Erotesis)
(Exclamation mark, or Ecphonesis)
(Ellipsis, or Eclipsis)1

The scene represents a small square with two double storey house fronts
flaring stage left facing two similar house fronts flaring stage right. Each house
has a small stoop and several steps leading to the street. At the end of the street
leading upstage center there is a church.
Properties.
A basket with sheets of paper; ink; writing implements; a sharp stick; a knife; apples; a
sack full of respiratory Suns; an Arab robe; an ear horn; a Bible; a mirror; a manu dictu;
masks, canes, and costuming appropriate to each character.2

ACT I
Il Preto, ARLECCHINO meet in the square outside the home of Arlecchino, his wife
Pantalona, and their twins Il Binato and La Binata. Il Preto is dressed in a black cassock-like robe, carrying a stout cane, while Arlecchino is dressed in his patchwork
clothes carrying as well a cane, albeit smaller. Both are wearing half-masks with phallic
noses. Across the square Culada hangs her buttocks from the window of her house,
while going on about how hot her cunt is and wondering out loud if she does or doesn’t want a cock. Arlecchino starts singing some nonsense about how this butt-juice
mama can come and sniff his ass. At this Il Preto admonishes them both and tells
Culada that she should stop it and keep her ass and her comments inside her own
house, not in public where everyone can see it and hear it. To this she asks what good
would that do, that she can do it herself any time she wants and does enough of the
time, that she wants someone else to do it for her, and that she has to advertise; at this:
Il Capitano, dressed in his foppish finery, carrying a large handsome cane and wear1 In brackets are given the corresponding characters in the Manutius edition. It should be read in correspondence with his handbook of punctuation usage
for typographers, Interpungendi ratio, (1566).

2 The ‘L’istoria…’ list adds: a bloody veil, as well
as the requisites for a birth-scene. In the Manutius
edition the list is given after the plot.
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ing a half-mask with a phallic nose, comes barreling down the street singing a song of
fantastic exploits in strange foreign lands, stroking his erect penis3 as he does so; spying Culada he immediately starts calling out to her sweet cheeks, about how he’s got
a cock for her and how he wants to spread the cheeks of her ass and thrust his sword
in to the hilt. Culada shakes her ass furiously at this, squealing with delight as Il
Capitano walks up to her and starts fucking her through the open window.
Pantalona hears the commotion from her house directly across from Culada’s and
opens the door to see what’s going on. She’s wearing a plain brown dress and an
apron, and is wearing a phallic half-mask. Spotting Arlecchino she raps on the doorjamb with her cane shouting at him to get home.4 Arlecchino starts running in circles
doing somersaults and flips yelling out to her, calling her monkey mama and telling
her to eat his baby, punctuated with a loud fart. Pantalona stomps her foot and turns,
going back into the house, shutting the door.
La Binata and IL BINATO can be seen in the second story window; they can be heard
speaking, although at times it is difficult to tell which voice belongs to whom. ‘They’
consist of a double mask worn facing both backwards and forwards on the head, each
face with a phallic nose. La Binata tells Il Binato that she sometimes hears things at
night. He asks what sort of things and she explains that it’s kind of a thumping sound.
They start touching their own then each other’s genitals and she asks what they
should do. He says that they should go to his room (they share a room). She wants to
know what they’ll do, all the while stroking herself. He says to just pretend that he’s
not there. She promises that she’ll only watch. He asks her what she said (they’re constantly getting themselves mixed up in conversation, he asks himself questions and she
answers, she thinks she’s spoken when he has, etc.), she asks him what she said, he tells
her to listen through the wall. She says that she loves to watch him and herself and
wants to know what they’re thinking.
Arlecchino, looking away from the Twins, starts singing nonsense about some buttjuice Giaco, who can smell his living stink machine. Il Preto begins hitting his cane
on the ground yelling at Arlecchino and at Il Capitano5 and Culada, who are continuing to fuck, to stop it, stop it, do those things indoors, there’s no place for such
behavior outside; at this:
Scarabocchia, dressed in a modest near-habit and wearing the only non-phallic
mask, comes up to the gathering and begins murmuring about the walls that stop the
fluid song… At this Culada chimes in that it’s more like the liquid wail of flesh.
Scarabocchia responds by simply mumbling about the back of beyond… Culada,
unable to help herself, says she knows the back of beyond and proceeds to shake her
ass lasciviously.
Il Preto asks SCARABOCCHIA what she means by the things she says before he continues to berate all present about their behavior and the ways that they speak; at this:
3 A common practice was to hold the cane between
the legs so that only the thick grip showed up front,
and to then stroke it like an erect male organ.
4 In the Corsini version she’s shouting for her pig.
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5 In the Corsini version it is here and not at his
first entrance that Il Capitano recounts his exploits.
He includes and emphasizes his sexual exploits in all.

Culada and IL CAPITANO, having finished fucking, stand behind him laughing; Il
Capitano asks how he can go on like that, etc., and why does he always try to stop
everyone’s fun; at this:
Arlecchino tumbles by spouting silly rhymes about how it’s all nothing but buttjuice, you stupid Giaco, you can smell my stinky shit. Nah-nah woogie, pinky-winky
ha-ha! He runs his hand up Culada’s skirt and pulling his hand out puts his fingers to
his nose and sniffs; at this:
Culada points her ass at the house of Arlecchino and Pantalona and invites
Arlecchino to give it a home in her and to forget his evil witch of a wife; at this:
Pantalona comes out of the house and stroking her cane attempts to mount Culada
but can’t seem to stay hard enough; Culada turns and laughs at her full in her face; Il
Preto rushes between them, admonishing them and pleading with them to behave
themselves, they’re not inside their houses now; hearing this:
Scarabocchia comes out of Culada’s now empty house and walks through the group
gathered in the square, she brushes past all and goes directly into the house of
Arlecchino and Pantalona and begins wandering from room to room, murmuring and
scribbling in her book; the Twins see her and stop touching themselves for a moment
as she wanders about in their room; they ask her why she always says silly things about
some something that’s suppose to be beyond what passes here; at this;
Il Preto moves from the center of the square and yells up at Scarabocchia to not
scare the children, while Il Capitano6 shimmies behind Pantalona and starts stroking
her through her dress from behind; she begins to respond, bending over slightly and
opening her legs and parting her lips slightly while getting a transfixed glare in her
eyes; suddenly:
The Twins scream out at Scarabocchia to go away and hug each other tighter than
before, whimpering and crying; Pantalona runs back to her house; Scarabocchia wanders away and is seen entering the home of Il Capitano who is standing dejected in
the square stroking his cock; at this:
Il Preto begins berating all in sight that they’re sinners and that what they’re doing
is a disgrace to all, God and Humanity alike, you should be ashamed, Stop this! Stop
this right now!; Pantalona, hurrying to the Twins looks down on Il Preto and starts
stroking her cane as it hardens; her eyes close and her lips part as she listens to Il
Preto’s voice booming hellfire in the square; at this:
Culada, noticing Pantalona being thus transported walks into her house, shits and
pisses in a bucket and,7 walking back out to the square with it, dumps it on Il Preto’s
head, cackling wildly; all attention is now turned towards Il Preto, as all laugh at him,
beating him and pushing him up the street, back to the church admonished for his
impudence; they return into their houses, except for Scarabocchia who wanders from
house to house, including the church which she very nearly haunts.
6 According to the Corsini direction Il Capitano
retires into his house to eat and is transformed into an
ass while Pantalona holds the attention of the audience by pointing at him, holding her nose and farting

loudly and longly.
7 In Cors. iii. 5 there is an extra scene in which
Devils appear making an uproar and urinate, defecate
and vomit into the chamber pot.
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ACT II
Scarabocchia, writing in her book, encounters Il Preto who snatches the book from
her hand to see what she’s always writing; it turns out to be a scripto continua, an
unpunctuated script; he asks her what it’s about, where does she get the inspiration to
write what she does; she says It writes through her, and that it’s all about what’s
‘beyond’ and is the source of the purest, greatest joy mortals can ever have, a joy of
the greatest gravity and intensity, as well as the greatest lightness and levity, and it’s
her attempt to describe both this ‘beyond’ and this joy; he gives it back to her telling
her that it sounds like nonsense to him and that she should stop it immediately, that
knowledge of God is the only true joy and how does she expect anyone to understand
what she’s written anyway, everything just runs together; at this:
Arlecchino, tumbling more than walking, carrying his cane loosely, away from his
body, comes upon the two speaking in the street, saying things like holy stinkasaurus,
it’s a holy farter of God, approaching Il Preto, and forgive me farter, if I give you
pause at the wrong time, dancing around and poking his face in and out, back and
forth at him, Arlecchino explains that he thinks he should just let her go on scribbling
whatever it is that she scribbles, she does no one any harm at all; as he says this
Arlecchino tries repeatedly to give his cane to Scarabocchia who steadfastly refuses to
accept it; Il Preto turns towards him, somewhat amazed,8 saying that perhaps she does
herself harm; at this:
Il Capitano, clutching his cane tightly to his side, storms up to the proceedings and
immediately steps behind Scarabocchia and presses his cane against her ass,9 whispering loudly into her ear how he wants her wetness; she disinterestedly walks away
from them all and disappears into the first house she happens upon, which is Culada’s;
Culada has been watching the events from her second story window, along with
watching the Twins across the street as they press themselves together and fondle one
another; Il Capitano, who had followed Scarabocchia into the house, finds himself on
the second floor with Culada; coming up behind her he massages his cane, hikes up
her skirt, and then they proceed to fuck, all the time watching the Twins touching
each other; Scarabocchia wanders out the front door and is soon down the street,
engrossed in her experience, writing in her book; at this:
Pantalona, stepping out of the door to her house, looks up to see Il Capitano and
Culada in sensu delecto, so she begins stroking her cane while watching them fuck; she
first walks up behind Arlecchino and presses her cane against his ass, a display which
he rebuffs, turning and pushing her; she then walks away and begins to wander from
house to house, looking for and calling out to Scarabocchia, all the while stroking her
cane; they can be seen wandering through houses across from one another,
Scarabocchia writing in her book, and Pantalona stroking her cane; at this:
8 In Cors. iii. 5 it is explained that Arlecchino is forbidden by a spell to ever speak in an everyday manner.
If he were ever to forget this in conversation, he
would be instantly turned into a woman.
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9 In the Crosini version, the Devil wants to have
sexual relations with Scarabocchia, and keeps Arlecchino on a leash.

Il Preto and ARLECCHINO begin walking in a large circle, with Arlecchino on the
inside holding Il Preto’s hand and leading him around, until finally Il Preto realizes
that he’s being mocked and breaks away; Il Preto then walks away in horror toward
the church as Arlecchino lets a series of loud farts, each one bursting through the haze
of those preceding, shouting after him to come back and smell his stink parade;10 at
this:
Il Capitano and CULADA, having finished for the time being, are hanging out the
second story window idly watching the changing street scene; the Twins, having finished with their sexual activity as well, are situated in front of facing mirrors, grooming themselves as they chatter back and forth, and at the same time; Pantalona wanders into her own home as if by chance, and finding the Twins thus occupied she goes
to the door as if by rote and opening it starts to call out for Arlecchino; he had fallen
asleep on the stoop and nearly knocks her over when he gets up suddenly, startled and
then tumbles down the stairs; she admonishes him with a curt dismissal and chides
him for his childishness and his lack of decorum; at this:
Il Capitano, speaking to Culada next to him at her window looking out, says he
nearly mistook Pantalona for Il Preto, that they seem to have a certain halting quality in common; they descend to the first floor and exit through the door to the street;
at this, they cross over to Pantalona on the steps of her house; Il Capitano abruptly
and rudely puts his hand between her legs, exclaiming that it’s so hard to tell just what
she has; Culada wonders why that should be the case, and then, looking Pantalona up
and down, changes her mind and, laughing, wonders why it shouldn’t be the case; Il
Capitano proceeds behind Pantalona and starts thrusting against her butt; at this,
Pantalona’s eyes roll back in her head and she starts absent-mindedly stroking her
now erect cane; Culada, not one to be left out, goes around the front of Pantalona and
reaching down, grabs her cane and helps her stroke it; with her eyes closed, Pantalona
enjoys the attentions of the other two, but as she hears someone approaching (it turns
out to be Scarabocchia wandering by)11 her eyes open and upon realizing that it’s
Culada stroking her cane, she immediately loses her erection; and, as Culada laughs
at her yet again, she turns, pushing Il Capitano out of the way, and storms into her
house.

ACT III
Arlecchino, tumbling and dancing down the street, approaches home and comes
upon Culada and Il Capitano, who have resumed their dalliance, with Culada on her
knees in front of Il Capitano; they pause as they see him, then resume their activity.
Arlecchino, opening the door of his house and seeing Pantalona tells her come out
and look at Culada and Il Capitano fucking in the street; she tells Arlecchino to stay
10 The phrase is so common that it may have
slipped in unconsciously while this monotonously
confusing plot was composed or copied.

11 In the Corsini version when Pantalona sees
Scarabocchia she takes her for a ghost.
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away from Culada and Il Capitano, that they’re a bad influence on him; at this:
Pantalona, who is looking out the window at Il Capitano and Culada, and is masturbating furiously as the Twins come down from their room with their arms wrapped
around one another. Arlecchino comes through the front door tumbling into the
midst of the family saying something about some obscene writing on Culada’s backside. Seeing Pantalona masturbating he bursts out laughing. The Twins are very
uneasy, spooked as they are by the presence of other people. Arlecchino goes directly behind Pantalona and tries to have sex with her, but she resists, masturbating her
cane as she watches Il Capitano and Culada in the street; at this:
Il Preto, coming down the street from the church, sees Il Capitano and Culada in
flagrente dilecto and begins reprimanding and admonishing them for their public display. Scarabocchia can be seen in the background wandering on the insides of the
house, crossing the street, and then wandering through the houses on the other
side.12 Pantalona sees Il Preto and becomes more and more agitated as she continues
to masturbate, now with her head hanging out of the window leering; at this:
Culada, seeing both Pantalona watching her and Il Capitano, and Il Preto coming
down the street, disengages from Il Capitano and turns her backside towards
Pantalona and then towards Il Preto. On her ass is written in large red letters, THE
BACK OF BEYOND, and she makes farting sounds with her mouth as she displays herself; at this:
Arlecchino, tumbling out of his house into the street, goes immediately up to
Culada and tries to mount her. She successfully rebuffs him, but changes her mind
and begins to rub herself against Arlecchino seductively; at this:
Il Capitano, turning towards Pantalona, proceeds directly to her door and enters it
boldly and with flourish, walking behind her and proceeding to rub his cane against
her. Pantalona responds by striking out at him with her cane, yelling at him to stop
in front of her children. At the mention of the Twins Il Capitano turns towards them
and with his eyes lighting up he grabs them from behind and starts to rub his cane
against them. They respond by submitting themselves to him in turn all the while
touching and groping each other; at this:
Il Preto, having followed Il Capitano into the house of Pantalona and Arlecchino,
telling them that they’re forsaken of decency and completely without virtue, while he
reaches into his robe and can be seen stroking his cane under the folds. Outside
Arlecchino and Culada are busy with each other; Arlecchino is behind Culada and is
seemingly transfixed by the words written on her ass. While Arlecchino is busy staring at Culada’s ass, Scarabocchia wanders out of a house up the street, stops, pees in
the street, and begins moving towards them, scribbling the whole time in her book.13
Seeing her approach, Culada begins to increase her movements and to overemphasize
her passion in an attempt to tease and to mock Scarabocchia. Scarabocchia is seem12 Some extra episodes are supplied in the
Manutius version. The Twins take Scarabocchia to be
a ghost, just as Scarabocchia takes them to be corpses,
and Pantalona takes Il Capitano to be a wild beast.
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13 In the Manutius version Scarabocchia is talking
to herself about how God is an unreasonable, demonic voice inside her head telling her to seek another,
greater bliss.

ingly ignorant of these attempts and, like Arlecchino, she is transfixed by the writing
on the ass of Culada. As they lean in to get closer looks, Culada lets a giant fart right
in their faces and breaks out in hysterical laughter shaking her ass at them. Arlecchino
tumbles away sing-songing stink-ass mama, as Scarabocchia recoils;14 at this:
Pantalona, chasing IL CAPITANO out of her house, yells at him to keep his filthy
hands to himself. This gets the attention of Il Preto who, walking over to them, starts
berating Il Capitano for being so lustful and scandalous. Scarabocchia can be seen in
the background, in front of the house nearest to the church, hiking up her robes and
defecating with great pleasure, mumbling over and over that it’s still out there.
Arlecchino tumbles by her sarcastically sniffing in her direction, holding his nose, and
looking away; at this:
Culada, no longer the center of attention, walks up to Il Capitano and begins whispering in his ear; Il Capitano responds by chuckling and exclaiming, looking in the
direction of Il Preto. The Twins can be seen in the downstairs window of their home,
rubbing each other’s backsides and making pained faces. Arlecchino has, in the meantime, tumbled up behind Culada and Il Capitano and is listening in on their whispered comments. As this transpires, Pantalona and Il Preto carry on a similar conversation on the front stoop of Pantalona’s house; at this:
Culada and IL CAPITANO sneak up to Il Preto and Pantalona who are talking to one
another and rubbing their stiff canes through their clothing; suddenly Il Capitano
grabs Il Preto in a big hug from the front while Culada grabs Pantalona by the cane
and pulls her up to Il Preto’s backside at the same time she lifts Il Preto’s robe over
his ass. With a shift around her Culada positions Pantalona over Il Preto’s asshole and
gives her a big shove from behind. This thrusts her cane into Il Preto, who gives out
a yell, crying out to his god to help him. Pantalona soon picks up the rhythm, realizing that she likes what she’s doing, and is fucking him whole heartedly. Seeing this,
Arlecchino begins dancing around the square, laughing uncontrollably; at this:
Culada and IL CAPITANO start to beat Il Preto about the head, chest and genitals as
Pantalona continues fucking him. As she begins to cry out, nearing her orgasm,
Culada and Il Capitano redouble their efforts, beating Il Preto savagely and giddily.
Every once in a while Arlecchino tumbles close to the mass of them and gives Il Preto
a kick or a punch. Soon Il Preto begins to topple, he can no longer hold himself up;
seeing this Pantalona gives out a cry and orgasms. Il Capitano and Culada let go of Il
Preto and let him fall to the street. Il Preto lies still; Arlecchino pokes at his inert
body. Everyone realizes that he’s dead; at this:
Arlecchino, laughing giddily, jumps over Il Preto’s corpse and tumbles around. The
rest wander away respectively: Pantalona goes into her house, Culada and Il Capitano
go into Culada’s house, the Twins are in their room, Scarabocchia has disappeared,
and Arlecchino continues to dance and cackle about in the square.15
14 In Manutius version the women have a scene
with a riddle about a leftover portion of food or wine
that keeps reappearing. In the Manutius edition it is
excrement which keeps reappearing.

15 In the Manutius version Arlecchino tells of the
time they all played the part of God in church and ate
the offerings, and of how the priests beat them for it.
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V. Friday
The shadow scrapes across the newel post like a glance into another time,
like a whisper from a different past. As it slowly changes size and shape, the darkened
blond wood shows the stain clearly. Never has the house seemed more solid, more stable. It seems to resonate with an orientation, with an assertion that houses do not
change, except perhaps in memory. A stretching void is filled with unthinkable pleasure. It feels as though time were something that you bring with you into
the house, just as the house, although hollow, feels as if it were a presence that needs to
be sliced wide open. The house is veritably a new kind of space, a hollowing out of space.
We now dwell in the universe. Here deities no longer dwell; in fact, the withdrawal, the
veritable death of the deity allows for space as we know it. A stretching linoleum
floor seems to harbor an unthinkable horror. Whose face is this? A stair creaks
somewhere deep within the house. About one third of the staircase is hidden behind a
wall as it turns 90˚. The worn dark blond wood of the stairs seems to bend under the
sudden weight of a presence. Together a shadow on the wall and the finished woodwork
foster white corners, wallpaper, dust and dirt. The face of the wall is revealed by a crawling
shadow, like some more of tomorrow murmuring and murmuring. It alone visits, a salutation of the needs of this strange lingering space. As tomorrows seize and shudder the
hollowness of space congeals like loud voices echoing in a closed room. The stretching pattern of a linoleum floor seems to harbor unthinkable pleasure;
this hollowness over there opens, just as a mirror closes faster and faster. I don’t mind if I
stay in there forever. It could be a lost family romance. This is my body as a child;
small, swollen with fear and pleasure, a lost grip on a handrail, a stumbling on a stair.
Darkened, worn blond wood grain scuffed and dancing, features blustered lightly. One
door, it seems so much smaller now, leads into darkness. Wherever you are, whoever you are, you can probably still sense that presence in the basement, down the
hall, or coming up the stairs. This is your body as a child; small, stumbling, worn
out with fright and sensation, a gasp between sobs as you clamor towards your mother.
These are true memories, stories that you tell yourself over and over again, the kind that
lend their shape to you, to what you finally become, along with the shapes of these hallways and these stairs at night, with the moon pouring itself streaming through a curtained window and that presence loosing itself upon the night. I can smell shapes and see
sounds, unearthed, in the dark. Everything lies beneath these hollow eave-like echoes:
strange uninvited voices, opening and closing doors, footsteps, plumbing, creaking wood.
A stretching void is filled with unimaginable horror. Unnoticed, space is
where all the stories happen. The house of memory is like a living mausoleum, the dark
grainy woodwork retreating in your mind, alive with all the thoughts and feelings of
whoever lies in it. And those thoughts and feelings go on living as long as the house of
memory lives. Almost as though these walls were breathing, throbbing with a pulse, the
speech of life takes place in this house. And life is that speaking of death, those feet
stumbling and standing. This is his body as a child; small, swollen with fear, a
quick glance before descending. A caesarean space where even walls disappear…
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How in the why in the world…I can still see them scurrying all around
in my mind, as though they were horrible little girls from some half-remembered, crazy
dream. With their obscene little bodies the size of small girls and their ugly old womenlike faces with all that rage and hate stabbing out from them, I can still see them, still
sense them right next to me, right up next to my face. I can hear their gritting, clattering teeth gnashing, just as I can hear them murmuring and whispering angrily in the
background and feel their wild eyes looking all over for me. I can even smell them in
the basement: that damp, musty old skin smell is everywhere, like wet clothes worn too
long, like hidden mold choking, gagging me. The musty basement air is like a rag
shoved down my throat by hands darting too fast to follow, pushing, plunging a wadded
fist of material into my mouth as a sudden darkness smothers, covering me. They’re all
scaly skin and horrid fetid breaths, those hideous little creatures in the dark, their
obscene tongues lashing across their half-parted lips like tiny, crazed animals. I’m frozen,
strangled with fear, it’s as though the world were being stuffed, crammed, and shoved
down my throat. I’m feeling myself smother! It’s as though the world I’ve grown to
know, that world’s being torn away from me as I smother! I’m being taken from that
world, smothered as I’m being pressed against their hairy breasts that are squirming like
little mice. I’m going to become nothing! Get away from me! I’ve got to fight! I can’t let
them take me! I’ll disappear! I’ll become part of them! Disappear somewhere in the
basement of the house! Passageways that I can’t see but that exist anyway! They’ll drag
me into these horrible little rooms that they dig out behind the walls like some counterhouse, like some hollow, mirror reality! As if the room in the mirror were a real, other
room! That’s what it’s like! I can’t describe it any better! Except that everywhere there
are damp, moldy concrete blocks turned brownish with mildew and age, old, stained,
musty carpets and cast-off furniture laid out in these other hidden, obscene little rooms.
Cobwebs and spiderwebs and strings of dust clog my nose and mouth and eyes and ears.
A door opens. A door closes. My head spins around and around, and the basement scene
is spinning with it— large, mildewy stone bricks, windows, cobwebs, musty rugs and dust
floating, clogging, coating my nose with an oily-like black dirt. Down here where the toilet pipes end up the subtle, pervasive smell of waste is oppressive. It’s like some sweating
moistness behind everything, hidden like some horrible cocoon that’s bucking and nearly ready to hatch. The plumbing all leads down to someplace I’ve never seen, like those
other rooms, the rooms in the hollow mirror. There’s this acrid ammonia odor of shit
burning my nose, climbing up my nostrils into my eyes, into my whole body, gagging
me, coating my uvula with slick, clinging oil made up of putrid microscopic particles
that I try not to swallow as my stomach churns, burning. Large insects scamper across
the floor, spiders hang in the corners and watch, hanging against a cold, barren stone
brick background, the corpses of insects scattered all about on the thick woven strands
of their endless webs. In the blink of an eye the flash of a figure, small, dark, and thin,
framed by one side of an archway, is glaring, having just appeared from around the corner, from out of the dark extending basement, in this house built before the civil war…
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I’m smothering! A door closes. In those spaces down there, you always say down there, the
musty basement air is like a dirty rag. Sometimes it’s so exciting you feel like you have to
shit. You force yourself not to swallow as you make your way down there, and a sudden
darkness smothers you, covering you in the blink of an eye. These dark spaces are like conduits, these rooms that you walk in in your sleep. Cobwebs and spiderwebs and strings of
dust, you open the basement door, staying just out of their grasp. A presence pulls at
you from the background like from those other rooms, the ones behind the walls. That’s
what it’s like! Passageways! You’ll get lost in them! You’ll disappear! In the blink of an
eye! Insect corpses scattered all about, small, dark, and thin. He says they come out of the
dark extending basement, those hideous little creatures like wet clothes chilling you, making you shiver. It seems to have started when we moved into the house we live in now.
I won’t go down to the basement, I’m afraid I’ll be turned into nothing! I can
hear them murmuring in passageways that can’t be seen, hands darting out at you, that’s
what it’s like! It’s easy to feel their breath on the back of my neck, the hairs stand on
end. I’m frozen, I’m frozen here! Try to stay just out of their grasp, as if the room were a
mirror, the basement door can close in the blink of an eye. The root cellar is suspended
down there, waiting and real. Just out of the circle of light small eyes are feasting. They’re
silent, and their powders and fumes set snares for you. A door opens. There’s this acrid
ammonia odor, and large insects scamper across the floor as my head spins around and
around. Hands are grabbing at me, grabbing and pulling. In the blink of an eye there’s a
figure, uncovered like some horrible cocoon that’s bucking and nearly ready to hatch.
They’re silent and they hide as though they were invisible. I can still see them scurrying
around in my mind, so listen closely at the door before you unlatch it, you can sense something all around. You’re so scared they’re going to grab you and make you do what they
want. You’re half expecting to hear the scurrying of little feet, but you’re also going to be
fascinated by a door down there, hidden like a cocoon that’s bucking and nearly ready to
hatch. It’s like some sweating moistness that’s behind everything. You have to make a
move, you have to open the basement door, which creaks all the way. You don’t hear
anything, or if you do it becomes part of the suspense and anxiety about descending
into the darkness of the basement. A door opens. He said the other day that he thinks
the witches come from the mirror. You know that these witches are down there. You’re
sure you can sense movement just out of the circle of light. He says that they wear heavy
full length pleated skirts, dirty worn piss-stained long underwear over their shrivelled
breasts and horribly mutilated genitals. It’s just striking that tiny as they are, the witches are
all old women. Down here the pipes all end up. You’ve imagined it so many times that it
seems you can sense it all around. A door closes. Somehow the mirror runs down to the
basement inside the walls and the basement fills up and empties out with this sweaty
moisture that gets on all the walls. In the blink of an eye the light fills the small entrance
and about two-thirds of the staircase. He can still see them, they exist in and out of his
reflection. I think it’s tearing him apart. I see the flash of a small figure, dark and thin.
Deep in the bowels of the house a stair creaks under the weight of a sudden presence…
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Whoever you are, wherever you are, you can probably picture this:
you’re barely nine years old and you believe irrationally and uncontrollably that there
are seven little witches living in the dark, damp basement of your house. In the relegation
of household chores it’s become your job to take the garbage down to the basement and
both burn the combustibles in the incinerator and put the remaining refuse in the cans
at the bottom of the outside stairs. You hate this job because you’re terrified every time
you have to do it. But you’re also fascinated by a door down there that you can’t keep
away from, the door to the root cellar where the old canned goods used to be kept
(there are still a handful of them there yet, clear glass jars full of syrupy liquid holding
some kind of suspended fruit or vegetable—who knows how long they’ve been there,
the room is no longer used). You know that these witches are down there, waiting, ready
for you, set to grab you as soon as you turn your back. They’re out to get you and have
been for as long as you can remember. You force yourself to go down there, setting your
mind into a set of blinders for every trip alone to the basement. You obsessively plan
your movements to minimize any time you have to spend down there, and meticulously
plan your escape, always staying just out of their grasp. You’re only ever not afraid when
one of your parents is with you but even then you still glance nervously about. So you listen closely at the door before you unlatch it in order to reach in to turn on the light as
fast as possible. You’re half-expecting to hear the shuffling of little feet as the witches,
hearing you start down, scurry and scamper to hide after having had free run of the
dark, empty basement to plot, to scheme, to prepare for your appearance, to make their
potions, their powders and fumes, and set their snares for you. You don’t hear anything
although you’ve imagined it so many times that it seems you can sense it all around. But
you never, never hear them! Never! It’s easier to imagine their eyes on you peering at
you, gauging you, waiting for an opportunity to jump you; it’s easier to feel their breaths
on your back as you scramble up the stairs. You’re so scared that they’re going to grab you
and make you do what they want, strip your clothes off and pull at your flesh, touch you
everywhere. They’re silent and they hide as though they’re invisible. You know that they
wear heavy full length flared skirts, dirty worn piss-stained long underwear over their
grotesque wrinkled breasts and genitals down there. They have scarves on their heads.
Their faces are filthy and ugly and covered with hairy warts, and they’re about half as
tall as you are and you’re only nine years old; they’re tiny, and obscenely horrible. You
open the basement door, which creaks all the way, the smell of mustiness hitting you as
you reach in and pull on the light cord anxious for the area to be illuminated. The light
fills the small entrance and about two-thirds of the staircase— the other light switch is in
the basement! You’re sure you can sense movement just out of the circle of light; you
can feel small eyes feasting on you. You have to make a move, you have to do this, so hesitating you finally step forward and attack the descent into the depths of the haunted
basement intent only upon your goal, the light cord in the center of the first room. Step
after step like a controlled fall you finally stumble a little lurching for it, pulling sharply
until a click snaps light flooding space opening all around and you see—
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I could have completed the tale, the tale of the horrors from below,
had I but the desire to evoke again the presence of the little ones. Fully, fitfully, I planted
the seed of light in my mind. This is his mind, This is an image of his mind, I
thought to myself in an attempt to untangle myself from the impending grips and grasps
of those horrible ones. Time has been kind to me, I must admit to that, but the memory of
a horror so profound has stayed with me even to this day. A stomach knotted with
fear of an intensity frightening in itself. Drawing upon all of my courage, however, I
have finally freed myself from my servitude, from my Master, or Mistresses, as the case
happens to be. This I owe to no one, alone as I am, and will remain in my terror. I have
walked through this house thousands of times since I was a child, swaggering with all
arrogance and some confidence, adult now and no longer haunted by any but the memory of horror. Wild beasts could not have been a greater presence in the house. I can still
feel them tearing at the walls, a purely feral presence seeping into everything, like the
shrill scream of an animal tearing open the void. This is an image of your mind.
Surely I could never describe to you the fear that filled me when I found myself alone in
the basement. The setting of the drama was timeless, never changing, a location where an
ancient event replayed itself over and over again. Was there anyway to break the spell it
had over me, the power it wielded? My family could be of no help, since I was determined to never let them know of my paralyzing fears. Aloneness in the cellar, at the root of
it all, such savage, terrifying aloneness. Just as the broken hearth of childhood safely lets
the flames lick at the walls and caress the fixtures, so it is a realization of time in our
midst, this house. Generations pass through these doors, our first introduction to mortality, and desire. I have a face, not unlike the walls, the floor, and ceiling. I have a body
within the confines of this house. Through its hallways and into my lungs breaths flow
melding. The house has no occupants. It stands settled on shifting soil, a presence which
seems capable of movement, capable of leaping onto you and devouring you whole. You
are not capable of movement. It’s the same for everyone. Could I be less capable of adequately describing my terror to you? As though confronted by a spider and its web, as
though facing a dog sick with fear. This is an image of my mind, the shape of
these words, the corridors they describe, the walls they field, there is no more nor less
than this house, this veritable here. Lost among houses, set amongst trees, earth and sky
are found there, and human and non-human find each other in this place, in this midst.
Roof, window, wall, and door; these haunt me, my dreams are shaped by the words that
describe them and the houses that slip away, simply disappear over time. Or become
other houses, not unlike the previous house, only different. Time accomplishes this.
Walls change foundations, mixing with one another in configurations of joy and horror,
hilarity and fear. The house is never only a house, but a fast holder of desire and repulsions, a repository for such hidden things through empty corridors and closed rooms.
It has no face, this horror, it has no face save your own, and that is the
very fear which holds you so enthralled, in the throes of a spell you cannot identify.
I could have completed the tale, the tale of the horrors from below,
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“He won’t go down to the basement, he says that he’s afraid. He claims
there are seven little witches who live down there who are ‘out to get him’. They hide in
wait for him to go down there, like whenever he has to take the garbage down or something like that. The only thing that scares them or keeps them at bay is light. So he has
to run down the stairs and turn the light on as fast as he can.” “How long has he believed
this?” “He hasn’t said, although it seems to have started when we moved into the house
we live in now.” “So he started being afraid as soon as you moved here, then? Has he
ever had any dreams that scared him?” “He’s never said anything.” “Look, it’s not uncommon for children to harbor such crazy, irrational beliefs. In fact, it’s not that uncommon
for children to believe something or someone lives in the basement. How old is he?”
“He’s nine.” “Does he go down into the basement? He’s not so afraid that he can’t go down
there?” “He goes down there all the time.” “Has his behavior changed in any other way
that you’ve noticed?” “He keeps to himself a little more, that’s all.” “How does he sleep;
is he afraid to go to sleep?” “He was walking in his sleep the other night.” “Has he ever
done that before?” “No, never. That was the only time. He stays at his grandparent’s, my
parents, he stays there maybe a weekend a month, but they’ve never mentioned anything.” “Has anything changed in his life recently?” “His father has been travelling some
these days for his job. But not much. He did mention the other day that he thought the
witches came from the mirror.” “Does he think that there’s some sort of a connection
between the mirror and the basement?” “He said that somehow the mirror runs down to
the basement behind the walls just like the plumbing does, and that this is where the seven
little witches come from.” “So he thinks that these witches come from the space behind
the mirror that runs down to the basement like plumbing? These spaces are like conduits then, or pipes or something?” “He just says they scamper around and come out
down there, he always calls it ‘down there’. He also used the phrase ‘creep around down
there’. He says when he’s got the light on they disappear, hiding under the workbench
and under the stairs.” “What else is in the basement?” “His father has a room down there
that he keeps locked.” “What does he keep in this room?” “His personal stuff, tools, his
guns, things like that.” “What do they want with him?” “He just says they’re out to get
him.” “Then they desire something of him or from him. It’s like there’s some kind of
desiring presence, a presence in the house, behind the walls, in the basement, haunting
the place.” “He’s being torn apart by it. They exist in his reflection then?” “Not really in
his reflection. It’s more likely they’re like parasites that come along with his reflection,
from the space of the mirror, from the background of the mirror.” “Why does he stay with
his grandparents?” “His grandmother likes to have him stay over.” “It’s just striking that
tiny as they are, the witches are old women after all.” “They’re the presence of someone’s
desire in the mirror then, some desire that’s not necessarily his?” “That’s probably the best
way to put it.” “How did he come up with the number seven? And where could he have
gotten the idea for such a belief?” “Does anything come to mind?” “He used to stay up
and watch Horror Theater on tv sometimes.” “He certainly could have gotten the idea
there.” “Could it be sexual or something?” “It could be. They’re female witches after all.”
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“I wonder if they say ‘we’?” “You sound as though you believe that they’re real.” “No, no. I
guess I mean in his fantasy, not in real life. Of course I don’t believe in them. But, would
they be a group that works together?” “They’d have to be. I mean, think about it; they
represent some agency or entity, some sort of organization, some whole made up of
seven parts for him, even if only as a presence.” “They do stand for something I guess,
that’s certain.” “Either that, or they’re real.” “Very funny. You know, I can almost feel
them. It’s pretty creepy when you think about it. I wonder where they come from? He
does seem afraid of the fruit cellar. It hasn’t been used for ages. It’s filthy down there.”

From out of doorways come sounds wrapped in unthinkable pleasure.
“There you go again. Are you sure you don’t believe in them? You sure keep implying as
much.” “I almost want to, I hate to think of him as being so tortured. I guess it would
just be easier if they were real.” “I imagine that things would be easier if they were real. But
things aren’t all that bad. Plenty of kids, plenty of adults even, are afraid that there’s
something in the basement. I wouldn’t be too worried about it. Hell, I was one of those kids
who would never go down in the basement alone. I used to scare myself all the time.
Does he ever claim to see them any place other than the basement?” “He says he’s safe
upstairs, once he has the door to the basement latched. That reminds me, I left it
unlatched.” “How have the other kids taken this. I assume they’re aware of what he
believes. How much influence does he have over them? Are they afraid to go into the
basement?” “They’re afraid of the Wolfman and the Frankenstein monster, things like
that. They’re younger anyway. The funny thing is, afraid as he is, he’ll always take the
trash down to the basement.” “Maybe he doesn’t want to show you he’s scared. Has he
mentioned anything else, has anything else happened to him lately.” “He said he had a
dream he was in a room and that every single door in the room lead down to the basement. And that some woman came out of one of the doors and grabbed him. He said he
couldn’t fight back because all his strength drained out of him the harder he fought.”
Down dark hallways come harbingers of unthinkable pleasure, wrapped
in figures from the past, and from the future. “That’s a very interesting dream. It’s interesting that he’s fighting back, or at least that he tries to. What’s preventing him is interesting too. Obviously an inhibition, or prohibition.” “Is that something I should worry
about?” “No, I think it’s all pretty normal, nothing too out of the ordinary. Although I
would love to talk with him.” You find separation and aloneness. “Where could they have
come from? Are they just seven aberrations or are they part of something greater? Of
course I don’t believe in them or anything like that. Of course I don’t believe in them,
don’t accuse me of that.” “Do you know if he masturbates?” “Do you mean does he play
with himself, stuff like that?” “Yes; but even more so, do you know if he’s played around
with other children, little girls, for instance?” The sound made them both turn and look. It
was him, coming into the kitchen from the direction of the basement stairs in a dress,
with a horrible savage face and steely glaring eyes. It was so strange it seemed hyperreal.
They could see a dark red stain spreading out from the area of his crotch and a trail of
red dripped behind him onto the floor. They both gasped audibly as the walls closed in…
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VI. Saturday
The Sacred Litanies of Confusion1 by Pseudo-Scipio2
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At length the year arrived [and] at length the year surrendered subdued ·
Voices bounded between the walls over and again a singer singing a song
[It] is not unlike a sudden presence in the dark for at times they do appear ·
Amongst the Senators occupying the seats emptied by our one Emperor3
Gaius4 eloquently spoke at length of the Emperor’s new system of days
As Nature has ordained that the summer and not the world it rests upon
Be like the few fertile fields far between · And barely is it enough that
here in the depths of our cities [where] perilous worlds come to their ends
Spinning around and around like whirlpools at sea like wind demons
in fields that whip themselves · The dryness of a thousand summer blasts
barely lasting yet is it enough that we try this thing now addressed to us
When from afar it is sent to us adorned with the banners and heralds
of Our Emperor of the Cross · When all the houses are filled with burning
[like] trepidation and confusion all adornments left unattended by the seat
of absence and made more profound with trumpet and chariot and lance
These teachings are like days without belief lost to the order of our lives ·
Each house reflecting is its own each house displays a different face ·
The years have become undone [unattached] to themselves such as it was
and is again when only Seasons Gods and Calendars [again] possess us ·
For such is the state of confusion which erupts burying [us] its own past
and leaving shock and so much of the mystery as to be foreign to all ·
It is only the sky once again which saves us so much older than ancient
as it grants [us] orderliness to all so proceedings may follow one another
in order and in preparation · Still [as yet] the planets are known to everyone
As common as a river bounding its banks twice in the same year
Or like the hare running from the fox wary of the bear who seeks to flee
the winter such is the fate offered to us such is the traffic of our fates
Selecting diffusing gathering fostering coming going and coming again
Never seeing never being seen the days without sense and lacking order
When taken from all sense and order casting us alone without houses
To meet the years within · Standing so still and alone near a running shoal

1 Translated from the Latin by Annette Destouches. This is considered to be one of the finest
examples of pagan anti-Nicene30 Christianity ever written. The title refers to the annus confusionis, the so-called “year of confusion”, when Julius Caesar first reformed the Roman calendar in
46 BCE. The seven litanies are believed to be all that remain of an original twelve. The pages represent the months and eight day cycle of the Roman calendar in use at the time of their composition (320-30 CE), before Constantine’s change to a seven day week. It was undoubtably meant to
be cyclic in form, the last page (representing the month of December) connecting to the first (representing the month of Ianuarius). The letters in red are the Kalends, Nones, and Ides. Roman
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Hammering upon the medallion of glory the single name we still possess
So real until we enter the room where memories rest full of new barbarisms
For [now] such is the day [now] which has not yet happened upon us
but has been spread out upon us by He Who Dreams Seeing In Visions ·
In this dream he will conquer death for the shape of nonae5 to come
will all be executed according to his visage and countenance like a lost will
Cast out upon the bosom of time grown old suckling on the aged breast
of Roman glory lost forever now cast aside and lost like scraps for dogs
The theory of the Seven6 this is what is brought to us by implicit gravity
The looping guile of the gull the intricate swooping of the swallow ·
A King proclaims and avid believers join in praise to the newest of Gods
[And] now set about remaking the shape of the year to figurate this God
Who resides in new festal days [and] an order of days [a number of days] ·
Accept joyfully the divine favor as now none can agree on the date7 ·
When last a God died only to be reborn the whole of Egypt was not yet born
As even Isis8 found favor with the golden city of the ages and its Gods ·
Now there can be no other this is what demand commands of its subjects
Those neither lost nor having strayed now must become other or nameless
Without faces their reigns shall be forevermore without reflection
In the happy faces of their neighbors a suspicion grips them now and turns
All against all · First it was the plague of horæ9 from outside of the city
Ante meridiem and post meridiem were the case now ante deus post deus
has supplanted and usurped our own very house which is now left to die ·
[And] we live in these foreign walls afraid of our neighbors’ voices in houses
That are not houses lining the streets that are not streets of our minds
Arrayed in a drifting frenzy far away from our minds which are not minds
but scattered articles of time the year the week the day accomplish more
than they could ever measure for force is the method chosen to restore all

script of the time was written with neither breaks between the words nor punctuation save
the occasional [ · ] punctus, used as much for balance and ornamentation as anything else.
Interpretation was left almost entirely to the reader, or in this instance, to the translator.
2 Ancient tradition allowed texts to be falsely attributed to famous authors or personages.
Scipio is a figure of Roman glory (cf Cicero, On The Republic, VI, “The Dream of Scipio.”).
The real author is unknown. 3 Constantine I, Emperor of Rome, 302-337 CE. 4 Gaius, supposed Senator of Rome and mythic father/husband figure (cf. Gaia27). 5 Nonae, the Nones,
day of the Roman month which occurred on the first quarter-moon. 6 The seven referred to
are thought to be the known planets and the system of days (weeks) based on them. 7 Easter,
which was celebrated on different dates during this time. 8 Isis, Egyptian goddess and sister
of Osiris; comparative to Ceres. 9 In 263 BCE travelers from Sicily brought the first solariums
or sundials to Rome, allowing Romans to divide their days into twelve equal hours, or horæ.
Before that Romans had only two divisions in their day, ante meridiem and post meridiem
(before and after midday). From these are derived our a.m. and p.m.
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Just as glory is its own reward if it is gained without such a price as this
Just as before the Moon was the guide of our city and then pride displayed
horologium10 wherever it could · [That] Caesar brought the first invasion
of confusion into our midst by declaration and fiat the Sun would flatten
the Moon covering it with its brightness as though suddenly blinded ·
The splendor and magnificence of meridiem bursts through the haze
of thought upon thought and calculation upon calculation a voice lost
A voice tossed aside like a casual remark it carries with it its own death
What is it that groans inside the Holy tent in the form of a [prose] hymn
A rivalry between Gods [in hymns] like days and weeks and years ringing
Round and round that never stop barking for the one true God [for all] ·
Darkness to darkness scrapes away the old Gods who paint with blood
across the world vicious beasts paint with air across the breast of heaven ·
Indeed that God whose house is the whole universe still sings in tones
that echo the spheres as they revolve in eight circles with seven intervals
So that musicians know that seven in eight [only] is the key to knowledge
[That] the planets and their music could be so mirrored is the only reason
that can be offered for the newly eternal digressions offered to us ·
[The] Sun represents the Twelve Gods for Praetextatus11 as it does for us
Still it is blood which marks the rebirth for them12 as in a taurobolium13
We have found eternity or it has found us · This partnership of souls
This motion which is eternal casts us about tossed in the same beliefs
as our illustrious forebears now usurped by the newest glory of dust
and dust not at all Hallowed [there] amongst the [ancient] truest Gods
How do you change Gods many for one whose temple is now the soul
the date of whose rebirth none can agree the many factions who disagree
Some see a God here some see a God there but none see the old Gods
Yet they still live adored in secret although their temple is the universe ·
New temples know riches the old must be protected from new wrath
Dancers no longer celebrate flutists no longer play the days are all stillborn
There are hills and woods all about but no libations for the traveller

10

Horologium were early forms of clocks, either sun-dials or water-clocks, otherwise known as
clepsydra, an Egyptian invention. 11 Vettius Agorius Praetextatus, (birthdate unknown)-384 CE,
leader of the pagans in the Senate and a devout adherent of traditional religion. The Twelve
Gods are the twelve months of the year. 12 This refers to Christian resurrection and the ritual of
communion, being symbolically reborn into the body of Christ, the Church. 13 In the ritual of
the taurobolium a bull was slaughtered over the head of an initiate while he or she stood in a pit.
Through the shower of blood the initiate was reborn into eternity.
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Sweet sounding songs are missing so too are salt meats and aged wine
For they have need of such tribute for what is truly Hallowed is rare
among the Gods a scream from the vanquished distance abounds in skin ·
Our love for [living?] rebounds forever cast amongst the dead
who are now lost living lives in the [new] triple secret of a now new God ·
Our lives are like mausoleums only now filled with many personal Gods ·
The lips that are eclipsed shine with another new[ly] borrowed light
A religion of the spirit which is not a letter but only a mere aspiration ·
Here is an initiate in the rites of the Greek Ceres14 there an initiate at Aegina
to the two Goddesses15 Priestess of Isis forever hold the Hallowed apart
from foreign grace from foreign tastes · Fortune has no foundation here
fortune has no delight · The world which you see is no world to be seen ·
Attractive prizes collect many worshippers who sing praises to false Idus16
hollownesses many times over pressing on many sides the simplest of dice
The house of these many lost beasts who bleat bellowing from their faces
Calling forth from the mists of Chaos17 a new order an arbitrary conception
You give meaning by naming a thing so it is that thing or so seems to be
The performance grants a testing of the limits allowed us by such order ·
The four great rooms of the world18 a perfect rim and border to what is
And to what is not let us leave to the Gods who oversee such nothingness
Bothering calling out to us from afar we hear the voices murmuring
We hear the voices’ incessant cry the world is never more than that
A hostia19 a heart a lamb’s bey but never enough so we offer our lives
These hopes that follow falter and fall festering in rich soil surrounded ·
Shut out your ears from sound shut out shut out your eyes from sight
A running messenger a marching army having shat out along the way
such is that which reaches us [echoing] through the walls of our houses ·
Before we were whispering our names in conjunction with smaller Gods
kept for us in their places given for that reason · Goddess of the hearth
God of property lines God of thresholds God of doors20 for that reason ours

14 Ceres, or Demeter. Earth Mother and guardian of the dead. 15 Aegina, Greek island in the
Saronic Gulf. The two goddesses are unknown but believed to be Artemis and Cybele.
16 Idus, the Ides, day of the Roman month which occurred on the full moon. 17 In the
Roman universe, Chaos was the beginning and surrounded all things. 18 The cardinal compass points North, South, East, and West. 19 Hostiae were animals slain in sacrifice, and thus
metaphorically, victims. 20 Lares, or common household gods to whom one sacrificed; Vesta,
Terminus, Limentinus, Forculus, Penates, inclusively.
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Household spirits of the cupboard roam20 [homeless] through the open air
This is the state of our house · The Senate clings to dreams and forgets
that it itself is just the atrium21 of rule that none can hold that none can see ·
Dreaming I am Emperor here I am King here I am Law an edict in graffito
For no one can foretell no one can forestall the map of the years is written
as I make it my own · I hold my hand to the land and till I hold my hand
to the house and dream for these are the moments of glory which arrive
Dead to those who live and speak alive to those who live silent deaths ·
The happiness of the days is written in [Roman] letters22 reaching beyond us
For we are as [unfuture] as we could be all of the pasts reaching this now
This is a truth that sings in a foreign tongue one which sings such songs
to the Senate such songs we are forced to sing such songs that sing us ·
Who would have me speak of these things who would have me mourn
Exploring these strange new worlds full of strange new Gods who die ·
When I was a Senator I was not a slave nor could I have been but free
The [jail] cells are full of free men believing in ways that are newly forgotten
Homeless through the heavens go the planets still in their orbits as empty
As similarities abounding in the streets · This resonance announces the tides
Nothing is as thick as this nothing is as plain for in place of life there isn’t life
saying these first words as they come spiralling breathlessly from a mouth
that style shades that knowledge colors that virtue inculpates · Nothing stays
so much is alone incapable of speech so much of everything stands apart ·
Household happiness like the smallest of dots like a speck in a storm
Crushing the advancing minions of change just as our fires burn in open air
Our houses now are cold [like] tombs and Janus23 will not see our sacrifices ·
Waves of gossip flow but at the edge of the world there is still a divine ocean24
Yet a cross is sought to proclaim a new cardo and decumanus25 of the heavens
This new God of time not of space · What if the shape of our calendar
were the face of our God and the face of our God the shape of our mind
and the shape of our mind now like a contemptible kind of stranger offered
a seat within our city · Far away they plow the furrow [and] make the gate26

21

Atriums were the central, public portion of the Roman house. They were used to entertain
as well as conduct business. 22 This evokes the inscription at the base of the commemorative
column to Trajan (Marcus Ulpius Trajanus, Emperor of Rome 98-117 CE) in Rome, on which
ours, that is, the Roman alphabet is said to be based. 23 Janus, the god of gates and of new
beginnings. Our month January is named after this god. 24 Romans believed that the edge of
the world was surrounded by an ocean. This ocean was surrounded by Chaos. 25 Cardo and
decumanus were the names of the crossroads on which the Romans situated their cities. Our
modern cities with their perpendicular East-West streets and North-South avenues reflect this
style.
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Kalends27 of Martius28 become decay now [supposer of] a life being forgotten
As the living and the dead mingle and mix so much so this nudity will flow
upon a cross [common picture] of a new God · The common body grimaces
across this our [lee] shore of time waves grow greater and crash more violently ·
Semblance and likelihood in shape and sound for man becomes abhorrent
in ways that are like shadows in a room at night shaping and surrounding
in all likelihood an early crowing a tile falling away a broken wheel stops ·
I give myself away breathlessly to the shape of the land and awaken
To find myself stolen still seas have shaken me no one remembers that pun ·
I can no longer stand [a] greed in claiming the future as if [it were] your own
when your religion becomes imperial and the priests bless your image ·
This strange council of babblers convened to succeed order with disorder ·
All stand without a heart whispering in beats that echo the air around
the thunderous applause · The law sang stillness and the world sang along
the law was stillness and order and stillness seeped through the years
but now is foreign to us offered as a way out of this and every nothingness
We see the face of God the King of the Dead and his world an open tomb ·
Trust me reflected eye turning around and spinning so believers can believe ·
Legions in great formations lash out at the land incensed and weakened
by the loss of honorings made over time and fortified with walking corpses
and meals of flesh and blood · Strangers live in strangers’ eyes strangers
to themselves a weakening heartbeat lasts alone [the] shape of a judgement ·
Never with us [as matronly] as Gaia29 standing watch in a harboring vigilance
Low distinct and now illicit still the Sun that was to be what is is ever living ·
So the mark[ing]s in lines drift distinct from thought and still remain intact
Folded like facts and drifting into equivalence followed and marked by rule
and followed by law · That council30 usurped the Senate by creed fostering
inside the gates of these our hearts left to fend in the open without markets
without the chance to gossip or to argue over Gods the council takes all away ·

26 This refers to the myth of the founding of Rome; the furrow was known as the sacred furrow of Jupiter and marked the city boundaries. Where the plow lifted interrupting the furrow, there a gate was said to be. In myth Remus had to die because he leapt over the furrow.
27 Kalends, the first day of the Roman month. Kalends coincided with the new moon.
28 Martius, the Roman month of March, named after Mars, the god of war. The Roman year
began on March. 29 Gaia, mythic figure of the wife/mother. In ancient cosmology after
Chaos came Gaea (Gaia), the Earth. 30 The Council of Nicaea, convened in 325 CE by
Constantine I with the purpose of unifying the numerous Christian churches.
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The lupercalia31 dreamt of it half-men half-wolves lost in its sacred song
ravaging the streets with dance · We see you in these real appearances
happily broken you stream humility · This is the break in the clouds ringing
the rain about it in blue and gold porticos32 collected as houses of their God
Never the Forum33 wiser than this superstition which barks at the sky
coming through a hole in the [roof] tile and flooding the house with fog ·
How can you see through such fanaticism which still lurks in the mind
and is meant as a test in order to determine the weak from the strong
There is a passing moment there is a passing tide there is a passing season
there is a passing past [for] even the past is constantly passing it being
and not being forever gone [to us] so the dream dares unfold in our presence
passing us we pass it on the path of days unfolding in our many ways ·
Undoing undone unpassing underlying fortune climbs the walls of buildings
lets loose with death and renewal · We live in fortune’s shadow a sign alone
without the breaths of gods trodding the paths of days circling round now ·
We force memory to accommodate our beliefs to declare we live and are not
Our passion is like a [broken] flower in a garden at night spilling seed about
trampled by [an] intruder the land will remain fallow empty as a deaf ear
a believer’s tomb the ecstasies of battle the spoils are gone the way of gods
no bright flowers survive the undead turn · This is how the end reveals itself
To us it is nothing but the names of the days that consume and torment us ·
Cycle after cycle we see the leap that the years take as they tumble beyond ·
Tumble and tumble again tumble beyond us only to return to us unbroken
twisting this is the shape of our dreams left alone in the dampness of night ·
Exchange returns value in other forms never the same borrowed weight lent
or stolen the loss of a day thickens blood in the sun a stain finally settling ·
Quick flashes of creatures reaching a time that never lets us find ourselves
remembers carefully what it was going to tell us we should not be afraid ·
No more the clamor of the Forum rebounding through our inward lives
where once it abounded the world with it heaved a great gasp at audacity
It cannot be heard neither the summer nor winter carry it on their winds […]34

31

Lupercalia, a yearly ritual designed to restore civic order. The members, all male, of the
Luperci, would dress in goat-skin loincloths and roam the streets in a pack in imitation of
wolves. It reasserted that men can only be men in a city, under political sovereignty.
32 Porticos, usually open sided roofed structures used to conduct market business. 33 The
Forum, the hub of Roman political, religious, and social life. It is where the Senate met. It
can be said to be an echo of the atrium, that most public feature of every Roman house.
34 This is the end of the surviving fragments. Maximus mentions the entire twelve in his
Annals, as does Eusebius in his Memorias Fictus.
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VII. Sunday
DWELLING HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
1 Inspection of the Site
1.1 General Assembly
a. Function: the immanent violence of construction. “The Christian church—
the Christian place of worship—differed fundamentally from the pagan
temple of antiquity. The Christian church was constructed for community
meetings, whereas the pagan temple, whether that of early Babylon, or the
temples built by Greek and Roman civilizations, was essentially intended as
a dwelling of the deity.”
b. Earth and sky, mortal and divine. Any house owner or builder needs to be
aware of the exposures relative to the cardinal compass points. West-facing
windows, in the thickening midst of such pure flashing space, can lead to
uncomfortable solar overheating, whereas south-facing windows can be
shaded by overhangs against the summer sun while permitting the low
winter sun to penetrate like the voice of reason.
c. Openness, to get the maximum feeling of space in the minimum of area.
The ages line the walls of a house, for it is what is most like us.
d. The story of the door. An alphabet is a singular house of horrors.

1.2 Relative Deformations of Surface
a. Brilliant distortions of time. In my memories the rooms are always confused. This is the house of time in which we dwell.
b. A relative fact. I believed I lived in the same house during two distinct
and different periods of my life. This is how generations pass through these
halls, the echoes of footsteps burdened with meaning.
c. Founding fantasy. A shallow pit is dug behind the house, the moon a
rising iris streaming clear as a scream from some absent, penetrating fantasy.
Such slow sleep steeped poison moves seeping through the house, finally
deeply satisfying like shadows and wood rubbed smooth over lifetimes.
d. Inertia. Something startling passes, twisting around the smooth crevices of
corners, easing upright into something like a profile.
e. Lasting features. Cracks and crevices create loss in this wilderness of
memory, bringing you into this house. Lasting features seek to reflect a
seamless foundation stretching out everywhere effortlessly, endlessly, which
is merely another surface yet to be deformed.
f. Parents. One or the other is content to follow you down a hallway.
g. The presentation of the imagination. The familial smell of feces crowns
you and your life, filling the gaps in something like a house of cards.
h. Dread and anxiety. These are the final determinations and expressions of
surface, these alone lasting, like skin peeled off hands and feet, like breath
peeled from a tongue.
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2 Building Layout
2.1 Excavation
a. A description of the language used. “Revered and certain frontiers, my
mother’s house,…”
b. A mutating house of flesh. The first, preliminary excavation revealed a
building that consisted of sun-baked clay brick walls in a compact rectangular shape with a central living chamber, as well as a separate sleeping
room with a small alcove, probably for a household god.
c. Geophagy. The many layers subsequently unearthed and the differing
artifacts found in each distinct layer of the dirt floor indicate that the house
was occupied over a long period of time by a variety of occupants.
d. Here we are at the threshold. Residual affective investments qualify the
variety of objects lining your life.

2.2 Building Lines
a. The body of the house. Heavy stone brick, arched doorways, vaulted
ceilings: when human and divine meet, an inner space, which is an image of
a dot, is formed.
b. Dance, or temporality as ecstasy. Foundations take many forms, but the
body turns, crashing.
c. Primary materials. Not the holy place, not the lifeless walls, not the gold
and silver of its decoration are the primary things. No, it is rather the holy
community, the plebs sancta, the gathering of the new people of God who
worships the Father in spirit and in truth. “You are the temple of the living
God” (II Cor. 6:16). The external structure is in a certain sense only the
shadow of that internal structure built ex vivis et electis lapidibus.
d. You don’t build a house from the roof down. A layer of dark soil near the
entrance of Cave 51 in Le Conte cliffs shows archaeologist Jean-Philippe du
Temps where Neandertals made fires, probably for heat, light, and protection. Modern humans settled both at the cave entrance and farther inside.

2.3 Sanitary Systems
a. Liquefaction. A few changes and the body opens, creased and creasing,
finally acceptant. Nails puncture fibrous tissue, pressing out and spilling in
pools of spontaneous liquefaction.
b. Closeness. Streets open in directions that tend to congregate, spilling from
time to time in dark beautiful swirls of violence. This is the invention of
close-ness, the invention of walls that run like rivers.
c. Drains. Even blood is only admissible in thought as a surface. So it is that
you come to know this singular mode of dwelling in blood.
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3 Foundation
3.1 The Most Hidden
a. Dreams. Houses cannot stand without thought. As such they invade your
dreams with their standard fixtures, their brick and mortar, their wood and
doorways. So much sameness, yet so many differences. Because of that
sameness and those differences, they inhabit us, as we them.
b. Being, as usual. The flames lick at your flesh, nipping every here and
there with their sharp teeth. The wounds coat with a thick mucousy excrescence a stony mutter stuttering amidst blank stares.
c. Appearance. Soil, the surface layer of earth, hides the triumph of nature.
d. Determinations of surface. Laid brick, seen through the green maze of
branch and leaf foment and torture me. The buildings change horribly.
e. Laws of form. These are everywhere, even in disintegration.

3.2 A Child’s Identifications Are Rejoinders in Time
a. Fundament. This is a house foundation settling on frigid darkness and
putrid dampness, a cracked skull of piled density and porous senses. The
most painful and violent emotions scream like power tools as pure flashing
space and racial darkness gleam and shine like flashlights in the night.
b. Linearity, or tying one year to another. All buildings of whatever kinds
must be built with lines. In light constructions such as dwelling houses,
shuttered dreams still rage amidst such stuttering and broken hatching.
c. Deposition. The hope of the ancient Egyptian from the beginning was the
preparation of his tomb. While it is true that the remains of our dead no
longer dwell with us, there being separate places for the deposition of such
relics, their images nevertheless line the walls of our dwellings. This is the
invention of what we are most like.
d. The one who stops in the house. His chest, arms, and face are mottled
with blotches and bruises, and drops of blood stand on his nipples.

3.3 The House of the Dead
a. The hallowed make every attempt to escape. This is what the house
happens to contain, and why it’s never enough.
b. A house divided. Houses appear in mirrors. Alive and crackling, the house
is sometimes deadly.
c. Sour-smelling earth. Rocks will move up and down creating airspaces in
the soil. Mix in sand and leaf-mold compost to promote drainage.
d. Adjoining rooms. My mother’s death is an impassioned fantasy that I fight
with, tossing myself into every fray.
e. The earth erupts. Houses take the place of landmarks.
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4 Framing
4.1 Houses Appear at the Perimeter of the Town, Rising Walls
All Constructed with Materials Technically Extracted from Nature
a. The valley of the shadow of death. The frame is the throbbing lesion of a
house. In light constructions such as dwelling houses they consist mainly of
relatively small skeletal maps of bleeding resonance, but within them bodies
learn to move, spilling swirling volleys of violence.
b. The power of technology, the stress of a joining whistles past you. A
frame is set on a foundation, like hips that lend themselves to congregation.
This is the house that is found. To it are attached doors, roof covering, exterior and interior coverings, and floor.
c. She sits in the corner, enframed and alone. Language allows us to think
of ourselves as parts of a totality.

4.2 The Lining of the Surface as Fundamental Frame
a. The lost child. “I called out to her over and over again but either she
couldn’t hear me or she was ignoring me. God I want her to be alright, I want
her to be alright…”
b. Wandering. Without spite or envy I climbed into bed, a poor debtor to
sleep, my mind wandering, my head splitting.
c. A gash in asphalt. Openings in consciousness are framed in essentially the
same way as in walls.
d. Hemorrhages black as pitch. Black clots expelled as the body comes apart.

4.3 In-Line Framing
a. Home Invasion. The concept of zoning, the grouping together of like
activities and the segregation of different ones, became a key feature of the
contemporary house, assigning thoughts to their places.
b. A machine for living in. The house isn’t alive, it doesn’t know what you
think, it doesn’t know what you feel; so what is it that swallows you whole?
c. Evolution of form. The early church was distinguished by its unique
nature as community. In fact, since the beginning the Christian church has
been synonymous with community. This is a relic which has persisted to
this day, albeit in not overtly visible ways: a remnant of that fact exists in the
form of so-called community standards or values. The Christian church is
the foundation, the base of any such conception. Thus do we arrive at an
understanding of the concepts of inside and outside.
d. Pages of days. The books served as guides for priests. They were usually
made of bark or wild fig paper, although some copies were made on
European paper.
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5 Windows and Doors
5.1 Outside/Inside
a. Light. Light transmission is essentially being and suffering, that is, pure
joy.
b. Space. Causality and location are essential considerations of any denial
nearing or on the verge of its fundamental violence. This makes space open
to effect and to the immanence of commodification.
c. My empty eyes spill here, surrounded by nature. Spewing on me the
empty sky spills, and as it happens to be, the house inaugurates a break in
the downpour.
d. Another door. “Being a proud infidel I will not deign to enter. Will you
ask the Imam to speak with me please.”
“What is it that you wish to inquire of him?”
“I want to ask him, What is the nature of the House? How is it that the
House comes to us?”
Shortly the man reappears and speaks: “The Imam replies that the House
comes to us from the Book; It’s nature is the nature of the words that are
written in the Book and then spoken.”

5.2 The Intruder Returns Again and Again
a. The intruder stands beside your bed. A little past 2:00 a.m. a dark figure
used a knife to cut the screen to the back porch window and, once inside the
two story bungalow, moved across the carpeted living room towards the
staircase.
b. Another version of the same. You’re finally alone.
c. Tongue and groove. I write with blood from my tongue, burning flame
having seared away its surface and torn away my breath.

5.3 Hardware
a. Now the whole house is empty. Nails; screws and bolts; butts and hinges;
locks and bolts; door closers; window hardware; materials and finishes; now
emptiness inscribes the surface of the house, now fullness.
b. The oldest name. The oldest name for the Christian house of God is
“house of the ecclesia,” and it is from this phrase that the later simpler name
is derived: ecclesia— gathering or congregation. In English, too, the same
name is used for both the Christian community and the building in which
the community gathers.
c. Performance. An open window acts like a breath torn from a child.
d. Handles. There is a flashpoint of pain at the foundation of my being. The
house is my redemption, my useless plea, my universe standing before me.
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6 Roofing
6.1 Types
Roofs may take many shapes, but the most commonly found are the following: shed; lean-to; gable; hip; gambrel; mansard; deck. Each shape is about
our mode of dwelling, about our mode of being, and addresses such fundamental questions as, what about us is revealed or made apparent through our
mode of dwelling? why is it important that our mode of dwelling be
rigorously thought?
a. The sky, unbidden and flattening. The traditional details reflect
generations of understanding of just what is divided by time.

6.2 Tiles
When they meet at the exterior angle of a common detail the world seems to
derail, falling crashingly and unceasingly into the dark.
a. Quietly across the living roof. Here is where you can see all the way from
today to your world, neither of which truly lays its weight across the
horizon.

6.3 The Other Scene
a. Capability. Because of the great diversity of the acts that are being
performed, the materials used, and the details of them, only the major
ones are described herein, and only in sufficient detail to set forth basic
principles.
b. Exposure. Roofs are subject to more exposure than any other house component, their frames take many shapes and their bodies tend to creak and
ache with time.
c. How to frame your private parts. An obscenity so extreme that it dissolves imperceptibly into a savage and beautiful peripheral transfixion.
d. A dweller in blood. Copyright 1938 by The Popular Fiction Publishing
Company, for Weird Tales, May 1938. Unknown.

6.4 Flashing
a. The origin of the world. It forms the mold, the collected dust of years, and
that living point which is a dot.
b. “In which every edifice becomes a sacred temple in the Lord.” Few
people can grasp the full meaning of three-dimensional problems from twodimensional devices.
c. Unbroken chains of potential intermarriage. This is the cup from which I
shall drink, this is the house in which I shall dwell.
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7 Interior And Exterior Finishes
7.1 A Structured Emptiness
a. Lining. The house is a structured emptiness which is then lined.
b. Coagulation. The house is a function of time, congealing.
c. Basement walls. As soon as you open the door the smell of dampness
crowds any thoughts you may have had in mind. The invasive smell of
decomposing flesh, the sight of rotting meat pooling in the large freezer, the
total lack of sunlight, all assault you.
c. The house that is a clock. When a human being is fed upon and consumed
the event is telescoped against horizons of space and time, and takes on a
feeling of immense antiquity. It may or may not be exposed to view, colors
and dimensions can vary considerably, and savage, extreme distortions of
shape and surface are to be expected.
d. Coatings. There is a tiny, relatively flat piece of space-time between the
wall and your being.
e. The idea house. “There is no person, however, who is not interested in the
products of ‘other’ arts—those which form his daily scene. These—his flatware, his easy chair, his kitchen stove—are symbols of his taste, his accomplishment, and his responsibilities. They are woven into the whole complex
fabric of his being.”
f. Twists and turns and other deformations of surface. Close your eyes and
follow the mental map of your dwelling place. The dark room looks the same
with closed eyes.
g. Emptiness. One hundred million crystallized viruses could cover the period at the end of this sentence.
h. A common face. A monster in the house.

7.2 Faces Lining Your Life
a. Face layers that invite, face layers that inhibit penetration. The external
structure is an internal structure built ex vivis and vice versa.
b. Blood on the doorframe. YHWH is similar in every respect to my useless
plea, my universe and my suffering. It forms the act, the material used, and
that living point which is a dot.
c. Emptiness. The dead weight of plaster.
d. Reflexive walls. The storm, rising suddenly, appears over the face of the
wall; a face, following the clouds across the sky, turns with the horrible sky.
e. Solar calendar. Light transmission is an emptiness which is lined.
f. Coatings. The voice of truth, returning the many faces to their fomented
expressions.
g. All things are provided for by nothingness. Now the darkening night and
the deafening racket of the crickets again engulf the house.
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t
A...dark looms...mmmh-mhmm . A...cheeks pullintongue whipslips
thrashes a...mouthangs open lipstrains pushin tongue a...arms
thrashands up down...lipslipslap a...thrashand tongue pushes
...mmhm-mmmh-mmmm . A...looms...Sssshhhh . A...presseswarm
...lips pursin mouth pulsin pullspurtspaceslipsl-rp a...Ssshhh-sshh
quiet now mama’s here . A...heavespace opens arms...warm sack
pressesoft...lips grab cheeksuckinipple...pushesolidown a fleshy
fillinguthroatswarmouth wide open strainin suckin a...flesheswellincandesense...pulseshadowslow fluid flows...folds fade
fallin...mmmh-mmmh-mh . A...fleshiftin foldscenesmearscene...dark rips flickerin a...flashesigniteslashin...ripplin
folds...knottingutwistsigniteswells...flickslickspaceless...
facheekstrains...ass cold pushin hold clenchinguts hold a...A...
flickerin...lightstreaks...flesh leaksunderips a...flesheslickinglaze...gazin a...A...looms...aaaa-hhhh . A...gaspat facelesskies
watch a...nearful...aahhh . A...loomsudden...Ssshh’hit’s alright
. A...glowsound fills fearful shapes breathe back...a dark bellowswell dresseslow gazes else a...a fingersudden figureslashes
...puffin cheekswellegs kick out...A...dark looms...flows breathingrabbingrip...handingrippin a...muscles tightautearin...hips
jerk...ripstear a lip...Look...a gaze points...Do you know’who
that is...a gaze leadsup flat summoves...abreast afterrasswells
...That’s you...handingraspoles...a moist finger freize wrapswarmocean...curlipslices a...Yah’ah that’s you . A...throaty
pulse breakswarm...pale pink lipslink fans...lipskinsplitspits a
...rollslightswells loll driftshapeshifts...Listen’n I’ll tell

Lessons in Letters
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you a story...breath blowshapes wax...gazin a...Once upon a
time . A...darkin breathswellslides...breakreases...warm perfumeswarm tremorin...bubblentrailsearupt...legs thrash kick...A...
fleshy glow pulses facesmearoar...A...presence presseswarm...
feversudden flash...Look here...full face gazes...No-no here
...handsleapingrasps...Look at this...hands mocean eyes...
Here...breatholds a...Can you see . A...lips hold a...thrashands
fallsoften form from a...shadow thrashy graspin shroudshower...
thrashandshrill...A...blindin soft...facelessash mask makesass
flowin a...asslips quiver a...a slidesnakesass...That’s right
...knotsolid push wellsin bursts...a jet solid gapasses makespace...swarmsmelly presence...Give it to me . A...a polesolid pales...pushit clenchin a...dark angry blackendrip...A...
loomsudden...a pole pushespitspasmsunknot...unfoldspaces...asslipspasms twitchin clenchin a...twistin pullstaunch...pullin
a...grimace gropingutstern bowelstear...pushin a...assnakeshiftshitswarmumblin worms a...pushingrippin a...ahhh-nah’ah .
A...fistears deforming-sss...growlingrumblingrowin...slipstream
flowin spreadswarm clingin...armstretchand grabs a...asstearstake...No-o stop’it . A...dark loomin...pulse devoursound...
pressin...muteslidintongue...push air punchin...fist shapesavagesnare...tongue thrashes bowelsurge...tensin belly buildin
...aay’aaay’ay . A...smallexplosions build...fingerecoiling-sss
...burn coils...threadstream pullin a...opaque gush wedsway...
lipslips clenchin a...asslapslow flowslippin...softearip flows a...
A...dark looms...That’s right...hands reachin tear a...flowet-
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nesswarmsudden...a pushingutsolid...fastslashes over...fallsoften handslow pulsin...You’re mommy’s little girl...erectscreensceneswarmswarms...Can you say girl . A...a voicin face mushes
brushin...fades pushands roundstomach pullsurrounds touchestrokes...bouncingentlesway...Ohhh...tensingrip...presentsmelly rich
a...fallsum heavy warm...You’ve got dirty diapers . A...a gazin
spreadslow cleavesurface wrapt body flash...tinglesexplodin surface warpin...shadowslither litterin a...ay’ayay...ay’yay . A...
arms flailin contact...dark outline presses permeates...thrashand
arms...Sh’sh what’s got into you now...presence presseswarm...
It’s only your father . A...eyeswarmsmiliftshadowslight...Someone
was telling me today about working in a slaughterhouse...pulse
resonates...About what all the parts were used for...deepushes a
...How absolutely none of it was wasted . A...lettearsettlin murmurs
...breathsettles...colorswellincandenshifts...sudden dark buzzesilence...erectspine armswings...emptiespeckspurtspace...writhe
fleshesexplode...A...effaceshadows mocean...fast move past moceansundone...throb tugs...breath flowingrip face faces a...A...handstrokin pattinglesexplosions build...flesh weighs color batterswarmth...pulsin arm throbanters...buzzin mist blendslow flesh...
slicklipslap a...mah’yah’yah . A...armswingiddy...Wel-l-l-l-l who
are you talkin to...lash fast lacesilhouette gazin a...landscapesexplodin...Can you say mah-mah...vibrateslipspaces...
feeld screen fold...face a...A...hand pushin dull fold...way
depthin...b-rrp...tongue slips rippin...Oh my goodness gracious
. A...a voice vibratellipslidin...hand pattin...chest pushes
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passes...fisthrobreakslips odorout...blackin breath unfolds...
feelswarmth peelin a...A...pressesidestomach...closin face
beams...bouncingentleshakes...sways rockin...jigglin...a
breastsnugsack presses...Sssh’ssh everything’s alright...
driftsingsong...Yahhh . A...eyeslashes face folds breath brushes
...breathes presencin...A...armswings thrashin...ah-gah’yah...
poundin chesthrobbin chamber...ahh-n . A...back archestomach
thrustsmileslightslashes a...eyes widen...tinglin lips...lipslispslightslip...droolstrings...jellingleamspace...pinch lips
pullin away...weighstamp flat face flash broad...pulse pushes
throb pulls...eyeswing...Yahh...moveyes...Who’s that’there...
feeldismember...a gazinglowerin...moveyes against feeldshifts
...Yahh can you say daddy...darkloud...He’s over there . B...
shoreshattears...surfacerupts veilswirlspace...figure fadin...
loomin...hand wraps a...tightenin...starin fallspace open...
darkshapeswarmin push pressin...Uuuff’hh you’re gettin so big
. B...sharp b-rp mumbly bits...ah’na’na B...blowswarm clenchin
a dark dartspace leashes eye...movesunderskin...Yah...That’s
daddy . B...breathingaspull back...twistin breath bellowswell...
aahhhhhhh...envelopeshroudescendin...ahh-hnh...nah . B...pattin...Ssshhh . B...feelingaspulse pullin throb...B...rollin
waveshapeslow squeeze burstslow...fleshesoftsmellswarmswells...
ripplin foldin roomsmell...flow ripples...presseswarm fleshesmear
...B...seizeswayin flesh...B...darkingrabbin...pushin clench
landscapeswallowellsup a...twistin...Here...seizin...That’s
you there . B...form flattenin a face...B...a dark loomingaze...
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c
stopstepsl-p...hey Beth...voice breakspacin a...are you around .
B...twistreesweepsidewalkingaze...facin house where’she...I’m
up here...eyesearchair black face’n arm out window smilin...
Hi...This sure is a surprise . B...softslurin a...reach’n shadeyeshrug...I jus’thought I’d stop by . B...handropsquint...toes pointhighs tighten...focusexhalin a...Com’on in’n I’ll show ya’round
. B...wide white facade...doorsidewalk...breezesoftinglin brushin
bare leg hair...sky blue white cloudsoft floatin...shapeshiftsmoothsoftslow...lookstepstraight crossingrass...five porch steps
...hop skip’n a jump...legs musclesteppintensinhale...legsprings
pushin forward...leg leaps reachin catchestep muscle grabend knee
...upushin steplant foot feet flatten porch...deep breath blowshoulderswingin full stridexhale...door...stepstretchand reach...
metal knobbin hand...twist pullscr——ch...twistsn-p...release’n
glide passcreen...steppin thru...screenspringsqu—lsqu——k behind
...b-ng...look openin big empty room...a sweepingaze...windowoodark frames empty gazin white wall...turn head stairailin...nice
old house...atopstairs...It’s pretty nice hunh...hand openin
sweepin...This is my mother’s dream...swallowords pinchingulpin
throat...B...glasshattears air...window burstin white room...
big head crashin dinosaur jaws wide thrustsnappin...lungin
crunchin dad’s head off...pullin away...B...Ha-ha-ha...eyes openintent...My mother’s dream house . B...smilin...it sure is nice
...smile pincheek...it reminds me of the house I grew up in
. B...eyesweepin...Really . B...a gazintent steppin down...
yah really...watcher walk...the one I grew up in was built
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before the Civil War . B...handrags woodark banister...That’s
really pretty old...light wood floor...I don’think this one’s
that old...eyesteps follow...It’s pretty old tho . B...light
filters dust...mocean hangin movin whisperin...It’s been pretty
creepy around here today...eyesmile drop wry...I had this really
scary dream last night . B...eyesinhalin widexhale...what was it .
B...Well...In this dream I’d just bought this house’n I left it
for some reason or another’n...When I came back I knew right
away there was somebody in the house becuz I’d left the door
open...hushed voicexpectant...So I was’standin in this house’n
then there was this guy there I mean all of a sudden...eyestretch
a...He was there...pointin handshapes thrust fingers figurexasperatin...I knew he was goin’ta get me so I pretended to be someone who was workin on the house...Tryin’ta you know find some
excuse to get outta there...handsupause...I told him I had to get
somethin from the car but that I’d be right back . B...smiliftsmile...that was pretty smart . B...inhalin...But you know when
I ran outside it was my parent’s house...eyes gazin...Still the
same neighbors everything...cracksmilin...And here’s the funny
part...hands poise...Right when I was leavin the house I could
hear the phone ringin...And he got’it...I could see his’silhouette
on the window...eyesurprise...An’I could hear both conversations
at once...It was my sister’n she was callin from the house next
door...She wanted to talk to me...eyesquincin...So this guy says
that I wasn’there but my sister says Yes she is she’s right out’
there you know giving me away...siiigh...So any way he just drop-
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ped the phone you know left it hangin there and came runnin
out the door...slam...I just went’tearin down the street . B...
head freezes...open face waits...liftin headshakes...that’s
pretty creepy alright...hangsmiles awkward blink mouth flashes
...well...creepy or not do I still get a tour . B...eyes liftsilence...shrugs...lookin round...Well’let’see...B...driftin white
room...dad...lookin talkin...big lizardinosaur head smashin thru
window...jaws lunge clencheadrag dad out window...eyesti...rrng...B...twistin breakingapsilence...eyes diverge...rrr—nngg...
lookin...Just a sec I hav’tuh get’thuh phone . B...rrr—ng...look
turnin walkin...steps wakemptyin...leavin room...alone...pick
up eyes look out window...sidewalkoncrete gray street flat weight
...bright blue sky green treeshift...sunlight flitshimmerin leaves
...breeze pullin pushin...presence comin behind...turn’n look...
shrugsmile resigned...you know I’ve been havin weird dreams
about buildings lately too...buildings that’re alive . B...
furrowin...What’da’ya mean alive . C...flatteninglazeyes...well
I had this one the other night...breathin...it was like some
Star Trek episode or somethin...eyesearch out...it took place
on this planet called Agropolis where all the buildings were
alive...they were like living flesh...dropeyes...it was this
huge city with these huge buildings all over’n they were alive
...growing...you could see them throbbing an’quivering...it
was incredible...nostrils flare...’n the creepy thing was that all
the people on this planet were just empty clothes walkin around...eyestab...you know like the invisible man or somethin
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...hands present...filled’out clothes but empty’n movin around
...walkin by...face opens...like there were real bodies in’em
...mouth relaxes...I don’t know how it ended but we were being
chased by the police for somethin...I can’t really remember
much I just remember the empty uniforms lookin for us . C...
eyes cross face fadin...standin livingroom...old house...C...with
...dad...big white room...big windows...sunshine bright woodark
...window crashatterin...headinosaur jawscreamin open...shrinkin...jawsnappin saliva...jump back...jawsnap grab dad...bitin
his head...ahhh...pickin up dad by head shakin him like a cat
with a...jaws crunch shut...openin teeth grindin pullin body
out window...wood shatterin...bloodrenches...C...faceyes gazin
...oh...’n I had this other dream the night before it was
really scary I mean I actually woke up goin ooohh-ooohhh...brows
quiz face flattenshakes eyes close head...in this dream I was
bein drawn by some strange force...kinda like gravity...pullin
me into this room I knew I’d been in before in another dream...
head cocks...an’this room scared me outta my mind becuz I knew
from being there before that it was alive’n all these voices
would call to me...there were these sounds’n this strange frightening presence...eyes alight...I just knew it would begin to call
to me...headshakeslow...I was just fuckin terrified it was like
some force just grabbed me an’was drawin me through these doors
into this large high empty apartment...inhale...anyway the next
thing I knew...I was wakin up hearin myself goin ooohhh-oooohhhh...you know the way you do when you lose your balance . C...
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d
tires flattenin wh——n...vvv—-hhh...blinkin lightshadows...
thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...little bumps...tires over cracks...lights
flattenin window presshift...How far...sharp outline...mom
curls cig...camels...Tonight . C...darkrushin...thmp-dmp thmpdmp...flashin lightshadowshroudin...vvv—-hhh...car passin windscrapes...Traffic’s’not’too...thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...dad...Why
don’t you try to get some sleep . C...darkingentlin...eyeslippin...
Way...shift openin eyesleight cross foot door window...Do you
think . C...vvv—-hhh...head moveshapesilhouette...cloudin push
foot muffledin cold carpet...murkingrit sleepy eyes...thmp-dmp
thmp-dmp...shifturnin crosseat...slidin dark movin brushes landark staticrushes...Why don’t...headlightswellin flashin window...vvv—-hhh...Map . C...paper cr-cklesunfoldin...lighticklin
passlippin...weight presseshiftseatsqu—kin stiff cold vinyl...
I think...presence hangin still...paper-stlin...h-mmmswirlin
tireswh——n...See . C...shadowslit flit drift look passin back
...thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...a speedometer lightstareflectingazin
window...Whaa . C...headrifts...wheels whisperin wh——n...fall
‘n catchead...a shiftingaze...enginesoft h-mmm vibratin driftinto sealin...thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...thighsqueeze warm fuzzy vibratinglow...fall eyeshut...warm presencenclosin lullin h-mmm
driftinglin thighs loosen...knees float...pulseshaplushinglow
...flesh lullin pulsin hush...thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...wraptin focuswirlin...daylight pastorefronts...passlow grainy pressingray
concrete sidewalk...alonin back...dadrivin up front...eyes drag
pastores...cars linin curb...doorwayoung man...pullin up slow
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along curb...he’s repulsive...look’n point voice at dad...
you’re not going to talk to him are you . C...disgustinhale...
steppin upto car bendin lookin eyes askin...openin door leanin
slidin crosseat...lean’n look over dad...thighs openin pants
undone...dark hair eyestaringlazin...reachin thru fly dad’stiff
cock leapstrainin...mansuckin stiff head...looks like my cock
...head bobbin pullin lipsoft bulb...wraps voracious hand gripstem...head bobbin pullin up cumspurtsplatterin fallin back...oh
godisgustin wet face...mouth tightensourin pull back fallon seat
...thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...Did you see . C...diffuse lights glowin
bright...vvv—-hhh...darkswarmslightswake...dark tuck thickens
...Can’remember . C...shapelesswarminin...lightshadowshiftin
drift...bright specks twist cross window...h-mmmsweepin a...thmpdmp thmp-dmp...eyes crack...lights liftin driftin crossealin...
lightshatterin...vvv—-hhh...darkenfoldslight...weavin lightshift wavin foldin faint net...presence hangin...thmp-dmp
thmp-dmp...wheels wh——n...airushin...eyeslippin...warm...brite
briskrackslight...vvv—-hhh...black empty wave...eyeslip closin
...a gaze twistsunderimageswayin...disappeerin black driftin...
dark blueblack sky...rippled tide furrowed cloudshiftin cross
bright moon...pale rings...crisp cold wind air...moon bright...
perspectiveslowly swirlin...spaceshiftin scrapespace...wind
rushescene volume telescopin...radiosoundslightsharp colorshape
...lookin over dasheadlightsplash blacktop blinkin white line...
wind musicrisp tingle rushes...mouth mucousteely...beat cracklin
radio light...you wanna smoke the rest’a this . C...moonshinin be-
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hind shiftin cloudsunderwater tide furrowed...why not . C...under
green dark ceilin muffles...thmp-dmp thmp dmp...handsteerin...
wheelsoft wh——n...cracklin tinglesense...coldairushin outside
...window...moonin cloudstarslowly shiftin...warm air blowin feet
...vibratin h-mmm...lightshiftin oncomin...lightshadows crossealin darkenclosin...vvv—-hhh...lift up look black windowshinin...coldair crisp lightstars bright...darkrushes round...black
shapestretch trees...try to photograph’em catch’em with eyes...
go pastoo fast...dark roundashboardslightstabbin...Do we need
any gas . D...driftin pull eyespot gauge...fallean...thmp-dmp
thmp-dmp...mufflencloseshellshape...car body pullin hurtlin...
presence surroundin...hard grainy blacktop under...passhapes
ashadowslightshiftin ruinshinin window...Do you think they’re asleep yet . D...tired...voicesofthrowingleaminglitterinets...eyes
crack open sky rushin crush...blackrushin strippin away shapes...
cloudsky rain...drops fallin...big dropspl-tterin windshield...damn
it’s really pourin . D...parkin car cr-nchingravel...cornfielditch
...turn facin blondishair smileshy...Rick’n her friend in back...
steelingrippin...smileaninto...swirlin scent...eyesoft closin open...a...drift lips aim...lipsinkinto a...jacketstiff
pressesoft flesh...lipsmear softhrowingatheringray fuzzy light
...raindrop-ltinshift’n pulleanin soft slow pull fallin over
...layin pressin acrosseat...soft chest heaves a breathin
...presslips kiss crosslips...reachand across chest...so soft
fleshy warm...reach runeck fingerstrokeskin...lightouch
fingersfollow collarbone bump caress a...throbbin twinge
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between thighs...fingers find collar...downeck chestrace...
unbutton...mottleskin frecklesoftstretchin...fabric fallin pullin...a singleye teat stares round...a gazingaze...cupsoft slope
tickly rubbery nipple palm...stretchin flattenippleffusingolden
roundarkrater...rounded handcupstrainin weight...a...press pelvis pressingainst presence...headroppin...breastsoft beautifulipsmear wetongue lappinipple...petal pertaste acrid sweat...cup lipsuckin a...raindropspl-tterin...eyeshut driftin...dark round fallin...pushingivespringseat...fieldingray...loosenesseslumps body
...soft breatheavin heart beat...thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...carushin
passin black...sittup straight look out window...car pullin upto
curb outside...din chatter voicesilverware clatters...young
man approachescar tentative bendin over lookin...I love the sound
of cars goin by at night...turn’n lookross table...Maria smilin eyes bright...You know that vvvuuuhhh sound...smilin...And
the noise the tires make...eyesleight...Especially if it’s
rainin . D...head noddin...look passmile out window...and the thmpdmp of the tires goin over cracks . D...some guy gettin outta car
door closin pullin away...raindropspl-tterin...vvv—-hhh...wipersl-psl-ppin...eyesquint...reflected lightscatterin blurrin
drops...clouds moceanless floatin horizon...windshr-ll passin window lightslidin drops...thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...legs together leaninto seat...dark pushes from out...envelopin shell...lightspeedometereflectin window...shiny blackold...press window cold hand...
chillshiver...pressarmswarm...windowh——ningleamin shrill
whistlin blackrushin...thmp-dmp thmp-dmp...blackrushingleam...
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s
syrupy black...darkshufflin ungraspable...D...glimmeringlowin
fleshy mucousurfacin outta darknesshadow peerin...chain rattlestench...D...muddy turdsmashedragged across floor...chain
dragsack...D...floor fleshy sack throbbingurglin...D...somethin...chained...lipshapes eyes breast lump...fluidark fleshy
feeld changin...a puckery leathery sack...appeeraw mucousy fold
...pricunt mouth eye changazin a...chainavel...shapuckersurface
spurtin a pisstreamsplatterin floor...D...chain rattles round
waistightenin...pulls tuggin...hooked chained to a...D...thing
comin closer...get a stick hav’ta...beathis...hittit gettit away
...D...mishmashapen...swing arm down hittit...hittit...D...surfaceshinesweat mucousy...a prick throbstickin outta raw eye lump
mouth...a voicechoesounds...chain rattles...presseshape thru
doorway...circle of lighthing in shadow...mucousy leathery undifferentiated lump...pussmall cut oozes blood...shapeshiftshimmerin...arm appeers breast...lips mouth eyelid appeerin
disappeerin...face formlesshape fadeshadowshimmeringlimmeraw mucousy wet foldark open...a...prickstirrin asshole
dilates a tinglin edginess...eye appeers openingapin dark...a
gazingaze...unblinkin bright light shinesin circle...gazingone
but still a...D...fingersqueezineadin knees...knocknees...loosen
legs open...pants pinchin thighspread flattenin cushion...headswingshrug’n shakeshape heavin...tenshouldershift...shiftin seat
inside jacket...folds crease pants...eyesweepin...whatime...
looklock face...one thirty...rightime...browshrug’n eye rolls...
D...got his message...see me my office one-thirty...but what a-
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bout...fingers clench...rightime...rub nailsinside thumb...nailscrape cross...twist handin presentinails clouds...rub rough
nail crossinside thumbody tensin...clench thighs asshiftstomachestslumpinhalifts...sighand fallin...damp clammy armpitstomach grippin...eyeshiftsweep carpet’n lift...light colorshapesoundshapes room floodsin...door closin airushes...D...
typewriterapid tappin rr—nngg...room foldsealin collectsounds voices...woman movin background brightin corners planes
...false white light falls...wooden chairsextend right along
wall...headrops eyeslip close...D...voices buzzin conversin a...
dark warehouse...wooden floor...floatin soundsteppin thru
doorway sounds floodin...dark brick room...long rectangle...
bright end microphone’n stand...bodies clusterin millin...
chatterin...woman tight dark floral mini-dresstrapless walkin across room lookinto see...background wall...three large
white lit photos...crossteppin room...walk upto wall...three
photos wide white margins...presence alongsidlin...look
...I really like these...male dark hair...You know...head
tiltin...First of all it’s kinda sublime...eyespush...Hangin
the photos up spread-eagle like that with nails thru the silver
eyelets at each corner...eyes trace corners...The photos on
either side are pretty straightforward...woman chained-up
spread-eagle in door frame feet foot off floor hair coverin
face shot from different angles...It’s like a series but the
center one where her back is to us and she’s arching rocking back with that look on her face like a little girl on a
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swing...That completely disrupts the fantasy scenario · E...face
quizzes...the what · E...voice clips a...The fantasy scenario you
know who chained her up was she willing or not who’s going
to beat her to fuck her...knotstomach...Whatever they’re gonna
do · E...swirlscene...Growing slowly out of wavering clouds and
dark livid shadows the Thing came over them while they slept
...Among the drunken snoring band of slavers it became something ghastly sprouting countless malformed limbs and stunted
appendages...Its great weight was supported by a dozen stout
legs which dragged another dozen too misshapen to function
...All about its bulk arms of all sizes splayed out while in other
places thick twisted hands seemed to press out from within
its hideous flesh...Scores of heads like grisly fruit sprouted from
its top...Some lifelike with hair and brows and others mere
lumps in which the features were arranged at random...E...
eyestrainingrainy focus...that dream...how’d that phrase go...end of
it...when i woke...a voice...no one speakin...I left a mark upon the
surface of a door · E...heavy blue sky...storm cellar door...clouds
driftingray...house corner...that voice...E...hands fall eyes glaze...i
left a mark...E...some doorin a basement...And one morning as I
awoke...a phrasin a phrase...E...a phrase awoke with me...enjoinin
me...I left a mark upon the surface of a door · E...soft blank
...a phrasin a phrase...a voice...becomin bein me...E...appearin...
as if i appeered there outta the dream...like i’m justhis other
thispeakin dream voice...and one morning as i awoke a phrase
awoke as me...I left a mark upon the surface of a door · E...
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...rr—nngg...eyestretch...blink...presenceslash back room
...E...sandy wall...wooden chairs...woman clothes folds wrappin
tight flesh walkin cross room...fleshy glowin open collar...
chestaresunder gold necklace...dragazes cross...masksmoothin
face...a...her eyes recognize...carpetslitherstepsoundswashover
...movinto door lookin steppin thru room...door closes...fallingaze...hands restin...sittin feet flat...legs open...sudden
fleckin eye...blink...blink it...stretch wideye...door openin
...her eyes recognize...comin toward...a...sittup...stoppin
head leanin...a breastswings heavy...Excuse me...facesmilook
...He’d like to see you now...a voice ringin...eyesleight...
You can go right in · E...browslump wanesmile...thank you · E...
standin pull pinchin pantsin mirror flash...footstepsweepantswishin...closedoor...E...stop breathe’n knock...exhale’n breathin...Come in...muffledeep voicexpandin hollow space...E...
turn handlin push...framenter...man suit sittin behindesk...
step...Please close the door...a presence lookingazin...door
weightswingstep...flat corners fit cl-ckin leapspace...hollowringrips...E...far noise foldin smoothair...holdin breath
breathe space...Sit down please...hands gesture to chair...
step round sit...I’m ah...leanin forward...I’m going to get
right to the point...pressingaze forward...heartbeatsweat...
face tightensmell sour breath...office buzzes outside...a womanshrillaugh chills...E...a gazechoes flesh washin flush...lookin
facin...I want to know what you mean by these letters that’ve
been circulating · E...lips loosenin voices buzzin outsidoor...
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v
closeyescene...dark room...bedspreadark flat...hairy brown
legs hang...brown asskin presses bed...stiff cock hipstrain
a...unngh-fuck...ballswalnutighthighspread flatten...a dark
hole...assholesmell musty...E...nosmell fingerspitsmell...spittin
open hand...smear on a...fistroke grasp a...closeyes...whitorso
womansmoothighstraddlegs dark...brown prick in wet slickunt
...headlesshipstomachest...heads loose hangin a...dark nipplestare...white skin smooth soft...cool flesh...E...a hard
prick strainin hand...hipush a...hand cunt lips flap over
tiprick...wet foldslick wrap round a...hand pump a...stomachole belly button...a dark hole...grim gravelly gray garage
skieshadowslow cloudstand close lean over look...hands grasp’n
twist figures...g i joes belly to belly armstraight jut frozen
grimacin clasp...Look they’re fucking...John Beebee...bee-bee
butt...The man’s dick goes right in here...belly button...there a
...reachandsift dark rich wet dirt...That’s how you fuck · E...
prick goestraightinavel...F...stomach smooth ribshine...chest heavy
ripe a...full throb jiggliquid...hips up down...cuntswallow a...F...
fistthrottlestroke push a...long slam up down a...buzzestiff rubbery tip...long dark hair waves...white facestern featuresevere
shouldersharp neck...floathere above...no body dark space...watcheshe there...F...it’s what’s her name Weaver...actress white face
...dark hair mom’s...beautifulsavage young...head just kinda just
there...separate...man dark legs hips cock...brown...asshole
brown pucker...Weaver...not whitorso...watcheshe must see...
see hole sceneyesintent...beautifulsavage desirin a...brown
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legs clench...white cheeks asshole...cuntween white legstraddle
...cunt grips a...wethicklips grip a shaftslide out slickum
coatin brown shaft white...F...fist pumpush gripshafthick...balls
heavy knot...closeyescene...standoutside watch thru window
...face reflectin...parents voicescarry...grandparents aunts
uncles...cousin Annie...Do you wanna go play · F...hem...play what
· F...shifeet...Well...smirk...We could go upstairs’n play butts’n
weiners · F...standin closet locked bathroom handsexplore...shrug
...walk towardstairs thru crowded room...okay · F...breathin...
Weaver watchin...wild faceyes nostrils flare...feelseverything
...parts of her...hand strokock pullskin tighthicknobob...half
closeyes...hips writhe...whithighstiff lift hips fall heavy...F
...pullips hand up over tipricunt lips grip...whititsundulate
jigglesolid fluid...Weaver watches half closedirectighteyes
...mouth open...F...headroll eyes gaspat hand grasprick stroke
firm tip’soft...flaships tighthrust jerk...stroke handown
...a heavy jiggle...darkrevice ass presses bed...clench asshole...a brown pucker...white armswing shoulderoll...headless
...titsmooth ribs...soft smooth midriff...darkalves hang...F
...hand burstwist round a...pumpisston...mouth suck a...Weaver savagexcitement overwhelmin...F...loosen griprick handslip
...not yet...unngh-gh...pinch prick squeezes scene...F...Lowering
her hips she straddled his stiff brown cock...A drop of white
cum glistening in it’s slit...Her cunt lips spread wetness
over the length of him as sliding down she suddenly pushed
her mons against him her tits dangling lewdly as she...F...hand-
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slides...dark hipstiff prick whitorso breastshoulders...Weaver
head...separate piecesame body...F...fisticky prick enter...
basqueeze tipurple tight redarknobulge...white hipslow lift
dark shaft appeer...F...handslowstroke...dark leg falls...
whithighs kneel bed...breastsway...headlesshoulders chest...
Weaver head eyes backlosedroll...brown legs limp...prickstifforearm...shiny milky whithighs...black room...sweaty flesh
flush...woman’s white knees press bed...legs feet jut...damp
pussy’s grip clings...F...fistightenstroke...jerk a throb...F
...closeyes...closedarkloset envelopin...breaths breathe cross
dark...Annie’s hand grabreacheshrivelled penis...reach down
...smoothairless mons...fingers tremble cross cool puckered
folds...fingeround smoothipskin...drag cross cheek ass crack
...moistremble gaspin cool skin...breathingasps...hand cupsmall
scrotum bumpsmoothighs tremors feather tickle...darklosetstuffy...lightstrip under darklosedoor...hearts poundin voices
muffledownstairs...parents cousins...F...Weaver’sharp face
thrown eyesightless gaze...black hair black room...wanna...her
face that way becuzza me...F...handstroke prick standspit soppin wet...blackurly hairoiled...whitorso lean forward hands
knees...dangle a titsolid fluid...pendulant...hipstrain against prick deepin...foldslipslip over shaft...hand brown
a...pucker ass...cock slipstuff asshole...stiffill...prick
bloat puff...thighstraddle cheekspreadarkrack...puckery little
ringstretch...relax anus cheeks collapse...Weaver’savage face
glare...white body rocksoft back on prickstrain...F...squeeze
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fisthrobuild pulse pound...unngh-fuck...there...push pullspurt...griprick...squeeze tight bulge...purplengorged...
beautificool white marble flesh...stiff...fade face gaspant
...dark hair mom’s...F...stiff cock hold load...smellspitighthrobuzz...cum on her titstomach...flat white stomach...soft
flesheave...creamy white...white dropshiny gobsplatter...
F...spitsmell hand cockslapstomach...hand wrapshaft caresstiff prick...pumpush a...flush white flesh mottledark
gasp between thighs...hand guide brown prickingorged cunt
...tighthighs push...cumove up behind her...behind her cunt
shines...kneelin brown pricunt fold...presshard against ass
...press tight hot hole...dark asshole...archer back hard
prick popress thru holelastic assinkin a...deepslowingrind...F
...tight fingerin feverishandrub a...fuck her ass cum on her
back...handsqueeze soft fleshy white cheeksoft doughy...hard
cocksin ass feel brown pricunt...lipsoft wet glisten...so soft
sinkin warmenvelope...so deep can’touch...F...handslick rub
prick...Weaver closeyes open...push prick ass thrust...pushard
prick strainstiff...unngh-fuck...gonna...F...pushand tight...hipslam prick...push...F...hipstiff prickstrain...gobs gonna...unnghfuck...standense prick...Weaver descendin...F...cum spurtspillspasms...parts joinin trembles...F...hot flash white mucouscreamy
pumpush pulse burst baspinesnapushin...Weaver tosses...F...hot
gobspraystomach...throblank buzzespurtspurtin...F...shivershatter hand freize...throbuzz...figure fadissolvesh-shivershake...F...black roomenvelopeshadows...F...emptyin throbeat...
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u
him...F...fast flashes a...F...kniflasheslasharmsweepin arc...
forearmshakes...F...handswing arms grapplingrab arms...kniflash...gone...F...arms darkircle...dank alcohol smell...F...
cringe convulsingag...breath pushunnhh...F...dark sweaty...
push spring back...foot floats back...fadeshape face backin...
r-tttllesharp kn-ck...h-mmmotor...F...quick twisturn...fridgloweigh-mmm darkitchen...armshake...legs quiver...F...presence
pressin...bend’n crooknee...chest fluttersleight...breathe’n
sigh...blood flowsqueezeyeshut...open...blink...turn’n...door
curtain window...lurklook...he’s...G...a gaze...no...no...can’t
be...there’s no one...should i look...G...force pulls grabreathold...no don’t look...justimagininit...heavy arm leg dull throb...
door light fridge...table windowall counter cupboard...feet pad
floor...pants fold unfold...tubindin behind legs...lift’n pulleg
...a...cigarette...shrug...G...lift’n pushandinto jacketside...
box graspullout packsmoothand...look turnin hand...reach’n flip
top...cigstubesin line...G...curtains window...face behind’em...
grotesque horrible white...pull curtain away...G...The muffling
dampness clung to the cool surface of the ancient stone floor...
looklenchand...Polished by untold thousands of feet...darkslipshunshuddershake...And with the staleness of the centuries old
air seemed to thicken the motionless shadows...will he...Giving them an almost physical substance...shudderslip fuzzy gray...
But it was something else that made the hairs on his neck stand
on end...will he always bein...Suddenly they were upon him...
face behind the...A blunt force knocked him from his feet and
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propelled him through the crumbling balustrade...always there...
Landing heavily on his shoulder he sprang...pull backurtain...
His reflexes honed by a lifetime of battle...horrible face...He
was already on his feet sword in hand as the first one leapt...
heaveyesigh breathe blink...Thrusting upward he was suddenly
drenched from head to foot in foul smelling gore...he’s waitingazingray...Pulling his sword free he met the second blade for
blade...blink...The ringing metal resounded making the ancient
shadows seem to quiver with danger...G...floatinglidesilhouette...
fadesinto blink...turn reach’n fliplightsharpshape kitchen...
hand a...longash...where’s ashtray...tube roundash...a turdash
eatit...G...shudder...no...burnt brown...dad’n his fudge’n nuts
...ashiteatin...bladder presses a...god gotta pissinhale turn’n
step round corner...dark...presence presses...step’n hunch thru
door...searchingrabsn-pswitch...light burstsquint...step’n bendingrab...lift lid...b-ng...step’n stand square...toilet face
ringstain...reach’n pinch zipper...fingersunzz-pp...drop cig in
bowl...st-sss...G...grampa cigsin bowleavin brown trailike blood
...thumband hook...G...dreamin backyard facin house...pull reach’n
grab a...grasshade concrete walls...G...look down...lookin down
driveway...push pinch a...grassworn by tires...warm streamsquirtingrips a...someone walkin down drive...grampa...G...stretch arch
breathinose...but he’s dead...G...zombie walk eyestarin a...G...
yellow streamarcs...unnnhh...hide behind house...G...spl-tterspl-shin bubblespl-tter...breath lifts deep chest...push piss a
...in thatool shed...push’n stopinch stream...G...facin wall
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pressingramps corpslight no substance against wall...push piss
dribblin...G...my prick was’so hard...drip jagripsh-shuddershake...so scared...prick pressinto ribcage fuck’im afraidanger...
prick fuckin peelin ribcage hole a...leatheryellow flesh...fuck
in’im so hard so big...slammin ribcage...G...roll’n suckingut
...drribble...milk fingersqueeze...force a drop...shuddershake
...G...reach’n grab white paper...wipe acrosslit a...drop a
white flutterin bowl...feetshift...pinchand z-pull...reach’n
flush...w—shhsh—sssshh...ssl-rp...suckingrabshudder...G...swinground...rub tiprick pressagainsthigh...hollow tiprick tingles...
a...turn facin sink mirror...grab faucet-rn...gush-spout...lift
face face there...a gazin...G...horrible face distorted starin
...behind curtain...cheeksucksmack...sucksaliva gritaste...curlip gritaste...gazin a...G...screened presence...noise...outhere
...bedroom...is someone...G...a prickstiffshadowslashin...waitin
behindoor...holdimage clench butt...G...starin a mirror starin...
listen...there’s no one...look down cup handsunder spout...
spl-sh...hand cup bend’n push lift facin...dripullin drapesurface...water fallspl-sh pullin face whiskers...cup hands’n lift
masksmooth moldskin...eyes presshut...wetsmoothands cross cheeks
...breathe...weaveshapestop...G...that noise again...eyesnapopen
...G...presence freezin...hold breath pressin...there outhere...
hand holdstill...cock eyesears...runnin dripullinose...headshakes...go’n see...G...in bedroom...hallway...on porch...G...
presence...hidden...he can break thru door...G...go’n look...
no no...wait listen...reach twistsqu—kin offaucetight grip-
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slip...stand erect...G...turningrab towel softin handsmother
face...dab rub...stop listen...G...no noise...was it the fridge
again...oradiator...uprightin mirror...hold towel eyescannin
float...dark periphery lines...glimpshape...G...presence...
dampairy foldsintowel...folds fallin...look brushin past mirror...reach sn-plight...G...The first blast blew in the window
...G...handarknessweeps...Sending razor sharp shards of glass
flying in a thousand different directions...twisturn...Falling
to the floor...breezesweepsoftly brush-swh-sper...He managed to
crawl across it until he was able to peer out the remaining
window...lift’n step...He saw the dark figures darting in and
out of the heavy still shadows...G...breathe touchin thigh...
The surprise was almost complete...quick swellin throb...They
were sure to have the house surrounded...heart beat step...Any
second now they would start to close the trap...G...breathesigh...stepswish thru door...dark short hall...kitchen...stepsweep...cigashtray...darkingash...a...H...presence...him...no
no...headshakes...H...presencenvelopin...outsidoor...wallstretchin up columnarspinslow...H...outside presence presseshapin room
...window lookingrippin coldshiver...H...presence...gotta get
away from this...there’someone there...windowseamargin...room
tilts...H...presence pressin...blinksqueezeyes...looksweep
...fridge windowall...H...presence...outhere...breatherect...
wait watchear...head erect a...arm leg waist...eyesears...H...
presence dissolvescattears...parts...a gaze sweeps...H...puff
breath driveshapes force breakin room open...calves tremblin...
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H...figureswirlin...H...why does it...shit...i can’t fuckin
believe it...i hate crassassholes like that...H...shit why me
...can’t fuckin believe those turds...fuckin bloated anuses...
what a fuckin crock...H...that fuckinguy...handin hishirt like
he’s packinglarin...H...Yah that’s right I’m preferrin’ta you ·
H...a glaringaze...I’m preferrin ta you...H...stupid fucker...
H...fuckin incredible...preferrin ta me...can’t even...H...
shit i didn’t even know he was talkinto me...H...eyes mouth
movinglarin lips thrustin...little fuckin brimless leather cap
...so anyway he’s got his hand’in his t-shirt under his arm as
he’s talkin’to me...shit...somehow I’d bumped’is fuckin leg
walkin down the aisle of the bus...me’n Dena were carryin
grocery bags’n the bus was so fuckin crowded...of course there
was a goddamn baby carriage blockin the aisle...’n these studs
‘re all sittin a seat apart from each other takin up a couple’
seats each...legs’spread’out...so she sits down between two guys
and the assholes’start pressin their legs against hers...so she
starts pushin back...I sat further back...in the seat before
last...Dena’s in front’a me in the seat that’s facin in...so I
sit next’ta this asshole with’is legs’spread’out...’n me...I look
at’im’n say hi’n gently nudge his leg over...he just glares at
me...gazinglarin...phallic fuckinglare...nudgin his leg over
lookin at’im sayin hi...passinguy in fronta me...musta bumped
his leg or somethin...starts goin on...don’t even remember bumpin’im...so fuckin crowded...so this guy starts goin’on...Can’t
evin accuse himself...’n I’m wonderin what this fucker’s goin
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on about...I thought he was talkin’to his friend...Bumped mah
lehg...Bumped mah lehg man...Nobody touch mah lehg...and he’
starin right at me...I was probably smilin or doin somethin
equally stupid...so I start wonderin if he’s talkin’bout me · H
...Yah that’s right I’m preferrin’ta you · H...preferrin...wideyes
...what’da’ya mean...I excused myself · H...can’t really remember...don’t even remember bumpin’im...He excused himself ·
H...Dena...turninto her a dark glaringaze...What’ter’ya takin
his’side what’ter’ya a tag-team or sumpthin...glarin...Why don’t
yuh shut’up · H...snarlin...so this asshole tells Dena ta shut’up
...an’it’so funny it’s like some character switch or somethin
cuz she got really pissed...she starts’sayin...Don’tell me ta
shut’up...I can say whatever I want on a bus...me I just wanted
ta get the fuck outta there...I jus’kep’thinkin I don’t wanna
share this madness...it always used ta be me who mouthed off
‘n talked back’n Dena who thought’it wasn’t worth the trouble
...the whole time I just kep’thinkin must be hard havin sex...
yer friends must call you handjob...sayin’ta women Don’touch
mah leg nobody touch mah leg · H...fuckers...damn...fistingripslipsqueeze...ragin screamin...fuckin asshole prick posers actin
tough...the asshole with a handin hishirt...like he’s gotta gun
...H...lashout...grab his arm’n twist...break it smash the fuck
...force his arm against pole skin twistingrip rippin red blood
meaty muscle...white bonesnap rip thru brown skin...smash’im
asshole bone ripsnap flesh...H...presence firmin...no...no...
i don’t wanna share that madness...H...shit’that’s what I kep’
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thinkin then...the fuckin delirious assholes...like they got
no other way to express their fuckin egoes...they bully around
‘n act’tough...it’so fuckin crass...take up two seats like they’re
bigger’en they are...what fuckin shit...I’m sittin there this’
asshole next’ta me glarin at me cuz I had the gall tuh sit next’ta
him...’n the guy in front’ta me goin on about his fuckin leg...
the guys across the aisle must’uh been friends or somethin...they
were laughin away...thought’it was funny or somethin...maybe’
cuz they were black too · H...surroundin...closin’in...H...
reachin bag pullingun out...a...right at’im...sneer...here i
got somethin for yer ass fucker...pointingun at his head
straightin frontriggersqueezin...blow his fuckin head off...
righthroughis head brainsexplodingray matter blood...H...stoppresence...ah shit...sit back...pressure liftin hands relax...
exhale...the fuckin assholes...just wanna stay away from’em
...they’re fuckin sick...H...Runnin’into fucks like that’s
always a bad experience...You always end up so pissed off’n
tremblin with rage tryin’to control it...lookin down...And
you keep slippin...into those fantasy fight scenarios over’n
over...So much fuckin anxiety or somethin tryin’ta repress yer
...hate...Ya end up shootin smashin’em over’n over again
in fantasy...H...headshakin...lookin...I can’t fuckin stand
that shit...It’s one reason I’d love ta get outta this country
...eyes meet a...It kinda reminds me of Baldwin’n his image
of that other locked in yer mental cell with you...It’s a funny image...Your imagination as a cell...H...It reminds me of
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an old recurring fantasy of mine I had for years when I was
young...I used to have these imaginary fights with an exact
double...We’d be locked in this room in the basement next to
the incinerator...flameslick’n flicker a...The double was always
more vicious’n I had ta go all out jus’ta hold my own ya’know
...God they were so fuckin crazy · I...goin on’n on...like those
two guys who stopped me...stupid naive me...cornerin me...Hey...
Wanna suck my cock · I...suckin big black slowslidin a...I...
fuckin shook me...how long did it take me to get over that...
assholes...couldn’t understand why...a black prick throb
pulsin pressingainst...fightin the fuckersin my imagination
...smashin’em kicknockin’em into newspaper dispensers...fuckin shit faces...over’n over again relivin the scene...smashin
‘em kickin’em punchin’em...fuckin shit faces...I...shit faces...Did
you ever’read that George Jackson letter about how the white
prisoners’d throw their shit into the black’s cells as they passed
their tier...He couldn’t understand it...But’it’s just simple association...Brown skin brown shit...Not too hard to understand · I
...shit...sittin on the bus this asshole glarin at me...glarin
at Dena...goin on’n on...Bumped mah lehg man...Can’t even accuse himself...can’t remember if we got off before they did
or not...assholes...I’m preferrin’ta you...head shakes...god
get me the fuck outta here...so hard to live with that kinda
shit...shit from the mouths of assholes...nothin for’em to be
‘ceptough fucks...fuck’em all gotta be the big strong egoestrong
selfs...I’m preferrin’ta you · I...handin hishirt like he’s packin...
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As his vision slowly began to clear he started to grasp what it
was that held him in its thrall...Struggling against the power
which steadily began to drain the life from him he saw for the
first time the vision before him...To his horror the face kept
changing like some kaleidoscopic nightmare resembling one
after another all the faces in his life...And still the voices echoed
in his head...The voices of the living past and present...The
voices of those dead and buried...The screams started in the distance and coming closer and closer soon overwhelmed him...It
was his voice...I...sittup...oh you know...the other morning...swallow eyesup...I was’sleepin’n I heard you talkin’to me...drapeslightshinin crack...I heard you say You should wake up...did she say
now...in this’soft soothin voice...’n I did...lookin eyes...it was
6:13’n I rolled over’n looked at you...you were asleep...eyes
fall...it was funny I rolled back over’n looked at the light’
shinin thru a crack’in the drapes...I was’sooo comfortable...it was’
soo peaceful · I...glowarmth effusemile...Do you know what you
were dreamin before you heard my voice...eyestrainin quizzin...
What’d I say You should wake up now · I...eyeslighten...yah..You
should wake up...I don’think you said now...but I can’t remember
what I was dreamin...eyesparklookin...in fact I didn’t even know
then...all I could remember was the soft soothin sound of your
voice · I...layin driftin warmth...shiny beetly creature appeers
disappeers dwon corridoor...oh god I hav’tuh tell you about’this
dream I had last week...eyesleight...another fuckin alien dream · I
...curlsmile...You and your alien dreams geesshh...headshakin..
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You’ve been havin a lotta those lately...eyes quizzin...Why do
you think you’re havin all these alien dreams · I...eyebrows knit
‘n shouldershrug...I don’t really know...tuck head swallow...
but anyway...last night’it was the alien you know from the
movie Alien...a flatteningaze...brow lifts...it was pretty fuckin
crazy...a gaze lifts...I was in this like death struggle with
this Alien...fightin withat drunkreep...grampsmellike...on toppa
him on concrete...dark damp grass dirt arm chokin...I was on top
of the Alien rollin around on the floor...slicksquirmin...my hands
around its neck...I was’stranglin chokin it...surfacesheenshiny...
it was’smooth’n glossy but’its beetle-like armor wasn’t wet
though...a gazin...it just had this’sheen kinda like a cross between
mercury an’oil on water...itwistin strugglin...the whole time I was
afraid it would shoot its’snapper’at me...snappershootin outeeth
wethickocksheen erect...it didn’though...stranglin it...a prickin
hand...it just lied there...I thought’it was dead...breathru nose
...but’it came back to life...eyeslidin handrubbingettin hard last
night cumminot...Alien mother that impregnates...motherfather...
its prickin my hand...a eyeslift...it’umh...it got up an’disappeered...eyesearch...then this all out war started...me’n four
or five others were fightin it in this immense building complex
...hard floorsteps echoin halls...we had this ad hoc like headquarters’in this basement...darkin walls concrete floors...there was’some
sort’uv power source down some hall or somethin...hummin behindoor wall...we were goin’to electrocut’it with’these electric
things...flat roundiscs...they were like pads...gazes pass throughall...
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we were waitin for it...hollow halls echoless...an’this telephone on the floor started ringin...fearingripshockin...phone
blackoncrete floor...somebody...I think it was me said...if it
can dial a phone I’m gonna shit...eyes gazin a...black buzzinglitterin line...aweightin presence...anyway...blankingaze fades
...anyway...swallow...so we go searchin for it...passin doors dark
rooms walls closin...we look’an look but we couldn’t find it anywhere...empty hallstairs...I remember once we came to this really
he-uge auditorium...space openin...I was walkin down this huge
stairway that’turned into this like viewing stand...handspreadsides open...the stairs’split an this’ viewing stand or landing was
in the middle...the stairs kinda flowed’down...er...J...swept out
at the sides...smooth woodgrain...Alienshell...the wood was’smooth
like the Alien’shell...woodoors open...then I was lookin’in this wood
cabinet built in somewhere...eyes glancin over...it was completely
empty an’had that woody you know that sawdust smell...noddin
...then...we went back up the stairs an’then these other smaller
steps these narrow enclosed stairs...they seemed old’n used’dirty
old wallpaper’n just run down...swallow...but anyway at the top
of these stairs we found this room where it’d been teaching itself
to write...kid’small room paperstrewn...this room was like a cabin
on a sailing ship...tight narrowoodarkarpet...there were all these
papers on the floor with letters on’em...eyeshiftingaze...an’the
weirdest’thing...there were these Victorian-like cut-out drawings
of the moon in its phases...swallow...you know like a half-moon
‘n quarter-moon an’full-moon things like that...each with a man
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in the moon face on it in profile...moon face glaringaze...
we thought’it was’strange how intelligent’this thing was...awaitingaze...we all got scared as hell an’decided we’d better just
get the fuck outta there...darteyescramblin...breathe deep...
our’rocketship was alright’it still worked...jets blastin liftin
openin eyespace...so we started goin all’over...rooms floorslopin...like in the basement anywhere we came across these
little Alien eggs...an’they were everywhere...little turds...
they were like these little turds...fistsized...with sphincterlike openings on top...kinda like puckery little assholes...
smilingrin...anyway they were all over an’we started spreadin
...crumblingooey brown masslimey...an’I think this is real funny...we were spreadin mock duck around the littl’eggs wherever
we found’em...it was’some kinda incendiary stuff...dark damp
basementsmelly earthy...it was’supposed to blow up an’burn all
the eggs...spreadark brown flakesoft...we put’it’all over the
place...swallowingulp...sprinklin mushy flakeson damp earth
heap...an’then we were gonna burn’em out...sighsight relaxin
fadin background...everybody runningettin outta there...we all
beat’it back to the rocketship an’blasted off then...blastin
flamesexhausthrustin blowin blastin...everything blew up then
when we took off...eyeshrug’n cock face...an’that was about’it
...breathinosighswallowingulp...I can’t remember anymore than
that...I don’t even know if I woke up then or not...blankin
face...a gazin...haven’t had anymore alien dreams’since then
...swallowingulp...at least not anymore I can remember · J...
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kn-ck echoin kn-ck...is this the door...J...step alcovenclosin
...here comesomeonesteps...J...locksl-ckl-ckin...dooropenin...ah
good Tom...hi...smilesmilin...s’Curt around · J...Yah com’on’in · J
...rug messtep miss...how ya doin · J...steppin...Not bad...
How’bout you · J...steppin aside...I’m doin okay · J...steppin
room openin left...Who is it · J...Curt inside rooms hall...It’s
your buddy · J...Tom fallin back...turn’n follow voice...halleft
walls white woodoor floor...stridin thru frame wanna duck...bedroom...Curt legs crossits bed head...sleevelesstradlinguitar...
hey hi · J...Hi · J...lookin reachin hand hidden...lookin back hand
tossin...Here ya go · J...baggie’sailin...reach’n catch a...stuffed light...oohh great · J...smilesmileslyly...lookin back...frozen photo figureswellsweepin cross walls...twist’n look...chair
there...step’n sit...gazesweeps figuresuitshirts headsingin frozen
...your’room looks pretty good...head twists busy backgroundslidin
...every wall covered...look round behind...must be a lotta work
puttin’em up tho · J...head fallslowly back...Yah but I like doin
it...photostill gazin...duck walkin Chuck promo Larry Williams
vestaunch Bo James Brown backstagentourage...pointin at wall behind bed head...This...smilestrainin...Is my negro wall...Little
Richard hairslick eyes gleamin mouth open...Howlin Wolf John Lee
Hooker Muddy behind lamp...And...pointin right along bed...This
is my caucasian wall · J...John Paul GeorGene Elvis Buddy Everly
Brothers...smile crackin bright...that’s pretty funny...voice
hangstringin...I’m gonna leave my walls blank for awhile · J...
white flashin eyes...Curt peerin browsunder...playinguitar...
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a dancingaze sweeps...chordstrummin...look back lookin...
hold a bag legsetit...twist look round...see’n grab lp...Here
...Use this it’s better · J...drop lp...shovellinewspaper...
reachingrab’n spreadin lap...grabbag...open’n pinchinside...
sprinkloose leavesinews crease...grab crumble clumps...breakleaves loose...grab rollin papers...pull one open...flatten fill
...pinch edges...roll a tube...lift up lick’long edge...pressmooth...cradlipsmooth...grab newspaper edges...lift edges middle saggin...hold’n fold over bag...tapshake loopspecks cross
print...foldropaper...yuh gotta light · J...lookross eyes...
There’s...tossin eyes...A lighter over there · J...nitestand between bed’n door...reach outta chair...grab’n sit back...lift
presslips a thin end...flick lighteroughin thumb...lift flame
warm suck sweetaste...a...look up...tv cars faces flashin...J...
stepresence behind...Tom’n guitar...get up...here...pointinglance
...here sit down · J...only chair...No that’s alright · J...walkinto bedge...Curtaplayer sittin holdinguitar...clickin music
...songsingin...Everyone wants what’s’in their dreams...J...
rhythmix...We’re gonna do that one right · J...Tom pointinto Curt
...Yah · J...quickurt...grindinguitarscreech beat punchin...holdout
a...Do you know the words Curt · J...Not yet...reachin takin a...
But I’ll get’em · J...clampinhalin mouth...roll bag stickin shirt
pocket...Did you see the Elvis’sweat up there...Tom pointin...look
up yellow’n blue flat pac plastic pocket water...It’s’spozed ta be
real · J...handin a...laughin...fulla water...yah...probably more
like Memphis tapwater · J...stepshufflin...someone comin...blond
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Kay...Hi · K...smilin...hi Kay · K...Hi’ya Kay · K...turninto
Curt...sittin leanin...Hi · K...eyeseyes...Hi · K...lookin away
sittin legstretchin...lookin straighteyes...jeanshortsleeveshirt white...How’ya been Reid · K...smilesmilin...looswallow
...pretty good I guess...look down...bein worked to death but
otherwise...shrugsmile...okay · K...Tomstandin looks lookin...
puttinguitar down...I’m gonna take a shower · K...steppin...Nah
...Curtstoppin’im...You don’t have to · K...Yah I do · K...
breathin...Let’s go grubby...looksliftin...Let’s all just be
regular tonight...shakinglance over self...I’m goin like this ·
K...Kay lookin followin open shirtsleeves torn bare shoulders...
Tom walkin out...Nah I’m gonna take a shower · K...stepstillin
...Kay reachin purse...pullin out hand holdin...See my earrings
...large silvershinin...I was guh’na put’em on on the way over
but there was this African woman on the bus...metal headstamped
african woman...breathesighin...’N I thought she’d be offended
by’em · K...holdin palm offerin...tall nappy hair wrapped...I don’
think she’duv minded...face repeatin blank eyestraight forward
...it’s hard to say tho...looks cross lookin...breakin off a...
they’re pretty nice you know you could always paint’em · K...flat
black brown whitin eyes red wrap flat lips...Kay smilin...Yah I
thought’uv that...reachin pullin’em away...But I think I like’m
the way they are · K...music background thumpin eruptin...drag
smoke taste...Kay’school Curt ignorin me askin...K...so Kay...
where’d you go to school in Scotland · K...voice hangin eyes lift
...At’ta place called Sterling University · K...space breathin...
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did you study English · K...talkinto’er lipslashesmile...eyes
fallin...Yah but I’m interested in art now · K...hush...I had a
funny dream the other night about an English class...bouncinglance...I dreamt’that ah...showin a...that I got busted for
smokin pot...smokeyesquint...and for my punishmen’they ah they
sent me back to High School English class...float eyesmilaugh
...it was horrible...liftinhale a...there were all these teenagers there in the classroom...breathe...I was’sittin’in the back
in one of those half desk chairs yuh know...noddin...and’uh they
were all standin up’n introducin themselves...youngirl standin
jeans hips tightsweater I’m Carrie Page’n I want to be a writer
...they were tellin the class wha’they wanted to be...flattin
faces abackin...do i reveal too...K...halfsmile...god it was
horrible...headshake drag holdinhale a...can you imagine...
High School English class...headshakeyes close...there I was
thirty’years old stuckin High School · K...two guystandin sidewalkrushin busestreet flowin...cold sharin a warm...gray fallsky...drag a...hold a...exhale a...senseschoolsad...alone...
High School...wha...shake...K...guitarstrummin...clatterin tv
...I have to figure out’this one part...Curtaplayer holdin wirespeakersmalloud...blastonedown...stoppin tape...Here this part
...beat descendinguitar...Listen · K...earstrainin...The ivory...K
...lookup...what’s that Climb the ivory tower · K...runnin tapestoppin...lookin...Enjoy...twistin...The ivory tower · K...pressin clickin...beat punchin...Can enjoy the ivory tower...K...Curt
lookslyly...homo white cock...K...hand reachin clickin player...
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www-ell then...peer archases look...I jus’better jot’that down
...cheeks lift eyesquint lips crack...I gotta remember that
...smile...jot next to nothin...a little seed...seetoilet...
a facesilvery noddin bright mirror...so if I’m not speakin then
who is · K...headrop face fall...What did you say · K...flush fills...
oh ah...nuthin...look empties...I was jus’thinkin out loud · K...
face catchin a fallingaze...handsh-ke...razor watery bowlspl-sh...
bare thighswarm pressin toilet seat...hand liftin razor...whiteyesoapy face lookin back...it’s kinda weird’tho’huh · K...voice hushes...W-wh-at’is...Unnngh · K...lookover white flush strainin face
...face pushin pl-pl-pspl-sh watery...seet ringshiny bowl...a...
lookinto sink...I mean...razor pointin...look off sigh...aren’t
the most common words...the smallest · K...turn’n face...floatin voice fadin...But what would one be without the others · K...
rollips arch openingaze...the only one I guess · K...chucklesmile...a gaze...Is one more important than the others · K...well
ah...eyes catch look...to each individual maybe...falls over a
toiletsittingaze...maybe the words...maybe even the sounds
that’re unconsciously important to you...ummh...define you...meetingaze...you know...brows lifteyes wide...maybe even the silly infantile sounds’n phrases...the rhythms that impress themselves on
you...smilifts cheekshine...those verbal rhythms...eyeshift...the
silly little things you say when you can’t help yourself...warm
flushesmile...the sounds...are more important than even your
name or self-image...wordsin wordsounds...you know I used to have
this fantasy...swallow...it was about’this book...lookstraight
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‘n flat...this book that I would write...blink...and I used to
have a very specific image of where I’d do this and of myself
doin it...breathe...but this book was to have been written in
what looked like a totally different language...a totally individual language...browshrug...tap razor...somehow...it was composed of this half hieroglyphic face and this image of this...
hand freeze...this celestial choir of voices twisting and rising
up into this cylindric-like vault of space...space like this’spray
...this’explosion of stars twirling straight above...face falls...
it was pretty persistant · L...handspl-sh-swarm water...ssplltt
...back straightens liftin...Ungmph...sl-rpsqu-ak...abdomemn contractin...Aaahhunh...mufflespl-sh...Aahh-unmh · L...waftsharpsmell...
sighin...snh...sounds like it feels good · L...waftsharpsmell...
Unnghh...It does...a sharp driftingaze...fallin...I’ve been so
constipated lately · L...mirror holdin a face...whiskersoft soapy
mask...grip hollow plastic handle...handsh-k-spl-sh-s razor
...hand lifts chin points...lipullsmooths cheek...dragscr-p-s
dragain...handropspl-sh-k-sh-k-spl-sh-s...lift’n look at razor
...whiskerstickin...handropsh-k-spl-sh-s...handshifts...breathin
...a face lookin...handropsh-k-spl-sh-spl-sh-sh-k-s...lift
crosscr-pe jaw...under chin...handropsh-k-spl-sh...lookover
face...smalline red...a...bloodingash...say...ah...head turns
...did you...ah...get your period yet · L...lookin between legs...
Sur’enuf bloody water here...lipsmilin tight...And I feel’like
I’ve got diarhea...pushingrimacin...Oh god...Unnh I always
do when I get my period...lift breatheavin out...For the first
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hour or so anyway...shakin...I sure am sweaty...lookin...And
shakey...sharp-ssssibilance...Ooohhh · L...lookwiz...what’sa
matter · L...leanin forward mouthangin...I feel’ike I’m gonna
faint · L...hand falls...put yer head between yer knees · L...
loinswell...Ooooh I’ve got hot flashes · L...voice soften swallowin...breathin out...flushin face drainin...palin...sittin
back...are you okay · L...ceilin hangs...Yahh...Ah-ungh...
face strainin...I think so...grimacingazin...I’ll be alright
...swallowin a dry...As soon as I get rid of this diarhea
...nostrilsinflarinhalin...It happens everytime I get my period
...otherin face...I feel so horrible...’Til I get rid of the
diarhea...face grimacin...Then I’m fine...grabreath stoppin...I don’t even have diarhea then...breathin out sigh...
It’s the same everytime · L...emptieswallowingulpin eyeshruggin look aside...and there’s nothin you can do · L...browshrug
...Not really...a gaze floats...Nothin short of changing places
with you · L...slidesidewaysmearoar...liftinsitesenvelope...
cracksmile...waterin bowl...handsh-k-s razorspl-sh-sh-k-splshand...look’n wipit...jushake...lift’n shake hand...shoulder
shiftsin mirroarazor hand floatscr-p-sh-p-s cheek...breathesighunhhh...damn little hairs...turn head...how are yuh feelin ·
L...spendsuspends voice...breathin sigh...Ohh I feel okay but
I’ve got to get this diarhea...out...flesh rouges face...God
...head liftin lookin...I hate this...breathin emptiespace...
Maybe the worst is over...sharp breathin...At least I’m not
dizzy...anymore...handropsh-k-spl-sh-sh-k-spl-sh-s...Unngh...
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I don’t see those little silver specks anymore · L...neck twists
...you stil’look pretty pale...handon sinkool...there’s’no colorin yer face · L...archin brow chokeswallowin chortle...That’s becuz all the unnh blood’s drainin...unnh...face bulgin...outta me
· L...laughstrainin...Ooh’here’h...spl-rtsp-rtspl-p...spl-rtsplsh-spl-sh-spl-sh...acidirt stench...Oo-unghh that feels good
...curlips floatsmilin...It just keeps comin’n comin · L...smellinhale...mustardy moistink...eyeslink back naked leanin forward tits hangin a...backbone ribs juttin skinny...gulpin...Oh
god...periods jus’turn you inside’out...gaspingrinnin...I just
hope I don’t get cramps now...breathin sighin...At least I
think the diarhea’s out...a...little brown ring...puckers...
It just comes’in gushes tho...a mirrorsteady...And there’s
nothin you can do · L...browshruggin...did you take anything yet
· L...cabinet doorslamsolid cushionin airushes...No...Not yet ·
L...mirroar to merroar floatin...a gazin...sittin shift...white
fleshy thighs...flat butt...a hole...brown...little nothin...
look past mirror...face cheeks flesheavy...drop eyescan soapy
water...handropspl-sh-sh-k razor...clean white face...eyesoapy white...nose flareshitstalestink...guts grab f-rt pushes...Unghh...abdomen relaxesin...Oh god...doublin up...grabbingripanic...Oh god no my guts...grimacin...Oh damn they’re
just like...twistin · L...hollow eyes drop...lookrosshoulder...
are you okay · L...words prod...arms clenchin crosstomach...
I-I think so...rockin...I’m just...I’m...g-spin...I just have
cramps · L...a gazin...leanin shoulders touchingainst knees...
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Do you wanna cup · L...voice astrayingapasteyes...coffee warm
tasteamin...yah...okay · L...voice twisteyes drop...pulslidesin hollow...throat catches...a white cup...fingeruns overidgesmooth crack...L...cracksin a cup...sh-shudder...oldark
apartment on 15th...darkoffee ceilin stain...layin under that
sealin...driftin...floatin...under water surface...cup fallin...
bouncin...cupieces...cupsycheshatters...sh-shudder...psyche crumblin...L...thatime on bus almost lostit...everythin shatterin
crumblin...overwhelmin...L...felt my face fallin apartin pieces
...like it was crumblin...L...crackup...crackin self...likrystal...breaks a certain way along flaws... like psyche...flaweaknesses...cracksin edifice face...L...presence pressin...self
edifice...like crystal...see empty cup...or like a chalice
...L...bride of god or somethin...sn-ha...like we’re all the
brides of god cummin...as us...L...The blood of Christ which
was shed for thee...fadin shapes formin...people kneelin
atrail...priestandin fronta...white cloth wipin chalice figureshiftin whispeerin white robes...How many do you think
are here...hushed presence...so he doesn’t havtuh drink a
lotta extrafter...M...pullin chalice from lips cloth wipin...
cradlin flat basin palm...The blood of Christ · M...rhythmin
wordsoothin...pulsesoft...gapregnant...M...gapausin phrasestrainsin faces...M...cracks pulse thru phrases...presence pressin...always pressin...burstin...forgin formin shapes...M
...buildinexplodin video pieces flyin flames blastin...sn-ha...
like fart...it was funny...voice points past...Last night I was
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listenin’to opera before I went to bed...eyesmilin fall...The
funny thing is that afterward as I laid’in bed I could still
hear the voices’in my head...reach’n grab cup...I finally had
to get up’n put my ear to the speaker to make sure it was off
even though I knew I’d turned it off...smilesleight...It
was’still goin on in my head...I could swear I was hearin
it · M...flowshiftsheen...I saw Bernadette today...waftslightsteam...did I ever tell you that story of her’s...coffeesheen driftin...about when she worked at the University
hospital...lift face up...that thing she saw that some woman
had given birth to...hand lifts...they saved it in a jar
...thinkingazin...it was just’this fleshy lump...brow cocks
...I mean just’this lump that had these seven penises’stickin outta it...nothin’else...cup to lipsip warm...some woman
gave birth to it · M...darkoffeesurface flat...throbbin presence
...And the rivers flowed blood red...is that Revelations or
somethin...or did i make it up...bloodred wine...M...wine
into blood...chalice fulla...Father Mark...askin me if i
believed the wine turned into bloodurin mass...i sure thought
so...seemed so logical...him chucklin...at me...jaw tightenseyes press black...he said it was only symbolic...puttin host
in hand...M...sounds poundin dull throb far...layinsideways on
bed...door open crack alight...head wraptin pulsin streamalight
...cum pulse flow rushes faces twistrees pull pure bodies housescars fall voices laugh treesize cries grass foldskieskin colorskein foldin frames hurtle disappeerin crack light...a...point-
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space floor wallswirlin collapsin drawn wafflesheet ripplin outta skull some strangravity towardslight crack...
lift face from bedspread...eyespread light crack...M...knees
press cold tile...convulsin pullurchin forward...acidingagstream pushin out...gagrabstomach tightens...hands grip cool
porcelin...acid clogstings nose...light bright reflectshadowless...twirlstomach curls...convulsin up throat...churn throat
presseswellsmellinose...forward leaningushout liquidspl-shin
stench...nose drainstringstench acidy gaggin...bowl ringstill...
chunksoft mouth...clear throat...spit...M...I didn’tell you that
I fainted the other day at work · M...You fainted...eyes gasp
...What happened · M...handropstill...well I-ah...blindimageswallowin...I was thinkin...head tips...well’it wasn’t so
much thinkin as I had all these images goin round’n round in
my head’n · M...What kind of images · M...headrops...well...
actually I was kinda preoccupied with’this woman I saw in this
performance piece’n was really attracted to...swallowingulp
...it’s kinda silly but images of this woman just kept poppin into my head...breathin...her bendin over...her face contorted...
this jaded titillation she expressed with her body...her boots when
she fell to the floor in a ball right next to me...her tight velvety
stretch shorts...her fleshy white butt cheeks with’this fake
blood smeared across’em...her big whit’eyes...anyway I got so
light-headed I couldn’t concentrate or anything...it was funny...
it was like space curled up...sideshowshiftin flow directions
twist...space pullshiftin drag...brows throb flush...table top
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shiftin rollin...heavin pullin...floorollin washin...I felt
so weak at one point I couldn’t even hang onto this cup I
was holdin’in my hand...cupslow fallin carpet zoomin up...
I mus’ta just lost all muscular control cuz the next’thing I
knew everything jus’started buzzin’n I fell to the floor...carpet
zoomin...happeninto someone else...I must’uh’hit my knee cuz
I sure hurt’it...presence pressesmotherin river dead on toppa
...M...driftslowly sinkin dead quiet watersurrounds...watchin
corpse motionlesslowly sinkin...hittin bottom...restin...
riversilt dead fallin slow...light beamslow shine thru watery sky...anyway I just laid there on the floor...I couldn’t
even move...shoulders acheavy...M...quiet watchin...so there
I was just layin there on the floor with all these people
gatherin’round me...I was totally dazed...buzzin blank...
there sure weren’t any images flashin around in my brain...
eyeslighten...people were goin on you know...askin me if I was
alright...voices buzzin whisperin...I was finally able to get
up...loose limbshakin...shit I felt like all the blood’d been
emptied outta me or somethin...I felt so damn weak...I felt so
pale I mus’tuv been white as a sheet or sumthin...the way people
were lookin at me...I just couldn’t get’it together for about an
hour after that...my arms’n legs wouldn’t work...I was’shakin all
over...head between legso tired...heavy presence pressin
...I was just driftin · M...bend legstretchin black velvet cross
white cheekshakin runnin crosspace...fleshy sly smileshiftin...
big whiteyes descend...M...mom...twitchestiff throbbingroin...
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No...Not’that way...You didn’t do it right...small face stern
...You’re s’posed to put’that one first · N...pointin...yah...how
do you know · N...face liftsilent...I’m the teacher that’s how
· N...red crayon handscratchin out lesson...stop’pit...hands
coverin paper...stop’pit you can’t do that · N...hand flailin
pushin away...crayon hand slapsat...It’s wrong-wrong-wrong · N
...hand lifts holdin a...no...leav’it alone · N...backin...eyestormin...Do it the way I told you · N...hand reachin cross table
...That’s very good...softsmilin eyeshine...You’ve been studying
...warm flushinglow thighsqueeze...memorize’m...n’otherway...
a...warmaternal...womansoftshape...What shapes do the sounds
make · N...dark buzzin round...whad’da yuh mean shapes · N...
voice hangspacin...What shapes are there in your mind when I
speak · N...darkollectswirlin...well you know...the shapes of
the letters’n my memories · N...eyes open’n peerin...Okay...
Now’what sounds are in the shapes...peerinto blackboard...shinesun outside window...Did you know that each of these letters
began as a symbol for something · N...dark hair fullipsofteyes
...uhn-uhn · N...waitin calm swirl...Alef was the symbol for cow...
clear eyesearch...And you know’it doesn’t have a sound...face
factly...It’s the almost sound you make before you make any
sound · N...shrug...what’about the other letters · N...eyeshiftin look...Well hay and ayin don’t have sounds · N...eyestraightin look...no...no I mean whad’da they mean · N...mouth catchin
...Oh umh...Well bait means house’n...lookin in...Ghimel
means camel an’dalet means door...Hay means’um window...
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blinkin...’N so on · N...shrugsquinches...funny...it’s like an
alphabet of things...pointat letters...you know...like look
outta window go thru a door...ride a camel to get a hamburger...quizzin eyesmile...you know sort’uv like steppin outta
the tv or off’uh the billboard into the fast food restaurant · N...
wry smilin...Letters don’t mean anything like that anymore...
...flattensmile...The shapes don’t reflect things that’re
concrete to us...gazin...black letterson white...They only mean
things’in chains · N...boy sittinon floor leanin back against
couch...soft light lamp...his mother...layin across couch on
her stomach...book in her hand...verbs...they’re doin verbs
...N...last night...that fuckinightmare...findin lockedoor
unlocked...someone outhere...N...waso fuckin scared...then outside runnin thru snowhite...fallin...crawlin thru snow deep
...seeinside houswarmin light...a...warm presence...safe inside
...her grandma’s house...her dead grandpa there too...N...
then it just...musta been another dream...in a stormy ragin black
sea...slate gray tossin clingin to some line...gray sky...line
attached to nothin...but a ship was...somewhere...was the
line attached to it...there half outta site...couldn’talk mouth
fulla...jus’clinginto line...would’ve sunk without it...disappeerin...masswallowin...N...sh-shudder...like that line...I cling to
writing like a drowning man clings to a plank in the open sea...
can’t remember if that’s me or Kafka...breathin open mouth...N
...Okay I want you to go over’em again · N...pull breathingrab...
alef bait ghimel dalet...eyes lift...umh...hay vav zayin chet
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...shapescatter...ahh...tet yod kaf...don’t even remember learnin
english alphabet...remember singin it’tho...lamed · N...inhalin...My
first grade teacher taught us the alphabet · N...bright redress...
what’s her name · N...warm...desirin...like fuckin in the letters...
hear mother’s voice...warm control...drawin you to...a...her breath
...allover my body...letterspeakin closin formin surface...like
fingers touchin like breath open eyeseeingaze...a...driftin back
presence...an absent gaze...Mrs. Blindman...Okay I want you
to go over’em again · N...pointin at black letters...swallow...
alef bait ghimel dalet hay vav zayin...wha...chet tet...um yod
kof · N...headshakes...Kaf · N...flush fills...kaf lamed mem nun
samech ayin...pey tsadi kof...resh shin tav · N...eyes pullettears
...turn’n face...leg swings knee touchin a...pullaway...closin
book thigh brushin thigh...You seem to be learning those pretty
well...eyesoft lift...Next we’ll go over the vowels · N...lift back
straight’n stretch...yawnin...Yah I think I’ve had enuf’for today
· N...handrubs head...Will you help me carry some things to
the car · N...shrug...sure...no problem · N...stand gatherin books
...You know...The ancients believed that angels brought the alphabet to earth · N...walkintowardoor...that’s funny...I was...I
was walkin home one night...steppin thru door...in the middle of
this’snowstorm’n...white blanketin air...I met this guy that I
thought was an angel...perplexin smile...it was’snowin pretty
hard’n the streets were really bad...nightstreets dark gray...
anyway I was’standin at this corner waitin for the light’n there
was this guy there waitin too...lipush dark figure...he asked
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me to help him cross the street...he had a hunched back’n he
was limpin’n you could tell from his speech he was retarded so
I helped him cross the street...it was really icy...anyway he
started walkin’n I ended up walkin him all the way home...
steppin onto sidewalk...the thing was tho...after we started
walkin he started askin me if I was happy...eyestop...’n he
kept on askin me...about every three steps he asked me...Are
you happy...smile...step-step-step...Are you happy...step
down sidewalk...at first I started out sayin yah...of course I
was happy...turn’n face face...but little by little the more he
asked the more I began to realize that no I wasn’t happy...wideyes
...so here I was walkin this guy home being forced to confront
the fact that I wasn’t happy...and then when we got there...well
...this guy’s house was completely dark...a gazin...he just
walked up this’snowy driveway’n he...he just disappeared...
face stops...’n I thought I heard this sound...it was like the
sound of wings...giant wings...flattingaze...there were these
giant snowflakes fallin’n the wind was whippin blowin snow around’n this guy...who could barely walk...just seemed to disappear in this sound of wings...breathingappin...I thought for sure he
was an angel...sent to mark my life...steppin easy...it was like
I was’standin there in this big spotlight...O...this big’gaze thrown
on me’n I...I was like shattered...I just stood there with the
wind blowin’n the giant flakes blowin for I don’t know how long
...just’torn up · O...eyes meetingaze...steppin...Do you still think
he was · O...tripstep...ha-ha do I still think he was an angel · O...
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And then...breathlessighsparklin...All my dreams were kind’uv
stuck together...gulpin...I had this really just...weird’dream
...lookwizzin...Now Curly...eyesintend...He’s the one in the
Three Stooges right · O...lifteyesmile...yah...he’s the bald
one...the fat one · O...eyeslidingrip...Wwell-ll...He had to get
somewhere in a hurry...breathlesspacingaze...We all did...breathin...There were other people there too...eyespauspacin...Well he
just jumped up an’said...I’ll go my way...An’dove head first
into the ground...blinkin eyesplat...His head like a drill...
eyeshiftin...And started goin thru the ground...shiftseat...It
was’so funny’cuz he could only go a few feet at a time without
backin up’n re-thrustin into the ground...blinkin eyespace...
We were all suh’posed to get somewhere in a hurry...swallowshakin...The dirt around his head was gettin all mucky...
lipsquishes mouth curls...The dirt coatin’im all slimey like...
shudderin flattenin look...You know like watchin’im from my
camera in the ground as he went...eyeslippinchesquintsmile
...It was’so funny’cuz he couldn’t go very far very fast · O...
darkloud flusheadshakes...darkenin figureshadowslippin...flowashin...blinkin blank look floatinon top...did you have any
other dreams · O...lift lookin...Well...Like I said they were
all kind’uv stuck together...breathin wash...head tips...Can
you remember yours · O...press thighswarm...shruggin...only
vague images...nothing really...turn’n look...well...let’s’see if
I can help you remember some more · O...faceyesmilin...How’re
you gonna do that · O...reachuckle...welll...headive undercovers
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...I’m just gonna hav’tuh do it my way · O...reach’n grab
...pusheadownudge...Hahahaha...squirmin strugglin away...Haha what’cha doin...kicksquirmin clutchin sides...Stop’pit haha
...teeth clenchin...Stop’pit · O...heart poundshut eyes kickingrab legstrong pulse poundin...lay press crosships...mouth finds
buckin thigh...tongue flickskin taste...flushed blood poundin...
O...I’m sorry...skieshiny black...What’id you say · O...cool
breeze blowswirlskin...I was-ah...just sayin that forgetting is
very important · O...damp cool grasslopinto river...Do you think
so · O...face questionin...voice fades gazin up...suh’posed to be
meteor...breathe dark volume...showers tonite · O...darknessurrounds
...Have you seen any’yet · O...darkleer skiestarshine...I’ve seen a
few...they kinda com’in waves · O...open eyestrayingray light...
lipslipressmoothigh...hands push thighs partingather breath...a
prick bulgeswells...reach’n feel warm pantsoft cunthru...a stiffinger squishesoft...hipsquirmin shiftin...fingerspressoft plushairy
...clothicklipslide thru fingers...a darkrotch...hipshiftin...
dark dollops outline flattenin...skin so soft...handslide up thighs
dark warm...push t-shirt over breasts bunchin...oozeswarm a...warmsmell...fingerslide skim crossmoothskin...tits lollin a lipsilent
moan...grass aroundamp moonsleek bright...cool shiver clenchin
teeth...face flushed reflectin dark moonlight...murmurincoherenturninside to...wha...O...paddin feet slapsound rustlin past...what the
hell...O...big dark shapespillin darknessnout pressin breath pantin
...armsup...fidgetin sniffin...chest grabs...o god it’s a dog...
a great big dog...big mouth teeth...heart poundin flushin wave...
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where the hell did that come from · O...look roundoor jamb...
fallightsofthru dirty white curtains...window framingray couch
...mom...sittinon couch...a freezingaze...a breast burnished coppery...eyes catch her fallingaze...little brother cradled sucklin
...soft light bathin...O...I have to tell you about’this dream I
had...Elaine slidin across banquette...I was ridin’on this skateboard with’this beautiful young man...I was in front facin’im...
I was ridin backwards...It was’so exciting...eyes roll...He wanted
to take me somewhere I don’t remember where but when we got’
there he wanted me to do things to him...So I’m reaching into his
pants and he’s got a vagina...eyes wha...So anyway I’m fingering
his vagina thinking that this is really disgusting...eyes pullin...
But’then...Then an erect penis came out of his vagina...You know
head-first...He had both · O...quiet roomstatic darklingin...
headrowsy presses pillow...body prone grampsleepin...mothers old
house...peerollin bedark...grampswarm close body...standin bathroom seein’im peein...a...wantit...a big...rollift’n reach undercovers crossleepingramps...reach’n grab round histiff a...so
biggin...grampstirrin...feelaughin...he’stirrin...laughin...
foolishame...teeth clench...O...They lay near the river in a
dark damp clearing sheltered from view by a scrub of bushes...
Above them every once in a while a star would break loose and
zoom streaking across the sky...Leaning over he playfully gripped her nipple with his teeth...O...walkin down hall graywhite
linoleum...I had a dream last night that I was raped with a beer
bottle · O...lookin eyes lookin straight...god...lookstep...really
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· O...Yah well it started out I was wandering around in this huge
complex...We had a rehearsal in one room’n a performance in
another later...All the hallways’seemed to lead into one another...But I did see the Queen of England...I was’so thrilled
...I finally found my way to the room where I was suh’posed to
be’n Sam was demonstrating a move...I walked right in’n said I’m
here’n he looked at me with this angry face’n said I’ll get to you
in a minute’n knocked me down...I got up’n said I can’t do cartwheels anymore because you hurt my arms...Then it’s later an’this
guy I’d seen there during the performance is going to give me a
ride home...He’s kinda tall and gangly kinda sandy...But we stop
at his place for some reason...It’s this tiny little place in the
same neighborhood as mine but in a different part...I tell this
guy that I’ve got to get home...We were in his room’n he was’standin behind me...We were kinda making-out’n this guy gets mad at
me’n I don’t really know why...It has something to do with my not
telling him about a performance or something...But anyway we
were naked then’n I’m kneeling on a couch with him behind me...
An’I feel something going inside me...But it feels kinda funny an’I
hear this guy saying I’m using a beer bottle...’N I look’n he is
...I got so mad...eyes lookin open amazement...But’the funny thing
I’ve been in this neighborhood before in lots of dreams...There’s
all these windy roads’n a lake an’there’s always construction on
some sidewalk an’it’s always cold with some snow scattered around in patches...My dad’n I are always getting lost in this neighborhood...We’re always driving around in this big white van · P...
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Okay then...Okay...smileshakin...I’ll tell you a story...a gazesoft...But only one an’then you’ll haf’ta go to sleep...It’s
gettin late · P...eyesleight...okay · P...reachin handstuckin
covers...I’ll tell you a story I made up when I was a little
girl...eyeslide fallin...settlin...Okay then...swallowin...Once
upon a time there was a little girl...disengaze a...And one day
her grandpa decided he’d take her fishin with him...eyeshut’n
drift...So they packed a lunch and started off down to the river
real early one morning...arms heavy...Walkin thru the woods...
sun carpet thru leaves branches...And after a while they got to
a place by the river where there was this big old log half in
the water that he liked to sit on’n catch fish...P...voicedistanceshimmery black surface...bright glimmeringazes a...Com’on
out here with me...whiskerscratchy lookastin smilurin a...look
fallin...waterushin thrashin...suckin slappin shore...dark
swirlin waterunder pullin treesky landshore...step to waters
edge...lean’n peer...giddy gutsnatch...Are you comin...head
shakesingaze...turn’n walk away downstream...Okay...But don’t
go too far...I’m gonna take a nap · P...currentips ripplestretchin
...sl-ppin s-ckin...water pullingrabbin shore...grass flat bank drops
...river pullin...kneel touch cool moist grass...lean over bank...a
face lookin back...look overiver glintinglimmerin...fallingaze
...face waverin water...look’n lean’n...kneeslippin...stomach
grippin...hand grabbingrasslippin...ahhh...back pullstrains
...grass rips...hands grasp...slip fallin forward...no-oohhh
· P...water...spl—-sh-shh...wet cold closin surroundin...P...
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mufflin quiet...wetaste close mouth...can’t see breathe...smotherin...aahh...mucky soft bottom slimey...unhh weeds grabbin...
gotta get...out away...gettup...wet clothesweigheavy pullin...
push legs towardslight...kick...head breaksurface...opening-sp
...fillungs breathe...skylight glowsoft dull...squeezeyeshut...
arms push water...bobstomachestightenswirlin...where am i...legs
thrash...waterin mouth...P...water pullingrabbin...arms wet heavy
...pullin under...legs kick pusheadout...g-sp eyes wide g-sp...
thrash pushin arms flailin water pullin...hair wet heavy clothes
...tiredraggin...currentwistin pullin...slipshore by...face above
water...kick pullin water...push pull...little shore there...longrasstrandsandy dry...get on it...kick...risesmall slope...reach
touch longrassand hand grabs...pullegsittupullean...soft breeze
blowsh-shiver...look backross flowin body...P...where am i...
pullegsunder...stand’n look...this is...this is a little island
...angry empty horizon open...P...oh no...eyeswellsquintearswellin
...alone here...look aroundown...face lookin in water...tear falsurface ripples...i’m lost...P...Spl—-sh...P...what’s that...in
water...a fish...it’s lookingazin at me...P...turningoin...swimin round...comin up...lookin again...it’s comin up...P...blink’n
shake...it’s head’s comin up...P...back away...lookingazin fish
eyes...What’ssf’the f’matter little f’girl...he-he’s talkinto...
back away...he can talk...Don’t be sh’cared...can’t be...Why’re
you’sheh cryin · P...swimmin turnin...lookin...mouth drops...h-how
can you talk · P...eyes wide...H’how can you’sheh · P...well...I
learned · P...eyes gape...I learned f’too · P...tail whips...but how
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can a fish learn to talk · P...a fish eye gazin...How can a little
f’girl learn · P...shrug’n look...someone taught me · P...shift...
Well ssom’f’one taught f’me too · P...slipsunder bubblin up...but
how can you talk · P...knit brows...With f’my tongue’n lisp’sheh
of cours’sheh...voicingaspin...Jus’ht like you’sheh...slippin underound swimmin...Are you’sheh los’sht · Q...well I-ah...I fellin’n I’m
stuck here...swell saddin...I can’t swim’n the water’s too deep...
shrug blanksad empty sad...do you...live around here · Q...Yahhh
...You’sheh know...bubblin...F’maybe I can h’help you’sheh...lookin blow bubblesurfacin...But you’sheh’ll haf’ta do shum’fin for f’
me · Q...eyes blank quiz...what can I do for you · Q...eye gazin...
You’sheh can giv f’me shum’fin in return · Q...brows knit...but I
don’t have anything to give you...I left all my things at home · Q
...bobbin...Yah you’sheh do...Sshum’fin you’sheh won’t even f’mis’
sheh · Q...eyesurprise...what’s that · Q...flattingazintent...I’ll
take you’sheh across’sheh the river’in ex’schange for yer’reflecshun · Q...bobbin bubblin...my relection...widen eyes...how can you
take my reflection · Q...imagazin flowin...scarred water...Don’t
you’sheh worry abou’f’that...g-sp...Jus’sht agree’n I can carry
you’sheh on f’my back to whics’hever sshore you’sheh want · Q...
fins pausin bubblesurfacin...but I don’t understand...face quizzes...
how can you take my reflection · Q...disbelief lifts cheeks...Lish’ten
...Ish it your’sheh · Q...shouldershrug...brows knit...but how can
it be anyone else’s · Q...bubblesurfacin...Okay lish’ten...Ish it
you’sheh · Q...a gazingaze...no it’snot really me I guess · Q...
face falls...Ff’that’sheh righ · Q...chortling-sp...You’shee...
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a gazin...I can f’take it but’ith’won’t be f’me’either · Q...lipspout...you mean you can jus’take it · Q...eyesquint...F’that’sheh
righ’h...bubblin...I’ll p’full it downh’here s’sho when I look
up ath’theh shur’fac’sheh...tail finshakin...I’ll be able to s’
she’ith · Q...glint...does that mean I won’t ever be able to see
myself · Q...glimmer...F’that’sheh righ’h...eyeshiftin...You’sheh
won’t shee’h any’fin · Q...g-spl-tterin...danglareyesup...I don’t
wanna stay here · Q...waterspl-sh...F’then you’sheh agree...You’
sheh’ll trade yer’reflec’shun fer a ride · Q...sigh...yah okay I
guess’so...havtuh get back...swallow...but I don’t like my head
to be underwater · Q...tailspl-sh...Jush’t walk out h’here to your’
sheh waish’t...You’sheh can ride on f’my back · Q...river stretches
...you mean like a horse · Q...duckinunder...F’that’sh’righ’h...
Are you’sheh ready · Q...sh-iver...I guess’so · Q...qu-iver...Okay
...Let’s’shgo...stepsoak water...leg drags...water thighspl-sh...
wrigglin’tween thighsquirmin...Jush’t shquee’shzeh yer legs’sh’
to’fether...legslippingrab...H’hold on · Q...tail whippin...ooohh ·
Q...movin pushin water...handslippery fish...thighstomach tightens...
hands hold crotch...H’hey don’th shquee’shze f’me sho’hard · Q...
loosen legs...flowin midstream...flippin tailshakin...slippery body
movin’tween thighs...shore closin...water clear bottom...tail whippin water churnin up...heartbeatin...feet scrapesandy...wrigglin
...H’he’re’sheh we are...slide off tail...whippin away...leanin
water...heavy feet...stepush...slopeshore...a turningazin...You’sheh’ll
be okay now...stand flush...F’good’f’bye...Ref’mef’mber our
bargain · Q...wavesmell fish waftin hand...shimmery blankin water...
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x
...lookin bowl...Alpha-Bits floatin white liquid...mouth openspoon lifts letters...milkswarm floods caresses palate...tongue
‘n cheeks push letters between teeth...jaw pressingrindingrainy
bits...powder mixin liquid...tongue push mashin mouth...swallow
‘n lookin bowl...letters floatin white...spoon pushin letters...
A M E S C H...legs pressoft cushion...cl-ck flickerin tv figures
jumpin...lightsofthru white curtain...Did you clean up the basement yet · Q...dad...holdin mouthful...jaw opens...walls floor
concrete...cool damp...high windowsmallite dullinglow...traffic
outside...gray floor cardboard washin machine box...crawlinto
end...shufflin resoundsharp...brotherscramblin outside fightinto
gettin...fightin battlin...Q...fists poundin box...bodieslammin
pressin...keep’em out...box tearippin keep’em out...tearin piecescatterin...pile’m up outsidissolvingrainy cardboardin rain...
noh’h...but’I’ll douw’it...sceneswallow...right after I’m done eatin breakfast · Q...spoonin milk’n letters...spoon cl-nk...teeth fillin mouthsoft liquid carresseswarm palate cheeks...tongue mashesoft
bits gainst palate...shift wad under teeth...chew’n swallow a...
flashimages outta tv dark...Today on True Tales of the American
West we’re going to present the strange but true story of Sarah
Winchester...Daughter of Oliver Winchester creator of the rifle
that conquered the West and heir to the Winchester fortune...mansion permeatin light...Our story however doesn’t begin until after
the tragic deaths of her husband and small child in an automobile
accident...limo image flashift mansion...Sarah Winchester put
great stock in the occult...Relying on one spiritualist to the
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extent that she was able to be convinced that the lives of her
husband and child had been taken by the restless avenging spirits
of those who’d been killed by Winchester rifles...mansionsinterior
...She also convinced Sarah that the only way to atone...The only
way to protect herself from a similar fate was to live in a house
that was never finished...In a house that was constantly under construction...scaffoldingrainy photo...And build she did...From eight
to one-hundred-sixty rooms over a period of thirty years...Hiring crews to work around the clock adding addition onto addition
in an incredible mish-mash of styles...Useless rooms...Stairways
leading nowhere...Doors with walls behind them...Chandeliers
and Tiffany stained glass in closets...Enclosed towers...And on and
on...video blink...Now in this absurdly elaborate mansion where
the workmen never stopped Sarah would hold huge dinner
parties ...Except for the fact that there were never any guests...
She’d go so far as to make up namecards and place them around
the huge dining table she’d had specially made...And a curious
fact...manstandin drive...This woman invented the mechanical carwash...shiftin...cl-ck flash channels...woman speakin...Today the
Mayor along with the entire City Council unveiled plans for the
building of a new fifty-eight story Metropolitan Business and
Trade Center...The proposed center will promote both national and
international commerce and will sit on the present site of the
Roanoke Building...This massive undertaking will be funded partially through the sale of private bonds and is as well expected
to cast taxpayers one-hundred million dollars over the next dec-
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ade...A spokesperson for the Mayor justified the move by saying
...cl-ck cl-ck manstandinon slope...The bodies lay sprawled in
the shallow depression as though some strange gravity had pulled
them here to this the lowest point around...Until you realize
that they were probably herded to this spot and then murdered...
Some of their wounds were apparent...Others appeared untouched
as though they had just fallen...foot flawingrainy rice buzz...
A few had not only wounds but the flesh had been subsequently
torn away and had a grainy unreal quality to it...foot asleep
leg can’t move...Neither murderers nor scavengers tried to cover
anything up...cl-ck man talkinto...How can you deny that when we
speak...parts pieces edges grainy...We steal...buzzingrainy...
And of course by performing the text you transform the written
on the fulcrum of the body...foot leg loose grainy edges...And
that’s how the written can become the possible fulcrum for an
impossible...cl-ck old city...The dead went uncollected for a
week...flaw movin...The fighting was just too intense...body
flawingrainy piecespreadin foot leg...Corpses stayed the way they
fell and the heat and humidity did incredible things to them...
legsubstancingrainy...After awhile you ate death...buzzingrainy
cells...You drank death...You breathed death...The smell permeated
everything...flat white wallight...walls hazy rooms fadin foldinsectsegmentstretchedin undulatin length...wholivesin...dark empty
centers...lives passinsectsegmenthru rooms...lean’n touch walls...
voices passin thru walls...voicespace roomshapin...floatin voicempty resoundin...sparklin spaceshelterin absence...resound-
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silent wallin...R...bulgin pressin in...sucked in...door walls
bulgin pressin in...buzzin tingle strokes grainy arm...R...the
doorsin all those ghost movies...haunted...presseswellockedoor
bulgin...it can’t get in...R...it was the scariest dream I ever
had...it was’so scary...browslifteyes...I jus’sat straight up in
bed...eyesleight...it was’so simple too...it was jus’this dark
figure...well really jus’this right arm connected to a torso in
a wheelchair...the rest of the body was in shadows...eyes fallinhale...it was in this dark room...you could only make out the right
side of this figure...his arm reachin for the lock on this door...
eyesturnin...and anyway as this hand was reachin for the lock on
the door...a voice said in this flat announcing voice Mister Banning is dead...of course righ’then I knew there was’something right
outside the door...eyes lift...I woke up so violently...I jus’sat
straight up in bed...my eyes wide open · R...people presshufflin
passin...sunlight bright sidewalk...stepsteppin...people lookin...
man fierce face arguinto himself...voicin somethin...what the
hell’s he sayin...passeshufflin...How can I be...lookin downinto
...How can I be petrified · R...all frozen up...like when my stomach’s all knotted...writin undoes it...it’so physical...words all
mashed together...like that old guy an’his mumbly sounds...mishmash regurgitated...unformed words...little grainy bitslide...I
remember when I was little I had all these quarrelin voices in my
head all the time...I couldn’t stop’em or keep’em out...It wasn’t
words jus’tones’sounds fightin one against the other · R...voice
floats coagulaturninto...people presshufflin passin buildin...
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g
I remember when I was probably thirteen or fourteen...I used to
stand in front of the mirror and think I looked like Michaelangelo’s David...armsmooth veins bulgin creamarble...like a...And
I used to do this for the longest time...I’d just look at myself
...my shoulders...my chest...the kinda gangly arms...the little
roll at the waist...an’the eyes...seein some invisible horizon ·
R...bright hot sunsidewalk...clear sky...brushin trafficars wisk
...I hav’tuh tell yuh about’this really strange feeling I had
the other day...Michael unshaven green hatiltin...I had this
feeling that I was just a hologram being projected from some
other mind · R...beat grabbinear poundin heart...darkavern...giant screens...giant eyes lipsynch contortinglare...bodies twisturnin packed room...giant figure strainin...swayingiant lipspewin
...lights flash pumpin beat...bodieswayin time...lightsweepin
cross crowd...bodies bumpin rubbingeneralized...huge face lookingaze...I didn’t recognize it...What I was seeing around me now
was completely different...There was something else there...Not
behind the scenes but there watching and waiting nonetheless...a
gazin dark shapes...As though something had surreptitiously inhabited the entire town...flat streetstore fronts...Now the dark
leaden masses of the buildings terrified me...blacklesshape...
Even the darkness around them had changed...It hung like a
black unfeeling eye...Liquid and alive with...R...face facin mirror...hanguitar crosslung...holdinguitar lookin mirror...a beautiful
adored...standinon pedestalstage...strummin singin...crowd cheerin...facin crowd...bowinguitar hangin...cheerscreamin...back
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straightens up...face figuringazin mirror...presence peripheral
...R...twist head’n look...grandma shakin her head laughin...R...
god I felt so stupid...I was’so embarassed...she was laughin at
me...face flashin lipsilent move...I can still feel flush from
it...I’ll always remember that...dark eyestartlingappingaze...it
made me feel so vain...like I was jus’stupid...it made me so mad
at myself · S...bright sun beatsteppin sidewalk...gaze spreadscene
over town...empty frontstreetstore...windowstorefrontshady mirrorin...great lookin woman...passhufflegs...dollopsmoothed cheeks fallin
folds...skirtsmoothips...reflections crossin amber panes...cream hipskirt legstockings formsolid wraptskin...jiggliquid flesh...lookin windows reflectin...stockings encasin...it’s all a question...wants to see if
my reflections lookin at hers...liquidsolid...wants to catch me lookin...
our reflections’re like questions...seeingaze...where i see her reflection she sees mine...It was’so great...I’d never seen it before...eyesleight...You looked so cute watchin that movie...Just like a
little boy...eyesmilin flickerin candle...Your mouth wide open
...mouth opens...I just wanted to coddle you · S...pacin feet
paddingrindin jaw...oh fuck...tight eyesqueeze roll head pinches
...fuck i wanna hit...why don’they get here with it...what the
fuck’s keepin’em...goinuts...fuckin skin’s crawlin...pull drag
cig...pacinervous...fuck...he’s gotta have some...always does
...lips pull hard pressmoke...can’t fuckin stand it...gonna be
so good...a sweet cloudriftin...mouth dry tonguestickslip...
fingerubbin eyes ache...tensestomach grippintestines...jaw aches
...fingernailscrape cross arm...Oh listen...Did I tell you about
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this dream that Michael had...eyes probin...He had this dream
that he was just a hologram projected from some other mind · S
...lookin mirror dark pants light shirt...a gaze followingaze up...
down...body twistshoulder sideways...pants falloose creasin...
waist cinchin shirt...dark hair cream skin...collar open cock brow
...look goodowntown tonight...reach sn-p switch dark...lighthru
door frame...walkin step thru...roomshadows darkenclosin...
eyesmall peerin...sittin dark bedroom...darkracklin breathsquealin
brothers bodiesquirmin bed...coverustlin feet kickin...Okay this is
a new one...It’s about’these two guys who worked for this
oil company...They were sent to do some geological surveys
in this big desert right along the base of a mountain range
...After a couple of days out in this desert they began to realize
that they were lost...Well it didn’take long for’em to run out
of food’n water...But’then they saw something they couldn’t
believe...There was this huge walled city standing in a narrow
plain...As they stumbled toward it exhausted they were met
by a group of people...But they weren’t ordinary people
they were really thin’n boney with this dry’yellow leathery
skin...bodieshiftin...Well this city was full of these people who
welcomed the two of them’n fed’em’n gave‘em water an’
they’re in this city for awhile’n they’re allowed to move
around freely...In fact the people just seem to stay out of their
way...So they set about exploring this city while they get their
strength back...One day they go into this building they always see these people goin in’n out of...When they get inside
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they can’t believe their eyes...They see this incredible jewelencrusted idol’n they can’take their eyes off it...Finally when
they tear themselves away they decide then’n there they’re gonna steal it...So that night’they pack what food’n water they
can’n sneak back into the building and take the idol...They
sneak back down the path they’d come on and see the desert
stretching out...But’they’re not deterred...They run for days without rest always looking nervously behind them for any sign of
pursuit...Eventually they start to think that they’ve gotten
away...But’then they realize they’re lost in the desert an’they
start to get on one another’s nerves...In fact one guy’s been
getting suspicious thinking the other wants the idol for himself
...So he decides to get the jump on him and kills him...He grabs
the idol’n takes off leaving his partner where he fell...The
guy wanders for days in a kind of haze until he realizes he’s
circled right back to where he killed his partner...Suddenly he
can’t move he can’t even scream his hands go numb’n he drops
the idol as his partner’s dry’yellow leathery corpse grabs the
idol’n gets up’n walks toward him...Gripped by something he can’t
understand or control he starts walking escorted by the corpse...
They walk’n walk day’n night without rest until one day he sees
the gray walls of the city looming ominously...He knows he’ll
die soon as he looks up an’sees the inhabitants lined up waiting
...He realizes then why no one had followed them’n just before
he loses consciousness everything he’d done comes crashing
down on him · S...room darkenclosineyeslip a...leg jerks...S...
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breaths rustlin dark...hand presslidown back...your skin’s’so’
soft...press arm wrapresenceswarm fleshy...flattenin breasts
cushionin...headropresslipsoft a...lay head beside breathin...
you feel so good · S...voice breath pressinearustlin...hipressingrowin lump...lipslide’n presslips...wet what suck a...
tongue pushin thru lipstiff a...arm cradle warm flathrob...
tongueslide...ooohh · S...wet presslipslide a...unnh...throbstiffenin prick...roll over...soft pusher...arm grazespreadout breasts...nipplestickrosskin...dark roomom standin white
bra panties...hand cup a smooth round...how’wonderful · S...
lipslipartin downeck...hand under shoulder hand cuppin breast
...breath tracin crosskin...lipswarm wetraces cool...fingers
rake hair thick...you have such soft hair...dark room hand smellin hand smellin like...fingerstrum ribslide over shoulder...
down arm cover hand over breast...fingers drift from hair...it
smells’so much like you · S...headropslipseek nipple...tongue
flickslick a...pulleft handown back ribs hip...curveslides over
hip...knees press mattress...dark rooman kneelin behind woman’
soft white hips...handslipsunder smooth butt...soft’n silky
moist...darkrackrevice a...tongue drubstiff reboundinipple...
S...hand trace headown face...cup neckord...thick fingers
reachin panties tracin band around...fingers flittin over mons
...crotch warmoisticky...fingers pressin...headippin over stomach...teeth grabbin panties tuggin...oohh...dark roomuffled
moanin...oohh · T...fingerslide across monslip between elastic
bands...reach crotch gripull fabric...rrr—-ppp...panteastear
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...dark rooman grabbin woman pushin...unnn-gh · T...sudden coolexposed...hipset...fingers brushin wet lips...tuggin band presses...rrr-pp...wide open a cuntear exposed...oh god I’m so wet
...pulsin cunt warm rush...hot wet...reachand fingerubbery
touchesoft a...cocksmooth suede...cup rubbery bulb...dark room
father standin uniform checkin belt...slidin outta hand...I’m
dripping · T...prick stutterstiff...a long heavy...tongue trailips
down...bushairscrape...musty cuntsmell...god you smell so good
...tongue slides over wet labia...mucoustringy...I wanna smear
you on my face...dark room glistengorged pussy pouts...alipsoft
crack...wethicklipsoft fold...oily soft clay...fine fine sand...
my lips · T...tongue probin flickslightly soft wetongue pressinto
a...flicklit crosspottinglingrabs...dark roomouth closed suckin
a...hip jerk...tongue rubbinsides...roll head...oohh-hh · T...
assoft hands kneadrubbery...hipsundulatin...rub thickens prick
...fleshy foldslipswetonguextendslickin a...tastesweet...lap
fleshy lips flap...lick lengthick mucousy puckerin...lips grab
lipsuck’n pullsmoothru...reach’n dipresslightly pointin breasts
...your cunt is’so beautiful · T...breathighswarm tingle...my
thighs...quakin quiverin...ohhh...ohh god...yes...hand brushed
nipples...electricaresseshimmer...your hands...handshiversend...
touch me with your hands...tongue flickin...god I’m so wet...
buttight push crotchintongue...don’t stop...don’t · T...thrustongue deep...shiftin hipspreadin thighs out...lips a full fleshy
...slidown crevice...assoppin wet press tongue flickerslow...
throbbin clitstiffengorge...throbbin knob pulsin...can you feel
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me throbbin · T...cunt undulatingainstongue...press mouth kissuck
a...fingers find lips...tongue round hard knob...flicksoft lick
...prick strains hard...slidintongue...lift’n breathe...I love
to eat you · T...buttight lift hipstretcheswetongue...oohh...
toss head...I’m so hot I’m burning...hipspasmin buckle...god
I can’t stand it...eyes closinglistenin wet black...hothrobbinipples...oh god yes...yes...clenchandsheet...eat me...lift
cunt...elasticuntslipspreadstreamin...white flesh...T...ooohhh
...stroblackens...oohh · T...reachandrubreastsprawlin...handown
crosslipsmear a...push fingersinkin a soft wet...stiffingers
probe...lickross clit...mustastesweet...so wet...fingersmear
mucouslickover cock...lurchin...hard knob throb...pressmoothighsoft...part...dark rooman atop woman white buttocks thrustin...
com’ere...back straighten pullingrip hips...holdinguide thick
prick...presswet moist labia...ringrip a...tiplunginrippin
soft wash...press pullength out...stretchestrains...T...oh god
yes...pull him...press hip whisperinear...fuck me...hipushingrip
cockstroke...dark room long thick prick strainin...fuck me · T...
sinkin softoily...thrust hipslow...pullout lingers...plungingrindin hipswirl...tighten ass thrust hips forward...deepush...
oh...so incredible · T...pullegsup...shafthrustin...thighsqueeze
legs...you’re so hard...cuntstretchin...I can feel every ridge
of you...fleshead popstrainingapopenin...pushipsundulate...oh
yes...fuck...hips wethrust openingrip a...arch backrotch press
...god yes...thighs tinglin...openingapin...I’m quiverin’inside
...pressides wallsteeter...tell me...blunt shaft pushin...tell
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me what you feel...puships closeyes toss aside...I want to hear
your beautiful voice · T...earsear open...tipullout...pushipstrain
...your cunt is’so beautiful...churnswirl...so wet’n open...warmingrip...press cheek breathinear hot heavy...you’re all soft wet
flesh...knottinob...sticky wet...pressin chestrace handown gripass dollopsoft...fingerslidown wetrace crevice...it’s like you
grip me...asshifts fingers gripass heavy lengthsolid movinside...
thrustomacheaps...upon toes...hips thrustin...like velvet · T...
eyes loosenin roll...ohh god yes fuck me...hipslammin...harder
...heart poundin...harder...clasp arms press mouth againstear...
tell me...breathot...when you’re gonna cum...thrust hips...pump
...tell me...pump...I want you to tell me · U...pump body beneath
stiffenin...pullinger...hard muscly knot suspends...dark room
watchin hand spewin...oohhh...pumpress hard knot...oohhh · U...
hips pushin stiff limb pressides...prick pullsuckinout walls
quiverin...pumpressin pump...rubbin clit...presseyes mouth open
...holdrummin...hips thrust...presswarm fillin slideslowly...
ohhh...oohhh...slow pumpressin thrustsoft batterin...pushold hipsup...push...oohhh...low buildin buzz deepens...churnin puships
poundin...wave washin ripple poundin open...walls pulspasm fallingush openin...prick pushin...oohh yes...openin...U...wallspasm
shakin open pullin...U...ooohhh · U...hot knotspasmstrainingrabbin
...blank press eyespasm...hold hard knot...hot...push press...
oh god...ass knotight loosens pumpspurts...I’m...breathard knot
...white flash touchin...U...jerk shakespasm...oohh...unh...here
...shakespasm pushipslower...ahhh · U...shattear spurtspasms...
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a dark mufflesurroundinglasshinin counter top...black grainsin
woodarkase...toplaneslidin shiny beetly background...clothesuitracks...old buildin...sweater gray scarfringesunder arm a warm
fleshypresence pressinto hands acrosstop...woman dark hair...a
full fleshy...tallookupresence...hand brushestakesweater bundle...
darklotheslightskin...other clothestack...telephone’n register
...turnin lookin over clothes...tags...writin a...It comes to
two-hundred-thirty-two dollars...that’shrug a lot...a haltingazin
...Your grandfather says you’re spending too much lately · U
...old man...Earnest Hemmingway...gray whiskerstubble...pressin
rubbin rough scratchy whiskerscrapingainst cheek laughin...U...
can’t buy’em...his money...well...shrug...put’em back...I just
won’t get’em · U...let go a...darkase framin...Did’jew see these
yet...holdin deep blue pajamas darkollar trimonogram embossedark
...They only cost sixty-two dollars · U...holdin arm drapin cloth
shimmer...blinkin a fold...so beautiful...wantit...a shimmeringaze...can’though...U...flush rushes...can’t sometimesneakit...
walls curvin flat background...iron pressteamin...counterso high
woodark framesmallike child...wood’n glass corner curvin...she’s
...keepshowin offerin...can’t...why’she doin it...showin me a...glasshineshimmerin black...awaitingaze...U...starshimmerin blackurvesky looms...tall white buildingravel gray lawnspreadout...two
three stories...closedoor a window blinkinglimmeringaze...open up
there...beckonshimmerin a...windowsmallin buildin face...grasshines damp...must belate...cool breeze wraps ankles...awaitingaze...no ride home...U...standin behind car...stabbinight cool
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...my pants where’re...U...rollin’em uputtin’em in car...doorings closinight...car leavin...some guy gettin in’n drivin...
Put yer pants’in here · U...car pullin away...flattenin pants
longways rollin’em up...jeans...shoes...where’re...backar...
black plasticover...an’he’ll come’n get me...damn can’t...left
here alone...awaitingaze...U...no gettin in window up there...
window blinkin a...sparklin blackscenter...is it open...straight
up close white wall...eyein...i’m s’pozed’ta be home...angry mom
dad...I’ll be home by · U...awaitingaze...takin pants foldin leg
over leg rollin uptight...leavin shoes...car pullin away...wait
...where’re you goin...U...can’t yell...a fadingaze...need a ride
...black spokespinnin sky starshinin...floodin tearswellin...damn
him...leavin me here...pantless...undies brite white...what’s that
buildin...house breechinight quiet...empty streets wind...
circlestreetlights far apartailights pullin away...recedin blinkin
a...pullin away...shakeshimmerin...can’t make it come back...I’ll
be home at · U...empty cold quiet waitin...sh-shivershakeshoulders...
car pullin away...poolstreetlight lookswet...sparkleshiningaze
...streetsendsky starshininglow...blinkin a...car drivin away...
streetwistin...drivin away...loomin buildinglow...all alone...
focus loomstars weavin black sky...lefthere...everyone gone...
grasspokes...all alone...tearswellin...shrugshoulders...no pantshoes...grass lookswet but don’t feel it...lookin window lookin...
reposin lawnsweep curvin body...backgroundizzy tugsky...yardstretchestreetexture...flattenin earth body loomsky...where’re
the houses...asleepeople...blindark windowshut...centerless
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black light...breeze blowin tinglin round head...underwearin...
darkshinin centerin brite white brief...streetshineslightslides off
bright white house...breeze stirstarspokin...gravel cr-nchespin
head...I’ll be · U...who’s...feet bare...a white face...handstarin
empty centerin...breezes broken rivuletstreamin...car drivin distancingazin...clenchinguts freeze tight...blacklear sky...breathlesspoutearswell...foldeyes...carighthere...black plasticover...
pantshoesindentation...take’em out...ridgeshiny black roofsweepin...look down footwo feet...black periphery...blackurtain...
rolled pants puttindent...black surroundin black spotlight...
rollin up jeansinnerseam...blacklearsky...can’t see stars...cloudless...house looms behind...fadestreet black allawn...three stories
...window glimmerin open up there...broad white shinglesidin
...homomandad...I’ll be · U...ridgesin dark shutters...foldeyes...
carighthere...recedin flash...sparklingaze...body earthunder feet...
black breatheavin folds...overight shoulder looms...parentsolid
house...no one around...arcleavin car leavin...U...who’s drivin
talkin...shavedark hair...sideburns dark wiry hair...white face
moveshoulder passin...white t-shirt...movin past into car...door
closin...cr-nchingraveleavin...brightailightshinin red blurry
waxy black...lightshinestreakin...black foldspreads holdin...far
away...all alone...cool breeze plushiverush...black absence...
gotta get home...I’ll be home at midnight · U...naked legstand
stiff...watchingazesparklin...knee knobends...hairs dark bleedin
darkness envelopin...soft dull fallingrayin black...so dark...
see no eye...cock rollsunstiffenin...fadin black blink blur...
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lid tosseslight furls rufflingravy...falls...buzz dissolvin
breathin...presseyes presence passes...arm tingleshadow arm...
eyes crosshape...thick yellow lightunnellinglowin eyes...lighthere...can’turn body warm...V...wear presenceslight...window...
roll press facin pillow...curlegstretch...rolleft pressidown...
legswarmsoftinglinglow...V...oohhh...don’wanna get up...presswarm eyeshut...dreamory shapescatterin...eyeshutiredream presencin...V...buyin clothes...too much...breathinoshapin deep absence...Ernest Hemingway...grandpa...standinight sharp black
circlestreetlightinglow...disappointin parentsting...car pullin
away...with my pants...tailights fadin red...blink tosshapes...
rippleshake...fleshadeslidin...roll’n holdrift...cling’n hold a
...gazin...don’wanna...pull blackover...wrapswarm...lefthere
somethin...standingazin...no pantshoestandin there...didn’t do
anythin wrong...V...standinguilthere sad...all alone everyone
gone...lefthere me...empty gazin a windowind open blowin...billowin curtain no...breathin body bedsheetswarm...legstiff tingle
...rollstretch foot...absence holdin a...V...grainingray light
...flesh-shiver...weightinsideslopin thru...arch back presstomach...ooohhh-unh · V...armstretch...yawningasps...ooh...rub eyes
bright flash...guess i’ll gettup...in a little bit...rainingaze
washesettles...wettingrass...didn’t want to be there...head pressin pillow car leavin pullin tailights fade...cl-ck...alarm...
In other news the body of a seventy-two year old grandfather
was found yesterday...Relatives had been concerned for the wellbeing of the area resident who disappeared two days ago...V...
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e
downsleepresseseyeshut...presence watchin pressesigh...ah shit
...hafta gettup...jaw sets eyes half open...nosinhalexhale...
fuck...push a...farth-mp mufflin mattressheets...throw aside
covers...cloyin waftswarms...inhaliftshoulderstomachead...elbow
rollegswing coolskin bare...feet sl-p floor...sittup’n lean backr-ckstretchin...lean forward elbowstab knees...headin handscenter...legs tense...pushands knees legs tighten...standizzy wob-b-ble...
hands hold hipstretch b-ckr-ck...presseyeshut headshake
...blink wide...deepinhalexhale...a lumpresses...pokes pushin...
y’wnnngh...roundstep bed coversheets crumpled white...door open
hall...tight legstretchestep...dooroom...light diffusink...toiletseat bowl white...legs bend fallsit...presseseat cold ring...
sh-iver...bowelooswarmin...push a...is it gonna...com’on pushunagh...com’onunh push a...big feelshafthru openin lipsquishesqukr-ck...cool wet flush...push distends...clench assnips a...slipslidin water...sh-shake...absence freezes...head shakescatters...
V...lights glowin darkold...hands feet wet cold...get home...hurry
...bootsnow heavy darkold...gotta...oh god hurry...hold it...force
pressestrain...clenchold a...legs pushurry...dark houses brightinside...twistinside snowsuit...a hot burnin...can’t...god...can’t
hold it...feel a...pushin thru lipsqueeze hold a...misteyes frown
pout...mommy...lightsparklesnowshininglimmerin...shiverin cold
sky a knot pushin...home...getoilet...mom...can’t...lightswarm
glowin...tearsear puffin eyes...cr-nch-snow...blackracks above...
housesafe warm clothes off...bright room...blowind cold...hold a
...can’t here...home...push legs...can’t...no...no...lips loosenin head
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pusheslidin out presseswarm lumpants...no...lumpressesticky
rubutthighstep...push kneestep apart...tearswellin...thighstepressesmearsticky lump...houseswarm...waddlestepiss dribbles tip...momm · V...plumpy white flesh...bowl cold white...bubblingutshiftingroanin...push a...smoothslidin brown...wormouse
head...holdin a...cold asshaftin...kn-ckl-cknees...a big coilingrainy...porcelingrainy dull...feelso fuckin big...longropullingutslidin...widry eyes air...pushin bloodrum pressestrainstomachead
...slipsleavin assholong flickerin tongue tickles a...press-shiver
head back huncheshoulders...slipspl—-porcelinglimmerin water...a
softubrown coilingrainy...My mother thought we had worms once...
She made us save our turds’n she kept’em in baggies lined up
on a tray in the refrigerator · V...ungh...gotta fart...little fist...
push knotsolid...unngh...pf-t...ungh...waftswirlsmellunch meat...
what’s that stuff...freezingrip a frozen lump...squeezeyeshut rockshoulderstomachead curl...work it out...rock back...sweaty flush
...damn gutshakestretches wide y-wn...exhaleshake...eyes wide...
breathinose oh god wanna...close presseyesuppin skull...a big...unghh...poppin musclestretch eyestrainsqueeze...pushardry...oohhh...
here comes a...movin pullin...feelike i’movintoo...push a...easolidout...breathin hold...push flowslidin...knottingrabbinguts...knotwistight...palm presstomacheart be-eats...pushout down...ah-ung...
oh is this...arch backrock puckersass...flex pushinguts...bindingrip a...knotightwistingrab...bend forwardown...peek between
legs...push burstingutstrain...loostrain...thingrainyellow flowin
...pullswallow fallin a...loose paintexture...handsmearin paintin
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mouth...pushin paintin mouth...eatin a...piss dribbles...lift
head sittupushard press a...starsilver fleckswirl...softubeslidin
...rock back forth...Van Gogh...eatin paint...Van Gogh...no one
can pronounce my name...vahn hchohch...rockradliname...mistake
about hisear...people make it all the time...cut off leftear lobe
not right...painted fromirror...mirrorimage for him...vahn...rock
forward...hchohch...vibrathroaty buzz lingers...squinteyes...release...rock back’n forth...tightwistinguts...pushard wallstomach
...push tight asshole openingapassage convulses ripplin...closeyes
...rock back’n arch over...flex back presstomach...fuzzy ticklin
ringutshiver...shouldershake...hollowingutingles...push’n rock...
vahn...rock...hchohch · W...p-p-pushit...asspurts wet...shititsquirted...feels wet...hold it...don’wanna pantshit...god...W...better
hurry...can’t...herrre it comes...unsnap hurry...dropantseat
fallon...oh god...loose tight clench...bowelsnap spl-sh burst...
crazy churninguts...ohh god...comin out like puke...breathe acid
stench...ooh...emptyin helpless...sh-ake...push a solid liquidstreamsp-wspl-sh...acrid...pushinguts balloonin out burnin asshole...sourisesniff wethick swarm...push a...liquid gush blasts
burnstings a...oohhh...god i hope that’sit...tremblin ass canal
...head reels empty...it’s enuf...reach unroll white soft...fold’n
crumblin hand...caked splattered grainy brown white sides...
cloudy brown cloudsubsumin...reach’n fl—-sh...Anyway she’d
probably kill me if she knew I was tellin you this but once we
were out eatin’n she started comin down with something...‘N
by the time we got back to my place she had diarhea so bad
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that she started taking her clothes off in the hallway...There
was this trail...Of clothes down the hall...Coat shoes dress pantyhose’n as soon as I got the door open she just ran naked into
the bathroom’n fell on the toilet · W...exhaleslow...pushin a...
piss dribbles hollow ticklin tip...presstomach warm pisslip...drop
dribblingutshiftingrumblingroan...pushard rock back...pres seslips
open...asslipslow...slickoily slides open...forward...pushead
bursts bloodown...ringseat asswarm...push a...slidin...lips
part...push a slidin...unngh...hard spearshapestretchin... jaw
necklench...tighteninguts push a...unngh...a knot passes presslips openin...a slickoily...gone...spl-sh...gravity grabbingiddy
...cold sh-sh-shiverseparatin...pullsoft away flow horizons blink
...quietsittinglow...shsh-sh-shufflin feet outsidoor...sittinsular
...Yahh’hi...muffleshuffles...Finally got to go...tighten asshift
...We’ve...door closin...All morning...who is it...bowelstab
grabbin...tightstomachard push a...cr-cklin slidesqueezin a...
slidesengagin...What...What is it...rustlin...Oh honey...listense
...ass relax...Can we use your bathroom real quick...twist...
We’re goin to her grandad’s’she’s gonna spend the weekend...
pull white paperoll fold reach under thigh’n wipress...You’re goin
fishin right honey · W...face pleads...kn-kn-ck...dropaper...Is it alright if we have the bathroom for a minute · W...gettupull pantsup...
z-psn-p stepopenin door...walkitchen stepassingirlsteppinto bathroom
...door closin...smilinod shufflin...turnin smilin...Ahhhh...Mom’
mmyy · W...what the...mothersteppin brushin...I’m here what’s the
...openin door steppin...Oh’here · W...j-gglin handle fl—-sh...
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What’re you guys talkin about · W...open eyes reachin...sittin
swishin chair...Marge is talkin to herself again · W...lips
flattingaze...I was jus’telling everyone that when I was halfasleep last night I was dreaming that I was looking into a mirror that’turned into this blue-gray water an’then a fish jumped
splashin’out of it an’turned into this red flower · W...blinkin eyesleight...Weird...sittin backstraightstretchin...God I’ve had a headache off’n on for three days now...handrubbineck...It’s drivin
me crazy · W...closin eyes fingers pressin...face tired...bodieshiftin...hand liftin cup sippin...Hey has you know who had her
baby’yet · W...eyesexpectin...I don’t’think so · W...leanin hush...
I still can’t believe she’s pregnant · W...headshakin...Especially
with him...He’s’such an asshole · W...squincinose...Yah but’it
just surprises me...I never thought she’d want kids...lookin...She
always used to make fun of the baby-makers...She even used to
make fun of the couples she’d see · W...smilin...She’s’so funny ·
W...eyeslidingaze rifts...You know...I overheard this couple today
...faces facin...They were talkin about some kid...eyeslide across faces lookingaze...They were sayin that he was havin a
hard time in school an’had to be tutored...gulpswallowin...His
problem was that he couldn’t sleep...lookingazes...He woke up
everynight becuz he heard a rat under his bed · W...bed emptiesound black space...a solicitingaze...headshakeshiftin...A rat
under your bed oooo...shudderin...That’s too scary · W...feetshufflin under table...eyes drop...Some really weird guy called
my sister everynight’til she got her phone number changed ·
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W...eyesleight...What did he say · W...eyes widen hush...Yah...
chucklin...What did he say · W...forward squirmin quiet shifts
...Oh...shouldershrug...He would tell her he was naked’n stuff
like that · W...mouthsquincin sittin back...eyes dart coverin
...Did your sister know this guy · W...face hangs...I think she
suspected who it was but she never really knew · W...facesettlin
room...Did I tell you guys what my sister told me the other day
...settin down cup...Her’n her husband’re separated now’n he
called to talk to my niece...eyestop’n look...Anyway my niece
picked up the phone to talk to him’n the first’thing she said
was Are you in there Daddy · W...lipstraight flat...twitchead...
That’s really sad · W...quick shiftseat...Oh god...eyes wide...
You know that girl who was helpin out last night...facesearchin
...Well she ended up goin back to the hotel with that band...
handsup...Whatever they were called...open hands...Anyway she
woke up this morning handcuffed to a sink’n couldn’t remember
anything · W...eyes mouth crack...Handcuffed to a sink · W...eyestretch...Yup...Can you imagine · W...meetingazeyes...Was’she...
Was’she hurt at all · W...quiet shun...No...She only had bruised
wrists · W...facenquirin...An’she didn’t remember anything · W...
eyes meetingaze...Nothing · W...face relaxeyes...That’s pretty
scary...But it’s pretty funny too...I think I’d be afraid of
what I didn’t remember · W...lookrosslyly cross...couple passin
table...I remember once this guy followed me into the warehouse
where I was workin downtown...I thought...handshuffle...You know
I thought he was goin to the outlet store...Or visiting someone
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in the building...eyeshrug...So I forgot all about him...hands
fall...But suddenly I was aware of this guy standin behind this
open fire door starin at me thru the crack...You know between
the wall and the door...a gazin...It was creepy · X...sittin up
...What happened · X...breathless...Well I walked up front where
the outlet was...lipsqueeze...The boyfriend of the woman who
worked there was there’n he went back to where the guy was but
by then he was gone...shrug...He’d gone down the back stairway
by that time...head cocks...He’d unlocked it...It was always kept
locked so he must’uv gone back there and unlocked it so he could
make his getaway...head tilts lifts...At least they remembered
seein him tho...For a while I thought I’d imagined him...hand
ris-gh...It’s funny...clenchin...After it was over I realized I’d
been holdin a pair of scissors clenched in my hand · X...handrops
...That was probably pretty lucky · X...facestop...They were pretty
big scissors too · X...passmilesquirmin...Oh god you know...hand
graspin...Scissors remind me of this dream I had...Well it was
more like a nightmare...I had it the night before my brother’s
wedding...eyescrape...The entire family was gonna be there and I
was gonna see my mother for the first time in a longtime...breathin...Well anyway...hushair chills...In this dream I was in this
institution...swallowin...My mother had had me committed...Somehow she an’these doctors had decided I was incorrigeable...An’
that I had to have a lobotomy...flat look...I didn’t know’it tho...a
fallingaze...I was just put on this’silver gurney...I wasn’t strapped
down I just couldn’t move...eyeslip...Anyway I was wheeled
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into this room with all these doctors’n nurses around...eyesweep
...My mother was there too...breathin open mouth...I was in this
chair...eyes gaze up...’N everything around me was’silver an’
this doctor standin behind me took these long thin silver scissors an’started pushin’em thru my head...grimacin mouth flinches
...I could feel these scissors’start right above’n behind my right
ear an’go thru my skin at a downward you know diagonal angle
hittin the bone’n crunchin thru it...mouthsquincin...There wasn’t
any pain just this pressure as they crunched thru the bone...Hittin the soft brain matter’n slicin thru it’til the point hit the
bone on the other side kinda below the jawbone...tiltin cheek...
Then the crunch-crunchin as it went thru the bone...hand toucheek
...Then comin out...eyes lift...Kinda reminded me of havin a swollen cheek...eyeshufflin hands fall...Anyway it turns out that the
operation was a failure...’N I was really pissed...curteyesnort
...I was gonna sue everybody...smilin head shakin...Everybody...
lookin...It was horrible...Feelin those scissors crunchin thru
my skull...sh-shiverin...With all those people standin around
talkin about me...gulpin...An’me not able to understand’em · X...
sittinexhalin back...I used to have this dream...It kept recurring...I was always standing down this-this long hallway lookin
at an open elevator at the end of the hall...a glancingaze...There
were always people in the elevator talkin...liftstraightens...But
I could never understand what they were sayin so I’d always start
walkin toward’em to become part of the conversation cuz I wanted
to so bad...But I never could · X...browshrug loosexhalin space...
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a
doorsolid cl-ck hollowringin...why’d she...It stands standing
as every house stands...X...reachingrabbinglass...damn I’m so
thirsty...light pressineyes...an’tired...closocketsqueeze
poundin...y-wnin...I think I drank too much last night · X...
opensmilin a...But’that was’such a great dinner tho...tiltin
head...What was that’toast you used...widesmilin...It sounded so nice · X...hangingaze...it’s from ah...breathin...it’s an
adulterated line of Rimbaud’s...swallow...it goes...breathin
...le coup de ta voix sur mon tympan decharge tous les sens
et commence la nouvelle harmonie...a liftingaze...I thought it
was appropriate · X...eyesmilin...Yah it was nice · X...empty
room...she really left...absencechoespace...As fast as fast
falling flesh stands backward swaying...X...grabbinglass...here
...voice slaps wall...I’ll get us some juice...turninglasslips...
oh no...hitth-nk table bouncin...hand grab...got it...look...and
it didn’t even break · X...That’s pretty lucky · X...oh but’chew
know I broke that nice little one last week · X...Oh...I liked
that little one...eyesoften...But I like little things · X...butt
phallick little things · X...a sterningaze...You know what I said
· X...shrug...yah well I can’t resist...cheeksmirk...anyway what’
chew say doesn’t always sound like what you think it does · X...
eyesturnin...I wish you’d stop changin the things I say · X...
turnin walkin...but it’s so much fun · X...buttitsow much fun...
closin bathroom dooresoundin hollowringin...fuck...Breach blanketed it sways swaying as every backbone sways...X...voicechoestillness...Wha’did’jew say · X...clearesoundin...Nothing · X...
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muffled...reachingrabbinglass...peerino cracks...thoughtit broke
...god i keep breakin things...wine glass lamp...what else...oh
shit yah...my glasses...so damn stupid...she’so beautiful tho...
grips...her presence...kinda like i lose myself...my composure
...’n somethin breaks...door latchescold cl-ck...Ear earth to
floor weight of waves beating retreating...Y...eyeslur...fuck
what a drag...finger presses nosinglassesquirm...feel a...soft
warm limbswirl...smell’d so good...so big’n soft...tall bigshouldersoft skin...mmmm...pressingainst her...swimmin a limbswirl tanglintogether...fleshy effusive glowin...’n things break
...It beats beating as the sea goes...Y...why’d she leave...I’ll
call you · Y...just becuzza what i said...just left...a smooth
warmskinsilk...twistin limbshatterin swirl...perfumesticky flesh
...And how much of the sea has finally gone...Y...dooresounds clckin...undeniably what’sin fronta you...that’s a phrase from outta nowhere...just pop’d up...globe smootheavy blackoolin hand...
crazy 8-ball...ask a question’n answer appears...turn it over...
like little thoughts that just appear...Beaten against these walls
hull-like fastened floundering to row upon row of rigging and
sail ...Y...doorsolid cl-ck hollowringin room...wha...move across...
bathroom door...kn-kn-ck...hey can I come in · Y...listen...Do
whatever you want · Y...challengin...shrug open door steppinside
...what’cha doin · Y...lookin...Lookin in the mirror · Y...see anything interesting · Y...My face is peeling · Y...it sure is appealing...mirrorsmilin...see I bet you liked it that time · Y...lookrossin...What do I like · Y...my changin what you said · Y...mir-
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rorsmilesmilin...Oh yah · Y...shitit’so stupid...she gets’so mad
...And which of these walls has finally stove-in...Gone like an
expectation before the void...Spit out and blanketed with tongues
...Y...pickinglass up...a lookingaze overim...You were like talkingrindin your teeth last night · Y...dropsmile...I was · Y...molars grate...Yah...I reached over’n touched your cheek · Y...fingers toucheek...I wasn’t talkin was I · Y...handrops...Kind’uv...
With your mouth closed...eyescare...You must be under a lotta
stress or somethin · Y...expectant...under a little dress or somethin · Y...jokerseyes...Now you’re getting annoying...curlipstern
...I really wish you’d stop changing everything I say · Y...brows
lift a full gazesolid...well you know sometimes you mumble so I
just mouth what it sounds like · Y...lookin...Yah well it drives
me crazy · Y...dooresoundsl-mmin hollowringin...feetstep down hall
...buzzesilence...And which of these tongues has fallen Eve-like
...Y...lighthru holdinglasshines...That’s funny...flickin hair...
I thought this was broken...tiltinglass leveliquid...You know I
had this...ingazin...Well I guess you could call it a dream...It
was right before I fell asleep...lookin...You know...That state
between sleeping and being awake...eyesearch...nod...There was
this mirror but I couldn’t see a reflection in it...I was looking
in it and it slipped out of my hands and shattered like water on
the floor...raisin browshruggin...lookrosses...I just thought it
was kinda funny · Y...lookin...you know...the other night you said
somethin that really hurt my feelings · Y...lookingaze...I did...
lookin mirror...What was that · Y...you remember the other night
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when I came in’n tracked water in your apartment · Y...Yah · Y...
waitin...well you stepped in some’n said to me Your wit is shit
· Y...lookin...I did not did I · Y...yah you did · Y...I can’t imagine I said that it doesn’t make sense · Y...it seemed so outta
context I didn’t believe it either...hangin voice...so I asked
you later I said so my wit is shit hunh · Y...What’d I say · Y...
you just shrugged · Y...I can’t believe I said that · Y...but I’m
sure you did · Y...But it doesn’t make any sense · Y...I know...
it seemed so outta context...like somethin else was goin on · Y...
...No-no I didn’t say it · Y...hangry eyes...well I jus’thought it
was a really cruel thing to say...and I did ask you · Y...It doesn’t
make any sense why would I say that · Y...lookin...facin mirror
facin...Hand stuttering prick spurting fallow pride up before the
word...Y...damn her why’she actin like this...walkin outta bathroom...could i have heard her wrong...i asked her...well you know
it’s no big deal · Y...rustlin bedroom...is she gettin dressed...
standstill...I’ve gotta go · Y...you do...why · Y...I’ve just got
to go · Y...why what’d I say · Y...i asked her...why does she act
like...did she say it...oh god what if...shoes are wet wit is shit
...could i have...hey...wait a minute Y...heart poundin cold oh
shit what’s goin on...I’ve gotta go · Y...this isn’t fair · Y...I
know...I’ll call you · Y...dooresounds hollowringin...hallsteps
fallin...closedoor...resounds...Built back bellybound brow-beaten
singing organs fast chiselling chapel fastened ears dancing faster
round human tongues awash awhile anyway out of wasted lips
...Y...walk to table sit down pick up pencilean over empty paper...
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is that him...hey Mark · Y...no...that’s not him...kinda looks
like him from behind tho...dresses like him...same kinda jacket...
they’re both so tall’n gangly...crushairoom bright blue pantswirlin dark frame...well where is he...ask him...hey excuse me
...face unravelin...have you seen a guy waitin around here...
kinda tall wearin a black jacket · Y...headshakin...well...this is
great...he’s the one who wanted to meet here...Earlier today at
the White House...radio...scar opens chest...When did you have
your operation · Y...knife slices blood beads...partskin openin
red flesh up abdomen sternum...wide open...floods red yellowish
surface pinkish gray tubes twistin...mass grey wethrobs...For a
moment the President resembled an Aztec priest ready to dismember himself...Y...i can’t believe i thoughthat guy was Mark...
kinda stands’n walks like’im tho...same posture...No no but listen...
rustlin limbs...I’m at work’n I’m cuttin lettuce’n I’m thinkin
about this dream I had the night before...holdeyes...In this dream
I’m havin this swordfight with her...swallowin...We both have
these swords’an we’re just hackin away at one another...And as
I’m goin over this dream in my head her sword comes swingin
at me’an at that moment I slice through some lettuce right into
my finger you know completing the arc of her sword · Z...is that
him there...trafficslowstoppin...bustlin store frontsidlin traffic signs
billboard...sidewalks crowded...damn...i’d never see him if he was
here...faceswirlin voices colorspinnin murmur...cheeksoft glow...
hair long light brown...lipurse...pantsmooth tight...breath rolls
breasts...hangearrings jangle...who’s that friend of Mark’s...
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glance cast cross...the one with the scar across her cheek · Z...
eyesoftingaze...Oh I know who you mean...voice foldshake...I can’
think of her name tho · Z...headslow twisturn...faces...brown hair
waves framin face...white neck shouldersquare...blue shirt light stitch
...Z...seein outlinin window...jeans grip waist legslidown...brown
boots...head turnsideswayshowin...looseslimbody mottled freckles
...brown hair shaggy...brown eyesluice...men’s dress pants cuffs
...blue blouse loosleeves...musky scent...lifturn head eyeslide...Z
...thicklips crooked teeth...blacknappy hair...eyes dark brows... arms
bare cocoa...blue t-shirt eyes white...shaved face bumps bristlin
...eyes close headrifturn...Z...lipstick sharp red...eyesoft brown
shadow...how long have you had this’scar · Z...thighstep forward...hipshake butt...I’ve had it ever since I was a little girl
· Z...eyeshorizon loll...lullin blue sky...headslighturnin...Z...dark
vest bare arms blackurly hair...burnished skin...boney face cheekbones jut...dark pantstraight loose matchin vest...socklesshoes
flat and black...handrop eyesofturnin...Z...long blond hair glistensoft...scoop neckollar bone...charcoal sweater...breasts halt fabric
...knit hangs tightstrokin legs...butthigheelifts...lift headrifturningaze...Z...clipped brown hair round ears...arms foldin liftin
chest breathin...flock hair flips...wide shouldershake loose atop
waist...eyespry white open collar...jeanshapressin lump...head
turnslow...Z...white blouse vest darkollar pointed...tight sleeves
cuffs pointed...large cloth-covered buttons...dark pants high
waistband wide legs...shoes flat pointed...face powdered white...
lips bright red...lashes thick brows dark...earrings blacklip...Z
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...headslow turnin...walkin long hall...there she is...small
figure...dark gray clothes white hair...I don’think she ever
changes · Z...blue tile beige lockers...cleanersmell...drinkin
fountain...look...it’s’so small · Z...point...lookin...head
turnslow...old woman dark gray outfit...tight curls white scalp
showin...facesmilesoft lines crease cheeks forehead...approachin
...smile...hi Mrs. Blindman...it’s been quite awhile · Z...recognition face lifts...Mark...It’so nice to see you...How have you
been · Z...hand reachingrabbin forearm...smilook...I’ve been doin
fine...you look great...I don’think you’ll ever change · Z...eyesoft...And who’s this with you · Z...presenturn hand...oh I’m sorry...belly button abdomen soft open small roll...smile...this is
my friend Marge · Z...handshakin...She’s so very attractive...
lipress breastsmashed hips thrustingrabbin mouth pullin flesh
stretchesuckin...You weren’t ever in any of my classes were you
...headshakin...I’m sure I would’ve remembered you · Z...limbsoft
wrap around...Mark’s told me so much about you I feel like I was
· Z...primmin...Well I certainly hope he’s told you nice things
about me...hips thrustin hips grindincurveswirlin fingers diggin
back...He was always one of my favorites you know...hand touches forearm eyesly warmsmile...He was almost always a good boy
· Z...eyesmilinglint...feel alightingaze press...I hear you had to
have an operation...I hope everything’s alright · Z...brows drop
eyes...Oh it wasn’t serious...smilingracesoftly...You’re so nice
to ask tho...buttsleek pumpin loinsmoothairless legs breachin...
I hope I can get some of the credit · Z...crossmilights looks...
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bell r-ngin..voiceshufflin feet...door openin...daisyellow flower
petalstem green sewn on white sheet...walkin shufflin...black suit
white boneskeleton white grinskull deep empty eyes carryin plastic
pumpkin...pirate black hat skull’n crossbonesword stripeshirt
black vest pushesquealin blackat paint nose whiskers furry pawsuit...white flowinghostsheet billowin armstretched...Wuuuu ·
Z...voiceshufflin followin armswing...red suit black weblines Spiderman carryin paper bag...hall door openin...crinklin dress puffin
fairy princess...coonskin cap Davy Crockett buckskin brown pantshirt fringes plastic musket...Darth Vader black plastic helmet
cape carrying sack...rushingreen white ghoul face black eyes lines
big dirty teeth...circled eyesin torn face yellowin flesh blood
wounds dirtorn clothes zombiesquealin pushin...shiny beetly head
Alien big feet blacklaws over shoes pillow case in exohand...greenish
white plastic skull gray lines frozen grinnin...swayin melted face
teeth protude eye hangs over cheekbone...duck tail cape sideburns
Elvis...fish face green fish creature wavin...vampire fangs white
face bloody mouth flowin cape...yellowingreen fuzzy feather armsuit brown leggings big yellow beak fuzzy head...Batman black
frozen facears point...shufflin...blackone hatwide flat brim blackape broom crooked nose warts...hall doors open wide...outsidirt
path grassworn away...big bunny floppy gray ears whitail vest’n
watch fob...small blackape hood holdin scythe...voices carryellin
down hall...paper sheet sails out door...tree trunkshufflin branches
arms...clouds roilingray...limbs dip reachin...small Zorro walkin
draggin sword...scratchin linesin dirt...heavy darkloomsky...Z...
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Cover Image: Christmastown by unknown seven-year old, circa 1974.
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